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ABSTRACT

Software functional test focuses on validating the correct implementation of the requirements
specified for a software product. Exhaustive functional test for software of any reasonable

•

complexity is recognized as being impractical, so that sampling strategies must be introduced to
prioritize and optimize the requirements validation. Statistically based sampling techniques show
a potential for the systematic validation of requirements with the use of representative inputs from
the software's planned operating environments. This paper discusses the need for sampling
strategies in functional test, the characteristics of a statistical strategy and the roles for automation
to support a statistical test process.
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INTRODUCTION

The focus of this paper is software functional test [1] and, in particular, the sampling strategies
that must be introduced to create test materials. Functional test methods treat the software as a
black box and are primarily concerned with the software externals (ie. checking the correct
mapping of software inputs to expected outputs) . The internal structure of the software is typically
not considered since that should have been the focus of the developer conducted structural tests.
The requirements addressed through functional test are the functional capability of the software,
its performance, its reliability, its installability and various other considerations. Essentially any
requirement identified in a specification through the use of the English verb 'shall' and of interest
to the customer is considered a candidate for a functional test.
Functional test is generally performed with a systematic process of identifying the requirements
to be validated, creating test materials, executing the software against the test materials and
reporting the results of the tests. A test plan is created to identify the requ irements to be validated
and the validation method (inspection, analysis, demonstration or test) to be used. Test procedures
detail the test plan and define the steps to be followed in the test, the discrete data values to be
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used, the expected execution outputs and the pass-fail criteria for deciding correct software
execution. These procedures are run against the software in a predefined environment with
executions recorded and the results summarized to certify the requirements validation .
Requirements Coverage vs. Cost Dilemma

For software of any complexity, it is difficult to ensure the validation of all requirements because
of the shear number of requirements with which the tester must deal. The situation is further
aggravated by the number of discrete tests run against an individual requirement to achieve some
level of confidence in its validation .
Requirements Numbers Problem

•

The requirements which the tester must handle come initially from the customer's statement of
work (SOW), which typically identifies the functional , performance and operational capability which
is required in the delivered software. In the vendor's proposal , a refinement or elaboration is
performed to document the vendor's interpretation of these requirements, but, since proposal
preparation is generally limited, the total set of requirements is typically not completed until after
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contract award. Where more time for requirements elaboration is available prior to contact award,
less risk is involved in ensuring that a complete set of requirements has been defined for the •
development.
Data from an aircraft system development [2] illustrates the typical requirements discovery
process for medium to large scale processing systems. In the customer's SOW, a requirement
for an avionics subsystem was identified to provide the aircraft's electronics capability.
Requirements were also identified for a flight software component within the avionics to provide
the interface between the aircraft systems and the flight crew. Subcomponents within the flight
software were identified, one of which was a navigation subcomponent to control the aircraft's
flight path.
This level of detail (subcomponent within a component of a subsystem within a system) is typical
of the level to which requirements are specified within a SOW. The reason for stopping at the
subcomponent level is that the number of total system requirements to that level is in the several
hundreds to thousands. Column 3 in Table 1 shows that 16 requirements were identified in the
SOW for the navigation subcomponent. In this example, the flight software component was
composed of some dozen subcomponents and contained in the order of 150 discrete requirements. When requirements were accumulated for all components of the avionics subsystem and
all subsystems within the aircraft, a SOW with several thousand requirements resulted.
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At proposal time, the requirements for the six elements of the navigation subcomponent were
further refined and 250 requirements were now identified for the navigation subcomponent.
Column 4 in Table 1 shows this growth in requirements which would be described in some
combination of the technical proposal, the specification for the aircraft system and the software
specification for the flight software component. Another refinement of the navigation subcomponent requirements occurred when the software specification for the flight software was
developed.As shown in column 5ofTable 1,459 requirements were identified from this refinement.
Further definition in the sensor alignment and navigation initialization areas was the principal
cause for this growth.
Problem with Comprehensive Requirements Validation

To validate a specified requirement, a test procedure is defined to exercise the software which
implements the requirement. The identification of appropriate problem data to include in the test
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procedure is a challenging question for the tester and requires a domain analysis to differentiate
legal and illegal values, subsets of frequently used values, and relationships and dependencies
between data values. In most cases, the complexity of data relationships and the size of the value
domains quickly introduce combinatorial problems in test data selection.
Specification
Paragraph

Paragraph Content

3.2.6
3.2.6.1
3.2.3.1.1
3.2.6.1.2
3.2.6.1.3
3.2.6.1.4
3.2.6.2
3.2.6.2.1
3.2.6.2.1.1
3.2.6.2.1.2
3.2.6.2.1.3
3.2.6.2.1.4
3.2.6.2. 1.5
3.2.6.2.1.6
3.2.6.2.2
3.2.6.2.3
3.2.6.2.4
3.2.6.2.4.1
3.2.6.2.4 .2
3.2.6.2.5
3.2.6.2.6
3.2.6.2.7
3.2.6.2.7.1
3.2.6.2.7.2
3.2.6.2.7.3
3.2.6.2.8
3.2.6.3
3.2.6.3.1
3.2.6.3.2
3.2.6.3.3
3.2.6.3 .4
3.2.6.4
3.2.6.4.1
3.2.6.4.2
3.2.6.5
3.2.6.5.1

Navigation
Navigation Insertion
Present Position Insertion
Ground Elevation
Barometric Pressure
Data Override Insertion
Sensor Alignment
Ground Alignment Control
Ground Alignment Insertion
INS Test Alignment
INS Normal Alignment
INS Fast Alignment
AHAS Normal Alignment
AHAS Fast Alignment
Air Alignment
Alignment Status
Navigation Initialization
INS Initialization
AHAS Initialization
INS Sensor Mode
AHAS Sensor Mode
AHAS Flux Valve
Flux Valve Display
Flux Valve Calculation
Check Flux Valve Calculation
Doppler Land/Sea
Mode Control
Data Reasonableness
Mode Availability
Mode Recommendation
Mode Activation
Air Computations
True Air Speed
Wind Computation
Navigation Support
Earth Radii

3.2.6.5.2

Doppler/INS

3.2.6.5.3
3.2.6.5.4
3.2.6.5.5
3.2.6.6
3.2.6.6.1
3.2.6.6.1.1
3.2.6.6.1.2
3.2.6.6.2
3.2.6.6.3
3.2.6.6 .4
3.2.6.6.5
3.2.6.6.6
3.2.6.6 .7
3.2.6.6 .8
3.2.6.6.9
3.2.6.6.10
3.2.6.6 .11

Doppler/AH RS
Altitude
Barometric Calculation
Position Keeping
Insertion.Mode, Update
Insertion and Mode
System Update
Miscellaneous Rates
Air Alignment and Doppler
In-Flight Alignment
Doppler/INS Navigation
INS Correction
Inertial Navigation
Doppler/AHAS or AHAS
Air Data
Doppler/INS Heading
Other Parameters

In Statement
of Work

In Proposal

In Software
Specification

4
2

4
2

4
2

11

11

2

9

9

10
14

10

14

2
1

2
1

14
14
13
20
9
8

33

33

9
1

9
1

16
14
8

8

13
2

13
2
4

33
27
2

6
2

15
6

2
15
6

4

4

27

27

1
7

1
7
9
1

9
1

2

4

6

3
3
9
8
4
1

10

2
3
3

9
8
4

1
2
6

10

9

9

13

13

6

6
5
2
3
2
1
1

5
2
3
2
1
1
TABLE 1

The situation is further aggravated by realizing that the human effort to organize, execute and
analyze test procedure results is measured in some number of hours on average. For the
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navigation subcomponent case shown in Table 1, the effort for just a single test of each

requirement might account for some 250-500 hours (roughly 6-12 weeks) of effort. Not an
attractive situation when planning the testing of a system in which navigation software plays a
very small part. Hopefully, this illustrates the need for a sampling strategy for software functional '

•

test to optimize the requirements and data selection, while maximizing the overall validation of
requirements.

Sampling Strategies for Functional Testing
In the technical literature, the techniques for creating test samples for functional test generally
recognize that exhaustive testing is impossible and rely on using subsets of the requirements
and data. The approach to selecting which inputs to include in the subset distinguishes one method
from another.
The equivalence partitioning method [3] attempts to subdivide the domain of input values into
classes for which equivalent results could be expected from the execution of any representative
value in the class. The approach subdivides a total input domain into a finite number of subsets
and then relies on sampling from the subsets to restrict the functional test input. The boundary
value analysis method [3) is an extension of partitioning which rather than selecting any value as
representative focuses on selecting values along the edges or boundaries of the classes. These
boundary values are viewed as triggers for the more error prone areas of the software. The error
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guessing method [3] relies on tester experience in isolating areas with more potential for causing
software failures. Similarities with previous software developments, the functional complexity of
the software and the first-time implementation of software functions are clues used in isolating
problem areas with this method.
Statistical techniques [4, 5) have been discussed for software testing but generally focused on
the area of structural test. The thrust of these techniques is generating test data by the random
sampling of what was considered a uniformly distributed set of input values. In the reported
experience, random test case generation has been favorably compared with the branch and path
testing methods of structural test in terms of its coverage of program structure. Statistical
techniques [6, 7] have more recently been introduced as functional test methods and are the
focus of this paper. These techniques rely on the definition of probability distributions for the
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software functions and inputs to control the selection of representative test inputs. These
distribution based methods introduce a mathematical basis (statistics) for realizing objectivity and
operational realism into the requirements validation process.
Statistical Test Strategy

One approach to statistical sampling for software functional test is defined as part of the Clean room
software development methodology [6]. A three step process is defined (1) of defining probability
distributions for the software functions and inputs based on an analysis of operational requirements, (2) of encoding the distributional data into a data base and (3) of generating test samples
from the data base. The first step starts with an analysis of the software specification to identify
the total set of requirements and any constraints, dependencies, relationships and interactions
between and among the requirements. An examination of software requirements is performed
with any testing approach but what is unique to statistical strategies is the identification of
probability distributions for each requirement and software input.
If all functions and data are equally likely to occur, then a uniform distribution can be defined that

•

leads to a strictly random selection of tests. It is this case which is generally misunderstood to
represent all forms of statistical testing. If something other than a random selection of data is
required for functional test, the goals of the testing effort must be clearly defined to dictate the
probability distributions. In the Cleanroom work [6] , the focus was on computing the reliability of
software products so that probability distributions were defined to reflect the operational usage
of the software product. In other cases, the focus might be on the quality of the software for safety
critical reasons or on some other perspective. In many cases, different focuses might be addressed
in software functional test and require the definition of families of probability distributions.
The second step in the Cleanroom statistical test process is the encoding of the distributional
data into a form acceptable to an automated test generator tool [7]. This requires the definition
of a list notation for describing the composition of the software functions and inputs and a minimal
set of terminal, macro and pseudo commands for facilitating test procedure generation. The
pseudo commands allow operations on members of lists, the macros allow navigation through
sets of lists and the terminals permit the formatting of test procedures in application specific terms.
The goal of the generator is to create data sequences which constitute the steps in a test procedure
for a functional test. The third step in the process is the automatic building of test procedures by

•
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the generator by sequencing through the data base, creating a defined number of test procedures
and filling out the contents of each test procedure with a representative operational data, randomly
selected from the data base.
Automation (CASE) Support

The test case generator developed for the Clean room method [8] is a menu driven editor which
supports the entry of definitions and probability data for test specifications. The test specification
contains all the data on a particular software product which would be required to produce test
samples that are representative of the software's environment. Standardized formats are used
within the database and the generator has a table driven design which can be modified to fit
application specific requirements.
The functions of the generator are interactive construction of test specification databases and the
generation of test samples from the databases. The processing flow for the execution of the
generator functions is shown in Figure 1. Three primary editing functions are available to a user
in organizing test specification databases:
- adding new test specifications
- updating existing test specifications
- updating input data definitions.
A report generation function is provided to allow on-line browsing and/or hardcopy printing of a

•

test specification database. The test generation function creates a test sample directly from the
database but allows the user to specify run-time overrides, headings for hardcopy outputs and a
random number generator seed.
As shown in Figure 2, the generator was implemented as three separate PUI programs, which
total some 2,500 PUI statements, and a set of utility routines for report preparation, various data
conversions and random number generation, which total an additional 1,000 PUI statements.
The generator uses 45 screen panels for communicating with users (25 for an in-line tutorial and
20 for user dialog).
Sequential Sampling for Determining Test Completion

The sequential sampling method [9] attempts to minimize the size of test samples by computing
the bounds for the product accept and reject regions and by evaluating after each test sample
March 30 , 1992
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execution whether the product should be accepted, continued in test or rejected. The bounds are
based on two probability parameters which attempt to capture the developer's and customer's
risks. One bound is the probabilitythataproductwill be accepted that still contains errors (customer
risk}, while the other is the probability that a product will be rejected or continue in test which does
not contain any errors (developer risk). The bound computations factor in confidence limits on
the testing and software quality levels, which reflect the limits on what a customer will accept.
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FIGURE 1 - TEST GENERATOR FLOW
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FIGURE 2 -TEST GENERATOR IMPLEMENTATION

A region is defined by the bounds, as illustrated in Figure 3, wherein the defect levels indicate
that product testing should be continued. The width of the region reflects the confidence level
factored into the decision to stop testing (ie. wide region for higher confidence limits and narrower
region for less stringent limits). As testing is performed, the defect levels are tracked and mapped
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against the bounded region. If the levels fall within the region, then testing should be continued .
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If the levels fall consistently above the region, then the product should be taken out of test and
returned to the developers for improved implementation. If the levels fall consistently below the
region, then the product should be considered acceptable for delivery and testing can be stopped.
A maximum number on test samples defines a cost driven limit on testing and is used to force a

•

decision on whether to deliver with a higher than planned defect level or to perform additional
testing.

Defecis
Discovered
During Test

Number o! Tests Executed

FIGURE 3 - SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING PROCESS

Application Experience
The Clean room test approach [6] and its generator [8] have been used for testing some dozen

•

different applications, including the functional testing of the generator, itself. In every instance,
the test personnel were able to identify the requirements to be validated, the relevant software
inputs with their data domains and the probability distributions for both the software functions and
inputs. This information was encoded in the generator's data base and test personnel were able
to create realistic tests to drive the functional testing. Embedded software for avionic, surveillance
and space applications presented more challenge because of the functional complexities of such
systems and the need to understand the constraints imposed by the application environment and
the human operator interactions. The statistical ideas were successfully applied in these appli cations and provided early exposure to realistic and representative software usage, as the software
was being developed.
From a productivity perspective, only test planning and test material preparation are impacted
with the statistical approach, since test execution and reporting efforts are performed in an identical
manner. Depending on the application complexity, the statistical approach might add one third
to one half more effort to test planning but this is effectively offset by the reduction in test preparation, since test procedures are generated automatically. The current experience [6] using
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statistical methods indicates that there are no negative productivity impacts on the overall
functional test process. This result is due primarily to the use of smaller numbers of more robust
tests which are more representative of the actual software usage. The long term expectation, as
experience and confidence with statistical methods grow, is for a net reduction in the functional
testing effort, as smaller test samples are used to achieve higher levels of confidence in
requirements validation.
In terms of the product quality resulting from the functional test process, statistical methods seem
to have the greater potential because of their formal basis in mathematical statistics. More
objectivity and realism are introduced into the testing and a sound theoretical underpinning is
provided for making inferences about the product and its development process .
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PRESENTATION AGENDA
Introduction/Overview
Software Functional Test - Definitions and Background
Test Coverage vs. Test Costs
Functional Test Strategies
Steps in the Statistical Test Strategy
Organizing Data by Probability Distributions
Randomly Selecting Representative Tests for an Application
Tools for Test Generation
Sequential Sampling
Concerns and Benefits with the Statistical Strategy
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FUNCTIONAL TEST IN

•

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Roles

Demonstrate Delivery of Implemented Requirements
Exercise Strings of Software Parts Providing
Pieces of a Specific Sub-Capability
Ensure Operability of Integrated Parts
Exercise Interfaces between Software Parts
Provide First Software Exposure to End-User Interests
lnstallability, Useability, Reliability
Usage

Primarily for Software System/Subsystem Testing
Certification, Qualification, Acceptance
Limited Role in Development Testing
Integration, Regression , Diagnosis
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SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL TEST
Definition

Process for Formally Verifying Requirements Implementation
Software Specification(s) Define Requirements
Testing Based on Predefined/Controlled Software Execution
Verification Also Accomplished with Inspection and Analysis
Characteristics

Testing Focus on Requirements
Functional, Performance , Procedural
Testing Methodology Deals with Software Externals

•

Treats Software Product as Blackbox
Verifies Mapping of Software Inputs to Expected Outputs
OYER · 3

FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCESS

•

Identify the Requirements to be Verified
Typically Restricted to Single Requirements Specification
Separate Requirements Not Verified by Execution
Identify Inputs Required for Testing the Requirements
Operator, Hardware, Interfacing Software
Define Domain for Data Values for Inputs
Differentiate Legal and Illegal Data Values
Identify Subsets of Frequently Occurring Values
Reflect Concurrency, Exclusion, Dependency
Determine Level of Data Variation for Coverage
Nominal, Boundary, Stress
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LIMITATIONS ON THE
FUNCTIONAL TEST PROCESS
Difficulties in Ensuring Full Requirements Coverage
Times for Preparation, Execution, Analysis Measured in Multiple Hours
Single Test Per Requirement Costly for Reasonably Complex Software
Workarounds with Requirements Prioritization and Implicit Verification
Exhaustive Testing of Input Data Combinations Not Practical
Domain Sizes and Complex Interrelationships
Necessity for Adopting An Input Sampling Strategy
Prioritization of Requ irements fo ~ Effective Coverage
Application and Test Experience Dependency
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Limits on Data Variation to Maximize Verification
Data Selection Approaches Defined by Test Methods
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RATIONALE FOR INPUT SAMPLING
Total Requirements for Software of Any Complexity
Significant When Software Initially Specified by Customer
Grow When Requirements Are Derived as Design Evolves

Variation in Input Values Introduces a Compounding Effect
Nominal, Boundary, Illegal Values Require Consideration
More Than One Test Needed for Each Type of Data Value

Combinatorial Problems Result from Test Variations
Average Hour's Effort per Test Imposes Formidable Challenge
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EXAMPLE OF REQUIREMENTS GROWTH
FOR NAVIGATION COMPONENT OF AVIONICS SOFTWARE
3.2.6
3.2.6.1
3.2.6 .1.1
3.2.6.1.2
3.2.6.1.3
3.2.6.1.4
3.2.6 .2
3.2.6 .2.1
3.2.6.2.1. 1
3.2.6.2.1 .2
3.2.6 .2.1.3
3.2.6.2.1.4
3.2.6.2.1 .5
3 .2.6.2.1.6
3.2.6.2.2
3.2.6.2.3
3.2.6.2.4
3.2.6.2.4 .1
3.2.6 .2.4.2
3.2.6.2.5
3.2.6.2.6
3 .2.6 .2.7
3.2.6.2.7.1
3.2.6.2.7.2
3.2.6.2.7 .3
3.2.6.2.8
3.2.6 .3
3.2.6.3.1
3.2.6.3.2
3.2.6.3.3
3.2.6.3.4
3.2.6.4
3.2.6 .4.1
3 .2.6.4.2
3 .2.6.5
3 .2.6.5.1
3.2.6.5.2
3 .2.6.5.3
3.2.6 .5.4
3 .2.6.5.5
3.2.6.6
3.2.6.6.1
3 .2.6.6.1.1
3 .2.6.6.1 .2
3.2.6.6.2
3.2.6.6.3
3 .2.6.6.4
3 .2.6.6.5
3 .2.6.6.6
3 .2.6.6.7
3.2.6.6.8
3 .2.6.6.9
3 .2.6.6.10
3 .2.6 .6.11
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Navigation
Navigation Insertion
Present Position
Ground Elevation
Baromatric Pressure
Data Override
Sensor Alignment
Ground AIIPrnment
Ali~nment nsertion
IN Test Alignment
INS Normal Alignment
INS Fast Alignment
AHRS Normal Alignmen
AHRS Fast Alignment
Air Alignment
Alignment Status
Navifration lnitializ
INS nitialization
AHRS Initialization
INS Sensor Mode
AHRS Sensor Mode
AHRS Flux Valve
FV Display
FV Calculation
Check FV Calculation
Do~ler Land/Sea
Mo e Control
Data Reasonableness
Mode Availability
Mode Recommendation
Mode Activation
Air ComRutations
True Air Speed
Wind Computation
Navigation Support
Eartn Radii
Doppler/INS
Doppler/AH RS
Altitude
Barometric Calculation
Position KeepinB
Insertion.Mode, pdate
Insertion & Mode
~stem Update
iscellaneous Rates
Air Ali~nment & Doppler
ln-Fli~ t Al~nment
Do?P- er/IN Navigation
IN Correction
Inertial Naviaation
Dop&ler/AH Sor AHRS
Air ata
Doppler/INS Heading
Other Parameters

In Statement
of Work

In Proposal

In Software
Specification

4
2

4
2
11
9
10
14
2

4
2
11
9
10
14
2

2

33
9

8
13
2

2

6
2
15
6
4
27
1
7
9
1
2
3

3
9
4

14
14
13
20
9
8
33
9
1
16
14
8
13
2
4
33
27
6
2
15
6
4
27
7
9
1
2
3
3
9

8

8

4
1

4
1
2
6
10

10
9
13
6
5
2
3
2
1
1

9

13
6
5
2
3
2
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SAMPLING STRATEGIES
FOR FUNCTIONAL TESTING
Conventional
Domain Partitioning
Inputs Organized into Classes which Give Equivalent Results
Boundary Value Analysis
Input Selection Focused On Edges of Equivalence Classes
Error Guessing
Partitioning and Input Selection Based on Tester Experience

Statistical
Representative Input Sampling
Input Selection Based on Defined Probability Distributions
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STEPS IN THE STATISTICAL TEST STRATEGY
Requirements Analysis
Identifying the Requirements to Test
Deciding the Probability Focus and Distributions
Data Base Organization
Defining the Sampling Strategy
Creating the Encoded Test Specifications
Test Sample Generation
Random Selection Driven by Distributional Data
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STEP 1 IN STATISTICAL STRATEGY
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

•

Software Product Analysis to Identify :
Requirements (Functions) To Be Verified
Capabilities, Constraints, Interfaces

Product Environment Analysis for Requirements on :
Product Operating Configurations and Modes
Reconfiguration and Partial Operational Capabilities

Determination of Probability Focus for Testing
Input Traffic Analysis for Function Execution Frequencies :
Identification of Inputs and Data That Drive Function Execution
Definition of Rates and Relationships for Software Inputs
Structuring of Probability Distributions
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STEP 2 IN STATISTICAL STRATEGY
TEST DATA BASE CREATION
Organized on Hierarchical Structure of Test Specifications
Test Specification Gives Skeleton Form of Test Step
Defines a Sequence of Inputs to Activate Software Function
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SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING APPROACH TO
PROJECTING TEST COMPLETION
Trade-off Analysis of Customer and Developer Risks
Computes Upper/Lower Bounds on Required Number of Tests
Bounds Reflect Desired Confidence Levels for Projections

Risk Interpretation of Computed Bounds
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If Count Stays in Reject Region, Return Software to Development
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SOFTWARE MEASUREMENT AND SOFTWARE TESTING
John C. Munson
Division of Computer Science
University of West Florida
Pensacola, FL 32514
jmunson@ai.uwf.edu
The field of software metrics has now reached a sufficient level of maturity that many different program attributes may be measured with some degree of accuracy and repeatability. Because of our work in software reliability and, ultimately, software testing, we are interested in
the application of these software measures in the refinement of models of fault prediction and reliability. Altogether too many approaches to testing and reliability are formulated around the notion of a program as a black box whose internal attributes are not distinguished from one applica-

•

tion of the model to another. Some computer software is very simple and straight forward while
other applications require more complex control structures in their design.

Yet another aspect

of variability is that fact that as a program is subjected to a wide variety of inputs, there are aspeers of the program that are exercised for some input values and not for others. There are certainly components of the variability in the failures of such a program that are directly related to
the complexity of the code executed.
If metrics are to be used in modeling, the next reasonable question is, what is the best single metric to use to represent the internal nature of a program? There are now over one hundred
such candidate metrics. Each, according to its author, clearly outperforms and eclipses all of the
others. In truth, there is a high degree of interrelationship among all of the metrics. Recent

•
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research suggests that there are pro babl y no more than four or five distinct complexity domains

•

that are measured in some degree by each of the ex1·su·ng mem·cs. If this is true, the best metric
is in fact a set of metrics chosen to represent as much variance in the underlying complexity
domains as is possible.
There are many different aspects of variability in the measurement of the attributes of the
computer programs. Each of the complexity metrics is seen to quantify some distinct attribute of
physical or psychological program complexity for the purposes of comparing and classifying
programs. Of particular interest is the potential use of complexity metrics as measures and pred·

ictors of program reliability and failures . These metrics should be used for their predictive rather than their descriptive properties.
Perhaps the most worrisome aspect of the descriptive use of metrics is the tendency on the
part of some software developers to oversimplify the measurement of programs to develop rules

•

of thumb for software design or perhaps even programmer evaluation. As an example of this, an
arbitrary value of McCabe cyclomatic complexity, such as 10, might be used to judge whether a
program module is

100

complex. In this application, if a program module has a value greater

than 10, then the module is subject to revision. In general, the revision that follows results in the
module in question being split into two separate modules each of which has a cyclomatic com·
plexity of less than ten. The big problem here is the that net complexity of the software system,
of which the module is a part, may in fact rise as a result of this decision. Certainly the com·
plexity of the interaction of program modules will increase. The complexity has simply shifted
from a domain that was being measured, Control complexity, to one that was not, Coupling
complexity. Altogether too many people have taken metrics to be a simple solution for the
understanding of very complex problems. This is rather like pouring crude oil in the gas tank of

•
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your car. Metrics require considerable refinement and distillation before they may be used in
cost models, performance models, reliability models, and (perish the thought) personnel evaluation models. We are only just now beginning to understand the nature of the underlying complexity domains.
A significant problem m the use of software complexity metrics is the collection and
management of the data. The infrastructure surrounding the systematic measurement of a program under development is very great. It is quite apparent that a number of very careful measurements must be made for software whose behavior is being modeled. The quality of the
predictive models will be no better than the data used to construct them. In some measurement
areas, the standards for data collection are ill defined. The current state of the art in the collec-

•

tion of time between failures data for modeling purposes, for example, is not good. We are now
measuring the tolerances of manufactured software with a yardstick. We must wish to learn to
measure with a micrometer. Altogether too often, the pressures to deliver a software system
dominate considerations of software quality and software measurement.

The Basic Model of Program Complexity
From a mathematical or statistical perspective, one can say very succinctly that the problem with most existing metrics is that many are simple linear compounds of other metrics. An
example of this idea may be readily observed in the set of metrics described by Halstead. His
program vocabulary metric , Tl , is the sum of Tti , unique operator count, and Tt2 , unique operand
count. If we have the two measures of Tl 1 and Tt 2 on a program module, there is no additional information in their sum. While Tl 1 and Tt 2 are very useful measures, program vocabulary is
•

linearly dependent on them.
Another potential problem with the existing set of metrics is the considerable overlap
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among the set of metrics as to what each is measuring. Consider the case of the two metrics of

•

lines of code and statement count. Clearly, the more lines of code a program has the more program statements it may contain. In the case of some languages, this correspondence is one to
one. While there appears to be a large number of complexity metrics for measuring differing
phenomena, these metrics may be reduced to linear compounds of a small number of new
metrics defined on orthogonal complexity domains.
Some effort has been devoted to organizing the many metrics into various taxonomic
categories in an attempt to understand the nature of the underlying complexity domains2. One
such classification would identify two distinctly different classes of metrics in terms of those that
measure static program attributes, such as lines of code, and those that measure dynamic program attributes such as the number of times a particular control structure is executed at run time .
These taxonomic structures, however, do not reflect the actual variation of the metrics when they
are potentially applied to the development of mathematical models. The technique we have

•

developed is based on the variability of each metric in conjunction with other metrics in a set to
show the structure of the complexity domains and ultimately represent this complexity with a
single numerical value called relative complexity using a statistical procedure known as factor
analysis.
The essential purpose of factor analysis is to describe, if possible, the covariance relationships among variables in terms of a few underlying, but understandable, random quantities
called factors. Basically, the factor model is motivated by the following argument. Suppose
variables can be grouped by their correlations. That is, all variables within a particular group are
highly correlated among themselves but have relatively small correlations with variables in a different group. It is conceivable that each group of variables represents a single underlying con-

•
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struct, or factor, that is responsible for the observed correlations. It would appear perfectly reasonable to characterize the complexity of a program with a simple function of a small number of
variables each representing an uncorrelated measure of program's attribute. In the case of program complexity, there are many measures of complexity, but factor analysis has shown that all
of these metrics map onto a small number of complexity domains. An objective of factor
analysis is to determine whether the data are consistent with a prescribed structure. In the case
of complexity metrics, the underlying domain structure is represented by the orthogonal complexity domains.
The potential success of the use of complexity metrics is predicated on the ability of these
metrics to describe all aspects of program variability. Problems have arisen in the past in the ap-

•

plication of complexity metrics to predictive models for software development in that different
program modules would have substantially different values of these metrics. In response to the
need to compare programs one to another based on their complexity, we have developed a realistic methodology to determine the relative complexity that will reflect the contribution of each
program module to the total complexity of a software system 8. As a methodology, any relevant
set of complexity metrics may be used to derive the relative complexity measure. Typically, a
working set of metrics would include metrics representing each of the complexity domains in
our basic orthogonal set of complexity domains.
The concept of relative program complexity is a derivative of recent explorations into the
dimensionality of program complexity using factor analysis to reduce the apparent number of
complexity metrics to a set of orthogonal complexity dimensions. These orthogonal dimensions

•

provide the basis for a conceptual model of software complexity. Such a conceptual model
would

consist, perhap~, of the independent complexity domains of CQntrQl, Size, Modularity, Ef-
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6
fort or In formation Content, and Data Structure . Any program might be seen to have charactcristic measures on each of these orthogonal domains. Consider, for example, the case of a sin -

•

gle program. We might take measurements on 16 complexity metrics; c 1, c2, c3, · · ·, c 16 ·
The domain model would map these 16 metrics onto, say, 5 uncorrelated domain metrics ;
d 1,

•· • ,

d s. This is represented pictorially in Figure 1.
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Figure 1
Factor Analytic Mapping from Raw Complexity
Metric Domain To Orthogonal Domains
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Table 1
Domain Pattern for Metric Analyzer
Metric

Control

Size

V(g)

0.951
0.949
0.944
0.933
-0.027
0.059
0.244
0.371
0.062
0.058
0.248
0.258
0.089
-0.195
0.001
-0.112
3.964

0.114
0.164
0.141
0.141
0.971
0.969
0.946
0.908
0.084
0.085
-0.048
0.021
-0.029
-0.118
0.024
-0.106
3.733

Stmts
N1
OutCalls
Max.Depth
112
N2
Size
MaxOrder
MeanOrder
BW

•

111
Ma.x.Level
Outputs
InCalls
Inputs
Eigenvalues

Information
Content
0.181
0.219
0.200
0.021
-0.020
0.076
0.065
0.034
0.919
0.918
0.857
0.676
-0.161
0.168
-0.182
0.247
3.162

Modularity

-0.041
-0.058
-0.092
0.036
-0.040
-0.071
-0.058
-0.034
0.132
0.133
-0.101
-0.277
0.764
0.741
-0.163
0.244
1.370

Data
Structure
-0.039
-0.036
-0.072
-0.004
-0.042
-0.004
-0.020
-0.034
-0.040
-0.036
0.084
0.024
-0.112
0.162
0.791
0.743
1.240

The primary question in factor analysis is whether the data are consistent with a prescribed
structure. In the case of complexity metrics, this structure represents the notion of orthogonal
complexity domains. That is, the many existing complexity metrics will map onto a reduced
complexity model of orthogonal measures. Once the metric domain pattern has been obtained,
the major task is to make the best interpretation of the new domains. It is important to note that
the burden of interpretation lies on the observer and is not intrinsic in the statistical analysis.
Usually, it is relatively simple to observe the relationships of metrics grouped by their association with a common domain and attach a name to this set. Intrinsically, factor analysis is a clustering technique. Complexity metrics with similar aspects of variability will tend to have high
correlations on a single factor and are thus associated with the underlying complexity domain.

•

For example, in this study McCabe's cyclomatic complexity and Gilb's logical complexity are
distinctly associated with a Control factor or domain.
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A simple example of the application of factor analysis to the metric data from an Ada

•

metric analyzer which is also written in Ada is shown in Table 1. For the purposes of presentation, we have chosen a subset of sixteen metrics produced by this analyzer. A description of
these metrics may be found in Table 2.
There were a total of 106 modules that constituted the metric analyzer system. For each of
these modules, a total of 16 raw metric values were obtained. The domain pattern represented in
Table 1 shows the degree of relationship between each of the raw metrics and the five orthogonal
domains produced by the factor analysis. The larger the number the stronger the relationship
between a metric and a domain. For example, the cyclomatic complexity metric, V (g ), has a
value of 0.951 on the Control domain and relatively small values elsewhere. Thus, it is most
closely associated with the Control domain. The metrics and their associated domains have been
highlighted in boldface in this table.
Each of the domains in the table has an associated name. The first domain, for example,

•

might be called the Control domain in that the metrics clustered together by the factor analysis
are those closely related to program control issues. The names of the domains are, in a sense, arbitrary. However, we have seen similar patterns over a large number of different studies.
Hence, we are now willing to believe that certain raw complexity metrics are associated with
identified domains in an emerging domain model of program complexity.
Associated with each of the five domains shown in Table 1, there is an eigenvalue. This
eigenvalue represents the amount of variance accounted for by each of the domains. The sum of
all the 16 resulting eigenvalues is equal to the number of metrics, which is 16, in this case.
Thus, the first domain, Control, accounts for about 25% of the total variance observed in the raw
metrics.

•
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•
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Table 2
Metrics Collected by the Ada Metric Analyzer
Stmts

This is the count of the number of executable statements in the unit. It is
counted from the parse tree by counting each statement node.

111

This is the count of the number of unique operators referenced within the
unit. Operators include all semantic and arithmatic operators, and all procedures and functions.

Nr

This is the total count of all the references to the operators that were referred to in the above statement.

112

This the count of the number of unique operands referenced in the unit.
An operand is any object that is used by an operator.

N2

This is the total count of all the references to operands within the unit.

V(g)

McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity.

Size

This is the count of all the nodes in the parse tree generated by the parser.

MaxDepth

This is the length of the longest branch in the tree generated by the parser.

MaxOrder

This is the count of the largest number of edges from a single node in the
parse tree.

MeanOrder

This is calculated from the Maximum Order and the Minimum Order using the formula: Mean = ( Maximum + Minimum ) / 2

Ma.xLevel

This is the maximum level of nesting in the unit. Nesting is defined as a
procedure/function defined within another procedure/function or a beginend block defined within another begin-end block.

lnpurs

This is the number of input parameters to the procedure or function . Any
parameter DECLARED as an input is counted as an input regardless of
whether or not the value is referenced.

Outputs

This is the number of output parameters defined for a procedure or function, including the return value for a function.

lnCalls

This is the number of times (in the code) that the procedure or function is
called. This value includes both internal (recursive) and external calls.

OutCalls

This is the number of calls made to other routines from this one. Every
call is counted, not just unique calls.

BW

Belady's Bandwidth metric. This is a value based on the formula
developed by Belady for determining complexity beyond that of
McCabe's Cyclomatic Complexity. It refers to the added complexity of
nested ifs instead of just the number of ifs in the code .
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The essential function of the factor analytic procedure is that it reduces the dimensionality

•

of the complexity problem. In this case, 16 metrics are mapped onto 5 orthogonal domains, as is
shown in Figure 1. Even with this reduction in dimensionality, comparing one program module
to another is still difficult. The next logical step will be to map from the 5 orthogonal domains
onto a single relative complexity domain. Relative program complexity will characterize the
complexity of each module as a single value.

A Unitary Measure of Software Complexity
A major problem, in the past, with the application of complexity metrics in the task of

prediction or for comparative purposes among program modules is that different program
modules would have substantially different sets of values of these metrics. There were no direct
means of comparing these program constituents. For example, program module A might have
many lines of code (LOC) and low cyclomatic complexity (V(G)) whereas program module B

•

might have a low LOC and high V(G). These modules are clearly different in their complexity
profiles, but are not comparable in some relative sense. When it is desirable to compare program
modules directly in terms of their relative complexity we have developed a realistic measure of
relative complexity that will reflect the contribution of each program module to the total complexity of a programming system. This relative complexity has proven quite useful both for
classifying program modules into categories of varying complexity and also for comparing them
as well.
The role of relative complexity in software engineering research is best understood in
terms of this classification process. Through the use of the relative complexity metric, individual programs and program modules may be arranged and grouped by this single measure. Complex programs are known to require a disproportionate amount of development effort and are

•
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also known to contain a disproportionate number of faults. The relative complexity metric provides a simple mechanism of aggregating the many similar complexity metrics into one single
metric that is a linear compound of the variance components of the set of metrics used to
describe a program or a set of programs.
While the initial objective of the factor analysis was to achieve a reduction in the dimensionality of the problem, this technique also has another benefit. One of the products of this
analysis is a transformation coefficient matrix. This matrix is constructed to transform a set of
raw, standardized, complexity metrics onto the underlying orthogonal domain metrics. From
these new orthogonal measures of program complexity we have derived our concept of the relative program complexity measure, p. For each program a raw data vector of complexity meas-

•

ures is input to the factor analysis. This raw data vector is converted to a new standardized
metric vector. Then, for each standardized data vector, a new vector of domain metrics is calculated.
The relative complexity, p, of the factored program modules may be represented as follows:
Pi

= Al d l i + A.2 d 2i +

. . . + Amdmi

where A; is the eigenvalue associated with the j1h domain dimension and d1i is the domain
metric of the i ih program module on the j ih domain. Each of the eigenvalues represents the relative contribution of its associated domain to the total variance explained by all of the domains.
In essence, then, the relative complexity metric is a weighted sum of the individual domain
metrics. In this context, the relative complexity metric represents each raw complexity metric in

•

proportion to the amount of unique variation contributed by that complexity metric .

Prom 9. grntigtic9.l per~pective, the underlying di~tribution of the Pi'S i~ DQth. interestin0 and
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tractable. These represent observations from a normally distributed population with a mean of

•

zero and a variance of
m

V(p)

= L"-f,
i=l

where m represents the number of domains in the domain pattern.
The actual values of the relative complexity metric are not quite digestible by the typical
consumer of metrics in that they range from negative to positive numbers. A scaled version of
this metric

Pi

lOp 1·
-===+50

= -VV(p)

is a more reasonable metric. In this case, the scaled metric will have a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.
It has been shown that the relative complexity metric has demonstrated value in that it may
be used to classify program modules into categories of varying complexity and for providing a

•

mechanism for ordering them as well. The relative complexity metric has been established to be
a stable measure of a software module. The sensitivity of the p metric for given program
modules in terms of subsamples of programs from a larger population of programs has been
carefully examined. If the metric were found to be too sensitive to subtle variations in complexity values of associated programs, it would be of limited utility. If it is to be used for
9
classification purposes, it should also be robust. The metric, p, has that property .
A careful distinction must be made between statistical relationship and causality. There is
a direct relationship between complexity measures, more specifically the relative complexity
metric, and measures of program quality, i.e. number of faults. This in itself does not imply that
program complexity will cause program faults . Further it is clear that the act of simplifying the

•
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structure of a program will not automatically decrease the number of faults in that program or
the number of changes that will need to be made to it. Simple or complex, bad code is bad code.
All things being equal in regards to programmer ability, relative complexity is a good
predictor of program modules of poor quality. The modules of high complexity, on examination, are generally found to contain labyrinthine control structures and bushy logic. In this sense,
there is reason to believe that complexity metrics should contribute to the enhancement of thi
testing process.

The Evolution of Software Systems
The nature of the relationship between software complexity metrics and measures of program quality as related to relative complexity is clear. This relationship has been investigated in

•

terms of predictive models between complexity metric domains and aspects of software quality3,7_ The focus, in this case, is on the relationship between the unitary measure of complexity,
the relative complexity metric, and software quality. The ability to measure this relationship is
desirable for a number of reasons. The foremost reason to study this relationship is that the
software metrics are measures that may be obtained early in the software life-cycle. To the extent that a definitive relationship between the software metrics and the number of faults in a program can be established, these metrics will be useful adjuncts to the testing process.

It is reasonable to suggest that reliability and quality models for a system under development must reflect the changing nature of the program as it is subjected to various levels of testing. That is, a program will tend to increase in complexity as systematic changes are made to it
during the test and validation process. A mathematical model of the reliability of such a system
•

must be able to reflect this increasing complexity of the system. A major problem in modeling
system failure in terms of the extended reliability models, is to be able to describe the precise na-
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ture of the system that failed. A complete software system might consist of a hundred or more

•

program modules. Each of these modules is a potential candidate for modification during the
testing phase.
In order to describe the complexity of a system at any point in time, it will be necessary to
know which version of each of the modules was a constituent in the program that failed. Consider a software system composed of n modules as follows :

m 1 ' m2 ' m3
Now, let m represent the i th version of the

1

/h

'

. . . '

mn

module. With this nomenclature, the first build

of the system would be described by the set of modules:

We can represent this configuration more succinctly by simply recording the superscripts as vectors. Thus a system under development might look like the following sequence of module version sets.

<1,1,1,1,

,1>

<1,2,2,1,

, 1>

<2,2,3 , 1 ,

, 1>

<2 , 3 , 3,2 ,

, 2>

•

•

•
•
For example, the 5th entry in the third vector would represent the version number of this module
in the 5th build of the system.
Software complexity metric data must be captured at each build during program develop-

•
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ment. On going research in the complexity metric area suggests that some additional refinement
in metric analyzers is necessary to give better resolution in the complexity domain. There are
possibly a number of domains not now being measured. The general nature of the relative complexity metric will permit its enhancement with augmented coverage of the software complexity
domains.
The computation of the relative complexity of various releases or versions of a software
system will occur as follows: For an initial build of a software system described above, a
transformation coefficient matrix may be constructed which will send the raw complexity
metrics onto a set of reduced orthogonal domain metrics. From these new metrics, relative complexity values may be computed for the modules represented by in the initial system build. The

•

transformation coefficient matrix derived from the first build will not change subsequently, but
will serve as a baseline for measuring changes in program complexity.
Associated with the i th program module,

m},

at the first build of a program, there is a

corresponding relative complexity value of p/ . By definition, the relative complexity, p of the
program system will be

4
at this first build. As time progresses, system complexity will tend to rise . Thus, the system relative complexity of the n th version of a system may be represented by a non-decreasing function of module relative complexity. Each of these new relative complexity will be larger than
the previous relative complexity value for the previous build.

•

Dynamic Changes in Program Complexity

Sometimes our view of complex

software systems is colored by our experience with com-

plex mechanical or electronic systems. In the case of software systems it is evident that these
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systems are clearly a different animal. Consider the case of a jet engine as a mechanical system.

•

When this system is operating, essentially all of its components are operating together. An
operational test of this system may be achieved by simply breathing life into it. This is not the
case with software systems. These systems contain many independent components, or modules.
Taken in their totality there are potentially a vast number of distinct paths that may be taken
through these systems as a function of the different inputs to the system. Hence, the dynamic
complexity of the software system will depend on the inputs to the system. The net effect of
differing inputs to the system is that the operational or functional complexity of the system will
change in response to the varying inputs. Given the association between module complexity and
errors, it follows that as applications change over time intervals, so too, will the likelihood of
faults change with respect to time.
In the software development environment, the term operational profile is used to describe
the set of interactions among program modules executing together with the probabilities that

•

they will occur. When a software system is running a fixed application there is an operational
profile for the system represented by the probabilities, p 1 , P2 , p3

, · · · ,

Pn · For our purposes,

P i represents the probability that the i th module, in a set of n modules, is in execution at any ar-

bitrary time.
The functional complexity, <I>, of the system running that application is then:
<i>=P1P1 +P2P2 + . .. +PnPn

This is simply the expected value of relative complexity under a particular operational profile.
The operational profile for a program can be expected to change over time. In other words, for
each time interval, i, there is an operational profile represented by the probabilities

Pi ,Pt .... , p~.

As a consequence the function complexity <l>i will also vary. This is distinctly

•
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the case during the test phase when the program is subjected to numerous test suites to exercise
differing aspects of its functionality. The functional complexity of a system will vary greatly as
a result of these different test suites. Given the relationship between complexity and embedded
errors, the failure intensity should rise as the functional complexity increases. If an application is
chosen in such a manner that the probabilities of running a complex modules is high, then the
functional complexity will be large. This is shown pictorially in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 shows an operational profile of a program where most of the time is spent in
modules of low relative complexity. For example, while module m 1 has a large value of relative
complexity, the proportion of time actually spent in that module is quite small as shown by its
operational profile. Hence, the functional complexity of module m 1 is relatively small. On the

•

other hand, Figure 3 shows an operational profile of a program where a good deal of time is
spent in high relative complexity modules. In this example, module m 1 also has a large relative
complexity value, the proportion of time spent in the module is also very large. Thus, its functional complexity is great. Whereas, the relative complexity of the systems represented by Figures 2 and 3 are identical, their operational profiles are very different. The difference in functional complexity is quite evident. The functional complexity of the system under the operational profile shown in Figure 3 is much greater than the functional complexity of the system shown
in Figure 2.

•
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Functional Complexity and Statistical Testing
This study represents a new excursion into the territory of statistical testing. The term, sta-

•

tistical testing, has traditionally been associated with Harlan Mill's error seeding techniques 5. In
this context the term is used to describe the process of estimating the number of errors remaining
in a software system based on the number of random errors introduced into the system prior to
the testing process. In the present context, the term statistical testing will be used in conjunction
with the statistical properties of the functional complexity of a software system and the number
of faults it may contain.
Given the fact that there is a strong relationship between the complexity of a software
module and the number of errors it might contain, the objective is to use this fact as an aid in the
testing process. The basic principal of statistical testing is that a program's behavior might be
systematically examined in response to varying input scenarios to which the program could en-

•

counter during normal and abnormal conditions. Some scenarios will result in an operational
profile that causes functional complexity to be relatively low. Some scenarios will result in an
operational profile that is relatively large. Those scenarios that represent the extreme values of
functional complexity are those that will give the greatest exposure to the more complex code
segments which in turn have the greatest probability of containing latent errors.
We strongly suspect that the degree of variability of functional complexity is an attribute
of software design quality. The overall objective of statistical testing is to determine the upper
and lower bound of software functional complexity and the sensitivity of the software system to
variations in operational scenarios. In most software systems there are generally one or more
potential scenarios of inordinately large functional complexity. The objective is to identify these
scenarios and insure that they will receive the testing time that they warrant.

•
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In essence, there is an underlying probability distribution for the functional complexity.
For a new program, we do not know much about this underlying distribution. If we were to assume, for example, that it is a normal probability distribution, then this distribution could be
characterized completely by its mean and its variance. The essential function of the statistical
testing process is to be able to characterize the underlying probability distribution at a reasonable
level of confidence.
The bottom line of any testing methodology is the notion that an adequate number of test
cases have been executed, to test all control flow paths, all elements of some input domain, etc.
From a statistical testing perspective, the adequacy of the test process is based on two distinct
criteria. First, that sufficient testing has occurred across the range of functional complexity to

•

provide reasonable estimates of the parameters of the underlying probability distribution at a
predetermined level of confidence.
Second, and perhaps most important, is the notion that a program has been adequately
stress tested. This will involve the identification of test suites that result in large values of program functional complexity. The concept of what is a large value of functional complexity is, of
course, a function of the distribution of the functional complexity. The underlying notion here is
that program modules whose relative complexity is large are those that are predisposed to have
faults in them. Modules of large relative complexity values will likely have many faults.
Modules of small relative complexity values will likely have few faults. Testing effort should be
concentrated on test scenarios that spend a lot of time in program modules of high relative complexity .

•
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A simple example of this is presented in Figures 4 and 5. In both of these figures, the
functional complexities of a hypothetical set of ten program modules is shown for the application of four test suites each. The module relative complexities are shown for each module along
the X axis. The module functional complexities are represented on the Y axis. Each of the
points plotted in these figures represents the functional complexity of a module under a particular test suite.
For the software system represented by the curves in Figure 4, the average value of the
system functional complexity is 46.3. The variance is 0.15. In this case the functional complexity induced by these test suites, assuming that they are representative, is less that the system
average complexity of 50. The variance in the system functional complexity is also quite small.

•

The total number of test needed to develop good estimates for the underlying distribution will be
small. Perhaps most imponant of all, the variance of functional complexity on the modules of
high relative complexity is small.
For the software system represented by the curves in Figure 5, the average value of the
system functional complexity is substantially larger. For this system, the average functional
complexity is 51.3, above the system average relative complexity of 50.0. The variance in system functional complexity is 5.1. The total number of test cases needed to develop good estimates for the parameters of the probability distribution for this system will be considerable
larger. A substantial proponion of the variance in the system functional complexity is directly
attributable to the variance in the functional complexities of the most complex modules.

Summary

•

Complexity metrics can provide substantial information on the distinguishing differences
among the modules of a software systems in regards to the conduct of the testing process. There
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is reasonable evidence to support the conclusion that computer software metric models may be

•

used as leading indicators of software quality in quality modeling applications. From an
academic perspective, the least of our problems is the formulation of these models. The key to
the eventual success of such models lies in their ability to render reasonable predictions on the
behavior of software systems. At present, there are at least two degrees of freedom not accounted for in such modeling efforts. First, the complexity of software systems tends to increase with
time, both during test and validation and also in maintenance. Second, the dynamic complexity
of a software system at any point in time is a function of its operational profile. That is, a program may exercise its most complex or its least complex functions as determined by its mode of
operation in response to a set of input stimuli.
The goal of statistical testing in this new sense is to characterize the behavior of a software
system in response to varying set of input stimuli. A major problem is that the software undergoes several stages of testing during the program development phase. At each stage, corrections

•

and modifications are made to the software with the hope of removing faults latent in the
software. It is possible, however, that a particular modification, or a series of modifications,
could be a source of new errors. The important statistical issue is how to test based on the
changes that have occurred in the software as a result of the modifications.
From the results of our recent research, we believe that the relative complexity measure, p,
is both a stable and a reasonable tool for the comparison and the classification of programs. Unlike other metrics, the relative complexity metric combines, simultaneously, all attribute dimensions of all complexity metrics. We have established that software complexity metrics, and the
subsequently relative complexity metric, are closely associated with measures of program quality . By combining the set of complexity metrics for each phase of the life-cycle into a single,

•
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comprehensive metric, it is possible to determine quality measures for a final program product
using complexity measures from the design or possibly even the specification phases

1

Perhaps the most important feature of the relative complexity metric is that it is a tool that
is generalizable in a forward direction. As more complexity metrics are developed, they may be
incorporated into the formulation of the relative complexity metric. We have concluded that
there are relatively few dimensions in the complexity problem space. If raw complexity metrics
are suitably chosen to reflect all aspects of the underlying complexity domains, then the concept
of relative complexity should provide a reasonable means of ordering programs as to their complexity. The relative complexity metric represents a static measure of a dynamic system. Functional complexity, on the other hand, represents the complexity of a system in operation. It is

•

only appropriate that the testing process reflect the intrinsic complexity of a dynamic software
system through the incorporation of complexity information in the determination of the adequacy of this testing process.
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THEMES
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• The task is reliability engineering, assurance,
management, and improvement
• The product is software - laden
• The reliability technologies we use are adapted
to the special attributes of software products
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OVERVIEW

•

• Introduction & motivation
• Review of basic principles
-

Reliability & quality

-

Hardware & software reliability concepts
& models

• Software reliability assurance challenges
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• Current approaches to software reliability
• Software reliability assurance process and
associated technologies
• Some practical implementation issues
• Conclusions
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MOTIVATION

•

• Rate of increase of software as a proportion of
-

System value added

-

System failures

is increasing
• Are there gains in effectiveness or efficiency
from software reliability interventions in other
phases of the product realization/software
development process?

•

•

• Need sensible ways to combine software
reliability information with hardware and
procedural reliability information to form a
complete system picture
-

Early in the PRP

-

Throughout the PRP
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To understand customer satisfaction
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REVIEW of BASIC PRINCIPLES
Reliability & Quality

•

• Quality - The degree to which a product or service
meets the expectations of its users
• Reliability - The persistence of quality over time
-

Partial failures

-

Repairs & repeated failures
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HARDWARE & SOFTWARE RELIABILITY
Concepts & Models

•

• Stress - strength model
-

Normal items

-

Flawed items

• Defects

•

•

-

Requirements

-

Design

-

Manufacturing

• Post - deployment defects
-

Environmental Shocks

-

Deterioration

-

Maintenance blunders
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HARDWARE & SOFTWARE RELIABILITY
Concepts & Models {cont'd)

•

• ReLICs, faults, & failures
• Copy-to-copy variability
• Except for defects introduced by maintenance
blunders, the (stochastic evolution of) software
reliability is governed by the number and location of
faults in the software and the operational profile
• Importance of the operational profile
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• Reprise: quality & reliability
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SOFTWARE RELIABILITY
Status

•

• Early studies: "bug counting"
• Growing up: temporal dimension
• Mid-life crisis: inspection & rework technology
-

Reliability growth testing

-

Test, analyze, & fix

• Maturity: end-to-end software reliability management

•

•
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Concurrent engineering

-

Total system reliability
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SOFTWARE RELIABILITY MANAGEMENT
Process

LIFE-CYCLE PHASE

DEVELOPMENT STEPS
Feasibility

Feasibility
and
Requirements

•

SAM ACTIVITIES
• Quantify operating conditions
• Define and classify failures

Requirements

Development
Plan

• Identify customer reliability needs
• Conduct trade-off studies
• Set reliability objectives

Design
D:~n
Implementation

• Allocate reliability among components
• ~ngineer to meet reliability objectives
• Focus resources based on usage

Implementation

System Test
System Test

• Manage fault introduction and propagation
• Measure reliability of acquired software

• Detail the operating conditions for
test planning

•

• Conduct reliability testing

and
Field Trial

• Track testing progress
Reid Trial

• Project additional testing needed
• Certify reliability objectives are met
• Project maintenance resource needs
• Monitor field reliability vs. objectives

Post Delivery

and

Operation

Maintenance

Maintenance

• Track customer satisfaction with reliability
• Guide new feature introduction by
monitoring reliability
• Guide product and process improvement
with reliability measures
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SRM PROCESS
Implementation Issues

•

• Feasibility & Requirements Phase
-

Estimating operational profile

-

Uncertainty in operational profile

• Design & Implementation Phase

•

-

Quantitative model for code inspection

-

System reliability models for software reliability
prediction

• System Test & Field Trial Phase
-

Model selection

-

Reliability prediction from one operational profile
to another

-

Certifying ultra-reliable software

• Post-release & Maintenance Phase
-
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SAM PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION
Some Research Problems

•

• Structural Reliability Prediction Models for Software
• Software Component Reliability Prediction Models
• On-line Software Reliability Assessment Tools
(CASE)
• FTA/FMECA Qualitative Techniques
• Reliability Growth/Statistical Inference for
Non-Stationary Point Processes
• Behavioral Models of the Software Testing Process
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• Reliability via Search Theory
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Don't Do Cost-Benefit Analyses!
1. A Revelation.
My cat Dumbo is very handsome, very sweet, but stupid. Yet, a few weeks ago he made an
intellectual breakthrough-4ie discovered television. After fourteen years of seeing the TV set
as a random pattern of flashing lights he understood it for what it was. · Now he's a couchpotato. His favorite shows are nature programs that feature birds and small furtive animals.
One wonders about the synaptic connection that had been dormant so long and was finally made.
What triggered his sudden awareness?
Dumbo's intellectual epiphany was on my mind a few weeks later when I was addressing
a group of middle-level data processing managers at a big New York City financial organization.
I've mentioned the cat because it was his mental feat (prodigious for him) that led me to a
sudden realization that much of what I believed about testing and quality assurance was wrong.
After doing a briefing on the state of the testing art and practice we held an informal session on
how test automation could best be implemented in their organization. A manager asked me:
"Give us some data we can use to support a cost-benefit analysis of software test automation."
I was about to give her the party line when I saw that her request was wrong and that if she did
the cost-benefit analysis rather than enhancing the test automation cause she would doom it. It
was a set-up for failure because any analysis she could do at their stage of development could
be discredited by even a junior accountant.
I had a heavy dose of operations research in the formative years of my career. Costbenefit analyses, trade-offs, and optimization were second nature to me. In more than three
decades I had never questioned their appropriateness: they were an integral part of my beliefs.
Yet now, I saw how destructive such tools could be in some circumstances. So instead of
honoring her request I said: "You don't want to do that-because you can't! "
"Well what do you expect our management to do? Buy-in on faith alone?," she
countered.
"Precisely!" I responded.
My answer may have shaken her complacency, but not as much as it shook mine. Later
that evening on the train back to Philadelphia, other paradigms were questioned and I recognized
other new truths about software quality assurance, testing, and test automation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Speed and efficiency don't matter.
The market and the competition are not feature-driven.
Don't do inter-operability testing.
Ship the product with bugs.
5. Quality is not the goal.
6. Don't try to justify test automation.
.
7. Forget the schedule.
And:

•

8. Don't do cost-benefit analyses .
So let's reexamine our beliefs and maybe see our goals from a different point
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2. Speed and Efficiency Don't Matter.
Speed and efficiency have probably driven more bad designs than any other goal. We believe,
or we believe our users believe, that speed is valued above all. That seems appropriate because
weren't computers invented to do things much faster than they could be done by hand? The
trouble with speed as an objective is that once you adopt a good language with an optimizing
compiler and use the best algorithms appropriate to the task, there's not much you can do to
improve the execution speed of a program without doing violence to the operating environment.
If speed can be improved by a better optimizer or algorithm and if ifs statistically noticeable,
and if it seems to make the user like your software more, and if it can be done with low
risk-many ifs-then do it.
Unfortunately, in the mature processing environment, be it mainframe or PC, often the
only way to improve apparent speed is too short-cut the operating system. More precisely, to
bypass the virtual processor that interfaces your application to the system. In the PC world, for
example, an application written to run under Windows sees Windows as the virtual processor.
If you execute a direct DOS command or even worse, a direct I/0 (bypassing the BIOS, say),
then you may have short-cut the virtual processor and your apparent speed increase has been
obtained at great risk. It's not one virtual processor but a hierarchy of virtual processors, each
of which has made assumptions about how it will interface with the virtual processor above and
below it in the hierarchy. You can't know what those assumptions are unless you're privy to the
documentation and what's inside the designer's mind. That's a risky position at best and a
catastrophic one at worst.
"But the user demands speed," you say. No! The user wants net productivity after you
add the down-time and interruption caused by your chancy approach to the processing time. The
chancy approach is only apparently better because you didn't count the time lost by bugs and
recovery. I do a sort three times a day and it takes about two minutes for a total six minutes
a day or 30 minutes a week. Version 2.1 used a slower but safer approach that took 3 minutes
for a total of 45 minutes a week. But the faster approach causes four crashes a week, each of
which takes five minutes to recover. Now we're up to 50 minutes a week. About once a mon~
the file is corrupted and it takes 30 minutes to replace it, so we're up to 57 .5 minutes a week.
Add to that the grumbling time, the calls to customer service, and the impact on other files and
it's clear that the speed gain was only apparent-the "fast" approach is actually slower.
Let's educate ourselves and our users. Let's put in a turbo-option to take care of the
speed freaks who want instantaneous speed, consequences be damned. Give the user a switch
to select either the fast-but-risky mode or the slow- (actually, operationally faster) -but-safe
mode. Usually, this can be accomplished by encapsulating the risky stuff in a special driver or
subroutines. Because risk may depend on configuration (i.e., what other applications are
running, hardware and operating system parameters, file structures, and so on) some users may
find that the turbo-mode is safe for them and faster. Instead of dictating the risk posture to the
user, we've made him a partner to our design and given him the option to choose.

•

•

3. The Market and Competition Are Not Feature-driven.
Software developers like to stick the blame on users. They claim that users drive complexity.
They'd like to build, they protest, a simpler and more robust product, but users always want
another feature. And if we don't supply it then our competitors will. This has an eery tone of
deja vu. Didn't we hear that one back in the 50's and 60's when Detroit said that Americans
didn't want smaller, fuel-efficient cars; that tail-fins, 5-ton passenger vehicles, 8-liter engines,
and huge chrome bumpers with protruding knobs were what users wanted? Proper market
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surveys never reached the board rooms and insulated design studios because if they had,
Japanese auto builders would not be dominating the market today.
Sure users have wish list whose implementation implies more complexity. It's a wish list
and wish lists never take costs and consequences into account. Also, the users who do take the
trouble to _ tell their wishes to us (note, wishes, not needs) don't represent the user
community-only that small but verbal minority that writes letters. Most market studies aren't
done rationally by sending questionnaires to a statistically significant sample of our users. Nor
do we tell them what each feature will cost in terms of increased disc and ram, reduced
throughput, and increased vulnerability to unforeseen interactions. Most wish-lists are dreamed
up by salesmen at COMDEX who look over their competitors' software and believe that what
they see in a cleverly cooked up demo is what the users will get and need. If I wanted to sink
a competitor I'd build a demo for COMDEX with so many snazzy features that it would make
my competitors' eyes bug out and then laugh all the way to the bank as they dissipated their
substance on building something that I never intended to bring out.
Software products should, must, evolve-but not so quickly that the next round of
enhancements is introduced before the previous round has stabilized. We want to respond to
the users' needs but we want to know from them what they want, not from some psychic salestype who's best market perceptions come from a martini. How do users exploit the current
features? Measure their usage patterns on-line, store the results, and give them an incentive
(e.g., a free upgrade) to send the floppy back to you. Use statistically valid polling and
sampling methods with well-structured questionnaires to get essential feedback. Use structured
questionnaires that reflect cost and risk (e.g., "Would you rather do A or B")?

4. Don't Do Inter-operability Testing.
This may seem to be mostly a problem for PC software vendors, but it affects everyone. It's
because the issues are clearer in PC software that I'll use it illustrate the situation. You've built
software that has to coexist with other software. How do we test their compatibility, or rather,
their incompatibility? How do we convince ourselves that our spreadsheet will work with their
word processor? It seems a reasonable desire but the cost of testing is not. The growth of the
test suite for compatibility testing, based on the best-known present techniques follows a square
law (if not worse) because each product must be tested for compatibility with all the other
products. It's worse because testing them one pair at a time leads to a square law, but we have
to consider them three-at-a-time, four-at-a-time, and so on. We can divide the problem into
three cases, two of which are soluble and one that is not.
The Virtual Processor Interface. That's the interface with the virtual processor over
which your application is written~.g., OS, Windows, NetWare, etc. You can't avoid
testing that interface-it will happen implicitly as you integrate your application. If you
misunderstand how that interface works, it will be obvious soon enough. Testing your
interface with the virtual processor should not be confused with testing the virtual
processor itself. If you believe that the virtual processor needs testing, then it's not much
of a virtual processor and you should think about using a different one if possible.
Testing the interface with the virtual processors can be done because you don't have to
worry about the interaction of everything with everything else.

The Explicit Interfaces. Most applications interface with other ippli~rion~. ThQse
interfaces must be tested, much as the operating system or network interfaces must be
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tested. The situation is similar to testing the virtual processor interface and again, the
test suite growth law is linear instead of square.

•

Inter-operability Testing. True inter-operability testing concerns testing for unforeseen
interactions with other packages with which your software has no direct connection. In
some quarters, inter-operability testing labor equals all other testing combined. This is
the kind of testing that I say shouldn't be done because it can't be done.
What can possibly be wrong with testing our package's compatibility with say, its 10
most-likely coexisting packages? Several things.
a. The package that displays the symptom is often the last one loaded and not the
package that caused the problem.

b. Mere coexistence isn't enough. It also can depend on load order, how virtual space
is mapped at the moment, hardware and software configuration specifics, and the history
of what took place hours or days before. It's probably an exponentially hard problem
rather than a square-law problem.
c. It's morally wrong. These interactions come about because somebody (hopefully not
you) is breaking virtual processor rules. It's an expensive vigilante approach to testing
where everyone is spending many bucks trying to find a wrong-doer. Testing for this
condones the rule breakers because if they're found, we're likelier to build-in protection
against them (and yet more complexity) than to take them to task for their error.

•

d. It gives you a false sense of security. You've tested hard against the popular
neighbors and you therefore feel that your software won't be vulnerable. That feeling
is unwarranted. How hard you've tested has little to do with the chance there will be a
bad interaction. Even vast sums spent on this kind of testing doesn't give you the
statistical right to make inferences about the probability of successful coexistence. I'd
rather see you worried about an unsolved (and probably unsolvable problem) than be
vulnerable and feel secure.

Instead of testing against an ever-growing list of potential bad neighbors, spend the
money on better testing of your virtual processor and explicit interfaces, so that you can be
confident that if there is an interaction problem you aren't to blame even if it was your program
in which the symptoms were first exhibited. Buy-in to the virtual processor compatibility test
suites that Microsoft is promoting for Windows 3.1 and Novell for its NetWare. Support-no,
demand-that your virtual processor supplier create similar comprehensive, public, compatibility
test suites.
If useful inter-operability testing is to be done, then it can only be done as a cooperative
venture of all the potentially interacting parties. This can be within your organization, user
groups, industry groups, etc. The current approach of endlessly redesigning private interoperability test suites is expensive and doesn't work.
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5. Ship the Product With Bugs.
Our software should be shipped with bugs. That's what we're doing anyhow. That's what we've
always done, and based on every theoretical and practical thing we know about testing and QA,
that's what we're going to continue doing as long as we write software. Instead of perpetuating
the search for the unachievable holy grail of zero-defect software and the corresponding myth
that we have achieved it (this time), let's rationalize our objectives based on the presumption that
the software we ship to our users will have bugs.
Shipping products with bugs doesn't mean shipping ill-behaved or useless software. It
isn't an excuse for slovenly design and primitive QA practices. It's a rallying call to further
excellence and a challenge for those of us who would achieve it. It means being open with
users about the bugs we find rather than hiding them. It means sending notices or including the
bug list in the README files. It means publishing the workarounds when we have them or
being honest if we haven't found one yet; it means warning users that some features are unripe
and that there might be danger in using them; being honest and open about what we have and
haven't yet tested and what we plan and don't plan to test in the near future; publishing industrywide bug statistics so that we can show users that we're doing as well as can be expected (if we
are, that is); educating users about bugs and their expectations about bugs. Most of all, it means
treating users as adults who can, should, and will make the right risk decisions (for them) if only
we give them the facts on which to base such decisions_

6. Quality Is Not The Goal.
Quality isn't the goal-quality, however you measure it, is just an abstract number. The goal has
always been and is, suitability for use and therefore, user-satisfaction. What does it mean to our
user that our software has 0.0001 defects/KLOC when they don't know how many lines of code
we have in the product or how to translate defect rates into an operationally meaningful metric?
The objective is profit if you're a software vendor, operating cost if you're a user. The Japanese
understand that, as do contemporary leaders of the quality movement. Quality is just one, albeit
important, ingredient that leads to a better bottom line. The error in treating quality:as a primary
goal is that it falls short of the whole solution and blinds you to the many other things that must
be done even if your product has sufficient quality.
7. Don't Try To Justify Test Automation_
A radical thing to say when your sponsor is in the test automation business. Being asked, as
we so often are, to justify the cost and disruption of automation has it backwards. What must
be justified is not automating when it is possible to so. We are, in the third century of the
industrial revolution, still fighting the battles the mill owners fought against the Luddites1• Is
there anything more bizarre than the idea that anyone in the computer business, which after all
is the brains and soul of automation, should do something by hand when it can be automated?
What are computers for? People who ask us to justify automated test methods don't really
believe in computers. They have rejected four decades of development. They're stuck in the
18th century. We've tried to convince them with reason, with analysis, and with an unending
stream of examples starting with the assembler and higher order languages and yet they still
have to be convinced. Maybe it's time to try ridicule .

•

1

Luddites, bands of English workmen wllo in 1&11-1 &16 organized to destroy manufacturing IIWihincry in

order to forestall unemployment_ Named after Ned Ludd, the l 8'th century English worker who originated the idea.
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8. Forget The Schedule.
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Every software builder claims to be schedule-driven. Either it's COMDEX, the year-end audit,
the competitor's latest release, or the vernal equinox. We know how harmful to quality driving
development by schedules is, yet it is claimed that this is the prevailing operative mode of the
software industry. A hypothetical man-from-Mars would see it differently. She would see
detailed schedules drawn up prior to the start of a six-month project say, and as the project
evolved over the next eighteen months, as one after another milestone was slipped, the man from
Mars would see yet another prolongation of the supposedly inflexible schedule. How can you
claim to be schedule-driven if you've yet to meet a schedule? At what point do we decide that
the fault isn't in developers, testers, or QA and their failure to work diligently ( 60 hours a week
or more) and conclude that the fault is in the schedule makers (who are rarely the ones who
have to execute the schedule) and the scheduling process? We have excellent models and tools
for doing rational scheduling.2 Most groups in the software development game have been
through enough projects to warrant using past experience as a basis for projecting the future.
Chronic schedule slips are a consequence of bad planning, ignoring experience, unrealistic
dreams about the absence of bugs, and just plain glory hounding-because in our topsy-turvy
sense of values, there's no glory in finishing calmly on time, only in snatching defeat from the
jaws of victory at the last possible moment. Once you start meeting (realistic) schedules as a
regular thing, it's time enough to think about the dollar value of schedule slippages and the
extent to which schedules should be allowed to drive your software development.

9. Don't Do Cost-benefit Analyses.
Doing a cost-benefit analysis presumes that your process is under control, that you know the
costs, and that you can determine the benefits. For most software developers today, none of
those preconditions are valid and therefore, any putative cost-benefit analyses based on such
shaky foundations are at best science fiction. If you can't predict costs, schedules, and bug
densities on the projects you now do with your imperfect process and tools, how can you hope
to make valid predictions of the impact of new tools and methods? If you don't have true lifecycle costs for software so detailed that you can ascribe individual service instances to individual
routines, then how can you even start the "cost" part of the cost-benefit analysis? Does your
software cost include everything? Initial development costs? Lost business? The hot line and
service costs? Installation expenses? And most important, the operational cost to your user?
Do you do any kind of bug analysis and feed that information back as part of a comprehensive
QA process? Do you know what your "apprenticeship" learn-it-on-the-job, so-called training
is costing you now? Have you figured in the cost of a high turnover rate among programmers
and testers who are tired of working 60 hour weeks months in and out?
Until your process is under control and you know enough about it to make meaningful
measurements of costs and benefits, any formal analysis is almost worthless. You don't have
the informational infrastructure needed for the job. And how to get to the point where you can
do the analysis? By adopting the methods and techniques that among other things, help you
bring the process under control. The very methods, techniques, and tools whose justification
prompted the analysis in the first place.

2

And don't you love the manager who takes your PERT charts and methodically cuts all the times in half?
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10. What To Do.
It seems like an impasse, doesn't it? A Catch-22. A chicken~and-egg situation. There's an easy
way out called "faith." 3 Faith that your software development process and problems aren't
different from those of your competitors or others in your line of business. Faith that what has
demonstrably worked for one group can and will work for yours if given the chance. Faith that
the central ideas of the quality movement apply to software as much as they apply to widgets.
Faith that if you don't do it, your software development entity will be eventually replaced by one
that does. But I don't mean blind, unreasoned faith in some Guru or another (this one included)
who makes a living preaching the quality gospel. I mean reasoned faith based on the experience
of others:
1. Get Benchmarked. Get information from a structurally similar organization who is
a few years ahead of you in the process. The best possible source is a willing
competitor. One tenet of the quality movement is the imperative to share experiences
with others, including competitors. It's no small part of the open secret of Japan's
success. Ask the tool vendors to put you in touch with successful groups. It's cheaper
than hiring a consultant.

2. Get Evaluated. Get your testing and QA practices evaluated by a professional outfit
such as the Software Engineering Institute to get a realistic appraisal of where you stand
compared to where you could be and compared to where the leaders are.

•

3. Do the Baldridge Award Exercise. Get the Baldridge award booklet (from the
Department of Commerce and go through it as if you were actually going to go for it.
Just seeing what information you now lack is an important part of the process. Note that
if you don't know the answer to a question in that booklet and/or don't know how to get
the answer, then the correct score is probably zero.
4. Start! You can do one study after another, one implementation plan follows another,
and there's yet another justification memo, but all that's an excuse for maintaining the
status-quo. Start! And remember that forgiveness is easier to get than permission.

•

3

No, I don't suggest that instead of testing you lay the bands on the listing, turn your eyes to heaven and

pray, "Lord! Heal this software!!"
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Data Driven Tool For Determining Testing Effort Needed For Large Software Product Release

Ashok V. Godambe
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ABSTRACT
Development of large software project is very complex. It requires coordinated efforts to put together
several hardware and software pieces. The responsibility of delivering these pieces is distributed
throughout the organization. Often, outside vendors and contractors are used to deliver some pieces.
Because of the competitive software market, the product is revamped periodically to form a new
release by adding new features and modifying existing applications. In each release . a number of new
requirements are added to address issues like backward compatibility, portability to newer platforms,
or adaptation to newer communication technologies. In addition, the product is required to meet
users' expectations about product reliability and performance. As a result. product complexity
increases between releases.

•

It is up to the Design process to identify all the software and hardware pieces. capture all the
requirements and understand the intricate interfaces among these pieces. For large software products,
it is difficult for any single person to understand all the pieces and their interfaces. Although there are
tools available that facilitate the design process, problem detection at both design and coding is
accomplished by manual reviews which often have limited success. Therefore, the task of removing
the faults missed during the development stage. and delivering the quality product to the customer
needs to be accomplished during the testing phase.
For large products, the testing starts even before all pieces are delivered. Usually. it begins from the
time a basic load is built using the code carried over from the previous release and minimum
interfaces. From this point, the product is built periodically incorporating new pieces and fixes to the
previously detected failures. This incremental product building continues until the product is fully built
and tested.
Decision to stop testing and release the product is often not tied to the product quality. It is made
arbitrarily, and is frequently dictated by the customer needs. Some idea about the product quality
when it is released is obtained by the number of failures still to be fixed. It Is even difficult to ensure
if the quality of the new release is an improvement over the previous release until the new release in

•

the field for a while .

For large products, behavior of failure detection rate during system testing, is fairly predictable. There
are models that can be fitted to account for its behavior. This paper shows how a tool can be built
that will select the appropriate model for extrapolating the behavior of failure detection rate, and

•

keep improving its choice each time new load is built and failures detected during its testing becomes
available. The tool then predicts whether the testing effort is appropriate for the desired quality. It is
also shown how this information can be used to deliver the product on time with the desired quality.
Accuracy of the methodology is adequately demonstrated by using system simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Typically, it takes anywhere from one to three years to build and test a new release depending on its
size and complexity. For a large product development, testing period consists two phases: 1 . product
building phase and 2. complete product testing phase. In the first phase, the product is built using
the new code and fixes. During the second phase, a new load primarily consists of fixes to the failures
detected earlier. Faults can enter the product each time a new load is generated for testing.
The number of failures detected in any testing interval is often used to get some idea of product
quality. During the product building phase, the testing effort is focussed on the new code and fixes
added during that load. If the product quality needs any improvement during this phase , generally, a
full functionality testing is scheduled. Functionality testing is more aggressive and its purpose is to
remove as many faults from the product as possible to improve the product quality. However, this
unscheduled round of functionality testing can be

•

expensive because it requires a lot of system

resources and efforts, and can push back the product delivery date. Moreover, its impact on the final
product quality can not be assessed until the release is in the field for a while.
It is clear from the discussion, that there is a need to understand the relationships between the
additional testing effort, failure rates and the final quality to determine when the additional testing is
warranted. This paper shows how a tool can be built to simulate the product behavior during the
testing period. More specifically, this tool will extrapolate the failure data for various testing intervals
using the available failure data. One important advantage of using the tool is that unlike real
development, it can be repeated as often as needed to study the impact of the factors affecting the
product quality.
Assumptions and notations used in the paper are delineated in the following section. Some
terminology and definitions needed to introduce the simulation tool are given in Section 3. The tool
in its entirety is discussed in section 4 . The results of running the tool are summarized in Section 5.
Section 6 provides a summary of general conclusions and observations of the simulation tool.
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2. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS

For the ease of reference, all the general assumptions made in this paper are summarized in this
section:
1.

We assume that a new release of the product is so large that the testing can not wait until all the
pieces are put together. Thus, it is built periodically using the previously tested code, new code
that becomes available in that interval, and some fixes It is tested to see whether the new code
and fixes work correctly. The process is continued until all the changes for the new release and
fixes for the detected failures are added to the release.

2. This paper also uses the same distinction between the faults and failures provided by Musa

14 1
.

For

example, a fault is an erroneous code, and a failure is a malfunction caused by a fault. Terms .
'error' and 'problem ' are interchangeably used for a failure in this paper.
3.

The products considered here are so large and complex that even with the best development
efforts, faults are introduced as new code and changes are incorporated in the product in stages.

•

4.

There is a chance, e that any fault will not be detected by testing .

5.

For the sake of simplicity, assume that each fault generates only one problem/failure if detected.
This assumption implies that the number of failures or problems actually represents number of
faults detected.
This assumption is not as serious as it appears. It is true that in real life, a single fault can possibly
cause many failures and vice versa. However, with the exception of some critical faults , a fault may
typically cause only one failure. The assumption is initially useful in keeping the methodology
simple.

For a quantitative measure of quality assurance, we use the definition given in the paper11 1• By quality
assurance of QA(f,

CIC),

faults is equal to 1 -

CIC

we mean the guaranty or assurance that the probability of missing at most f
(0 < CIC < 1 ). For example, quality assurance of QA(S, 0.05) provides 95 per

cent guaranty or assurance that number of faults entering the product is 5 or less.

3. SIMULATION TOOL PRELIMINARIES

The primary objective of this paper is to demonstrate how a tool can be built that uses the actual

•

failure data from a few prior testing intervals as an input, selects the appropriate model for the
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behavior of the fault rate, and extrapolates the failure data for the future testing intervals. By running
this tool, it will be possible to isolate the factors that influence the quality of the final product.
We also need the following additional assumptions and notations for describing the tool:
1.

•

Fault rate, µ(t) at time t, decreases over time. For large projects, the general behavior of µ(t) over
t is predictable and can be extrapolated by fitting any one of the following functions like
A *exp(-Bt) (exponential), A *(B + t)-c (Pareto), A *t" 8 , or any other function that best fits the data.
Selection of functions is product dependent. For some products, behavior of can be accounted
for by an entirely different set of functions . Other possibilities are discussed in Malaiya and
Srimani 131 and Musa141 •

2.

Faults are generated in any interval according to the Poisson process.

The assumptions made here are primarily for the purpose of illustrating the simulation tool. Clearly,
functional relationships given in ( 1) and (2) may be modified depending on the product.
We designate the following parameters as the tool parameters. In other words . the tool can be run by
varying these parameters to find its impact on the quality of the final product:

e.

1.

The probability of not detecting a fault,

2.

Quality assurance, QA(f, oc:) at the product release to the customer.

The method of determining the product release date or turn over date for a given quality assurance is

•

discussed in Godambe 111• Briefly, it involves the following steps:
1.

If T denotes the turn over interval, then the fault rate µ(T) needed at T for given quality assurance
can be determined knowing the fault generation process. For example, if faults are generated by a
Poisson process, and quality assurance, QA(5, 0.05) is needed, then µ(T) can be obtained from
the Poisson probability table such that the probability of 5 or less faults is 0.95 .

2.

Knowing the functional relationsh ip of µ(t) with t, T can be determined such that µ(t)

= µ(T)

4. SIMULATION TOOL

Inputs for the tool can be obtained as follows :
1.

If the methodology has not changed significantly for this release, then e can be estimated by the
ratio of the number of failures belonging to the previous release detected after it is fielded over

•

the total number of failures located so far.
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2.

Suppose the failure data for a few testing intervals is known. This data usually shows some
fluctuations . These fluctuations can be eliminated by taking the moving averages of appropriate
period. These averages are the estimates of µ(t)(1 - e) the average number of faults detected in
the t th interval.

If the tool is run, it will
1.

fit a function that best explains the behavior of µ(t) over t. by using these averages.

2.

simulate the failure data for the testing interval,

3. validate the simulation process.
Since the faults are generated according to Poisson process, the elapsed time between faults is
exponentially distributed. Therefore, starting at the beginning of any testing interval , one can
determine the time needed for generating the first fault, second fault and so on by drawing a series of
pseudo random numbers from the exponential distribution. By following this process till the end of
the testing interval, it is possible to determine the simulated number of faults generated in that
interval

•

Validation involves estimation of all the simulation parameters and demonstration that the fault data
generated by simulation closely matches the observed data.
For the purpose of illustrating the usefulness of the tool , suppose that we are building a new release
of certain software product and the actual fault data for the first few test intervals is given in the first
two columns of Table 1 below.

Table 1

Test Interval

Observed
Faults
Detected

Moving
Averages
(of period 3)

Simulated
Faults
Detected

1

460

--

--

2

348

360

354

3

272

284

294

4

232

245

237

5

231

195

190

•
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Table 2
Testing Interval

Simulated Detected

Simulated Total

(t)

Faults

Faults

1

354

369

2

294

296

3

237

247

4

190

195

5

146

151

6

125

134

7

104

104

8

87

90

9

66

66

10

54

57

11

43

43

12

39

40

13

31

32

14

27

27

15

24

24

16

20

20

17

16

16

18

12

12

19

11

11

20

10

10

21

10

10

Turnover interval forQA(10, 0. 95)

..

..

..

..

23

6

6

Turnover interval forQA(5,0.65)

25

5

5

26

3

3

...

...

...

35

1

1
Total number of faults missed
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Remarks
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•

Turnover interval forQA(5, 0.95)

Turnover interval forQA(1 , 0.95)

= 54

•

•

After moving averages are entered, the tool will fit the appropriate function between µ(t ) and t( In this
case the tool selected µ(t)

=

A *exp(-Bt),) and generate a table similar to Table 1, and will request

input to ascertain if the process is validated. In the present case, the simulation model is validated
since the simulated fault data closely matches the observed values. The tool will then proceed to
generate Table 2. The tool will allow us to study the impact of various parameters of the final quality if
we run it with different parameter values. Clearly, in a real testing environment, there is no freedom
either to change the values of the parameters or repeat the testing. Simulation results are summarized
in the following section.

5. ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained by running the tool.
1.

It is clear from Table 2 that the higher the quality assurance or smaller the number of allowable
faults in the system, the longer the testing period is.

2.

•

Tool can be used to quantitatively assess the impact of additional testing on the quality of the end
product. In this case, the tool has fitted µ(t) = A *exp(-Bt). If we assume that each round of
functionality testing increments B by a fraction. More specifically,

(1)

Bnew

= 8(1

+ fr).

In real life, the value of fr is not known but can be estimated if the data from the previous
releases is available. However, we know how long it takes to complete a round of functionality
testing. Consider the following two scenarios: 1. functionality testing is done only once in the 5th
testing interval, 2. functionality testing is done every 5th interval. Then, assuming that each
additional functionality testing increments B by a fraction f fr of B, we can run the simulation tool
for different values of fr to see the impact of additional testing on the turnover date for the same
quality assurance, QA(1 , 0.99). Results are summarized in Table 3.
Clearly, 0 value for fr implies no additional testing was not done. As expected, Table 3 shows that
additional testing reduces the testing period while providing the same quality assurance. This
Table can be used to see whether scheduling additional functional testing more than once is
always more desirable than doing it once. Assume that each additional testing takes up time of
two test intervals to complete. If each additional functionality testing increments B by 0.4 of
B(Refer to the last row of Table 3), then the product release will need 25 + 2

•

=

27 testing

intervals if the functionality testing done only once. However, it will take only 16 + 6

=

22

testing intervals if functionality testing is done every 5th interval. If on the other hand, additional
testing increments

B by 0.1 of 8, then it will take resp~ctively 32
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= 34 intervals

or 25 + 1o

intervals to turn theproduct over if functional testing is carried out only once or every 5th interval.
This simulation analysis indicates that additional functional testing may not always push the
turnover date forward. If the cost of additional testing is non trivial then it is necessary to

•

determine if the functional testing is cost effective or not.

Table 3 Testing Effort vs Turnover Date for QA(1, 0.99)

Increment

Turnover Interval
when Functionality Testing is done

(fr)

once in 5th
Interval

repeated every
5th interval

0

35

--

0.1

32

25

0.2

29

20

0.3

27

18

0.4

25

16

•

3. The impact of a number of faults in the previous release can also be evaluated by the simulation
tool. The number of faults not detected by testing in the previous release measures the product
quality. Table 4 summarizes the results of several simulation runs with different values of the
number of faults.
Table 4 clearly shows that if the product quality is bad in the previous release then the quality of
the current release is also bad. Therefore, additional testing effort is needed for the same quality
assurance.

•
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Table 4 Faults in Previous Release vs Turnover Date for QA(1, 0.99)

NO. of faults
in
Prev Release

Turnover Interval
(T)

New Faults
added in
Current Release

100

28

6

200

31

30

300

33

33

400

35

54

700

38

158

6. CONCLUSIONS

•

The paper clearly shows that a simulation tool of the product behavior during testing period can be
used for a wide range of applications. It can certainly be used to determine the quality assurance at
the turnover. It can also be used to determine whether additional functional testing is desirable or
not. In addition, it clearly shows that unless the testing is able to detect faults in the new code as well
as the faults inherent in the system, the product quality in the current release will not be better than
the previous release. Thus the proper testing is crucial to the quality of the end product.
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ABSTRACT

The maintenance phase of the Systems Life Cycle has been estimated to consume 60 to 80
percent of the total life cycle cost of the typical system. Testing in software maintenance is
not always done effectively. Currently over 50 percent of the total cost of a system is
consumed by testing. Therefore, developing tools that enhance program testing throughout
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the maintenance phase could be very cost effective. Our goal for development of the
prototype tool is to demonstrate that modification oriented regression testing [She91] is
feasible by showing that, for relatively "small" changes in a program we are able to
determine, based on the "affected" parts of the program, when the program modification has
been fully tested thus sharply reducing labor and machine resources now imposed by
regression testing. An experimental prototype of the regression testing tool which supports
the modification oriented testing is currently being implemented. This tool automatically
identifies types of modification by comparing the modified program and its old version.
Depending on the modification type, the tool first computes the affected areas of the
program based on static analysis [Kor87] and then, during program testing, determines
whether a given test relates to the modification made. The tool contains a coverage analyzer
which tracks whether all affected areas of the program have been tested or more testing is
required. This tool allows a tester to concentrate only on tests which relate to the
modification. We are currently developing the tool for C programs in a Unix environment
under a research grant from the UniForum association .
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1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of testing is to increase confidence that software is free of errors and nothing

•

short of exhaustive testing, which usually is infeasible, can guarantee that a program is
correct. This paper demonstrates a capability for regression testing of programs that is
likely to expose existing errors by using a tool which provides a capability to systematically
retest software modifications. The regression testing tool presented in this paper is based
on modification oriented regression testing [She91] which determines the part of the
program that has been influenced by the modification and consequently requires only part
of the program to be retested.
Regression testing is a selective retesting to detect faults introduced during modification of a
program, to verify that modifications have not caused unintended effects, or to verify that a
modified program still meets its specified requirements. Most of the existing regression
testing methods (e.g., [Har88,Leu89]) take only into account the structure of the modified
program without considering the type of modification which has been made. In this paper
we present a tool for to regression testing in which testing of the modified program is
centered around the modification rather than the structure of the modified program. In this
approach, the tool first identifies different classes of possible modifications which are made
to the program. In the next step, the tool automatically identifies, using static and dynamic
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dependence analysis (e.g., [Kor87 ,Kor90]), those areas of the program which are affected
by the modification and subsequently require retesting.
The prototype regression testing system, which is based on modification oriented
regression testing, determines those areas of software affected by the change and, as test
cases are executed, computes the test coverage giving a report as each test case is complete.
When the coverage has reached 100 percent or, all the affected nodes have been executed,
the testing has been completed. This concept is demonstrated by utilizing program
dependence analysis in a regression testing prototype system which determines the effective
test coverage on a modified program.
In the next section, we present a discussion of regression testing . In section 3 we present
static and dynamic dependence concepts. Section 4 presents our approach to modification
oriented regression testing. In section 5 we present a comparison of our approach to
existing methods. Section 6 will discuss the implementation of the prototype system and
finally, summary and conclusions will be made in section 7.
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2. REGRESSION TESTING
Regression testing, a major component of the maintenance phase of the Systems Life
Cycle, is a testing process which seeks to check the correctness of modified logic, ensure
continuous working of unmodified portions of the program and validate that the changed
program as a whole continues to function correctly. I.E.E.E. Standard Glossary of
Software Engineering Terminology defines regression testing as:
"Selective retesting to detect faults introduced during modification of a system or system
component, to verify that modifications have not caused unintended adverse effects, or to
verify that a modified system or system component still meets specified requirements."
Regression testing is a testing which is done after a program has been modified. It involves
testing the modified program with some test cases in order to reestablish our confidence
that the program will perform according to the modified specification. Regression testing is
primarily a maintenance phase activity although it actually begins in the last stages of
development when the program has been tested and is almost free of errors. In the
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development phase, regression testing begins after the detection and correction of errors in
a tested program. A tested program is a program which has been tested with a high quality
test plan.
Regression testing is a major component of the maintenance phase where the software
system may be corrected, adapted to a new environment or enhanced to improve
performance. Modifying a program involves creating new logic to correct an error or to
implement a change and incorporating that logic into an existing program. The new logic
needed to make the change may involve minor changes such as adding, deleting, or
replacing one or more modules or subsystems. In most cases, determining the impact of
these changes on other portions of a program may require a detailed study of the entire
program.
Retesting of the program after correction of hidden or persistent errors or bugs is more
readily done through reuse of existing test cases in the developed test plan. After the system
is placed in production and the software enters the maintenance phase, there are many
changes and consequent retesting required to keep the system operational and responsive.
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Additional goals of regression testing includes preserving the quality of the software and
ensuring the continued operation of the program. Regression testing seeks to use the same
testing techniques as the original testing. Using the same testing techniques is necessary in
order to reuse the same test plan and cases, and to provide comparability of evaluation of
software quality.

3

3. STATIC AND DYNAMIC DEPENDENCE CONCEPTS
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To facilitate the presentation, we define some of the terminology that will be used in this
paper. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our analysis to a subset of structured Pascallike programming language constructs, namely: sequencing, if-then-else and while
statements. These restrictions are merely to simplify the presentation, and the general theory
can be extended to complete programs that are written in any procedural language.
A flow graph of program Q is a directed graph C = (N,A,s,e) where (1) N is a set of
nodes, (2) A is a binary relation on N (a subset of N x N), referred to as a set of edges, and
(3) sand e are, respectively, unique entry and unique exit nodes, s, e e N.
A node in N corresponds to the smallest single-entry, single-exit executable part of a
statement in Q that cannot be further decomposed; such a part is referred to as a node. A
single node corresponds to an assignment statement, an input or output statement, or the
<expression> part of an if-then-else or while statement, in which case it is called a test
node.
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An edge (ni,nj) e A corresponds to a possible transfer of control from node ni to node nj.
For instance, (3,4), (6,7), and (6,17) are edges in the program of Figure 1.
A path Pin a control flow graph is a sequence P = <nk ,nk , ... ,nkq> of nodes, such that
1 2
nk 1=s, and for all i, 1 ::; i < q, (nki,nki+ 1) e A. A path is feasible if there exists a program
input x for which the path is traversed during program execution, otherwise the path is
infeasible.
A use of variable y is a node X in which this variable is referenced. A use can be a test
node, an assignment node, or an output node. A definition of variable y is a node X which
assigns a value to that variable. A definition can be an assignment node or an input node
[Kor87]. Let USE(X) be a set of input variables whose values are used in node X and let
DEF(X) be a set of output variables whose values are defined in X. Note that a variable can
be in both USE(X) and DEF(X). The sets USE and DEF for each node in a program can be
identified by static analysis.
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Static dependence concepts
The program dependences [Kor87] are broken into two kinds of dependences namely the
data influence and control influence.

Data Influence
The data influence is represented by data flow (definition-use chain). More formally:
Given nodes X and Y, X has data influence on Y iff there exist a variable v such
that : (1) v e USE(Y), (2) v e DEF(X), and (3) there exists a control path from X
to Y along which v is not modified.
Control Influence
The control influence is defined between test nodes and the nodes which can be chosen to
execute by test nodes. Before defining the control influence, the scope of control influence
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for if- and while-statements is defined:
a) if Z then B 1 else B2
X is in the scope of control influence of Z iff X appears in B 1 or B2.
b) while Z do B;
X is in the scope of control influence of Z iff X appears in B.
The scope of control influence captures the influence between test nodes and nodes which
can be chosen to execute or not execute by these test nodes.
Given nodes X and Y , X has control influence on Y iff Y is in the scope of
control influence of X.

Program Dependency Graph
The influence relations can be represented as a directed graph, where vertices represent
nodes, and arcs represent data and control influences. This graph will be called the program
dependence graph. More formally we give its definition as follows [Kor87].
A Program Dependence Graph of a program Pis a graph G = (N,A), such that: N is a set of
nodes in program P, and A= {(X, Y) e N x N: X has Data or Control Influence on Y} .
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Node X has influence on node Y iff there exists a path in the dependence graph
from X to Y.

5

Dynamic Dependence Concepts
Let T(x)=<nk 1,nk2 , ... ,nkq> be a trajectory that is traversed during execution of a program
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on input x. A use of variable v in T(x) is a node Ok- in which this variable is referenced. A
I

definition of variable v in T(x) is a node nk- which assigns a value to that variable. Let
I

U(nk-) be a set of variables whose values are used in nk- and D(nk-) be a set of variables
I

I

I

whose values are defined in nk ·· To illustrate these concepts consider the following
I

assignment node
Y:

a[i+j] := b[j+3] + v - a[k-3];

at some point of program execution. Since it is possible to determine, by instrumentation,
values of array indexes during program execution, we can determine which array elements
are used or defined. For example,

assume that i=2, j=3, and k=4 just before Y is

executed. In this case, the particular array elements b[ 6] and a[ 1] are used; also, the scalar
variables v, i, j, and k are all used in Y. By the same token, the only variable defined in Y is
array element a[5].

In what follows we introduce the concept of data flow influence (dependence) between
nodes in T(x). Let nkp and nkt be two nodes in T(x).
We say that nkp has data influence on nkt by variable v, p < t, iff (1) v e
U(nkt), (2) v e D(nkp), and (3) for all j, p < j < t, v e D(n1c/
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This influence describes a situation where one node assigns a value to an item of data and
the other node uses that value. The Control Influence describes the situation where a test
node has influence on the selection of a node for execution. This influence is based on the
notion of the scope of control influence for the if and while statements.
We say nkp has control influence on nkt , p < t, iff (1) nkp is a branch node, (2)
nkt is in the scope of control influence of n1cp' (3) for all i, p < i < r, n1ci is in the
scope of control influence of nkp .

The influences between nodes in T(x) can be represented graphically as an influence
network, where each link between nodes represents data or control influence between them.
We say that nk has influence on nk iff there is a path in the influence network
p

t

from nkp to nkr
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4. MODIFICATION ORIENTED REGRESSION TESTING
Regression testing is a selective retesting to detect faults introduced during modification of a
program, to verify that modifications have not caused unintended effects, and to verify that a
modified program meets its specified requirements. Most of the existing regression testing
methods [Har88,Leu89] take only into account the structure of the modified program
without considering the type of modification which has been made. This paper extends the
current approaches to include the influence of different modification types. In our approach,
testing of the modified program is centered around the modification rather than the structure
of the modified program. For this purpose, we identify different classes of possible
modifications which can be made to the program. In Figure 1, we informally introduce
different types of elementary program modification on the node level. Most of program
modifications can be made by applying the sequence of those elementary modifications. We
distinguish five basic types of elementary modifications: Type I modification, an operator of
the assignment or test node is modified. In Type II, a referenced variable in the node is
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modified, e.g., a new variable is added or a variable is deleted. Type III relates to the
modification of a variable that is defined in that node. Type IV and Type V relate to the
deletion and insertion of a node.
Each elementary modification can affect either a value of a variable or a flow of control at
some point in the program. In Figure 1. affected elements of a program are illustrated for
different types of modifications. For example, modification of Type Ia from Figure 1.
affects a variable y because each time when statement "y:=x-z" will be executed it may
produce different values of variable y as compared to the initial statement "y:=x+z."
Modification of Type lb affects the flow of control at if-statement "if x=y then ... " Notice
that for modification Type III variables y and v are affected.
When the affected variables (or control flow) for each elementary modification are
identified, we determine, in the next step, those parts of the program which are influenced
by the affected variables and modified test nodes. For this purpose, we use static program
dependence analysis introduced in the previous section.

•

Let X be a modified node and van affected variable. We introduce a set INF(X,v) of nodes
which can be influenced by variable v starting from a modified node X. More formally we
define this set as follows:

7

INF(X,v) =USE'(X,v) u {YE N: there exist Z E USE'(X,v) such that Z has influence on

Y}
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where,
USE'(X,v) = {YE N: v E USE(Y) and there exist a control path from X to Y which vis
not modified} ,
and u is a set union.
For a modified test node X, we can similarly determine a set INF'(X) of nodes which can
be influenced by test node X.
INF(X) = {Y e N: X has influence on Y}
TYPE I:

Change in the functionality of the assignment statement
a. Assignment Statement
Initial
y := X + z;

y :=

Modified
X - z;

variable y

b. Test Node
Initial
if x < y then ...

Modified
if x = y then ...

flow of control

a. Assignment Statement
Initial
y := X + z;

Modified
y := X + v;

variable y

b. Test Node
Initial
if x < y then ..

Modified
if x < z then ..

flow of control

Modified
:= X + z;

variables y and v

TYPE II:

Affected

Change in the variable reference

TYPE III:

Change in the variable assignment
Initial
y := X + z;

TYPE IV: Deletion
Initial
z := l;
y := X + z;
S := X + 4;

V

•

Modified
z := 1:
S := X + 4;

TYPE V: Insertion
Initial
z:= !;
S := X + 4;

variable y

Modified
z := l ;
y := X + z;
S

Figure 1. Elementary program modifications.
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:=

X

variable y

+ 4;
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Modification Oriented Testing Strategy
After all elementary modifications have been identified and the influenced sets (i.e.,
INF(X,v) or INF'(X)) have been determined, the program is tested. During program testing
sets INF and INF' are used to guide the process of selection of test data. In our testing
strategy, we require that the modified program be tested in such a way that the modification
will influence all affected parts of the program. We now present our testing strategy more
formally.
Let T(x) be a trajectory executed on input data x.
We say that a variable v at node X has influence on node Y in trajectory T(x) iff
there exist nkp and nkt in T(x) such that: (1) nkp = X, (2) nkt = Y, (3) there exists
nk in T(x), p < q < t, such that v e V(nk ) and for all i, p < i < q, v~ D(nk.), (4)
q
q
1
there exist a path in the influence network from nkq to nkr

•

Let A(T(x),v,X) denote a set of all nodes which are influenced by variable vat node X in

T(x). Formally, we define set A(T(x),v,X) as follows:
A(T(x),v,X) = {Ye N: vat X has influence in Yin T(x)}
Similarly, for test node X we define a set A'(T(x),X) of nodes which are influenced by
node X in trajectory T(x):
A'(T(x),X) = {Ye N: X has influence in Yin T(x)}
Let X be a modified node and v an affected variable. We want to find a set of test data S
{q ,t2, ....... ,tm} for which the following condition is satisfied:
INF(X,v) = u A(T(t),v ,X)
tE S

where,
X is a modified node,

•

v is a variable influenced by the modification of X,
u is a set union .
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Similarly, we formulate a testing requirement for modified test nodes. We want to find a set
of test data S' = {q ,Q, ....... ,tm} for which the following condition is satisfied:

•

INF'(X) = u A'(T(t),X)
t

E

S'

where,
X is a modified test node.
Special attention should be paid for modification of Type III. For this modification two
sets INF have to be determined: the first one related to the old variable and the second
related to the new variable

Testing of Modification Side-Effects
Each modification can introduce new influences and cause the removal of some other
influences which are not necessary related to the the modified node. Those influences are
not captured by influence sets INF and INF. It is important, therefore, to test those types
of modification side-effects. The following is the list of possible side effects introduced by
elementary modifications:
a. introduction of new influences related to the modified node,
b. introduction of new influences not related to the modified node,
c. removal of influences related to the modified node,
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d. removal of influences not related to the modified node.
It is important to recognize that every modification type can introduce different types of side
effects. The following is a list of possible side effects for each type of elementary
modification:
Type Ia,b: it does not introduce any side effects.
Type Ila:

it can cause introduction of new influences or removal of influences both related
to the modified node.

Type Ilb:

it does not introduce any side effects.

Type ID:

it can cause introduction of new influences or removal of influences not related
to the modified node.

Type IV:

it can cause introduction of new influences not related to the modified node and
removal of influences related to the modified node.

Type V:

it can cause removal of influences not related to the modified node and
introduction of new influences related to the modified node.
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The idea of modification side effects is presented in Figure. 2. In this example, node nl
does not have data influence on node n3 before the modification. After node 2 has been
modified (Type III), there is a data influence between node n 1 and n3 which is not related
with the modified node n2.
Initial

Modified

nl~\

nl~\

n2

n3(Y

n2

V
I

I

Figure 2 Possible side-effects for modification of Type III.
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After the modification oriented testing described in the previous section, all new influences
(removed influences) should be tested to check for possible side effects.
Initial

F

T

n2

V

:=

V

+l

Modified

n3

z := z- 1

n2

n4'

n4

•

F

T

Figure 3. A sample of multiple modifications .
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V

:=

V

+1

n3

n4"

z := z - 1

Multiple modifications
Most of program modifications can be made by applying the sequence of those elementary
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modifications. In this case, we deal with the multiple modifications. Each identified
elementary modification in the program is treated as separate independent modification and
therefore is tested separately. For example, for a sample program presented in Figure 3,
there are two modifications: deletion of node n4 and insertion of node n4" into the false
branch of the if-statement. Those modifications are treated as separate modifications and
tested separately, i.e., two influence sets INF(n4",i) and INF(n4',i) are detennined for the
modified program and used for selection of test data.
The next example, presented in Figure 4, deals with the possible side effects in the case of
multiple modifications. In this case we modify node n2 and n3 (both modifications are of
Type III). Those modification introduce a new data influence between nodes n 1 and n4. In
order to test this side-effect, we require that two tests will be derived: (1) testing data
influence between n 1 and n4 going through modified node n2, and (2) testing the same
influence going through modified node n3.

n20
I

I
n3

n3

. ty
\

•

Modified

Initial

V

n2~

I

I

Figure 4. Testing of the modification side-effects for multiple modifications.
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5. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHODS
Most of the existing regression testing methods (e.g., [Har88,Leu89]) take only into
account the structure of the modified program without considering the type of modification
which has been made. In this paper we present an approach to regression testing in which
testing of the modified program is centered around the modification rather than the structure
of the subject program.
Currently, a modification may not be completely tested using existing methods since data
flow and dependency analysis methods (e.g.[Har88,Leu89]) may not take into account all
the flow paths affected by the modified node in the subject program. This is caused by the
existing methods not taking into account the complete influence of the modified nodes as
determined by the data and control flow relative to the modification of the subject program.
The existing methods do not guarantee that the modified part of the program will be

•

executed possibly causing improper retesting of the modification .
Five types of cases are given as examples of occurrences that may cause inaccurate test
results to occur in existing methods:
1) Type III side-effects
2) Unmodified data flow
3) Modification of a test node
4) Change of functionality
5) Change of variable assignment
Modification oriented testing will not allow these cases to cause inaccurate test results. As
will be shown, the modification oriented testing method offers a more complete testing
strategy by talcing into account the modification rather than the structure of the modified
program. This strategy insures that testing is done only on the affected areas of the modified
program with non-affected areas being ignored.
The first case representing the idea of modification side effects is presented in Figure 2. In
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this example, node n 1 has data influence on node n3 before the modification. After node n2
has been modified (Type III) , there is no influence between node n 1 and n3 which is now
related with the modified node n2. This influence set would be represented by INF(nl,v).
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The existing data flow methods would not require retesting of the modification since the data
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flow is not modified whereby possibly causing unintended effects to be left in the modified
program. Our method would require a test that first went from node nl to n2 without
changing variable v and then a test that tests the data influence between nodes n2 and n3.
This required retesting of the modified program insures that any faults introduced by the
modification would be detected.
A second case in which the data flow is not affected is illustrated in Figure 3. This type of
modification is also an example in which the existing data flow method (e.g. [Har88])
would not include any testing because the data flow did not change possibly leaving
undetected faults in the modified program. Modification oriented testing would treat the
change as an deletion and insertion thereby determining the "old" (deletion) influenced node
set and the "new" (insertion) influenced node set which would require the influenced nodes
be retested insuring all faults would be detected. This influence set would be represented by
INF(n4',i) and INF(n4",i) .
One such case is the modification of a test node which is illustrated in Figure 5 This type of
modification does not change the data flow in a program and as a result the existing data
flow method (e.g.[Har88]) would not require any testing whereby possibly leaving
untended effects in the program which were caused by the modification. This is because
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with data flow methods the structure of the program did not change relative to the data flow.
Modification oriented testing, on the other hand, would require the execution of both the
true branch and false branch of node 1 in order to retest the nodes in INF'(l) uncovering
any faults in the modified program.
The fourth case is a change in functionality and is illustrated in Figure 6 In this case when a
variable assignment is changed data flow methods (e.g. [Har88]) do not take into account
the influence of the modified node on the affected part of the program containing nodes
influenced by the initial variable. This may result in an incomplete traversing of data paths
through all the affected nodes possibly leaving a fault in the modified program. For example
data path T1 = 1,2,4,5,7 is all that data flow methods would require, whereas modification
oriented testing would also require T2

= 1,2,4,5,6 be tested since this path would execute

node 6 which is in the set INF(4,i). T1 executes node 7 in the set INF(4,k). Our method
offers a more complete testing strategy insuring that testing is complete such that no faults
are left undetected in a modified program.
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Modified

Initial

F

T

n2

F

T

n3

n2

n4

n3

n4

Figure 5. Modification of Test Node

Modified

Initial

•

nl

nl

F

T

n4

n3

n6

•

n4

n3

n5

F

T

F

T

F

T

n7

n6

Figure 6. Change of Functionality
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n7

The fifth case involves the method proposed by Leung and White (e.g. [Leu89]) and is
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illustrated in Figure 7. This case involves modifying node 2 which has influence on nodes
3, 4, & 5. Their testing strategy requires that each node or branch in the affected area be
executed at least once (i.e. nodes 3, 4, & 5) . As a result the following tests could be
executed on which the following paths are taken T1 = 1,3,4, and T2 = 1,3,5. Those tests
are meaningless since the modified node 2 is not executed at all. On the other hand, our
approach using modification oriented testing would require tests which will traverse the
following paths T1 = 1,2,3,4 and T2 = 1,2,3,5 because INF(2,i)={3,4,5}.

initial

modified

F

T

02

i := j + I

n2

i := i + I

•

n3

n3
F

T

n4

F

T

F

T

n4

n5

n5

Figure 7. Change of Variable Assignment
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6. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR C - UNIX PLATFORM
The prototype system is being implemented in Cina UNIX Open Systems environment.
Since modification oriented regression testing will work for all procedural languages the
UNIX C environment is qualified as a platform for the prototype system. The system first
uses the algorithm of static program dependence analysis to compute the influenced node
set of the modified portion of the subject program. The influenced node set contains all the
influenced nodes of the original program. Once the influenced node set for a node is
determined, then the impact of given test cases must be determined. In order to determine
the impact of given test cases the subject program is instrumented by the insertion of
probes. In the case of the subject program, instrumenting statements are inserted at each
executable node. This allows a trajectory list to be captured as the program under test is
executed. The instrumented program is then executed. Once the test session is thought to be
complete the trajectory is input to the dynamic program dependence analysis routine for
determination of which executed nodes were part of the influenced node set for the
modification. The final step is to dynamically match the output of the test case nodes that
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are within the influenced node set for the modification with the static nodes that were
determined to be influenced in the original program. Once a given set of tests have been
executed, and the nodes in the influenced node set that have been executed by the test data
are marked, a determination is made as to whether or not the tests fulfilled the adequacy
criterion by displaying: 1) a count of the number of influenced nodes based on the static
analysis; 2) the total number of nodes executed that were within the influenced node set of
the modification; 3) the individual nodes not yet tested. This determines when 100 percent
test coverage has been achieved by having executed all nodes dynamically in the influenced
node set of the modified node.
Basic components required for the prototype system are demonstrated in Figure 8. These
include:

1) Instrumentor
The subject program is an input to the instrumentor producing two outputs. The first output
is the instrumented program based on an analysis of the syntax. First, the analyzer
determines which node is being executed and additionally determines which variables are
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defined and which variables are being used. Then probes are inserted prior to the execution
of each node. Secondly, the decomposition of the syntax creates the control flow graph as
well as information about variables that are defined and used on an individual node basis.
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2) Comparator
At the same time, the original code and the modified code are analyzed by a comparator to
produce a modified instruction list.

3) Static Analyzer
Based on the input variables and output variables for each node and the control flow graph,
the influenced node set is determined for a given modified node and associated variable.
The result of this module is a list of nodes that are influenced, as determined by static
program dependence analysis, by the modified node for the subject program.

4) Dynamic Analyzer
The instrumented program is executed for a given set of test data. For each execution of test
data the traversed file is built with the identification for the test and the trajectory that each
test data case follows through the program. These trajectories are output to the traversed
file. The traversed file is based on the instrumentation functions which are executed when a
given node is executed in the subject program. The trajectory is therefore a dynamic path
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through the program for each given set of test data. The trajectory is used as input to a
dynamic program dependence analyzer which determines which nodes in the subject
program were executed dynamically and were influenced by the modified node.

5) Coverage Analyzer
Using the results of the dynamic analyzer, which was the dynamic path through the
program as a result of the test data, and the influenced node set, which was a result of the
static program dependency analysis of the subject program for a given modified node, a
comparison of the static and dynamic analyzers' results with respect to each test case is
possible. This information from the dynamic analyzer is then posted against the influenced
node set. Based on this information the coverage for a given test case's trajectory is
computed. When all influenced nodes have been dynamically executed that are within the
influenced node set for the modified node, the coverage at that time would be 100 percent
and testing will be complete. Information on the current coverage level is displayed as a
report.
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Figure 8. Prototype System Diagram
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Software maintenance consumes a major portion of the software life cycle and is a result of
program errors or changes in user requirements. Modifications to programs often result in
new errors causing undesirable side effects. Retesting software after a modification to detect
these errors is known as regression testing. Most of the existing regression testing methods
take only into account the structure of the modified program without considering the type of
modification which has been made. In this paper, we present an experimental prototype of
the regression testing tool which supports the modification oriented testing [She91]. This

•

novel approach of regression testing, in which testing of the modified program is centered
around the modification rather than the structure of the modified program, is being extended

as a tool for Cprograms in the Unix environment.
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ABSTRACT

Through upgrading and refining the test plans and processes currently used in the construction of large software
systems, the production of virtually defectjree code has become a reality. The primary purpose of this paper is to
document and build the basis for a comprehensive approach to testing that has proven successful in developing and
delivering defectjree code. This paper reflects the results of research conducted with the CSC Technology Center
while the author was a student at The Johns Hopkins University Whiting School of Engineering , in the Department
of Computer Science.
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Goals of This Paper

•

As boundaries for the size, speed, and accuracy of modern software systems reach new heights, testing must become
an increasingly significant part of software system construction, incorporated into the initial stages of analysis
through the lowest levels of coding. Currently and in the near future, "the number of applications requiring very
high levels of reliability (e.g., safety critical systems upon which human lives depend) will grow significantly. It
will become ever more important that software embedded in such systems be free of design errors. The developers of
such software will be held increasingly responsible for their programs--and, above all, their mistakes." [BABER91]
In order to ensure the quality being demanded of today's software systems, testing must be an integral part of
software system construction. "Quality is the driving force of competitiveness," [SCHUL90] and "testing is a
weapon that prevents poor-quality software from getting to the customer." [SCHUL90] An effective testing method
includes more than a set of miscellaneous techniques to be applied whenever appropriate during software
development. The method must establish well-defined procedures, techniques, and products, supported by criteria for
evaluating the quality and productivity of development and testing. These procedures, techniques, products, and
evaluation criteria must reflect a consistent overall approach that has been mastered by all participants in the
endeavor to produce high-quality software.
This paper documents a testing method proven to produce defect-free code, and it pinpoints the crucial characteristics
that make this method unique. The method presented can be applied to any software development efforts and will
contribute to a strong Quality Assurance (QA) program.
1.2 Background

•

The method documented in this paper has been used to successfully produce and deliver virtually defect-free code.
Under the direction of Gail Phipps, Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) delivered a project known as SUBS to
the Department of Defense in 1988. SUBS, a database application, was used for the analysis and ranking of items
stored on tapes. SUBS took a staff of approximately 20 people 3 years to build and was delivered at 40,000 lines of
code. This total does not include the additional 80,000 lines of code from tools the team constructed during the
project's development. Thus far, no defects have been reported from this product; however, maintenance in the form
of enhancements has been performed on this system.

In January of 1992, CSC delivered code for another project, which, for security reasons, this paper shall refer to as
CSYS. CSYS was a C/UNIX program for a large distributed data base system. This system was required to handle
vast amounts of network traffic and external communications. CSC's testing on CSYS commenced in August of
I 99 I. CS C's CSYS code was tested using the method documented in this paper and, thus far, no problem reports
have been issued for the parts of CSYS for which CSC was responsible. CSC's experience with CSYS and SUBS
has proven that the production of near defect-free code is no longer an unrealistic goal; project teams attribute this
high reliability to the testing methods documented in this paper.

2.

STRATEGY:

•

THE MULTI-FACETED PRODUCT ASSURANCE GROUP

2.1 Structure of the Product Assurance Group
In CSC's testing method, the testers are an integral part of a group known as "Product Assurance." The Product
Assurance organization is a team of software engineers that share, as a group, the responsibilities of testing, QA, and
configuration management. Quality Assurance checks to see that all requirements have been adequately met and
conducts the primary risk analysis. Configuration Management (CM) mainly keeps track of documentation and
action items. Much of this CM is done through an on-line system into which all members of the software Learn
can enter items which they feel need to get done. Responsibility for these items is assigned during meetings with
the team manager. Although the allocation of responsibility within the Product Assurance group often overlaps
giving members of this group multiple duties, testers never evaluate their own work; QA is accomplished by
someone else in the group.
Furthermore, the Product Assurance team also writes the tools used in testing and developing a system. Because of
these challenging tasks, it attracts sharp, innovative people and thus the quality of testing is increased. Testers must
be clever and inventive. They must create ingenious ways to try to get the developers' code to fail; this attempt to
find faults with the developers' code not only helps to iron out errors early, but it also makes better coders in the end.
If the coders know that the teste~s can locate even the subtlest flaw, they will sharpen their skills as they try Lo pass
their product through the testing organization.
2.2 Developers and Testers in Separate Organizations

•

The most distinguishing characteristic of the testing method presented in this paper is that testers must be part of a
completely independent organization, not reporting to the manager responsible for the software development.
"Partial separation of testing is like partial chastity: it defeats the intentions of the underlying concept." [DEMA82]
"test planning and preparation should ideally be carried out by people independent of the developers of the product to
be tested. The developer is naturally predisposed to find that his product is correct: the tester should be disposed to
find it full of defects." [ROOK90] Separating the two groups helps to ensure that all testing is done with
unimpaired objectivity and that errors will be sent back rather than simply being "quick-fixed" to satisfy the testing
process. Often, developers cannot fully disassociate themselves from their knowledge of a system in order to
meticulously test the system to the extent required for the actual production of error-free code. "Total separation of
testing creates strong new incentives to maximize the quality of untested code. The developer wants to hand over a
superior product to the tester." [SCHUL90] People do not belong testing their own code "and should not be allowed
to try." [SCHUL90]
The basis for the separation of developers and testers is the "Cleanroom" [SING79] concept. "Cleanroom strives for
zero defects, which means that errors become rare events in the statistical sense. Every Cleanroom team member
must have successes and know that the zero defects goal is not only possible, but expected." [SCHUL90] This
concept does not permit any erroneous code to get past the testing procedure. When an error is discovered by an
independent test team , the code in question gets sent back to the developers, who then attempt to identify and
eliminate the cause of the error. Here is another benefit of a separate testing organization: Since the test team is not
responsible for the actual system development, separate testers have no incentive to let any errors leak through the
testing process or to assume they are "minor." Independent testers have only a superficial knowledge of the
development of the system they are testing; thus, no error is minor--it is simply an error that gets reported.
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Therefore, if the crucial Cleanroom policy is upheld, then the code that comes out of this Cleanroom can be defcctfree. "This approach results in a more disciplined, correct code implementation, and experience has shown that more
care is taken across the project to produce an error-free software system." [SING79]

2.3 Relationship Between Developers and Product Assurance
The Product Assurance group should work in close proximity to the Development group. Developers and testers
should get to know each other so that when it comes time to test the code and the two groups need to work together
efficiently with the mutual goal of a defect-free production, the developers feel that the testers are "on their side."
Although Development and Product Assurance are two separate organizations with very different duties , these groups
are part of the same team and strive for the same goal: a high-quality product. Errors are constantly sent back to the
developers for fixes until all problems are repaired. Here, the two groups complement each other; they are
performing their own responsibilities, yet working together. Testers never change or fix code; if developers do not
correct their own coding mistakes, then they do not learn from the experience and the error will inevitabl y surface
again.
3.

A CLEARLY-DEFINED, LEVELED APPROACH TO TESTING

3.1 What is Testing?
Testing, as it relates to this paper and the production of virtually defect-free code, consists of all activities related to
verification after the Requirements Analysis phase. Incremental Design Walkthroughs and Code Walkthroughs are
thus considered testing in the testing method documented in this paper.

•

3.2 DOD-STD-2167A Testing Reguirements
This section explains levels of testing that can produce defect-free code and maps them to their corresponding required
processes in DOD-STD-2167A, regarding Computer Software Units (CSUs), Computer Software Components
(CSCs), and (Computer Software Configuration Items (CSCis). The Test Level Cross-Reference Table, illustrates
this mapping. The entry criteria of each level must "match the exit criteria of the previous level." [MYERS90] A
solid testing process is performed with a comprehensive, methodical approach that focuses on requirements. The
satisfaction of each requirement must be tested. DOD-STD-2167 A presents the testing process in terms of phases,
where each phase has specific goals. The testing method documented in this paper defines testing activities by levels
that correspond to the activities defined in the phases of DOD-STD-2167A. Thus, the testing method presented in
this document is compliant with DOD-STD-2167 A. DOD-STD-2167 A leaves walkthroughs and CSU testing
(levels 0,1 and 2) up to the discretion and policies of the contractor's development methodology. Different
contractors adhere to different testing procedures. Levels 0, 1, and 2 are labeled "informal" in the DOD-STD-2167 A,
they therefore can be tailored to fit any contractor's testing process and are not necessarily witnessed by customer
representatives. Thus, contractors may fall into the trap of not being sufficiently meticulous in conducting these
activities. A lack of thoroughness in levels 0,1, and 2 could potentially be fatal to the central idea behind the te5ting
method in this paper: identifying and resolving all errors as early as possible. Often, these early stages of testing
highlight many more errors than the higher-level phases. If these errors are not caught early, they will plague the
later stages and create confusion as to where the errors actually originate.
3.3 Preliminary Testing Activities

•

Preliminary testing activities start at the beginning of Requirements Analysis. Formal Level O testing, however,
does not commence until the Critical Design Review (CDR), but it continues in the form of walkthroughs
throughout the rest of the software development lifecycle following the CDR (Please refer to the mapping of CSC
Levels to DOD-STD-2167 A Phases) .. The only formal walkthrough before the CDR is the requirements
walkthrough known as the Software Requirements Review (SRR). The SRR is held just before the start of the
Design Phase. At this point, the team must also have decided if any tools are needed in the development of the
system; the requirements and deslgn documents for any nMdM tools are the responsibility of the test team between
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the first day of Requirements Analysis and the first day of the CDR. These tasks are exit requirements for the
Requirements Analysis phase, and thus must be completed before any Level O testing starts. The only other exit
requirement for the Requirements Analysis phase is the SRS. However, other walkthroughs of requirements are
conducted internally as informal reviews during Requirements Analysis and through the Design Phase as well to
maintain requirements traceability throughout the life cycle.

•

3.3.1 Requirements Traceability Achieved Through Regularly Scheduled Walkthroughs
An integral part of Preliminary Testing Activities is the Requirements Analysis phase. Requirements Analysis
includes consulting with the customer to pinpoint the actual requirements, and then modeling and analyzing those
requirements to create a firm understanding on which to base the design and construction of the entire system.
"Designing and coding from incomplete requirements can halve productivity by necessitating multiple trips through
the software stages. Moreover, changes in design and code caused by changes or additions to the requirements
generally exhibit about three times the defect rate of the base design." [MYERS90 Informal walkthroughs for this
phase are conducted to construct the Software Requirements Specification (SRS) and to ensure that those
requirements can be tested. To be testable, a requirement must be defined in such a way that its satisfaction can be
objectively demonstrated, leaving no margin for subjectivity. For instance, if the customer requests that a menu
appear on the user screen when appropriate, that customer must also define "appropriate." Otherwise, the menu may
not be activated as the customer desired--yet this is not a programming error. Requirements Traceability is discussed
further in the section of this paper on Level O testing.
3.3.2 Design Wal.kthroughs
Design Walkthroughs that take place before the CDR are still considered part of Preliminary Testing Activities, and
are held after a designer has completed both the design and the required documentation for a specific subset of the
system as directed in the Software Development Plan, but before any coding has commenced. The SUBS and CSYS
project teams' experience has shown that these preliminary design walkthroughs ensure that all coding is based on a
sound design because design walkthroughs identify design and interface problems early and thus decrease errors by a
factor of 10 [BRAF88]. The CSYS project team's use of design walkthroughs also helped to uncover numerous
errors (please refer to viewgraphs 17-19). Attending design walkthroughs should be the software development
manager (chair), a software engineer (presenter), a customer representative, software quality assurance (tester), a
software configuration manager (possible chair), and an invited expert (for a fresh outlook). The items reviewed at
this time are the applicable portions of the Software Requirements Specification, the Software Top Level Design
Document, the Software Detailed Design Document, the Interface Control Document, size and timing estimates, and
the Software Development File.

•

The PDR and the CDR are examples of formal walkthroughs which include the customer. The CDR is actually the
first event of Level O testing. However, this paper advocates many informal design walkthroughs to be conducted at
regular increments throughout the design process, to provide understanding and insight into system structure at the
early stages of developmenL These informal design wal.kthroughs are internal activities solely for the benefit of the
team, to aid in identifying errors and measuring progress throughout development of the design. As shown in
Viewgraphs 17-19, which display data taken from CSC's testing method used on the CSYS project, design
walkthroughs, when conducted plentifully and incrementally, uncover a large number of errors.
Design walkthroughs also provide an opportunity to review documentation and to ensure that standards are being
upheld. This is a good time to educate the testers so that they are ready to prepare unit software test descriptions.
Conducting both informal and formal walkthroughs helps to reduce testing costs in several ways. First of all, since
a customer representative is invited at this time, walkthroughs furnish another chance to verify software
requirements, in case they have changed since the construction of the SRS at the end of the Requirements Analysis
phase. With a customer present, informal walkthroughs also provide an opportunity for the team to clarify its
understanding of the needs of the user. Second, design walkthroughs help to eliminate poor design techniques that
may adversely affect maintainability. Third, team member interaction is encouraged, as ideas and techniques are
exchanged between programmers. Finally, studies from IBM and IEEE have shown that it is 10 to 30 times less
expensive to fix design errors during design walkthroughs and before coding [PHIP86]. The exit requirements for all
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design walkthroughs are the completed design and design documentation. If the team is planning to use tools in
testing, then those tools must be ready for use at this point as well.
3.4 Level OTesting
As mentioned earlier, Level O testing starts with the CDR, and continues throughout the rest of the software
development lifecycle. The SUBS project team advocates conducting several incremental walkthroughs throughout
the coding and testing phases, to ensure quality and requirements traceability. All of these informal walkthroughs are
considered segments of Level O testing. On the SUBS and CSYS projects, Requirements Traceability was achieved
through constant review of the requirements. Informal walkthroughs of requirements and design were held at regular
intervals all the way up until the delivery of SUBS and CSYS. All of these walkthroughs that took place after the
CDR were considered part of ongoing Level O testing. Often, the SUBS and CSYS teams invited the customer to
attend these walkthroughs for additional verification, although this was not required.
3.4.1 Code Walkthroughs
Code walkthroughs are a form of Level O testing held by the testers only after the developer has compiled the code
and proclaimed it debugged. Often contractors equate code walkthroughs with debugging, which results only in
excessive time consumption. Testing, as defined in the method presented, commences directly after debugging.
"Debugging" is done by the programmers. The particular debugging technique used may be left to the discretion of
the developers, so long as the code compiles and all requirements have been met. In the debugging process, test case
generation and execution is an internal, undocumented activity done by the programmers. Official testing, however,
is never done by the programmers, but always by the testers, in a separate testing organization that is part of the
Product Assurance group.

•

The attendees in code walkthroughs are the same as those who attended the design walkthroughs. However, the code
walkthrough not only reviews those items covered in the design walkthrough, but it also covers actual system size
and timing, code format, and unit test descriptions. According to the method presented, each and every piece of code
undergoes a code walkthrough, and each of these code walkthroughs produces a report of all errors that were
uncovered. These reports, along with the resolution of the errors that they list, are the exit requirements for the code
walkthrough segment of Level O testing. The walkthrough of already-debugged code not only validates
implementation of the design, but it also identifies implementation errors early and can remove as many as 85% of
all defects [BRAF88] .

•
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The SUBS and CSYS project teams' experience has shown that projects that use code walkthroughs and continuous
Level 0 testing as defined in this paper throughout the development process perform within a net productivity of
38% higher [PHIP86) than projects that do not. The method documented in this paper supports not only the
walkthroughs that are formally documented, but it also stresses regularly scheduled walkthroughs between the
Requirements Walkthrough, the PDR, and the CDR. All of these walkthroughs educate the software development
team and the customer by familiarizing each with the design, the code, and the difficulties that may surface.
3.5 Level 1 Testing
Level 1 testing, CSU testing, commences directly after the coding phase of Level 0 testing. It includes CSU testing
which, also known as unit testing, identifies logic errors, validates that code performance meets system requirements,
measures memory usage, and exercises every program path. Every unit test generates a test report that documents all
of the errors uncovered by that test and enters it into an online CM database.

•

In Level 1 testing, every CSU goes through both White Box testing and Black Box testing [MEYE79] . If the CSU
performs a function that may be critical to human life or crucial to security, then a technique which the testing
method in this paper calls Path Analysis is applied. Path Analysis requires that every possible path through the code
in the CSU is executed. If the CSU does not perform such a critical function, then the testing method requires what
the CSC team calls Coverage Testing. This technique entails running enough test cases so that every line of code in
the CSU is executed at least once. Both Path Analysis and Coverage Testing are forms of White Box testing. Black
Box testing follows this, where CSUs are tested only for the results they produce, and then the testers verify that
each CSU functions as required by the customer in what the CSC team calls Requirements Testing. White Box and
Black Box testing ensure the quality of the code, while Requirements Testing ensures that the correct functions are
performed; it is possible to create a CSU that executes perfectly, while what it executes is not what the customer
wanted. Level 1 testing helps to prevent such mishaps .
This paper heavily stresses Level 1 testing in the quest for error-free code because it provides another chance for
otherwise hidden errors to surface. As described in Section 2 of this paper, individual CSUs are passed back and forth
between the developers and the testers until the testers are certain that all errors have been resolved. Bugs are much
easier to locate in a small CSU than they are when they suddenly appear in a CSCI. If errors are not given the
opportunity to surface until CSCI testing, the testers first must go through the process of determining whether the
error is in one of the CSUs or in an interface. Catching errors early saves time and reduces costs, and thus unit
testing must be executed meticulously when the goal is defect-free code.
The exit requirements for Level 1 and all of the other testing levels beyond Level 0 consist of the resolution of all
errors discovered in that particular level, and the logging of the test reports in CM. Test reports contain the
information required by the Department of Defense standards [DOD88B]. The entry requirement for each of these
levels is that the exit requirements of the previous level be fulfilled.
3.6 Level 2 Testing
Level 2, Incremental CSC testing, consists of incrementally testing CSCs and their interfaces, as more and more
CSCs are added to the system architecture. Thus, CSUs are not only unit tested, but the interfaces among them are
tested as well. Incremental CSCI testing brings problems out early--problems that may have otherwise been nested
in CSCs and thus would have been difficult to pinpoint during higher level testing. Also, when not caught early,
errors in the interfaces between CSUs may appear later in the testing of the interfaces among CSCs, and will be very
difficult to locate.

•

Component level and component interface level incremental testing checks interfaces between CSUs as well as
between CSCs, global variable usage, and flow of control. Incremental CSCI testing also serves to verify applicable
system requirements, parameter passing between CSUs, and parameter passing among CSCs .
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3.7 Level

3 Testing

Level 3, CSCI testing, is otherwise referred to as subsystem testing. Level 3 verifies the correct implementation of
every software requirement in each CSCI and demonstrates the software system's capabilities. Adequate satisfaction
of timing requirements as well as the correctness of the interface to the subsystem environment are also verified in
Level 3 testing.

•

3.8 Level 4 Testing
Level 4 testing is the stage that DOD-STD-2167A calls System Integration Testing [DOD88A]. Level 4 is system
acceptance testing in a real or simulated environment and involves the integration of the CSCis into an overall
system. The system referenced here is not just the software. It includes all of the equipment, skills, related
facilities, services, information, and techniques needed to perform an operational task. This additional phase of
testing verifies the correct implementation of the system requirements and demonstrates the capabilities of the
system running as a whole.
Verification of the hardware and software interfaces also occurs at this time. Level 4 tests the interfaces among all of
the CSCis as defined in the System Software Specification (SSS). At this point, the method presented here differs
from other structured testing methods in that errors are few, because most have already been detected and fixed. Level
4 testing can be conducted in either a real or a simulated environmenL Furthermore, Level 4 testing provides
verification of the performance of a system and its man-machine interface in a real environment. The customer also
benefits from Level 4 testing; this level furnishes a training scenario for the user community as well as a
demonstrable system and maintenance tool. The resulting system is "user-proven" and well on its way to being
defect-free.

4.

THE USE OF TOOLS TO EXPEDITE THE TESTING PROCESS

Tools play a key role in the testing method presented in this paper. SUBS and CSYS testers have created innovative
tools to assist with and partially automate the testing procedure. Although these tools were integrated with
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) products as much as possible, the team produced a sizeable set of original
automated software testing mechanisms as well. One of the first tools constructed for SUBS was a requirements
tracking database, which was used from the second month of the Requirements Analysis phase throughout the
development life cycle. This requirements tracking tool not only kept track of all of the requirements, but it also
knew in which test case a given requirement could be validated, and it automatically reported any problems directly to
Configuration Management.

•

In the production of defect-free code with the testing method in this paper, the SUBS and CSYS teams used tools
wherever possible to save time and ensure completeness. All unit test cases are created with tools. Tools such as
those that helped to create unit test cases not only conserved labor, and thus cost, but they also enforced the strategy
of reuse; the same tools could be used to create test cases every time they were needed, such as after a series of
changes when code had to be tested again. Retesting in this manner is fast, produces equally fast results, and the
documentation is already written; thus documentation is reused as well. In addition, test tools automatically file
problem reports for failed test cases and report these problems to a central database where they are recorded and
tracked.
On SUBS, all unit test case generation was automated with tools. The testing method in this paper has also been
successfully applied using tools at higher levels of testing to map out different paths that could be traced through a
given piece of code. Tools allowed testers to write test cases for each of these paths, feeling secure that the job was
thorough because each possible path had been tagged. "A reliable test is designed not so much to exercise program
paths as to exercise paths under circumstances such that an error is detectable if one exists." [SCHUL90] Tools
help to create such directed tests and thus improve chances of reliability in testing. In addition, not only do tools
contribute to higher confidence by making the testing process more complete, but they are also part of the
deliverables. The customer gets the requested code (defect-free) and documentation, and he also captures the tools
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developed to test that code. Tools do not cost the customer anything extra; in fact, SUBS was delivered under budget
with these tools.
Because it is clear that using tools in testing increases productivity, the software team may find itself facing a
paradox; if the cost of building such tools were included in the original bid to construct the system, the bid may be
much too high and the contract might be awarded elsewhere as a result However, the dramatic increase in efficiency
and productivity is hoped to more than make up for the price of the tools, as was the case on SUBS . In fact, the use
of tools helped to give SUBS such a low maintenance cost that the funds originally designated for maintenance were
spent elsewhere.

5.

•

COST EFFECTIVENESS:

JUSTIFYING USE OF THE METHOD

The software testing method presented in this paper often appears unaffordable. Each process is meticulousl y
executed and documented, thus consuming more time and money than what is usually desired when a contract is bid.
However, some customers are starting to require that their systems be tested using methods similar to the one in this
paper, because the use of this method has proven to conserve time and money in maintenance costs. For instance,
the SUBS customer estimated from past experience that 12 software engineers would be needed to fix errors in SUBS
code for 3 years upon delivery of SUBS. Because SUBS demonstrated such outstanding performance and quality ,
only three of the predicted eight software engineers were needed to follow up the delivery, and these people were
needed for only one year. Furthermore, as there were no defects in the code, the only responsibilities that these three
people had were to make adjustments to the project in cases where the client changed its mind and wanted certain
parts altered. Currently, one software engineer remains on hand to do enhancement and maintenance on SUBS .
Delivering this code in nearly-perfect state saved the customer 31 man-years of work [PHIP86]. Although it
appeared to be an expensive undertaking at first, SUBS was delivered six weeks early and under cost. In addition, if
the tools can be reused on other projects, then the cost of building them is spread over several projects and is thus
significantly less expensive for any one contract.
The SUBS team's experience shows that this testing method will cost 32 percent of the software development hours
plus tool development. However, if the method is applied correctly, it will furnish defect-free code in a reliable and
maintainable system with a possible cost savings of 55 percent [DEMA82] of the system life-cycle cost.
The CSYS team demonstrated that the testing method presented in this paper catches a high percentage of errors that
might otherwise be present when code is delivered. As shown on viewgraph 20, the Summary Totals For All
Testing, this method was able to screen out 48 tests that did not pass the their first execution for the CSYS code.
The faulty code was then returned to the developers, modified, and then retested. This process continued until the
tests passed. Although this meticulous process caused CSC's CSYS code to be delivered slightly later than it would
have been otherwise, the code delivered was of superior quality, and has had no errors reported to date. Had the
testing method described in this paper not been applied to this code, the 48 tests that did not originally pass their
execution could have generated problem reports and cost time and money in maintenance.

6.

•

CONCLUSIONS

Producing and delivering virtually defect-free code has been proven a reality. This paper presents a
comprehensive, well-outlined testing method that is a crucial ingredient for virtually defect-free code. One
of the key factors that distinguishes this method is the strategic structure of the Product Assurance Team
and the testers' being part of this organization rather than part of the development organization. The
Product Assurance team does not allow any testing to be compromised, and thus nothing is prematurely
produced under pressure. This aspect helps to create an advantageous setting for quality production.
However, the method is intended to be integrated with meticulous requirements analysis and traceability, as
well as a careful, innovative design . When fused , these individual components form a software development
life cycle that spawns a defect-free system .
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GOALS FOR THIS PRESENTATION:
• To introduce a testing method proven to produce
defect-free code
• To explain the concept of the Product Assurance
Group and to show how this group is crucial to the
success of any test plan
• To verify quantitatively that the testing method presented
yields successful results

•
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BACKGROUND

•

SUBS Project

RESOURCES: 20 people, 3 years

RESULTS: 120,000 lines of code
(Including tools used in development and testing)
DELIVERY: Under cost and six weeks early
(Including reusable tools)

,.,.,.
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--------------------'-J'CSC Proprietary

BACKGROUND, cont'd.
CSYS project

•

Proprietary

•

Current C/UNIX development effort

•

CSC is developing 150,000 LOCs of a 1.5 million LOC
system

•
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STRATEGY:

•

THE MULTI-FACETED
PRODUCT ASSURANCE GROUP

Developers and testers must be in separate groups.

,.,.,.
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•
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PRODUCT ASSURANCE (PA)
GROUP STRUCTURE

• Quality Assurance (QA)

• Configuration Management (CM)

- - - Automation

• Testing

• -----------------~J~
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

•

DEVELOPMENT GROUP AND PA GROUP

• Work areas in close proximity
II

• On the same side

11

11

• Supports the Cleanroom" policy

,.,.,.
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•

METHOD-SPECIFIC DEFINITIONS

• TESTING: All activities related to verification after
Requirements Analysis.

• TESTING

vs.

DEBUGGING

• ------------------~J~
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CSU

•

CSU
CSU
CSU

csc

csc
csc
csc

'---

CSCI

8

•

TESTING LEVEL CROSS-REFERENCE
CSC TESTING LEVEL

LEVEL0

UNDEFINED

LEVEL 1

UNIT TEST
(INFORMAL)

LEVEL2

•

DOD-STD-2167 A PHASE

(INFORMAL)

CSC INTEGRATION AND
TEST (INFORMAL)

LEVEL3

CSCI TESTING (FORMAL)

LEVEL4

SYSTEM TEST (FORMAL)

---------------~J~
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LEVEL OTESTING
•

INCLUDES:
Requirements Traceability Walkthroughs, Critical Design Review,
and Code W alkthroughs
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
Ready to conduct Critical Design Review
EXIT REQUIREMENTS:
Fixing any errors discovered
Enter reports for Design and Code W alkthroughs
into CM database

,.,.,.
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LEVEL 1 TESTING
INCLUDES:
• CSU Testing
• Path Analysis
• Coverage Testing
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
Code W alkthroughs completed

•

EXIT REQUIREMENTS:
All test reports logged in CM database
11
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LEVEL 2 TESTING
•

INCLUDES:
• Incremental CSC Testing
• Interface Testing
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
All involved CSUs already tested
EXIT REQUIREMENTS:
All test reports generated logged in CM database

,.,.,.
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LEVEL 3 TESTING
INCLUDES:
CSCI (Subsystem) Testing
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
All Level 2 Testing for involved CSCI complete

•

EXIT REQUIREMENTS:
• Software System capabilities demonstrated
• All test reports logged in CM database

13
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LEVEL 4 TESTING

•

INCLUDES:
System Integration Testing:
Acceptance testing in a real or simulated environment
• Testing of interfaces among CSCis
• Verification of hardware and software interfaces
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
All other levels of testing complete
EXIT REQUIREMENTS:
All test reports and customer input logged in CM database

,.,.,.
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TOOLS IN TESTING
• Provide automation:
CM database
Expedience: Use of tools often results in early delivery
• Attract best people to PA Group
• Are deliverable

• Are delivered at no extra cost to customer

•
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QUANTITATIVE BENEFIT

•

LEVEL 1
Removes: 75% of coding errors
20% of design errors
LEVEL2
Takes half of the time spent in Level 1

LEVEL3
Takes half of the time spent in Level 2

,.,.,.
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CSC Proprietary

QUANTITATIVE BENEFIT
(Background on Test Execution Data)
• Gathered in C/UNIX Environment
• Based on 5500 LOCs

•

• Total Walkthroughs:
·
Design 71.8%
Code 13.7%
17
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CSC Proprietary

•

ERRORS FOUND IN 84 DESIGN W ALKTHROUGHS
TOTAL FOUND

TYPE OF ERROR

ERROR HANDLING ............................................................... 48
BOUNDARY-RELATED ERRORS ........................................ O
CALCULATION ERRORS ..................................................... 12
INITIAL AND LATER STATES ERRORS ........................... 68
CONTROL FLOW ERRORS ................................................. 98
ERRORS IN HANDLING I INTERPRETING DATA .......... 143
LOAD CONDITIONS ............................................................ 4
OTHER CODING ERRORS .................................... ............. .484

.,.,.,..,.
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CSC Proprietary
ERRORS FOUND IN 16 DESIGN W ALKTHROUGHS
TYPE OF ERROR

TOTAL FOUND

ERROR HANDLING .......................................................... 7
BOUNDARY-RELATED ERRORS ................................... O
CALCULATION ERRORS ................................................. 2
INITIAL AND LATER STATES ERRORS ...................... 11
CONTROL FLOW ERRORS ............................................. 11
ERRORS IN HANDLING/ INTERPRETING DATA ....... 26
LOAD CONDITIONS ......................................................... 5
OTHER CODING ERRORS ................................................ 59

•
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CSC Proprietary

•

SUMMARY TOTALS FOR ALL TESTING
(MODULE, CSU, CSC)
Total Executed:
Total Passed:
Total Failed:
Total Retested Executed:
Total Retested Passed:
Total Retested Failed:
Percentages of Total Passed:
Percentages of Total Failed:
Perecntages of Total Passed (Retested):
Perecntages of Total Failed (Retested):
Number of Software Modules:

706
657
49
1189

1176
13
93.05

6.95
98.90
1.10

69

,.,.,.
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CONCLUSIONS
• No compromises
- Separate Testing Group (PA Group)
- Cleanroom
• Testing is done by levels, with focus
on Requirements Traceability

•

VIRTUALLY DEFECT FREE CODE IS A REALITY:
HIGHER QUALITY, LOWER COST, LESS TIME
21
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Using Auditory Displays to
Understand and Test Parallel Programst

Joan M. Francioni
Computer Science Department
University of Southwestern Louisiana
Lafayette, LA 70504-1771
email address: jf@cacs.usl.edu

Abstract

•

•

The run-time behavior of a parallel program is defined by many parameters. Testing
and debugging such programs frequently require one to consider the program's
behavior from a number of different angles. For the most part, researchers have
focused on finding different ways to visualize what happens during a program's execution. We have investigated whether auditory information can be used to provide
different angles. Fortunately, a number of properties of parallel program behavior can
be mapped to sound such that the natural properties of sound portray significant information about the program. These mappings have been termed "auralizations of program behavior, 11 and are based on program events collected during execution. When
an auralization is synchronized with a visualization of the same or related events, it is
possible for a user to assimilate both the auditory and visual information at the same
time in such a way that each enhances the other rather than distracting from it. Thus,
a user can gain more (or quicker) insight into a program's behavior than by using a
graphical display alone. In this talk we demonstrate how sound can effectively be
used to portray the run-time events of parallel programs. Sound enhanced graphical
displays of a number of parallel programs will be presented as evidence of how auditory information can be used for testing and debugging parallel programs .

t
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Using Auditory Displays

Outline of Presentation
I. What is auralization?

•

A. Visualization versus line-drawing

Visual: perceived by the eye
Visualization: computer-generation of images that reveals information about
a problem to human consciousness by triggering information processing of
the preconscious visual system
i.e., conveying information by means of visual images
B. Auralization versus sound-generation

Aural: perceived by the ear
Auralization: conveying information by means of sound
II. Questions to be investigated
A. Can auralization provide for different insights than graphics about parallel
events?
B. Can auralization be useful for depicting the run-time behavior of parallel
programs?
C. Can auralization also be useful for large-scale parallel systems and across
multiple architectures?

•

III. Depicting general characteristics of parallel program behavior with sound
A. Specifics: who sent to whom, what, and when
B. Relative timing of events
C. Duration of events
D. Patterns of events
E. Phases of behavior over time
F. Frequency over time of some behavior
G. Balance of behavior over entire system

•

Using Auditory Displays

•

3

IV. Limitations of sound mappings
A. Depicting specific information

B. Representing absolute maximums and minimums
C. Tracking sound without correlated graphics
V. Extensions to characteristics
A. For large-scale parallel systems
1. Logical grouping of processors
2. Considering Overall behavior as opposed to specifics
3. Conjunction of Overall and Specific behavior
B. Across multiple architectures
1. Signatures of certain kinds of behavior
2. Separating logical and physical network related behavior

•

VI. Conclusions
A. A number of properties of parallel programs are well suited to being mapped
to sound.
B. Sound is effective in depicting patterns and timing information related to
parallel program behavior.
C. Speed of recognition and distinction of parallel programs can be increased by
listening to auralizations while looking at graphics.
D. Graphical displays are necessary to give a frame of reference for auralizations.
VIII. Future work
A. Investigate further effective ways of aurally representing program behavior
information
B. Determine which parameters for experimenting with auralizations should be at user's control
should be automatically generated
C. Study usefulness of aural information in debugging and performance-tuning
tools

•
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IV&V Acceptance Testing Using Risk Analysis

Mr. Terrence Clinton is a Computer Scientist with Computer Sciences Corporation in San Bernardino, California. He provides IV&V to his Air Force customer
and technical direction to the software development contractors. Terry has worked
MIS departments in retail, manufacturing and aerospace companies. His usual role is
to coordinate software development across organizations. He has a BS in Accounting
from the University of Florida and has passed the CPA and CDP exams.
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OVERVIEW
BASICS:

What is IV&V?

What is Risk?
What are the Risk Factors?
What are the Limits of Risk?
Who are the Local Players?
TESTING: Acceptance Test Process

•

Risk Analysis Worksheet
Test Cut Off
SUMMARY

•
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What
VERIFY

•

IS

•

IV&V?

that product satisfies specification from prior
lifecycle stage

VALIDATE that final product satisfies original specification
CERTIFY that operational system satisfies user need
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•

What is Risk?
DEFINITION:

Chance of injury, damage or loss; Webster

MEASUREMENT: Probability times impact of failure
CONCERNS:

Analyst objectivity (shown as probability)
Statistical sample size very small

BENEFITS:

Saves resources (work smart not hard)
Systematic and repeatable methodology

•

Analysis challenges employees
CONSENSUS:

Risk factors are well known
Applying risk involves disagreements

RISK LEVELS:

Across organizations, ex: LAN, WAN, EDI
Entire organization, ex: s/w dev process
Within organization, ex: testing dept
Type of application, ex: embedded s/w
Specific application, ex: cost/schedule
(The most frequent use of risk analysis)

•
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What are the Risk Factors?
1 Availability

Operates when needed

2 Correctness

Conforms to requirements

3 Efficiency

Consumes minimum computer resources to
perform required functions

4 Expandability

Scalable upward in size/complexity

5 Flexibility

Readily modified for new requirements

6 Integrity

Controls access/modification to data/
software

7 Interoperability Exchanges information with other systems
8 Maintainability

Easily corrected when errors are found

9 Portabi I ity

Operates in multiple hardware
environments

10 Reliability

•

•

Provides correct and consistent results

11 Responsiveness Performs functions within required
response time
12 Reusability

Used in multiple applications

13 Survivability

Continues operation I compensates for
lost functions that are distributed

14 Testability

Easily and completely tested

15 Usability

Easily learned and used

Ref: Most of these definitions are based upon a presentation
by Commander Gary Taul, Space & Naval Warfare Systems
Command, D.C. at the National Security Industrial
Association's Risk Conference, 9/30/87 - 10/2/87
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The Limits of Risk?
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Whb are the Local Players?

•

Org: BMO/SC - Ballistic Missile Organization (BMO)
Communications-Computer Systems Directorate (SC),
20 employees
Parent Org: BMO (780 emps)
CSC - Computer Sciences Corporation
20 employees
Parent Org: Contract(S00 emps), Div (9K), Corp (27K)
ROLES: Resource Mgt. - BMO/SC
Development - A software devlopment contractor is
the primary MIS developer
- CSC occasionally does full
software lifecycle MIS development

•

Technical Support and IV&V - CSC
Users - BMO and contractors nationwide

•
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ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCESS

•

SPR/BCR

SRS ReQu1rements

TIM/CDR

Software
Deve 1opm en t

IV & V
Techn i cal
Participation
...,._~ Background
in Development
and Experience
Process

• Project Engineer
• Management

• For t";a i ntenance Releases Only
t To BMO/SCT 30 Days After TIM

CSCI

Review
(SCT)

. II

• To BMO/SCT 30 Days After Risk
Analysis Accepted or 60 Days After CDR

Software and
Document at ion

Test Report
Recommendations

Review for
Installation
(SCT)

NO

•
Terry Clinton/CSC (714) 382-662
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IV&V RISK ANALYSIS WORKSHEET - SYSTEM_NAME, VERSION 6.0

Page 1 of 2

PROBLEM-91-001

PROB'TY

IMPACT

RISK

TEST IDENTIFIED

to BE .DETER.MINED BASED/ON· ACCEPT
ANcE·
· · ·· ·

i •··•···· ···· ·• .....:• ....:, ....s· ··•·•• .••• :......... •·• ··>< f · ··· ··········· ··········

T EST-.· RE.·.-.·,::,:-:./•'.•.-:·ULTS, ·

• Trend Analysis
• Interfaces - Other CSCis
• Interfaces - BMO External (e.g. , DDN, tapes)

10

10

100

Use SQL to verify data load

7

8

56

Use SQL to verify duplicate recs override

• Known Design Complexity

-

• Calculation Changes/Errors
• New or Changed Technology

• Response Time Acceptable (Reasonable)
• Computer Resources Usage Acceptable (Reasonable)
• Users Can Perform All Tasks Through Menus & Forms
• Interface Consistency In Menus & Forms
• Error Handling
• On-Line Help Available

·•.coRRECTNESS //
:f!i.~W~ill d9~f jj1,:~AJqrffl}?)m~1:rfq~~r~ttt.~Hf,ftt::j Iii:::
• Requirement/BCR/SPR Is Satisfied
• User Need Is Satisfied

•

•

IV&V RISK ANALYSIS WORKSu a SYSTEM_NAME, VERSION 6.0
PROBLEM-91 -001

1-3
(I)
11
11

REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS CRITERIA

PROB'TY

IMPACT

RISK

TEST IDENTIFIED

3

8

24

Run CF AR reports

7

8

56

Exercise CF AR forms

'<

(')

.........

All data manipulation functions are tested

rt

All related reports are tested

::s
.......

All related menus are tested

::s
0

(')

en

(')

All related forms are tested
All field name changes are examined

w

():)

N

I

°'°'N
IO

All report/download parameters tested
AIL report/download destination options tested
All hardware listed in the SRS is supported

U1

.......
\0

N

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE WEIGHTS:

IMPACT OF FAILURE:

RISK=

10 - Frequent
7 - Probable
3 - Improbable
1 - Impossible

10 - Prevents operation
8 - Degrades performance (no workaround)
S - Degrades performance (workaround)
3 - Operator inconvenience
1 - Cosmetic (functionally unimportant)

(mOBABIUIY OF FAILURE WEIG
X (IMPACT OF FAILURE)

TEST CUT OFF
RISK

Problem#

IV&V Test#

100
56
56

91-001
91-001
91-001
91-044
91-046
90-003
90-004
91-006
91-006
91-017
91-034
91-039
91-045
91-046
91-001

I-001
I-002
I-003
I-004
I-004
I-005
I-006
I-007
I-008
I-009
I-009
I-010
I-007
I-011
I-012

91-033
91-035
91-038
90-004
91-020
91-034
91-043
92-001
91-003
91-024
91-025
91-028
91-030
91-031
91-036
91-037
91-041

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

so
so

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
24

w
0)

I\J

I

°'°'

15
15
15

...

9
9
9
3
3
1

I\J

0

en

........

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

~

,0

C
Ill

I--'
I-'·

rt

"<

~

TEST IDENTIFIED
Use SQL to verify data load.
Use SQL to verify duplicate rec override
Exercise CFAR forms
Exercise EI group update options-----------Exercise EI group update options-----------Hand calculate/verify totals btwn reports
Update & verify new totals across forms
Verify MGCS update capability--------------Update & verify recalculation
Test WFR report parameters-----------------Test WFR report parameters-----------------Verify that all conditions work
Verify MGCS update capability--------------Verify POP update capability
Run CFAR reports
Run AWQ reports
Run WFR reports
Repeat error conditons
VMS search for dropped fields across forms
SQL describe table & VMS search PFO's
Add WFR & verify sort position= 1
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test
Witness developer test

Devl Test#

(1)
(1)

(2)
(3)

(3)
(2)

TBD
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

(t)
(t)

:,,;"

g
~

Hi

The test cut off report identifies the acceptance test basis for each software change. IV&V test are ·developt
for items above the line. IV&V test are only done below the line when the developers test does not addres IVi
concerns. Witness/evaluation of a developer test can contribute to, or be the basis of, an acceptance te1
recommendation.

01

........
\0
I\J

•

~UIVIIVIAK Y

IV&V: A good software practice,

not a DoD-specific practice
Problem reporting is all that is needed to implement
acceptance testing using risk anlysis
Connecting problem reports to the requirements
integrates maintenance with new development IV & V

•

Scope is negotiated between the user, IV & V agent,
and indirectly with the developer. IV&V scope
ranges from no tests, to sampling, to 100% testing
On timing, tests are prepared independently as
coding occurs based on design knowledge
Risk Based Testing: "Smart" testing gets the maximum
benefit from limited resources
Group development of the risk analysis promotes
its acceptance
Professional judgement becomes an explicit
reviewable part of the process
Testers make a more detailed analysis of the
software and take more responsibility for the
software quality

•

Risk based testing emphasizes the importance of
problems found; quality rather the quantity

· P.6. Thanks for att@nding!

Terry Clinton/CSC (714} 382-662 - 11 -
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Conference Proceedings

Ms. Barbara Kolkhorst

Quality Week 1992

is a Senior Systems Engineer with over 25 years
experience with the software development of large complex software systems. She
currently is on technical staff to the manager of Onboard Systems in Houston and is a
recognized authority on the process for developing software of the highest quality.
Ms. Kolkhorst came to IBM in 1977 to do Shuttle on board software development.
She managed software development and Shuttle mission support activities prior to
beginning her technical staff work in 1984. She holds a B.S. degree in Chemistry from
the University of Texas. She was a design engineer supporting numerically controlled
manufacturing for 4 years. During the Apollo missions and early Shuttle development,
she worked on large scientific software development and laboratory support environments. She also has served as an independent computer consultant in economics
research at Rice University.

CONTENTS
•

•

Introduction

•

Case Study: Highly Reliable Software

•

IBM Software Development Process

•

Demands on the Process

•

Proposed Solutions

•

Conclusion
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•
INTRODUCTION
•

Current techniques produce highly reliable software
Methods existed since 1960s
Costly manual analysis required
Requires discipline, documentation

•

Even CASE technology requires intensive user analysis

•

Solutions exist today for software process enactment

•

Benefits of the solution beyond CASE:
Increased software quality
System reliability

•

Programmer productivity

IBM FSC HOUSTON HISTORY

~

POPULATION
1500

¥.~~
@=iTI

~

,~

•

Space
Slallon

Shuttle
Spacelab

ASTP

Skylab

1000

Apollo
Gemini

Mercury

500

1960

1970

1980

1990

j In10. Systems
Right Computers & Software
Mission Control Computers & Software

>
>

>

•
IBM FSC STRENGTH
Experience with Large Complex Systems

Systems

Source Lines of Code Delivered

Flight Systems
Flight Control
Cargo Processing
Administration and Engineering
Total Shuttle

2,200,000
4,000,000
3,300,000
280,000
9,780,000

Delivered over 30 million SLOC for NASA Space Programs

•
4

CASE HISTORY
•

•

IBM FSC Houston software quality is high
Function meets requirements
Low error rates

•

•

Schedules and budgets consistently met

•

Customer satisfaction is high

•

Mature process

5
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MEASUREMENTS - PRODUCT ERRORS
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Shuttle Software Releases
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MEASUREMENTS - EARLY DETECTION AND PROCESS
ERRORS

•

PROCESS ERROR RATE
20

c,
0

EARLY DETECTION X

15

.J
Cl)

:lo::

100

in
a:
a:

10

0

a:
II.I

5

1-

z

~ 50

a:

II.I
II..

1991

1982

ONBOARD FLIGHT SOFTWARE RELEASES

1991

1982
ONBOARD FLIGHT SOFTWARE RELEASES

•

7
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MEASUREMENTS - INSERTED ERRORS

60
a,

"8 so

(.)

0

...

a,
C.

~

20

w

-a

~

:Jl

-=

10

1983

W,C.UCVFOtLWPCOWl[J(

•

1990

8

PROCESS EVALUATIONS
•

IBM FSD Houston Software Development Process External Evaluations
•

"The computer software checking system and attitude is of
highest quality"
Dr. Richard Feynman, Nobel Laureate
Presidential Commission on the Space Shuttle Challenger
Accident

•

•

•

•

NASA Excellence Award for Quality and Productivity Recipient for
1986

6/86
10/87

NASA Public Service Group Achievement Award for Returning the

Space Shuttle to Safe Flight

9/88

NASA Survey Team evaluated the Flight Software Project at Level
5 (Highest Level) of the Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering
Institute Evaluation Scale

11/89

IBM U,S. Market Driven Quality Award - Best Software Lab

1/90, 1/91

9
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CARNEGIE-MELLON SOFTWARE MATURITY MODEL

Maturity Level/Key Challenges
5
Improvement fed
Optimizing back into process

Still human intensive Productivity
proce~s. Maintain org- ~~:,Qua.lity
anizat1on at opt. leve1 . ·, -· ·· ·. · ' '

1--------l---------+-----4
Managed
3
Defined

•

(quantitative)
Measured process

Changing technology
Problem analysis
Problem prevention

(qualitative)
Process measurement
Process defined and Process analysis
institutionalized
Quant. quality plans

Training
(intuitive)
2
practice.
Process dependent Techniqil
<> reviews, testing
Repeatable
on individuals
Process focus
Project Management

1
Initial
'tWfl'C SICYll'Otl..WPCOW'EP.

(ad hoc)

ProJeet Plann1no

Cont~. Management
S/W uality Assurance

Risk
10

SOFTWARE QUALITY RESULTS FROM COMMITMENT TO

•

ZERO ERRORS
Quality

Achievements
- Extremely Low Product and Process Error Rates
- Productivity Improvements

Process

Attitude

- Software Development Process
Defined, Documented, Controlled

• Employees, Management, Vendors
Committed to Zero Defects

11
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•

IBM QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROCESS
•

Quality is "Conformance to Requirements"

•

No defect is acceptable; Goal is zero errors.

•

Process understood, well defined, controlled

•

Ca uses of defects removed

•

Process measured continually

•

Quality improvement results in productivity improvements

•
WPC.SECYFOILWPCOWEEK
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BASIC PROCESS MODEL

•
Task
Entry

Exit

Criteria

Criteria

-

Verification

aHQ&.COR

•

OASTUH

WPC.SECYfOILWPCOW([K
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IBM FSC SOFTWARE LIFE CYCLE AND REVIEWS

-AFunctional

"-"'-

...• •=::~ru

Req.Jirement,

An&>ysis

lnspeetions

0

I

I

LEGEND

+ program
o.,...,,.,. dl!inld
kMJI r9'View

R......

•

fund;onal

O..v,Reww.

Syctem LAMII l

Func1ionaJ Oesil"

Prelrninary
Oeaign

I •
I

Cttlcll
Design
Reviews

Reviews

Software 0Mign

- . o..;gn eon-.,,.,.

0

•

I

Q

C.,-/tBII pn1ly dofnocl
ptOtOCl levol roview
IBIA dofinodl.,.._
rnorilo,od
_
_ ..,... (o=,r

tmJughout t1eeycte phasll)
Official

Turnover

10 Yer1nea:don

•

H

IBM detine4'c:uctomer rnonrto,8d

ongor,gc:ontrolpoirlls

OCod• Reviews
OUnit Testa
0Module Completion

----------------------------~•-Cuttomer
lcc:eptance
Activitie.a
lndepcndcnl Verirication

Inspect Requirements

•

Inspect Software Design & Code

Test Softwa,e

I
.

Mantenanee &
Operalic»ns

Managemer:t Customer Sta:us Meetings
Co-\fi guration Con1n>t Q\a.,ge Boards

14

SOFTWARE TEST LIFE CYCLE

Test
Plan

Test
Implementation

Test
Design

Inspection

Inspection

•

Test
Execution

Inspection

Inspection

15
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SHUTTLE SOFTWARE TEST APPROACH
Cl

FACI
DEVELOPMENTnNTEGRATION

VERIFICATION

SRR
RECONFIGURATION

T
I

I

I
I

• EquaUona
• Paths
.._.,..._ _ ___._•..;Range 01 Values
LEVEL 1
TESTING

LEVEL2
TESTING

I
I

• Unit Interface

I
I

• User Commands

• Functional lnterfacH
LEVEL 3
• MulUple Functions
TESTING
• nm1ng
I
..__ _ _ ___. • System Interface

I
I
I
I

• Mission Profile

·1
1·

II

• Requlraments
• Timlng and Interfaces
• Spec-Based
Func11onal THIS
LEVEL 7
• System Level
TESTING
Performance
----------------- •
LEVEL 8
•
TESTING
..__ _
_ _ _ _....•
LEVEL 6
TESTING

FACI - First Artlcle Configuration Inspection
Cl
• Configuration Inspection
SRR • Software Readiness Review

.._.,...---------4

DELIVERY
TO VERIFICATION

DELIVERY OF BASE
SYSTEM TO NASA

II

RELEASE OF
SYSTEM f9R

Application ol Data
System Integration
MlsslorHlnlque
Tests
Certification

flol'iiHT

16

•

•

SHUTTLE FLIGHT SYSTEMS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS

NASA
Control
Boards .

•

•

Management

Support
Tools

Change
Authortzallon

Change
Requests
Discrepancy
Reporls

Requirements
Evaluation

.CJ~

Schedules
$talus
Plans

Mission
Reconfiguration

Software
Developmenl

Mission
Verlllcallon

Mission
Support

17
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CONTROL BOARD STRUCTURE
Customer
Configuration
Control Boards

I

Contracto~
Community

Customer
Interfaces

I

Project Control
Board

H

• Project technical
management
• Product content
baselined
• Project schedules
• Milestones and
dependencies
• Priorit i es for resource
allocation

•

Customer
Labs and
Sites

Field & User
Interface

Support

I

I

Management
Interfaces

Requ irements

Discrepancy
>-

Sub boards

18

PROCESS MATURITY

•

ERROR COUNTING, METRICS
FORMAL PROCESS
ERROR CAUSE ANALYSIS
PROCESS ANALYSIS

F_,

Structured
Formal

Software

Inspections
formal

lnapecUon
Moderatora
FormaJlzed
Configuration
Concrol

Procoq

Proceu

Documen1

A.pplled to

~~n.

Assessment
Software
Development

Formal

Environment
Process Evaluaoons

Requirements
Inspections

Inspection

Technical Exehaiga
Seminars

l'nprovtment,
Pro:otyping

Formallzod
Training

Quarterly Quality

Reviews

Procau

Fornalized

R1qu~1mantc

Ana.ysla

Maturity
Measurement,

Reliability
Modelina

Build
Automation

Over,~ht

Analysis

I

I

1879 j 1977 1978 l1s1s j 1seol 1se1 I 19e2I 199311911411985 1988 l19e7I 1988 I 1sesl 1890 I 1991

>
19
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DEMANDS ON THE PROCESS
•

Changing computer environment
Moving to distributed systems
Language transitions
Open systems
Multiplicity of tools

•

Required increases in programmer productivity

•

More complex projects and programmer tasks

•

Budget and schedule reductions

•

Increased software quality and system reliability

•

Shorter cycle time (conception to end-product)

WPCSICYfOtLWPCOWUK

•
20

CARNEGIE-MELLON SOFTWARE MATURITY MODEL

•

Maturity Level/Key Challenges
5
Improvement fed
Optimizing back into process
4
Managed

3
Defined

(quantitative)
Measured process
(qualitative)
Process measurement
Process defined and Process analysis
institutionalized
Quant. quality plans

Training
(intuitive)
2
Technic~I practice.
Repeatable Pro_ce~s. dependent <> reviews, testing
on md1v1duals
Process focus
1
Initial

•

(ad hoc)

Project Management
Project Planning
Config. Management
SNJ Quality Assurance

Risk
21
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PROCESS LESSONS LEARNED
•

There is no universal process

•

Even with automated process enactment, resources are required to
define the process

•

Subprocess definition is required for thorough definition

•

Measurement collection should be "invisible" to users

•

Measurements must support error cause analysis

•

Measurements should support the entire software life cycle

•
wPC .SECYFOll.wPCOWE(I(
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PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
•

Solutions incorporate the lessons learned from a mature process

•

Solution may be tailored to many processes

•

Measurement support and collection are key

•

Allows predictable, repeatable, controlled process

•

Total improvement addresses both process and the Software
Engineering Environment

•

23
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•

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT

•

Required to support life cycle and project management

-

•

Incorporates configuration management data base

Designed for ease of use
GUI

Consistent look and feel
Reduced paper
Extensible, flexible, tailorable

•

Allows users to focus on target task (not process)

-

•

Formal process appears informal

Process defined, imbedded, hidden

•

Tailorable
Enforced

•

Addresses users leadin9 technology confi9uration

wPC.HCVFCMLWt:ICOWEEK
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IBM FSC SOFTWARE ENGINEERING ENVIRONMENT

•
1/Sl/RINTERFA.CB
SERYTCES

NIST f/W REFERENCE MODEL

WPC.SEC'YfOtLWPCO#'EfK

•
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PROCESS AND ENVIRONMENT IMPROVEMENT
Assess Current Process and Environment

Develop Process And Environment Improvement Plan
and Select Target Project

•

Process Education
And Training

Begin Transition To
improved Environment

Process Improvement
Implementation

Tool And Methodology
Training

Follow-up Assessment
and
Process Enhancement

Process Enactment
and
Tool Integration

Integrated Process and Environment
Transition Plan
26

QUALITY IS A JOURNEY ... NOT A DESTINATION

•

27

•

CONCLUSION
•

Affordable, high quality, highly reliable software is achievable

•

Software Engineering Environments must go beyond CASE to support
the software development process

•

Process enactment is a key to increased productivity and quality

•

Development programmers focus on the end target, not the process

•
wPC.SfCYFOILWPCOWEEIC
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Quality Week 1992

Conference Proceedings

•

Paper 2-A-3

Readiness Growth Model:
A Quantitative Analysis of
Software Risk

•

Paul E. Janusz is an engineer in the Software Quality Engineering Branch of the
Product Assurance and Test Directorate of the US Army ARDEC. Mr. Janusz is
involved with research and development of tools/ techniques which will assist the
Independent Verification and Validation (IV& V) effort. These activities involve the
development and implementation of automated tools for software development, testing, and maintenance, the incorporation of metrics to quantify and assess software
performance, and the application of artificial intelligence technology to solve common
SQA problems. Mr. Janusz received a B.S. in Mathematics at SUC at Oneonta in
1980 and a B.S. in Civil Engineering from SUNY at Buffalo in 1981.

•

San Francisco, California

•

READINESS GROWTH MODEL:
A QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
OF SOFTWARE RISK
PAULE.JANUSZ

ARMAMENT RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT
& ENGINEERING CENTER

US ARMY ARDEC
SMCAR-QAH-A, BLDG. 62
PICATINNY ARSENAL, NJ 07806-5000
(201)724-4849
May,1992

HA VE WE DONE EVERYTHING?
ARE WE READY TO TEST?
ARE WE READY TO FIELD?

?•

•

• •

OUTLINE

ARUAUEHT RESEAROt, DEVELoPMEHT
I EHGIHEE.AIHQ CEHTUI

BACKGROUND
BASELINE SET OF METRICS
READINESS GROWTH MODEL (RGM)
SUCCESSFUL APPLICATIONS
SUMMARY

•
•

THE PROBLEM

ARlilAWEHT AESUA~. DEVELOPWEHT
Ii. EHGINURING CEH'Tc.R

INITIAL PERCEPTIONS, SEP 89

THE LACK OF SOITWARE MATURITY IS THE LEADING CAUSE
OF FIELDING SLIPS
PEOs/PMs ARE NOT INDEPENDENTLY MEASURING SOITWARE
QUALITY
USERS DO NOT ADEQUATELY DEFINE SOFTWARE FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
TEST AND EVALUATION (T &E) COMMUNITY LACKS FOCUS ON
SOFTWARE

•

a
•

SOFTWARE TEST AND
EVALUATION PANEL (STEP)

ARM.AMENT RESUROi. OEYELOPMEHT
I EHGINURIHG a.HTER

CHARTER OF GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATIONS
INITIATED IN SEP 89
REPORTED DIRECTLY TO VICE CHIEF OF STAFF FOR THE ARMY
(VCSA) AND THE DEPUTY ill\.TDER SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
OPERATIONS RESEARCH (DUSA/OR)

•
•

STEP OBJECTIVES

ARMA.ME.HT RESE..l ROi. OEVELOPMEHT
Ii. ENGINEERING CENTER

PREVENT IMMATURE SOFTWARE FROM ENTERING USER
SYSTEM TESTS OR BEING DEPLOYED
INTEGRATE T&E INTO THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
IMP ACT THE OVERALL QUALITY OF SOFT\VARE

" ... the software development process will be improved
by causing progress to be demonstrated ... "

•

Quoted from VCSA/DUSA (O R) Memorandum,
"ARMY STEP Recommendations", did 25 May 90

•
•

STEP RESULTS

ARMAMENT AESUROI, OEVELOPWEHT

I EHGIHEE.AIHG CEHTEA

DEVELOPED DA PAM 73-XX, VOL 6, SOITWARE TEST AND
EVALUATION GUIDELINES
COMPILED SOITWARE T&E STANDARDS
METRICS REPORT
• ESTABLISHED BASELINE SET OF METRICS
• ARMY WIDE DATABASE

FOR FURTHER !~'"FORMATION, CONTACT HQ OPTEC,
RAY PAUL

•

a

STEP METRICS
BASELINE

AAMA.MEHT AESE.A.RCH, OEVELOPW EHT
I. ENGINEE RING C£NTER

CONSIDERED SEVERAL SOURCES
THREE TYPES OF METRICS
• MANAGEMENT
• REQUIREMENT
• QUALITY
GOOD STARTING POINT

•

•

STEP's METRICS GUIDELINES

UPDATED GUIDELINES

1. REQUIREMENT TRACE

la. REQUIREMENTS ALLOCATION
lb. REQUIREMENTTRACE

2. REQUIREMENTS STABILITY

2. REQUIREMENTS STABILITY

3. DESIGN/CODE STABILITY

3a. DESIGN STABILITY
3b. CODE STABILITY

4. COMPLEXITY

4. COMPLEXITY

5. DEPTH OF TESTING

5. DEPTH OF TESTING

6. BREADTH OF TESTING

6. BREADTH OF TESTING

7. FAULT PROFILES

7a. FAULTPROFILES
7b. FAULT DENSITY PREDICTION

8. RELIABILITY (availability)

8. RELIABILITY (MxBOMF)

9. COMPUTER RESOURCE UTIL.

9. COMPUTER RESOURCE UTIL.

10. SW ENGR. ENVIRONMENT

10. SW ENGR. ENVIRONMENT

11. SCHEDULE

lla. MANPOWER
llb. DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS

12. COST

12. COST

ARDEC
ENHANCEMENTS

13. READINESS GROWTH MODEL

•
•

ARDEC METRIC EFFORT

AAMAMEHT RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT
& EHGIH.EERJHG CEHTER

REFINE BASELINE SET OF METRICS
• RESOLVE TECHNICAIJMATHEMATICAL SHORTCOMINGS
IDENTIFY HOW THE METRICS CAN BE USED THROUGHOUT
THE LIFECYCLE
• PROVIDE "REAL" EXAMPLES
DEFINE ACCEPTABLE LIMITS
• ESTABLISH FIRM GUIDELINES
• INCORPORATE LESSONS LEARNED FROM PRIOR APPLICATIONS
• ALLOW FOR TAILORING GUIDANCE
• UPDATE AS EXPERIENCE GROWS

•
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PROVIDE MEANS OF IMPLEMENTING METRICS
• CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS
• PROVIDE TAILORING GUIDANCE
METRICS DOCUMENTED IN ARDEC TECHNICAL REPORT
• DRAFT IS AVAILABLE
COST OF METRICS
• MINIMAL COSTS IF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
IS MATURE
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METRIC DATA
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INDIVIDUAL METRIC DATA PROVIDES KEY MEASUREMENTS
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
• ABOVE THE RISK ZONE - "GREEN" - GO
• IN THE RISK ZONE - "AMBER" - SOME RISKS IN PROCEEDING
• BELOW RISK ZONE - "RED" - SUGGEST DO NOT PROCEED
GRAPH SHOWS TRENDS
• MARKED IMPROVEMENT OVER TIME
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HOW RGM IS USED
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DEVELOPER
• ASSESS PROGRAM STATUS
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PLANS FOR RGM
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ABSTRACT
Object -oriented software requires a different design architecture than software designed
by conventional methods. At a minimum, testing in the small and testing in the large
still need to be done no matter which design methods are used.
Similarities and differences between 00 and non 00 design methods are noted.
Strategies for testing 00 software in the small based upon class and method analysis are
presented. Strategies for testing 00 software in the large may be based upon the
software complexity, its flexibility and the type of functionality provided. Major test
strategies are discussed and heuristics offered to help choose the most appropriate
strategy.
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Introduction
Several years ago (1988) when the notation for Object Oriented Structured Design
(OOSD) was being developed, I was responsible for developing a strategy to test a CASE
tool that supported that notation. During 1990, I was called upon to consult with John
Deere Technical Services to help them develop a test strategy for an existing objectoriented general purpose Process Planning Application. Each of these assignments
challenged me to analyze and rethink conventional test approaches in light of the
differences between traditional development methods and object-oriented methods.
Unfortunately, both of the projects were "bleeding edge" efforts in which we were all
learning as we went along. We have learned much since then, and we continue to learn
project by project. This paper discusses the similarities and differences between objectoriented (00) and non 00 methods and analyzes which testing strategies are appropriate
for projects that use Object Oriented Design (OOD) methods.

Relatively little has been written on testing 00 systems and to date very little has been
reported at the major testing conferences. I believe that 00 development is a major
technology that will have tremendous impact on our industry in this decade and well
into the twenty first century. The testing community needs to engage in an open dialog
regarding the impact of this technology on our practices; that is on testing process,
methods and tools. This paper is an attempt to take a step in that direction. It is a
beginning for what I hope will develop into a significant dialog and body of knowledge
surrounding what the quality and testing professionals within the development
community need to do to capitalize on the quality and productivity improvements that
00 technology enables.
I am grateful to Bob Mueller, the principal designer and architect of an early OOSD
CASE tool for helping me understand just how different 00 development is from
traditional structured approaches. I also would like to acknowledge Dan Neff at John
Deere Technical services. Dan successfully managed the development of a production
level system that embodies much of the flexibility and functionality that 00 technology
offers. The opportunity and challenge to develop strategies to test such a system has
helped me to realize that new system test strategies need to be devised in light of the new
capabilities 00 systems are delivering.
What do we mean by a strategy?
A strategy is an overall and somewhat general approach to solving a problem. It
addresses the big picture and answers an important question(s). For example, "what
approach will we take to test our new 00 xyz system?" Please note that "an effective
strategy" will answer such a question in light of well defined objectives. These
objectives might take the form of a measurement of user satisfaction with some aspects
of the system, delivering the system within agreed upon time and financial constraints,
and/or achieving certain functional or performance goals. It is essential to have clear,
unambiguous objectives before formulating a strategy. This meaning can be applied to
any process, phase or level of testing and fits nicely into a hierarchical conceptual
framework. For the purposes of this paper I will discuss strategy with regard to the
following:
Strategies for Testing Object Oriented Software:
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•

•

•

•

Testing in the small strategy: How to approach testing units(objects) of 00 code.
Integration test strategy: How do we build (bring together the parts of) the 00
system and verify the integrity of the integrated version?
Testing in the large strategy: Requirements, functions, use-ability, support ability etc.
How to approach the objective of delivering to the customer/user a product that "does
what it is supposed to do, and doesn't do what it is not supposed to do." (note: double
negative intended!)
Organizational test strategy: How to organize and deploy testing resources for a given
00 project.

Vernacular: Test terms & OOD
For the purpose of this discussion "stratea" will refer to a general but coherent and
integrated approach to reducing risk associated with delivering a system to the
customer/user community. At a minimum we need to address the four levels of test
strategy enumerated above.
Booch defines an Object Oriented System (OOS) as a system based upon the object
oriented model. "For all things object-oriented, the conceptual framework is the object
model. There are four major elements of this model:" 1

•

Abstraction
Encapsulation
Modularity
Hierarchy
A definitive analysis of these concepts is presented in chapter two of Object Oriented
Design with Applications by Grady Booch. 2
From Booch we also have,
"Obiect-oriented desi1:n is a method of design encompassing the process of objectoriented decomposition and a notation for depicting both logical and physical as well as
static and dynamic models of the system under design. "3

Testin1: in the small usually means code based testing. For 00 systems does this mean
modules, classes, or objects (a specific instance of a class)? I will use the term to mean
testing which is performed by the developer (designer or coder) to ascertain if a specific
unit (piece) of code is acceptable. I want to avoid a more formal definition of 00 unit
testing because the very nature of 00D encourages development of hierarchical levels of
code based upon abstraction, encapsulation, and modularity. Testing in the small will

•

1Booch,

G. 1991. Object Oriented Design With Applications. Redwood City, CA: Benjamin Cummings,

p.38
2

1bi'1,, VV• J~-~4

3Ibid.,

p. 37
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refer to the practice of individual coder verification without regard to the kind of object
or its level in the system hierarchy. Basically this still means code based testing.

Re1:ression test refers to how much of the system needs to be re-tested after a change has
been made to one or more parts of the system. The essential question is "how much of
the system needs to be re-tested if we change this (these) parts? The degree to which
regression testing needs to be done in 00D systems depends wholly on the design of the
system, its class hierarchy and levels of abstraction. The amount of regression testing
needed in an 00D system can be determined by the level of abstraction of the changed
object relative to the logical design of the system. In this regard it is much easier to
determine what the impact of a change, or proposed change will be in an 00 designed
system than in conventional systems. 4 (given a CASE tool which tracks this information)

•

Inte&ration testin& attempts to answer the questions "do we have the right parts, are any
parts missing, are the parts at the right level, have we included the latest versions, do the
parts correctly communicate with each other and do the internal interfaces work? For
00D systems these are the correct questions and the definition remains the same. It
turns out that far more rigorous integration practices are required for 00 systems.
Testin& in the lar1:e, (system testing) has the same meaning for 00 systems as for
traditional systems with the potential for an added level of capability and sophistication.
The general purpose Process Planning System developed by Deere Tech Services is an
example of this new breed of software. This application allows a user to create a detailed
plan for a process. Virtually any process or set of processes can be planned;
manufacturing processes, software development processes, newspaper delivery processes
etc. The system enables the user to define the objects of the process from system
primitives while documenting how and in what quantity the processes relate to each
other. It actually captures the essence of 00D with a Meta application of 00 concepts.
This type of system is extremely powerful, flexible and highly useful. It also creates a
need for additional and new system test strategies. In many (but certainly not all) 00
systems there is a need to account for this type of flexibility and functionality. A major
testing in the large issue for this class of 00 system is "how to assure the integrity of a
system that is designed to allow the user bounded but relatively unlimited flexibility?"
Similarities & Differences
A simple comparison of the characteristics of 00 and non 00 development methods will
lead us to some insights about the strategies required to test 00 systems. Conventional
systems are process oriented. They typically use traditional structured methods with an
emphasis on a top down approach to system analysis and design. This has led to the use
of waterfall models (or variations of the same) of the software development process for
the systems developed based upon these traditional structured methods. Management
organizes around and plans for top down development because it enables them
(management) to control and manage. Many large and very large projects have been
developed in this manner. Historically this has been the only way to manage the
complexity inherent is very large systems. Although this approach succeeds (somewhat)
4 Ibid.,

pp 202-205
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•

•

from the management perspective, it is not as popular among the individual contributors
(the actual system development community comprised of coders, testers, documenters
and system analysts and designers.)

Many if not most of the members of the system development community that I am
familiar with, report that the way systems really get built are more like the Spiral model
which was initially proposed by Boehm. 5 That is, within the software development
process (SDP), at any given stage, phase or level, the developers are analyzing,
designing and coding in different proportions at any given time. Moreover these
individual contributors will tell you overwhelmingly, (my experience is on the order of 3
to 1) that the SDP often gets in the way of producing quality software and many consider
it an inhibitor of creativity. Although I do not completely agree with all of these points, I
am for the most part very sympathetic to this argument. In any event, this is the reality
of system development today. In short, the management model does not fit the process
model of choice of the system development community.

•

In contrast to the structured top down methods, 00 systems are object oriented and are
designed with a layered or hierarchical approach to abstraction. Booch points out that
while it is possible to use Structured Analysis as a front end to OOD, too much design
detail in the process model may have the effect of biasing the 00D towards algorithmic
decomposition6 • Booch and others report that they prefer Object Oriented Analysis7 ,
Domain Analysis 8 or some other analysis approach as a front end to designing 00
systems. Essentially OOD is a formal method which attempts to take advantage of the
object model. Booch has characterized OOD as an "iterative and incremental" process.
This translates into, analyze and design a little, test analyze and design some, and then do
some more of it. The very nature of designing intelligent useful classes of objects
depends upon a somewhat creative process of discovery relative to the objects in the
application domain and their relationships to each other. Designing classes, meta classes
and instances of classes (objects) requires knowledge of the methods (interfaces) and the
relationship of the objects one to another. This knowledge grows and is refined during
the act of designing the system.
OOD appears to represent the preferred way of creating software from the perspective of
how the individual contributor community really likes to work. It also appears to
accurately map to the way that information about the application domain is "discovered"
by the project team. The promise of reusability, higher quality and productivity and
lower development costs also seems to be attainable if the management side of the team
can deal with the issues of training, measurement and tracking, and verification and

5Boehm,

•

B. August 1986. A Spiral Model of Software Development and Enhancement. Software

Engineering Notes, vol. 11 (4), p.22
6Booch.,

7Coad,
8

p.145
P., and Yourdon, E. 1991. Object-Oriented Analysis. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall

Arango, G. May 1989. Domain Analysi~: from Art form to Bnginoortng Discipline,
SIGSOFf Engineering Notes, vol. 14 (3), p.153
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validation (testing). Successful implementation of these will need to be incorporated
into any overall 00 development strategy.

•

If 00D is "iterative and incremental" then what is the impact on testing? We still must
perform testing in the small and we still have objectives like complete code coverage for
primitives, and limited path coverage for object interaction. We still have a need to
perform testing in the large for requirements and functionality. The need to perform
regression testing remains as long as requirements for new functions exist or we enhance
or modify our existing objects. The need to integrate and build software releases will not
be mitigated by an "iterative and incremental" approach to development, rather it will
become more important and central to the success of the project.

Test Strategies for 00 Systems
I believe that any large movement to 00D and 00 system development will serve to
actually highlight the need for early collaborative testing (a concept I present and
develop below) and to make explicit both the cost and value added of testing activities
that are integrated into the 00 system design process. My experience to date suggests
that the impact of moving to 00D methods for system development will not be on the
types of testing that need to be performed, or on the amount of testing to be done, but
instead on the strategies that we employ to effectively test the 00 systems.
Testing in the small strategy
Systems developed using 00D should exhibit a well defined class structure. Analysis of
this class structure with regard to the using relationship and visibility will yield all
combinations of testable classes. It is reasonable to analyze the visibility relationships for
classes where a using relationship does not logically exist in order to anticipate possible
uses or misuses of the functionality. This may also serve as a design review item and
may best be handled in this context. This analysis can best be documented by a tool in
the form of a set of matrices.
For each of the methods for every class we should perform input and output analysis.
Good testing technique dictates that we need to consider the traditional minimum,
maximum, out of range values above and below, zero, null, blank and other special case
values. While this can become very laborious and time consuming for even relatively
small systems, it is absolutely essential to create standard, well documented test beds for
the methods for each and every class in our design. If we are going to reuse these
objects, based on our "incremental and iterative" development effort, then it is imperative
that we have a complete and covering set of methods test for each and every class.
Fortunately, it is not necessary to test each of the methods combined with each of the
classes which are visible to each other. It should suffice to thoroughly cover the methods
for each class independently of the class interactions. It may or may not be necessary to
test each individual instance of a class. This will depend on the inheritance
characteristics of the object. In general it will not be necessary to test single inheritance
objects because they use the same methods as the super class, providing that the
·
developer designed, created and has thoroughly tested the methods of the super class.
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Multiple inheritance objects need to be tested because their behavior is dependent on a
composite interface. The degree to which complete testing of methods for individual
objects is done is dependent upon the evolution of the design. If the application domain
is well understood and the hierarchy of abstraction is developed top down, then it is
possible to minimize the amount of testing in the small. The converse is also true.
The objectives for testing in the small should be; complete and thorough methods testing
for each and every class object in the system. For combinations of using relationships
between classes, the amount of testing needed must be detennined based upon the
attitude towards risk. The greater the risk the greater the percentage of combinations of
using relationships to be tested.

•

A minimum test strategy for testing 00 systems in the small needs to address the
following:
1.
Allocation of resources to perfonn class and method analysis and to document and
review the same.
2. Developing a test harness made up of stubs drivers and test object libraries.
3. Development and use of standard procedures, naming conventions and libraries.
4. Establishment and maintenance of regression test suites and procedures.
5. Allocation of resources to design, document and manage a regression test library.
6. The means to develop or acquire tool support for automation of
capture/replay/compare, test suite execution, results verification and documentation
capabilities.
Testing in the large strategy
Many people (the proverbial "they") are suggesting that testing needs and costs will be
lower for 00D systems. In reality, this probably will not be true. A more explicit and
correct way to express this idea is to suggest that the quality and integrity of 00 systems
may be significantly superior to non 00 developed systems and so the savings in rework
and modifications may be significant.

The principles of abstraction, encapsulation, modularity and hierarchy lead to a
flexibility of design in 00 systems that encourages reuse of parts. The argument for less
testing is usually made along the lines that once a part is verified, as long as it is not
changed it does not need to be re-tested. This is true for testing in the small but it ignores
testing in the large issues.

•

The nature of the flexibility gained from 00D methods is such that testing in the small
may actually be reduced for reusable parts and even for entire libraries of components,
but the ability to combine parts in many more interesting and meaningful ways suggests
that testing in the large is very much affected. This is illustrated by looking at
developers' experiences trying to test Graphical User Interfaces (GUI's). More and more
of these applications are developed using object oriented methods, and the complexity
and richness of the interface usually makes it impossible or impractical to test all

mmmingful p9.tM or combin9.tiong of movemen~. Strntegieg have focuged on reu~e of
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previously tested graphical objects. In fact, the saving grace for Gill's has been the very
standardization of these objects within various windowing environments. By creating
standard higher level objects with a GUI, such as a specific style of scroll bar, testing
costs have been contained. However for other application areas like the Process Planning
System or an automated air traffic control system with human override capabilities, the
test savings may not be there. Highly flexible, custom applications may not be able to
benefit as much from standardization of parts. While these large custom applications
may have reduced needs for testing in the small as standard object libraries become more
readily available; the use of these object primitives in custom applications that are full of
flexibility and rife with complex functionality may actually require greater resources for
testing in the large.

•

A key aspect of this type of test is illustrated by the Process Planning Application. A
major testing in the large concern was "how to predict in what wonderful and ingenious
ways the flexibility of this system will be applied by a user/customer base when it (the
user) discovers the power and flexibility of the system." In other words, for any general
purpose flexible system that enables the user community to invent applications for their
specific needs, how can the development community know what combinations of
functionality will be meaningful, and how to test flexibility in areas in which we (as well
as the users) have no current domain specific knowledge.
Some of the key points for an effective OOD system test strategy are:
1. Allocate resources to analyze application domain relationships (use of directed
graphs to analyze/represent object relationships is very helpful.)
2. Create and review test scenarios during requirements analysis and design of system.
3. Make extensive use of prototyping, and walkthroughs (reviews) with users.
4. Purchase tools and training early in the development effort and automate as much
as possible.
5. Develop a test strategy for flexible 00 systems that parallels the levels of
abstraction in your OOD.

•

Specific Test Techniques for Highly Flexible and Complex OOD Systems
Within the overall development and testing strategy the following specific techniques
may be useful to support aspects of the overall strategy or to supplement the basic
testing. The techniques are all derived from existing test techniques but have been
adapted to help test specific aspects of flexible and/or highly complex OOD systems.
Technique: Usage Profiling
Involves: Creating a set of usage profiles and using them to anticipate the risks.
Description: The profiling is performed by polling, survey, questionnaire, interviewing
or other means. The end result is a profile of how your system will be used and who will
be using it. This resulting profile takes the form of a set of matrices that illustrates the
many different segments of the user population using different aspects (features,
functions) of the system in different proportions. Use the information to prioritize your
testing and drive the choices of what combinations of classes and methods to test and
how thoroughly to test them.
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Technique: Objective Architecture Mapping
Involves: Developing classes of test objectives based upon the physical architecture of
the 00 application to be tested. Visibility analysis is performed from the physical design
view (module and process architecture) as opposed to the logical design view which is
applied to testing in the small.
Description: This is an analytical exercise in which the analyst creates test objectives
(lists of things, or relationships to test) based upon the physical design of the system. It
provides a view of the system beyond the stated requirements. The technique is
generally useful to test physical design decisions that designers have made based on
development convenience as opposed to client requirements.

Technique: Directed Mutation Analysis
Involves: Testing random but significant combinations (based upon usage profile and
based upon risk assessment) of using relationships between classes and then applying a
mutation factor based upon application domain specific knowledge.
Description:
Where flexibility and freedom are designed into the system, compute legal combinations
between classes based upon using relationships . Run the minimum # of statistically
significant tests for high risk classes (based upon profiling) and hand check results .
If there are no bugs then randomly mutate system parameters (combinations of values
used by the methods) and rerun the same using relationships. If no bugs in the random
combinations, save the results file and create meaningful reusable tests.
After applying a mutation factor always re-set the results file to enable automated results
checking.

Technique: Random Statistical Shotgun
Involves: Risk analysis and combination of random statistical testing.
Description: Perform Risk analysis and then generate statistically significant but random
combinations of using relationships between classes. For buggy relationships or where
errors are found, use a shotgun approach and develop more cases for those situations.
The additional cases should be developed based upon an analysis of what methods failed
and why.

Technique: Failure analysis
Involves: Using disaster and failure analysis trees to analyze and trace disasters which
might occur based upon the failing combinations
Description: Analyze failures looking for possible trends or patterns then develop new
test cases for areas of weakness and/or restrict rules of object usage in the design .

•
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Integration Strategy
Another area in which the testing needs and strategy have to radically change is the area
of integration testing. In the 00D world "incremental and iterative development"
implies incremental and iterative software integration. Banish the big bang approach to
system integration as a relic of past generations and you will take the first step towards
an integration strategy that has a chance of working in an 00D environment. (This is
also sound advice for non 00 developed systems). The big bang approach to system
integration will fail miserably in an 00D environment. This point is so crucial that if it
is not formally addressed strategically at a global planning level, the entire development
project can (and will) come crashing down upon itself the first week that integration
actually takes place. A strategy for integration testing must take into account the need to
answer the questions stated above in the Vernacular section, many, many, many times
during the development of the system. Optimally, I have seen one tools and productivity
manager harness tools and create an automated integration (build) facility that integrated
overnight, every night, and automatically tested the integrity of the resulting integration;
before the developers arrived the next morning. The project greatly reduced
development time, increased productivity and made the developers very happy. Having a
new up to date and verified version of the system each morning is a worthy objective for
an 00D based development effort. It is also noteworthy that such an approach supports
the concept of user involvement in testing of features and functionality at almost any
time in the development schedule.
The strategy required to accomplish such an objective involves developing standards
(naming and library conventions) purchase of/or in-house development of training; to use
the tools and procedures of the automated integration and test facility. It also is wise and
necessary to create a new team member. I prefer to call this person a build or
integration czar/czarina, but the industry keeps shooting itself in the foot by referring to
the position as "librarian." This person is a full time resource dedicated to managing the
technical aspects of the integration effort.

•

•

A summary of the key points for an 00D integration and test strategy are:
1. The end of the big bang theory of integration and embracing an (almost) daily
practice.
2. Implementing tight version control coupled with extensive tool usage (may be
home grown)
3. Create full time position of czar for each significant 00 project.
4. Perform automated, daily(nightly) integrations and tests of the resulting integrated
system.
5. Keep strict automated documentation of versions.
6. Establish a more formal communication vehicle to advise all team members of latest
versions and capabilities.

•
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A High Level OOD Test Strategy: Collaborative Testing
Systems development using any methodology will benefit from the following
Collaborative Testing Strategy. It is especially well suited to 00D based development
efforts. The Collaborative Testing Strategy combines a resource deployment and usage
strategy (organizational strategy) with a comprehensive training program and
user/customer involvement in the product development process. Here are the major
elements of a high level strategy to provide the infrastructure necessary to effectively
test systems developed using 00D methods.

Organizational Strategy

•

•

Testing is organized with system developers (designers, coders and documenters)
responsible for testing in the small.

•

An integration czar/czarina position is created for each individual 00D project and
staffed by an experienced (senior level) person. The czar is responsible for the
integrity of integrated versions of the system.

•

A small highly trained system test group functions as user/customer advocate, and
acts as a consultative resource to development. It is highly desirable for this group to
be made up of the original system analysts or very experienced and high level
professionals.

Training Strategy
Establishment of an ongoing long term training program to provide skills in:
• Specific 00P language
•

00 design methods & techniques

•

Quality and testing methods & techniques

•

Domain specific knowledge

•

Technology and tool innovations

User/Customer Involvement Strategy
A development plan that commits the customer/user to an iterative and incremental
review and inspection process. Review of requirements, design and test objects is
desirable .

•
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Conclusions

• 00D presents some compelling advantages to non 00D methods and is
likely to become a more popular and significant method in the
foreseeable future.

• The thinking, designing and testing processes required for 00D are
significantly different from traditional structured methods.

• Traditional testing strategies need to be re-examined and modified to
meet the needs of 00D methods.

• We have presented some of the strategies which we have found to work
with the current level of 00D development we have encountered.

• New levels of complexity based upon flexibility enabled by 00 systems
will challenge the testing community to develop new strategies to reduce
risk to acceptable levels.

•

• Much more work and attention needs to be focused in these areas.
• A Collaborative Testing Strategy that integrates new organizational
concepts with a long term training program and user/customer
involvement in the development process is recommended as a viable way
to support the 00D methods.

•
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1. Introduction
Software testing is a very large job. There is a great
amount of work in devising test plans, designing and producing tests, running tests, analyzing results, and producing the necessary reports. All of this work must be done
under incredible time pressures, with limited resources
and staff, and with quality goals that are hard to meet. It
is time to automate testing.

•

Automation will help in all areas of testing; especially in
executing tests and producing reports. The time saved by
reducing, and in many cases, getting rid of manual running of tests and manual report generation is crucial to be
successful in handling the other aspects of testing.
Knowing that automation is important, how does a company automate their software testing?
Here is how. There are 5 main steps in automation:
1. Determine Automation Baseline.
2. Set Automation Goals.
3. Implement Automation.
4. Deal with Cultural Changes.
5. Set New Goals and Improve Again.

2. Determine Automation
Baseline
Determining a company's Automation baseline is equivalent to finding out how automated your company currently is.
There is an implied method that goes on whenever automation is being done. This method is shown in Figure 1.

•

A company has a culture. This culture drives the creation
and implementation of a company's processes. Here we
focus on the test process and the automation of the test
process.

Tools are used to automate a process.

Figure 1: General Method

It is true that tools can drive a process, and a process can
change a culture. There are feedback mechanisms that
keep the whole system in balance and improving. Still,
the main forces in a company push from culture to process to tools.
The Automation Baseline is a measure of these three
areas. The components of an Automation Baseline are:
1. How advanced is a company's Test Culture. The Test
Culture of a company is the combination of the
experience level of the people, and relative flexibility,
or ease of changing, a company.

2. How mature are a company's Test Process and
automation of it.
3. How advanced is the company's use of Test Tools.
Each of the next sections describes subcategories for
each of the 3 measures. These categories will be broken
up in tables with rough, relative measures of sophistication for each table. The levels of sophistication are:
None, Low, Medium, High, and Cutting Edge (CE).
The way a table is used is to see where your company is
on a table, and read across to the relative measure. All
of these measures will be tabulated on one large table.
The resulting table is the Automation Baseline.
For those of you who want more granularity in your
measurement, apply these, or similar values to the
labels: None, O; Low, 1-3; Medium, 4-6; High, 7-9; CE,
10. These number are useful in making charts and
graphs.

2.1 Company Culture Baseline
Each company is at a different point in knowing about
and having experience in test automation. Knowing
where a company's personnel is in regards to Test Automation is vital to the success of implementing automation. People's motivation and morale can be severely
affected by mismatching their knowledge and abilities to
that which is required to do automation.
Culture will be measured by a combination of Personnel
~xpenence Level (Experience) and Adaptability to

1

Change (Flexibility) 1. The following tables illustrate
rough measures of Experience and Flexibility.
Level
None
Low
Medium
High
CE

Experience
Naive Engineers
Undisciplined Engineers
Professional Engineers
Senior Engineers
System Architects

Level
None

Flexibility
Totally Inflexible: Will not change unless
absolutely forced to.
Rigid: Strong resistance to change.
Careful/Stoic: Cautious or somewhat
hesitant about change.
Open: Willing to and accepting of change.
Aggressive: Actively seeking out and
instigating change.

Low
Medium
High
CE

Level
None
Low
Medium
Med-High
High
Very High
CE

Level
None
Low
Medium

High

2.2 Test Process Baseline
If there is testing occurring, it is being done via some
process. The way to determine the process is to do two
things:
1. List all of the activities that go along with testing and
put them in a chronological order. If activities occur at
the same time or overlap, they should be drawn to
show that information. Indicate who is responsible for
each of the activities.

2. For each activity and between each pair of activities
that are connected on the timeline, list who is
communicating with whom, and what, if anything, a
person or group is handing off to the other person or
group.

CE

Level
None
Low
Medium

High

The result of this exercise is a description of the test process being used. If this exercise has already been done in
your company, your company is at least at a medium
level here. Otherwise, this is a good exercise in defining
the test process for your company. Note: much attention
will be focused on the test running process later in the

Level
None
Low
Medium

paper.

High

There are many other processes that go along with testing. To find the Process Baseline, it is necessary to look
at your company's level in each of the major processes
that are currently being used throughout the industry.
The following baseline tables show the various processes
and their respective levels:

CE

CE

Test Development Process
None: Ad hoc test development
Captured Usage: Making test scripts.
Planned Usage: Use of capture/replay
techniques. Tests written with some care
for software development engineering.
Optimized Usage: Use of intelligently
synchronized capture/replay techniques.
Using a variety of other available test tools.
Tests written at a software product level.
Advanced Usage: Using and combining of
all available tools to create a wide variety
of tests.
Test Generation Process
None
Random Data Generation.
Selective Data Generation: Examples are
syntax generation and bounds detection
techniques.
Control/State Generation: Ability to put
software in various states and control the
movement between the states.
Specification Based Generation

•

•

Test Running Process
Manual Running Techniques
Individual Test Automation Techniques
Suite Automation Techniques
System Automation Techniques
Integration with Computer Aided Software

Engineering (CASE)
Level
None
Low
Medium

1. Culture is more than Experience and Flexibility.

These are the main two components that will assist in
determining the relative ease of implementing
automation in a company.

Plan and Implement Process
None: No testing is ever scheduled.
Scheduled Testing Without a Plan: Playing,
experimenting, and doing ad hoc testing.
Planned and Scheduled Testing
Planned, Scheduled, and Measured Testing
Repeatable Planned, Scheduled, and
Measured Testing
Repeatable test process is integrated with
the Software Development Process.
Continuously Improving Process

High
CE

Capturing Metrics
None
Ad Hoc: Heavy use of paper and pencil to
get metrics.
Easy/Static Electronic Measurements
Techniques
Dynamic Measurements Techniques
Advanced Techniques

2
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•

Level
None
Low

Med-Low

Medium

High
CE

Defect Tracking
None
Ad Hoc: Manual creation, submission and
tracking of defects. No accepted defect
report fonnat.
Fonnatted Defect Report: Same as Ad Hoc,
except now the defect report has an agreed
upon form.
Electronic Submission: Use on-line tools,
like email and grep(Unix) to deal with
defect reports. Primitive Defect Archive or
Database is started.
Query Based Search and Database Storage
Techniques
Integration with Other Software
Development Process Information
Systems

2.3 Tools Baseline
Finding a company's Tool Automation Baseline is done
by:

•

1. Find and list all of the company's automation tools that
are being used.
2. Compare this list to the various Tool Tables. Mark the
appropriate levels.

CE
Level
None
Low
Medium

High

CE
Level
None
Low
Medium
High

3. Plot this information on the Overall Baseline Table.
The result is the Tool Baseline.
This Baseline tells where a company is currently, and
what it needs to do to become more automated. A factor
that is implied in moving up levels is that the automation
tools are better, faster, and more efficient in doing their
job. Also, the more advanced the tool is, the more of the
test process they implement [MILL78].
The Tool Tables cover various areas of testing: planning, development, generation, running, metrics and
defect tracking. Lower Test Environment describes test
tools that are used for executing a test as well as writing
a test. Test Generation can be considered a special subset of Test Development. The Upper Test Environment
is involved in managing the running of tests.
The major tools that are used in each automation level in
each area are listed out below.
Level
None

High

Planning
None
Paper and Pencil, possibly an on-line file
Timeline or Calendar Manager Tool
Project Planning Tool

CE

CASE

Low

•

Level
None
Low
Medium
High

Medium

Lower Test Environment Tools:

CE

Test Development
Manual
Scripts
Capture/Replay
Remote Tenninal Emulator (RTE) for Text,
Graphics, Mice, and Windows:
Intelligently synchronized capture/replay
tools for the listed areas.
Load Replication
Test Generation
None
Random Data Generators
Selective Data Generators: Examples are
syntax generation and bounds detection
test generators.
Control/State Generation: Ability to put
software in various states and control the
movement between the states.
Specification Based Generation
Environmental Simulators
None
Manual
Error Injection
Hardware and Software Simulators:
Hardware Simulators are tools from CAD.
Software Simulators include those tools
that allow a fragment of code to be run in
an artificial environment
Research Simulators

Upper Test Environment Tools:
Test Running
Level
None
Manual
Individual Test Automation Tools
Low
Medium
Test Suite Automation Tools
High
Test System/Lab Automation Tools
Integrated Automated Test Tool Set with
CE
CASE Tools

Metrics Tools:
Level
None
Low
Medium
High
CE

Static Measurement
None
Lint, and similar tools
Data Flow Diagramers, McCabe, Halstead
Symbolic Execution
Research Metrics Tools

Level
None

Low

DYTiamic Measurement
None
Observation

Medium

Utilization Tools - Disk usage, memory

3

High
CE
Level
None
Low
Med-Low
Medium
High
CE

usage, etc.
Code Coverage and Performance
Measurement
Research Metrics Tools
Defect Tracking
None
Post-It's
Paper Forms
Email, Grep(Unix), Simple Database
System
Database System, 4GL system
Defect Tracking System Integrated with
Other Software Development Information
Tracking Systems/CASE

2.4 Automation Baseline
A company's Automation Baseline is the sum of:
1. The Company's PersonneVCulture Baseline
2. The Test Process Baseline
3. The Tool Baseline

These 3 factors together paint a picture of where a company is with respect to automation. The more in alignment the different factors are, the more likely automation
will succeed and grow. Figure 2 shows a complete baseline table.

3. Set Automation Goals
A company should strive to improve all parts of its Baseline. Automation Tools are only as good as the people
using them and the process under which they are test pro-

Level

Culture
Exp

Flex

cess used. Improvements in the test process can give
great rewards in efficiency and ease of applying Automated Tools.
Once the Automation Baseline is established, look at the
Baseline Table. Decide what areas of automation to take
on next. Be wise about time and resources needed to
attain a new automation level. Working on automation is
like working on any other project. All the normal project
planning and management must come in to play to be
successful.
Once it is known what kind of resources are available to
implement a shift in automation, choose the next automation level that would do the most good for your company's current situation. The more automation solves
imponant short term and long term goals, the more likely
it is to succeed. Also, the more likely automation can be
accomplished with available resources, the better chance
it has. Note: Since testware is proportional to the size of
the software being tested, the effort to automate that
manual portion of the testware is proportional to the size
of the part of the company that is devoted to software.
Attempt to keep all parts of the Baseline at about the
same level. If something is too far behind, it will hinder
the over all progress of automation as well as be a drain
on using the current automation process, tools, and techniques. If something is too far ahead of everything else,
it is probably too advanced for the rest of the automation
effort. This leads to problems where the advanced automation just does not fit with the rest of the current level
of automation. Thus, the desired gains of the advanced
automation are not realized, and will not be realized until
the rest of the pieces catch up.

Gen

Exe

•

Tools

Processes
Plan Dev

•

Metric

Def

Plan

Dev Gen Env

R\lll Static Dynamic Def

None
0

Low
1
2
3

Med
4

5
6

High
7
8

9

•

CE*
10

* - CE means Cutting Edge Level

Figure 2: Overall Automation Baseline Table
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Write up your Automation Goals. Gel them approved by
the appropriate august bodies. Be sure your Automation
Goals are put in a place where everyone who needs
access to them has it. Now, start automating!

4. Implement Automation
Once your Automation Goals are set, it is time to implement them. Here are some guidelines from real experiences that will assist in doing the implementation.

4.1 Improving the Process

•

There are two processes to improve: the test process and
the Automation Process. The test process is discussed in
many useful references [BEIZ84, HETZ88, OULD86],
so it will be covered briefly here. Start al the current Process Baseline and Goals. Look for the main areas in
which the current test process is deficient. Research and
discuss ideas for improving the process in these areas.
Next, look at the areas that are nol being done at all, but
should be done to achieve the Goals. Once again,
research and discuss ideas for addressing these areas.
Lastly, keep a close eye on areas of the process that will
be impacted by automation. These areas will also need
to be updated. Often, new processes will need to be
invented to take care of the new issues that come with
automation. These issues be will become more clear in
the next section, Test Running Automation Levels.
Once the ideas for improvements are agreed upon, write
up the new process. Try out the process in many trial situations to "shake the bugs out". Have the new process
reviewed by the appropriate bodies. Once it is approved,
carefully and thoughtfully implement it in the company.
Be sure everyone who is affected by the new process gets
a copy of the new process. Keep a careful eye on the
areas of the new process that are dependant on new tools,
especially if the tools are not available yet. Be open to
any necessary changes to the process that are often discovered during this rollout period. It is a good idea to
look over and understand the section entitled Deal with
Cultural Changes before implementing a new process.
Improving the automation of the test process is done in
the same manner as improving the test process. The
main difference is that there is a lot of information on the
test process. There is not much on the automation of the
test process. The main focus of this paper is establishing
automation of the test process. As this process improves,
it should result in making it easier and more efficient to
implement automation.

•

4.2 Test Running Automation Levels
Movin 0 up fr9m 'Wv lvYwl O[ ilUlOfficltiOil to 11IlOlhCf iX
usually difficult and must be done with great care and

planning. Jumping levels of automation will often
invite disaster and disillusionment about automation.
Now let us focus on what most people will work on first,
which is the automation of the test running process and
its supporting tools. This section will describe the characteristics of automated tests and the different levels:
individual, suite, and system.

4.2.1 Going From No Testing to Manual
Testing
The first test system is usually quite manual. In some
cases the tester and the developer are one and the same.
However, as many others have noted, effective testing
requires an independent tester. Myers states "It is
impossible to test your own program"[MYRE76]. Thus
the first test process is an independent tester who creates, executes, and evaluates tests, then reports the
results.
With or without an independent tester, most people performing test running quickly get bored with the monotony of repeating the run of the same tests against new
versions of code. This usually leads to one of a few situations:
1) Test running is skipped
2) Different tests are run each time
3) Trained monkeys are used
4) Test running begins to be automated.
Obviously skipping test running introduces a greater
risk for failure later, either in the test run cycle, or worse
during production use of the system. Skipping test running, while common, is unjustified as necessary due to
resource, cost and time constraints. This common justification is due to the lack of automated support for repetition of running tests.
While some people would argue that performing different test runs each time is a good method, it shows several weaknesses. In a well-designed test set, using
different tests should provide little additional defect
finding potential. Well-designed test sets usually are
defined in such a way that each test serves a unique purpose and not using it provides an exposure. If someone
is constantly varying the tests you lose possible guarantees about test set completeness and efficiency. If someone is just varying the data for the same basic test, you
introduce the potential that an error is detected but
unrecognized by the tester. Finally, there is the critical
issue of repeatability. If a defect is discovered, it is frequently critical to be able to reproduce it. If the tests are
ad hoc each time, the tester may not remember the exact
sequence leading to the defect.
In an effort to reduce the cost of test runnin 01 companie~
will use the most minimally skilled people possible to
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repeat the test running. The asymptotic ideal in this situation is trained monkeys who work for peanuts. This
strategy can sometimes work in the short term and has
been used by many companies. They frequentl y hire
coop or summer students from college or high school.
Some of the difficulties of this solution are that it is still
more expensive than automated test running and repeatability still becomes an issue. Few people are able to
perfectly follow the detailed script of a test repeatedly.
Sometimes a defect is discovered, but can ' t be reproduced since a script wasn' t precisely followed , but
nobody knows how it wasn ' t followed.
While automated test running provides the best long
term solution, its initial cost is often quite high. Therefore the first test run is frequently done manually. People continue to run manually because for no single
iteration of running the tests can they justify the cost of
automating. Still, as people look historically at the test
running cost, they it see it as very high due to the
repeated manual running cost. Automating test running
requires a long term view beyond just the next iteration
of running. Each rise in the level of automation has a
transition cost to create the tools. This start-up cost
occurs while you are still at the previous level and will
be recouped once the new level is fully functional.

4.2.2 Individual Automation
The first level of automation, we are calling Individual
Automation. Individual automation occurs as an individual begins automating some of their test running
tasks. The individual may be the code author testing
their own code or an independent tester. Sometimes a
group of people will get together and recognize the need
for automation, but this usually only happens after a few
individuals, frequently on their own initiative, have provided a proof of the concept within their company.

4.2.2.1 Automating Input and Execution
Most frequently, people begin by automating the input to
their software undertest (SU1). By automating the input
and execution, they free themselves from one of the most
monotonous tasks. This automation of execution is also
usually quite easy to achieve. People write scripts that
provide the same inputs to the system that they were providing manually. As this used to be almost all keyboard
input, providing equivalent automated character input
was a straightforward task. With the advent of Graphical
User Interfaces (GUis), this task has become more difficult but is still quite tractable. Specialized tool support
is far more critical for GUis.

4.2.2.2 Automating Analysis
Unfortunately many people stagnate here and consider

themselves automated. While automating execution is
an important step, it really automates less than half of
the automatable effort even at the individual level. The
analysis of the test run results is frequently just as
expensive as the execution to create the test run results.
Many people still rely on human scanning of output for
determining test success or failure. This has proven to
be a fault prone method. People get very bored reading
the same, or almost the same, material multiple times.
Just look at how most people can skip over spelling
errors in a document Sure, people pick up spelling
errors to varying degrees, but it is the rare individual
who sees all of the spelling errors on the first pass of a
document. The defects you have to find in analyzing
test run results can be far more subtle that spelling errors
in a document.
Not automating the analysis of test run results is costly
and error prone. In most cases it can be automated relatively easily. Even with ' nondeterministic' test run
results, you can frequently perform a good analysis with
a combination of expert systems and pattern matching
techniques. Unfortunately, you can progress a long way
through the levels of test running automation without
automating analysis. It just gets more painful.

4.2.2.3 Automating Reporting
Beyond evaluation analysis, there is reporting. This is
most necessary in the case of independent testing. The
results of test execution must be reported. Exactly what
must be reported varies with the sophistication of the
organization. Books and seminars on software metrics
provide innumerable ideas. At a minimum the tests
must report the success or failure of the product's ability
to provide the expected results for the provided input.
Other metrics, such as performance, coverage, etc., may
also be reponed. In advanced reporting schemes, the
defects found are automatically entered into the defect
tracking system.

•

•

4.2.2.4 Automating Setup
Setup is an area that many organizations don't even realize they should automate as part of test running. In
order for the automated execution to work, a certain
environment is virtually always assumed. The goal of
setup is to provide the assumed environment that the
automated execution expects. One reason this is frequently not automated is it is considered too variable.
Unlike the test execution which is quite monotonous, it
can be a challenging and unique experience to provide
the expected environment each time!
A simple form of setup is merely to verify the assumed
environment exists. An environment checking setup
only minimally reduces setup cost. Most of the cost of
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setup is creating the environment, not checking it.
However, not needlessly running tests when the environment isn't available is a savings.
More advanced versions of setup not only check the
environment, they configure it. They transform the
environment into the expected state, virtually guaranteeing their environment will be correct when checked.
The sophistication of an environment configuring setup
varies considerably. It may frequently need to ask for
manual assistance, such as "please mount a tape or
floppy" with the required software, or have to give-up
entirely, such as "insufficient real memory- try again
when memory is available".
Setup is an expensive part of the test running function
and automation can cut the long term cost. However,
setup is usually even harder to cost justify than execution. It may take only a few test run cycles for automated execution to be cheaper than manual execution,
but it can sometimes take many test run cycles for automated setup to save money over manual setup. A major
part of an environment-configuring setup's problem is
that it is asked to a go from a totally unknown state to a
completely known state. Since the set of unknown
states may be infinite, it can be very difficult or impossible to cover all cases.

4.2.2.5 Automating Cleanup
Cleanup is another area people either are ignorant of or
ignore the potential to automate. After a test executes
and is analyzed and reported, it may still be holding
numerous shared resources such as file space, processes
running, spooler jobs, etc. Some people use a simplistic
approach to cleanup which is to clear the whole system restart the system from a known good source (such as a
boot or IPL tape) and thus implicitly remove all held
shared resources. This practice works but has several
negative consequences: (1) it prevents any sharing of
the machine and (2) it can take a long time to cleanup in
this way each time after test execution. When we discuss suite automation in the next section, the advantages
of more sophisticated cleanup policies should become
more evident.
One great advantage of cleanup, is you can leave the
system in a known state. If all of your tests cleanup to
the same set of known states, it can make the setup problem much more tractable. Instead of setup having to go
from an infinity number of unknown states to its
required known state, it can go from the set of standard
cleanup states to its required known state.

•

4.2.2.6 Automating Help

documentation about your test set. It provides documentation for managers, users, and maintainers. The
management documentation describes how many test
cases are in the test set, resources required/used by the
test set, etc. The user documentation explains how to
run the test and interpret the results. The maintenance
documentation describes the internals of the test set
including naming conventions, etc.

4.2.2. 7 Going from manual running to individual
automation
Individual Automation entails evolving from a completely manual test running environment to one that has
automated ~etup, .E,xecution, Analysis, Reporting, and
£1eanup and has Help. The aforementioned set of features make up the SEARCH model. Although individual automation frequently occurs by automating
execution first, people have progressed to individual
automation via automating these pieces in every order
imaginable.
The term automated test running is currently very muddled. Many people use automated test running to mean
just automating the execution of a test script. We term
this and any automated test running that doesn't include
automated Setup, Execution, Analysis Reporting, and
Cleanup only partial automation. We have shown why
automated execution of a test script is not automated test
running. A simplified, trivial example is given below
and illustrated in figure 3.
Setup:

Correct compiler, libraries, and os running?
if true continue. Verify writable access to
non-existent files casellist and caselobj

Execute:

compile
main0 {
if ((1+1)==2) then print("case 1 passed")
else print("case 1 failed"); }
execute object

Analysis: if no compiler errors, good return good from
executing object, and "case 1 passed"
printed, then test passed.
Reporting: if pass, then register "case 1 passed" in the
log; else, register "case 1 failed: 25May92
15:31 on TEST, Compiler 0.31, OS 1.01,
compiler listing: casellist, object file: easelobj
Cleanup: remove created files if passed.
Help:

Management: Tests integer add
Users: Run by executing easel file

The final component of individual automation we call
Help. At the individual automation level, Help is the
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4.2.3 Suite Automation
After there are some individually automated test sets
within an organization, that is there is some truly automated test running, testers always see the next step as
suite automation. Suite automation is concerned with
the organization and automation of multiple automated
test sets in an automated fashion.
Beyond standardizing on conventions (for reporting,
environment, etc.) and shared functions (environment
checking/configuring, etc.), there is new functionality
required at the automated suite level. Summary reporting, documentation, and selective test running are
always desired.

4.2.3.1 Setup, Execution, and Cleanup
Suite automation can start as simply as stringing
together sequentially a set of test sets via a very simple
script, call test set 1, then call test set 2, etc. Optionally,
test execution may be enhanced to provide for parallel
test set execution. From executing a set of test sets, the
needs of suite automation become obvious. They start
out mostly related to standards and documentation, but
new functionality is also required.
If suite automation is attempted before complete individual automation, the lack of automated setup and
cleanup usually shows up immediately. In running the
test sets sequentially, you don't want to stop between
each one to manually setup. And if you continue from
one test set to the next without cleanup, you may run out
of resources, for example disk space.
Selective test running is desired for many reasons. A
common desire is to run only those tests which previously failed. This allows verification that a fix worked ,
before beginning a more costly full regression run . However you may desire to select on a wide variety of crite-

Running

ria. Examples are to use tests that: use the currently
available functions during the evolution of a new set of
functions; touch all functions, but only in a token manner
(check for completeness); don't require a specific device
such as a particular graphics card or network connection;
etc.

4.2.3.2 Reporting
One of the most obvious things that may pop out is that
each test set reports its results differently. While the
report made sense when running an individual set, as
part of a suite, a myriad of reports has the characteristics
of a ransom note - instead of a jumbled set of letters
pasted together you see a jumbled set of lines appended
to each other. The natural solution is to agree on a standard reporting format and adjust all test sets to use it
Some test sets may just be provided with conversion
functions to transform their current format into the standard one. Other test sets may have their reporting mechanisms recoded to match the standard. The choice is
based on amount of changes required and maintainability. The standard for suite test reporting, should cover
all the attributes produced by all of the test sets determined by studying their current outputs.
Summary reporting involves not just providing the individual test sets reports, which may even be suppressed,
but totals from the test sets. Thus while each test set
may list so many passes and fails, the summary report
provides the total number of passes and fails for the
entire run. The supplementary metrics may need to be
combined. For example, instead of each test reporting
its coverage, you give the coverage of the entire run
(which probably is not a simple summation of the individual coverages).
Beyond producing a summary report. test suite reporting
also includes placing results into a database for further
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report and graph generation later. A history of suite runs
may be necessary in order to check for completeness (all
tests run at least once) if selective test running (as
described later) is used. The volume of data from the
test suite may require consolidation into a more expressive graphical form. Historical trend data about test run
results is frequently useful.

4.2.3.3 Shared Functionality
Another obvious area for standardization is shared functionality. This can be in any of the setup, execute, analyze, report, or cleanup areas. In terms of setup, many
of the test sets may require all or some parts of the same
environment. These can be shared either by having a
common setup at the start of each test suite run, or by
having each test set use common functions to setup the
common pans of their environments.

•

We recommend the following. The test suite should
configure the major parts of the environment which are
required by the vast majority of the test sets. The suite
should provide functions for configuring typical pans of
the environment Each test set should custom configure
those pans of the environment not configured by the
common test suite environment setup and should check
the whole environment (if it is not too expensive) to
assure the assumed environment has not been perturbed
by previously run test sets. If the environment is incorrect, the test set should attempt to resync its environment If that fails, the test set should cause the test suite
setup to execute again.
Similarly, the suite should provide functions for cleaning up typical parts of the environment after a test suite
execution. Each test set should restore the environment
to that which the test suite setup created. The test suite
cleanup should free shared resources used by the test
sets, for example a common database.
Common functions for execution and analysis can also
be gathered and shared. The leveraging of shared code

is well known as one of the greatest productivity and
quality improvements you can make in software development.

4.2.3.4 Help

•

The final component of suite automation is Help. Minimally this takes the form of added documentation as
mentioned for individual automation. While documentation is always a good idea for individual automation, it
becomes critical for suite automation. Problems in combining test sets into a test suite can often be discovered
just by reading the documentation. Without documentation you frequently try putting them together and then
~o throush the laborious task Qf cJo\~rmining why they
don't work together. Most of the automated part of Help

goes along with selective test running. Part of your documentation should supply characteristics that can be
used to match criteria for selectively running tests. Thus
your Help must describe what functions are used, which
resources are required, etc., in a machine readable format that the selective test running can use. You should
also be able to automatically summarize the documentation from the individual test sets into a test suite document. The test suite document should not just be a
concatenation of the individual test set documents.

4.2.4 System/Library Automation
Generally test suites are formed around a set of functionality. Frequently there is a test suite for a product or
major component of a product. Sometimes a test suite
covers an entire group of products. When an organization begins to desire centrally controlled test running of
all their products, they are ready for System Automation. To put it another way, once two or more test suites
exist and there is a desire to automatically run both of
them, System Automation is required.
Like combining test sets into a test suite, test suites are
combined into a test library. The same set of problems
noted by just sequentially linking the execution of two
test sets together, become exacerbated by linking two
test suites together. Immediately the need for even more
and higher level standards becomes obvious. Again
there is more opportunity for leveraging shared functions.
The primary new functionality usually introduced at this
level is system automation, such as automating the use
of machines by test suites. As part of system automation, all parts of SEARCH take on new roles.

4.2.4.1 The SEARCH for System Automation
Setup not only configures its environment, it may need
to generate it. It chooses a machine based on availability and its configuration. It loads the appropriate software and testware, generally acquiring it from the
configuration management, version or release control
systems. It may dynamically set up the communication
lines needed. It generates a new system image, root
block, etc. if necessary.
Execution control includes scheduling the next test set
or test suite to run to make best use of resources. System Execution may take advantage of the suite selective
test running to selectively set up different streams of
tests on each machine. You could run many of the test
sets in parallel on different machines or the same
machine. Execution may include coordinating two test
runs that mutually communicate between machines.

AhAlysis al the basic test set and test su1te 1evel remain
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virtually unchanged. Analysis at the system level may
include looking for anomalies outside the area of test
focus. For example, a test of a compiler and an editor
might create disk file anomalies or alerts/events unnoticed by the test suites. New defects may be noted by
running the testware on various versions of software and
hardware, then comparing the results. The mutually
communicating programs may have different behaviors
due to machine and network characteristics.
Reporting may also need to deal with serializing the
reports from parallel execution. Once again divergent
test suite reporting formats need to be reconciled with a
test library reporting mechanism. The test library report
must allow varying levels of detail to be reponed or suppressed such as a very detailed report of all test passes
or fails, or only a summary of test suite passes or fails.
Another examples is summation of test suite data into an
overall test library run result: summations of pass/fail,
average or combined test suite coverage, etc.
Cleanup needs to handle the various system level setup
functions. It may need to free up machines and communication lines, rearrange disc space or move data to
alternative media (tape, floppy, optical, etc.). Cleanup
also needs to work with analysis to preserve any information for failure analysis. By tracking closure of
defect reports from the defect tracking system it can perform garbage collection on result files left by analysis.
Help must provide a new higher level of abstraction at
the test library level. It should be able to automatically
summarize from the suite descriptions. Major new
functionality for Help comes from the system testing
requirements. Help must be able to provide information
including availability, status and diagnostics of hardware, software, and test ware. Test selection is allowed
across test suites.

4.2.5 Integrating Test Running Automation
into Software Development Automation
Beyond the SEARCH steps, integration of system automation with a company's complete set of automated
software development environment may allow a system
test to be initiated automatically due to the new release
of hardware, software, or testware. The Automated Test
System (ATS) might be driven off a machine readable
encoding of a test plan.
Automation may also include integration into the defect
tracking system. Defects discovered by a run of the tests
are automatically entered into the defect tracking system
including all relevant information about machines and
configurations. The defect tracking system might ship
mail to the developer in charge of the broken product to
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let him or her know that there are problems and which
test caught the problem. The figure on the following
page illustrates the numerous interactions of the ATS
with other automated software and information.

4.2.6 Automation Level Summary
The automation levels of test running are summarized as
follows:
Test Running Maturity Model
Individual:
Completely Manual Running
Automated Execution, everything else manual
Partially Automated with some of:
Setup
Environment Checked
Environment Configured
Execution (automated input generally)
Analysis & Evaluation
(capture and comparison of output)
Reporting
Status - pass, fail, ...
Metrics - performance, coverage, ...
Defects into defect tracking system
Cleanup
Help
Full automated individual test set running
Suite:
Completely manual test suite running
Partially automated test suite
Full SEARCH automated test suite
System:
Completely manual system running
Partially automated suite running
Full SEARCH automated test running system
Integrated testing and software development
systems

•

4.2.6.1 Individual automation
Individual automation is the largest evolutionary step as
people learn how to automate more and more of the various components of test running. True individual automation has automated Setup occurring before the
execution, and adds automated output recording, comparison and evaluation for automated Analysis. There
must be Reporting of the results of the analysis along
with any metrics that might be tracked. Finally automated Cleanup is necessary. Automation of the Setup,
Execution, Analysis, Reporting, and Cleanup steps
forms an automated individual test run.
Sufficient information must be kept by Cleanup as determined by Analysis to allow defect isolation when
defects are found and reported.
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4.2.6.2 Suite automation
With suite automation, the full SEARCH model is in use
and extended. A set of tests can be run via a single command, they may share some common setup, execution,
analysis, and cleanup code, and their repons are consolidated into one. The reporting also includes placing
results into a database for further report and graph generation later. Test Suite design should be well docu-

mented. Test indexing must be added to catalog test
cases under various categories so tests can be selectively
run by category as dictated by a test plan.

4.2.6.3 System Automation
With one or more automated test suites available they
can be consolidated into a library of test suites, and an
Automated Test System can be put in place following
the SEARCH model. Setup now includes the selection
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of machines, distribution of soflware from release control and of lesl suiles from lhe lesl library to the
machines. Execution includes simultaneous execution
and coordination of tests on multiple machines and
scheduling the next test to run to make best use of
resources. Analysis is almost unchanged requiring the
code within the test to do most of lhe work, although
additional inter-machine dependencies may need to be
supported. Analysis may also include comparing
reports of different runs of the same test suite. Reporting via a single command consolidates the reports from
running a set of test suites. Cleanup now also involves
the freeing up of the machines. Help not only includes
higher level descriptions of test suites as part of the test
library, but also machine and software (from release
control) scheduling

4.3 Go One Step at a Time
While many parts of automation can be worked on in
any order, you should completely finish an earlier level
before you can complete the next level. You can't have
suite automation without individual automation or system automation without suite automation. However,
you can be developing a higher level facility before you
have completed all of the parts of a lower level facility,
for example the Help facility for Suite automation
before individual automation is complete.
To increase your automation, begin by establishing
where you are and where you want to get to in the long
run. Do you need system automation, or will suite automation be sufficient for your shop? Then work backwards to the steps necessary to achieve your ultimate
goal. Knowing where you are going prevents some
redundant work.
Begin deciding on your standards. Continually update
your standards as you learn. Each time you automate a
test run set you may encounter a unique attribute that the
standards don't yet cover - add it. After you build a test
suite, additional attributes to standardize may be necessary. You don't have to automate all test sets to understand how to build test suites, just a few examples.
Similarly you can begin to build an automated test system as soon as you have two examples of test suites.

4.3.1 Typical Progressions
Two typical ways people have fleshed out their
automated test execution are diagrammed below. The
choice you make depends on your particular cost
factors.
In the first case, setup and cleanup are found to be very
expensive operations and are thus automated immediately after test execution. This could occur for instance
in testing a database where the semp involves getting
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the database to a particular state and the cleanup returns
the database to a standard state.
The second case shows analysis and reporting to be
expensive operations that are automated after execution.
Using the same database testing example, it may be that
setup and cleanup are trivial, but analyzing the database
for consistency and integrity is an expensive operation.
Help can always be added at any time. Regardless of
the route taken, you must plan the steps to be taken to
automate each area of the SEARCH model. As you
move up to suite automation you will find a greater synergy amongst the parts of SEARCH requiring carefully
planned upgrades to automate the areas simultaneously.
In moving up a level of automation you will constantly
be having to consolidate and standardize your processes
and tools. Many individual methods of test automation
will need to be reduced to a common subset of methods
or else the cost of accommodating each method will outweigh the benefits of automation.

In the best case you may only need minor extensions to
already well developed automation tools that have been
chosen as standards. You must try to leverage from
existing practice whenever possible, but sometimes you
may need to acquire or develop completely new methods or tools.

•

5. Deal with Cultural
Changes in your company
5.1 Automation's Effect of Work
Automation changes how work is done in a company.
People's jobs are changed. Some jobs may disappear.
New, often more difficult, jobs will appear. Other jobs
will change their focus. The following are some examples of this change:
- Automating test execution saves time. All of the
redundant tasks that used to be done by people are now
handled by the computer. This extra time is often used
to do more testing and to do a more thorough analysis
of test results. Testers will be able to focus on more
powerful testing, on what happened because of the
testing, and on isolating defects for developers.
- Testers start moving into the role of high level system
programmers as well as writers of individual tests.
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Automated tests do what people use to do manually.
Testers can now concentrate more on creating and
running more complex and powerful tests. They can
combine tests in ways they could never consider
before. System testing becomes a more well defined
job.
- Automated companies often have large automated labs.
These require from a few to many system
administrators to keep the lab in good operating order.
The administrators will also be doing hardware
changes to accommodate specific suites of tests.
- People who only run tests as their job will have their job
transformed. They will need to learn other aspects of
doing work in an automated environment. This
includes learning new testing and test analysis
techniques. Also, they must use the automated system
to test software more efficiently and thoroughly.

5.2 Personal Interaction

•

The way people interact with each other will be changed.
Relationships between testers and the rest of the soft ware
organization will change, especially with developers,
release engineers and customer service representatives.Testers can do more for each of these groups. The
act of testing moves from educated guessing into engineering. What is expected of each group changes.
Respect for the testing group grows. Higher quality code
is expected. More people can run more tests earlier in the
software development cycle. Testers concentrate on
more complex testing, especially integration, system,
stress, boundary, and performance testing.
All of this change will often lead to tension, confusion,
and sometimes anger. The process of Cultural Change
must be dealt with by the managers and Human
Resources representatives of a company that is undergoing a large scale increase in automation. Knowing these
cultural problems can and will occur during the change,
the problems can be anticipated and dealt with appropriately. Not dealing with this will open up the possibility
for a company to experience a great deal of pain in
attempting to implement automation. This may result in
failing to achieve the new level of automation, and even
worse, have people upset with each other in ways that
were not evident before the attempt to automate was
started.

•

Letting everyone know what changes are expected, and
dealing well with the unexpected changes is the best formula in efficiently increasing a company's automation
level. It is time and effort well spent, and well rewarded
in the long run. The process will lead to a more efficient,
and thus productive company1 with pyQpli; QOing more
challenging and powerful jobs.

6. Set New Goals and
Improve Again
Once the work is done in accomplishing a company's
Automation Goals, it is time to start this process over
again. New issues and ideas will have come up during
the automation process. Before the work starts up again,
now it is time to congratulate and acknowledge those
who did the work. Have a party. Give out bonuses. Take
a break.
When everyone feels that this round of automation has
come to completion, it is time to move on to the next
level. Start again at Set an Automation Baseline. Establish the new Automation Baseline, and begin to move
through the Automation Process again. The Automation
Process is a force for constant improvement It is of the
same nature as any process that is instituted with a good
appreciation of Total Quality Management.

7. Conclusion
A process for doing test automation is now before you.
Go forth and automate! Get rid of redundant, manual
work. Move into more interesting and powerful test
work. Go ahead, and have some fun while doing it The
work involved in doing automation is usually very interesting and challenging. And, while you are implementing automation, know this: what you do now is making
you and your company a more efficient, profitable, and
exciting place to be.
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San Francisco, California

Debugging America

•

If we built the Golden Gate bridge the way
we build software, we would probably
think twice before driving across it

By Gregory M. Pope

•
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•
Debugging America
About Software
Myths, Phobias, and Grief
History Lessons
Changed Attitudes
Solutions Industry, Government, Personal

•

•
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Software Is Everywhere
Over 15 billion lines of code written per year

•

75 million bugs released per year (at 5 per KSLOC)
Increasing dependence on software:
Home Appliances
Watches
Answering Machines
Microwave Oven
Burglar Alarms
Police Dispatching
Automated Tellers
Electronic Banking
Air Traffic Control
Aircraft Control Systems
Airline Reservations
Airline Maintenance
•

TIBURON SYSTEMS, INC.

Medical Diagnostic
Patient Record Keeping
Telephone System
Environmental Control
Automobile Fuel Systems
Automotive Braking Systems
Elevators
Heavy Machinery
Navigation Systems
Credit Card Transactions
Stock Exchange
Federal Government

""=: ~ 1290 Partanoor Ave., San Jose, CA
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•
Quality of Life

It is not just about the quality of software,
it is about the quality of our lives .

•
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About Software Testing

•

Why:
Humans make mistakes
Must check each statement and branch
CASE causing a test backlog
Why not:
We can't do it perfectly, so why bother
It isn't much fun

•
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•
Some Personal Experiences
1972 Israeli Air Force
1975 San Diego Sea Trails
1984 British Navy
1991 Desert Storm
Countless Demonstrations

•

Law of Inverted Importance
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Software Development Process
IAnalyze I
(Ideal)

•

IDesign I
lcodel

IUnit T:stl

I

ln-te-gr-at-io--,n

. . - I

ISystem Testing I

•
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•
Software Development Plan
(Ideal)
Two Year Project Schedule
Requirements Frozen
Resources In Place
Six Month Testing Schedule

•

Fresh Start
•
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Software Development Process
(Reality)

!Old Code)

I Design Harder Than We Thought

I

I Code and Code and More Code

I

------~
Unit Test and Unit Test

I Big Bang Integration

I

Ship It

"TIBURON SYSTEMS, INC.
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•
Software Development Process
(Reality)
Delay In Funding
Unstable Requirements
Staff Turnover
Three Days Left To Test

•

We Gotta Ship It Or Else

II
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Myths About Shipping Bugs

•

Excuses:
We must get to market early
We will use our customers to test
We will correct it in the next version
What bugs?

-
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•

Bug Benefits
Large 800 line customer support groups
Lots of angry customers
The expense is $4,000-$16,000 per bug
Loss of market share
Loss of stock value
Merger/A.cquisition

•

Going out of business sale.
•
=SE
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Grief Matrix

•
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•
STAGE

I

DENLU.

ANGER

DEPRESSION

BARGAINDIG

ACCEPTANCE

DEPAR'!MD."f

The XYZ project is

XYZPROGRAM ahead
of schedule and
MANAGER
under budgeL

TEST /QA
MANAGER

HUMAN
RESOURCLS

MANAGER

We should hav,,
time to test if we

OK. \ou 've got to
\\ bat do you mean
finish. Give it to
- the sofcwarc isn't
Test for a couple
ready for test yet?
ofda)~.

You can't use our

test schedule to
get the sofn,.,-arc on keep writing nc-w
schedule.
code.

Let's plan a picnic
to celebrate the
successful Xl'Z
delivery.

We have got to

The new Program

add a month to
this schedule.

Manager 2dmits
there is a problem.

\'le can't C'\'Cn

You can't dclh·cr

begin to test XYZ,

XYZ "'ithout a
minimum of

The Test/QA
Manager admits

let alone finish. in
two days

testing.

Refers Test
Perhaps we should Perhaps we should Manager to the
delay the picnic by delay the picnic bf Employee
a week orso.
a month.
Assistance
Program.

the need to
automate testing.

Fmds a job for the
old Program
Manager. Admits
sclfm the
Employee
Assistance

Program.

ENGINEERC\'G

MANAGER

•

MARJCETil',G
MANAGER

Trust me. \Ve just
hzvc a fC'\Ot· minor
functions to add.

ll.1Z will increase
ou:- sales b:-· 50%

nc:xtquaner.

We d idn 't knO\',·
That last function Tomorrow. for
required changing cert.in, will be the you wanted all the
50% of our design. day we give it to
functions in the
lCSL
first version .
Sorry.

X\IZ ;_. so good.
C\'cn Test hasn ' t
better than we first
found any bugs in
thoughL
iL

J,..")Z will be e\"Cn

The Engineering

~tanager 2.dmits
the need to plan
based on prior
experiences.

Whal 119 y911 m;;m Tn; Marl;;ling
it's late and

Manager adm its

doesn't work?
We 'II lose mart.et

the need to keep
in closer contact
with engineering.

share!

Corporate Testophobia

•

"An exaggerated usually inexplicable and illogical fear of testing"
Webster

15

•
Testophobia Technical Symptoms
Product fixes create additional defects
Testing phase end point uncertain
Increased customer service and maintenance costs
Low employee moral, high turnover

•

General feeling of hopelessness
•
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•

Testophobia Business Symptoms
Late product deliveries
Project budget overruns
Lost market share
Drop in company stock value
Lost profits
Unrealistic optimism

17

•

Typical Testophobia Causes
Incomplete or misunderstood requirements
QA group used as II police force 11
Lack of comprehensive test design
Unrealistic test schedules, tools
Pressure of time to market
Lack of management insight

•

It
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Denial (Not a river in Egypt)
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Testophobia Solutions

•

Shoot the messengers
Lose business to foreign competitors
Bankruptcy
Merger/ Acquisition
Desensitization to fear
The salami approach
•
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•
Software Customers
Seem to accept poor quality, for now
Can you imagine your pharmacist asking you
you to try a new drug that is not fully tested ?
Can you imagine buying a new car, but having to
wait for an upgrade to get rear doors, the trunk,
and reverse ?

•

Can you imagine discounted airfare for an aircraft
still in experimental test ?
•
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Maturity of an Industry

•

Start up phase - features
Rapid Growth phase - sales
Maturity phase- quality
Cash Cow phase- production costs
We are approaching maturity now .

•
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•
History of American Industry
Automobile Industry :
US world leader
Stopped building quality products
Lost market share to Germany and Japan
Massive US cutbacks, unemployment

Semiconductor Industry

•

US world leader
Did not automate production rapidly
Lost market share to Pacific Rim
.
Massive US cutbacks, unemployment a
•
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Things Can Change

•

Attitude about smoking
Attitude about asbestos
Attitude about drinking and driving
Attitude about seat belts, air bags
Attitude about safety glasses, and shoes
Attitude about air/water pollution
Attitude about recycling
Attitude about fur coats
Attitude about testing software ?

•
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•
Solutions, Industry
Acceptance
Honesty
Egoless Approach
Automation
The Bounty

•
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Solutions Government

•

SEI Assessment Level
Crash Helmet Law
Legal definition of II reasonable II testing
Diverting defense dollars
San Jose Center for SW excellence

-TIBURON SYSTEMS, INC.
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1290 Partanoor Aw., San Jose, CA
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•
Solutions, Individual
Trust your gut, say what's true
Learn from each others experiences
Test software like your life depended on it

•

•
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Mr. Bob Birss is Manager of Quality Engineering for Programming Languages in
SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc., business unit. He and his team have been working
for three and one-half years to make test coverage analysis an important part of their
test development and test reporting activities. Before coming to Sun, Bob spent 10
years in a variety of software test activities in both commercial and R & D environments.

•

•

•
Bob Birss
May 20, 1992

Test Coverage
for
Fun and Profit

Boris Beizer says . ..
"Path testing based on the use of the
program's control flow as a structural
model is the cornerstone of testing."
-Software Testing Techniques,
Second edition, page 59

•
,

•

•
What is test coverage
analysis?

He also says . ..

I
I

"Branch and statement coverage are
accepted today as the minimum
mandatory testing requirement."

• instrumentation of your code with
procedures to gather execution
statistics,
• execution of the instrumented code
against your test suites, and
• analysis of what has and hasn't
been executed

-Software Testing Techniques,
Second edition, page 75

2

•

•

•

Tools

Types of coverage:
I

• tcov (SunOS)
• Iprof (SVr4)
• TCAT (various)
• Hindsight (Unix)
• Logiscope (various)
• C-Verify (Unix, MS-Dos)

• path
- execution of all possible control
flow paths through the program
• statement
- execution of all statements in the
program at least once under
some test
• branch
- execution of enough tests to
assure that every branch
alternative has been exercised at
least once under some test

•

3

•

•

•
A model of test coverage
use:

Why do it?
• assess risk--code that' been
executed is less likely to fail in
users' hands than code that hasn't
• assign testing resources
• determine when to stop testing
• weed out dead code--or find code
shouldn't be dead
• discover undocumented features
• tell us whether our testing is doing
what we think:
-did we execute the code we
thought we were going to?
- are our tests correct?
• show us how to make our testing .
more effective

• write a test to exercise previously
unexercised code
• run that test against the
instrumented code
• make sure that the test exercised
what you thought it would
• if not, determine what went wrong
and fix the code or the test
• repeat until the desired coverage
has been achieved

4

•

•

•
It must be built into the
process:

Benefit of this model:

• makefiles
• reporting/predicting
- use test coverage percentages to
help determine when a product is
ready to ship
- use test coverage analysis to
plan test development and
execution

• The test developer can determine
that each new test will test
something that hasn't been tested
before.

5

•

•

•

Traps and pitfalls:

Traps and pitfalls
(continued):

• setting unrealistic goals:
-100% path, statement, or branch
coverage is virtually impossible
to achieve
-the effort required to increase
coverage must be clearly
weighed against the risks of
shipping untested code
• having unrealistic expectations:
-this is not a panacea
- code execution does not
guarantee code correctness

• comparing the coverage
percentage of one product with
another
- it is only useful--and
meaningful--to compare the
coverage of a given product this
time with the coverage the last
time it was measured
-despite great effort, the coverage
percentage from one time to the
next can remain stable or even
go down--if the size of the code
under test has grown

6
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•

•

Traps and pitfalls
(continued):

Traps and pitfalls
(continued):

• performance degradation
-instrumentation will have an
impact on performance
-this can, in fact, mask bugs or
prevent the code from operating
correctly
• coverage data may only be written
at normal termination
-tcov, for example, gathers
coverage data in memory
- it writes that data at normal
program termination, which
makes tcov unsuitable for use on
programs that do not terminate

• It's a red herring to believe that
because you don't have 100%
black box coverage, you aren't
ready for test coverage analysis.
- This white box testing technique
can help you determine which
functionality needs further testing
and which doesn't.
- Most importantly, it can help you
make sure that every new test
tests something that hasn't been
tested before.

7
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•

• better code
• greater customer satisfaction
• more revenue
• fewer dollars spent fixing
problems found by customers

8
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PIE & PISCES: A Technique and Tool for
Predicting Semantic Software Testability*
Jeffrey M. Yoast

Abstract: Software faults that infrequently affect software's output are dangerous. When a
software fault causes frequent software failures, testing is likely to reveal the fault before the
software is released; when the fault remains undetected during testing1 it can cause disaster
after the software is installed. A piece of software that is likely to reveal existing faults within
itself during software testing is said to have high testability. A piece of software that is not
likely to reveal existing faults within itself during testing is said to have low testability.

•

A technique and tool will be described that predicts the semantic testability of a piece of
software using the above definition. Note that this definition of software testability is different
than its conventional syntactic definition. Typically1 software testability is defined to be the
ability to select inputs for a piece of software that satisfy some structural-coverage criteria .
Our definition of software testability is more independent of the syntax of the software 1 and
more dependent on the semantics of the software. Our definition is based on the syntax and
the software input distribution, thus this notion of whether a piece of software is likely to
reveal faults during testing is based on the internal state transitions that occur during an
execution.

Index Terms: Software testability, software testing, faults, failures, testing coverage criteria, software semantics.

1

Introduction

This paper has two objectives: (1) to describe a relatively new technique, PIE, for predicting
the semantic testability of a program [13, 16, 10], and (2) to describe a tool, PISCES,
based on PIE that performs semantic testability analysis. Semantic software testability is a
prediction of the probability of an existing fault being detected during testing according to
some input selection technique. A program has high software testability if it is predicted to

•

*This paper was written while author was supported by a National Research Council NASA-Langley
Resident Research Associateship .
fReliable Software Technologies Corporation, Penthouse Suite, 1001 N. Highland Street, Arlington, VA

22201, (703) 276-1219.
1

expose existing faults during testing according to this input selection technique, producing
failures for most of the inputs that are selected. A program has low software testability if it
is predicted to hide existing faults during testing according to this input selection technique,
producing correct output for most selected inputs, even though fault/sexist.

•

Our definition of software testability is "semantic-based," because it relies on the behavior
of the code during testing. Most other definitions of testability are "syntax-based." Syntaxbased definitions of testability usually define testability as the ability to satisfy particular
structural-coverage testing criteria (such as branch coverage). Our definition includes aspects
of the syntax, but it also includes aspects of the internal data states that the program
produces (based on an assumed input distribution). Emphasis on a program's semantic
internal data state behavior gives a basis for more precise statistics about whether existing
faults are likely to be revealed during testing.

PIE is based on the three necessary and sufficient software failure conditions [5, 6, 4, 3, 9]:
1. a fault must be executed.
2. the fault must affect the computational state of the software in a manner different than
if the fault had not existed.
3. the effect in the computational state of the software caused by the fault must propagate
to an output variable and must cause the software to produce incorrect output.
When this sequence of events occurs for a particular input, software fails. This technique
is based on simulating these three conditions and gathering statistics on how often our
simulated conditions affect both the computational state of the software and the software
output. When the tool simulates these three conditions, it quantifies where faults are more
likely to hide versus where faults are less likely to hide during testing. This information has
several important applications:

•

1. debugging software that has a tiny failure rate-locations in a program that are predicted to be locations that can likely hide a fault during testing are locations that
can cause tiny failure rates. Thus such locations are more likely to contain the fault
causing the tiny failure rate.
2. determining the amount of testing of the program that is needed given a particular
testability prediction for the program. If we are conservative in our testability prediction, we can use this prediction as an estimate of the minimum failure probability of
the software [10, 16]. Thus we can use Hamlet's [1] probable correctness equation and
estimate the amount of program testing needed.
3. determining which regions of a program are more likely to hide faults than others. This
means that we can determine which modules appear to have the greatest potential for
hiding faults.
4. producing insight into the causes of low testability software. The goal of this research
is not merely the short-term goal of producing predictions of software testability, but

2

•

•

rather the long-term goal of eventually creating methods of designing software with
higher testability (17]. After all, predictions of software testability using this technique
come late in the development phase. It is preferable to design software to have as great
a testability as possible from the outset.

PIE: The Technique

2
2.1

•

General Terminology

A program location is loosely defined by an executable source line. A variable is live if
its current value may eventually affect the output. "Liveness" is determined statically.
The program counter is considered live. A data state between two dynamically consecutive
locations is a set of mappings between all variables and their values that are defined in
the data state at that point in execution for some input. The execution of a location is
considered to be an atomic operation, hence data states can only be viewed between locations.
The definition of location does not include procedure calls; a procedure call is considered
as having as many locations as a procedure itself has. A data state error is an incorrect
variable/value pairing in a data state where correctness is determined by an assertion for
that location. We frequently refer to a data state error as an infection, and we use these
two terms interchangeably. If a data state error exists, the data state and variable with
the incorrect value at that point are termed infected. A data state may have more than
one infected variable. Propagation of a data state error has occurred if the data state error
caused failure. A data state mutant is merely a data state that has been observed during
execution and modified by external means-not modified by the program itself. (A data
state mutant is to a data state in this technique as a mutant is to a statement in mutation
testing.) Frequently, we will discuss the propagation of a data state mutant; propagation of
a data state mutant has occurred when the output reveals the occurrence of the data state
mutant.

2.2

Algorithms of PIE

2.2.1

Propagation Analysis

Propagation analysis is a technique that estimates the probability that an injected data state
mutant affects the program's output.
The algorithm for finding a propagation estimate is:
1. Set variable count to 0,

•

2. Sample from the distribution of data states that occur after location l,
3. Mutate the sampled value of some live variable j in this data state and execute the
succeeding code on both the perttifb~d And r,rigina.l da.ta. states,

3

4. For each different outcome in the output between the perturbed data state and the
original data state, increment count; increment count if an infinite loop occurs (set a
time limit for termination, and if execution is not finished in that time interval, assume
an infinite loop occurred),

•

5. Repeat steps 2-4 n times (Note that the value of n used in the three algorithms of PIE
is dependent on (1) the amount of computational resources available during PIE and
(2) the degree of confidence in an estimate that is desired from the analyses.),
6. Divide count by n yielding a propagation estimate with an associated confidence interval.
2.2.2

Infection Analysis

Infection analysis is a technique that estimates the probability that a mutant affects the
resulting data state. The estimate of this probability is termed an infection estimate.
The algorithm for finding an infection estimate is:
1. Set variable count to 0,

2. Create a mutant for location l denoted a,
3. Present the original location l and the mutant a with a data state for the set of data
states that occur before location l and execute both locations in parallel,

•

4. Compare the resulting data states and increment count when these data states differ,
5. Repeat steps 3-4 n times,
6. Divide count by n yielding an infection estimate with an associated confidence interval.
2.2.3

Execution Analysis

Execution analysis is the most straightforward of the three analyses. Execution analysis
requires a specified program input distribution. Execution analysis executes the code with
randomly selected inputs from that distribution and records the locations that are executed
by each input. This produces an estimate of the probability that a location will be executed
by a randomly selected input according to this distribution. The estimate of this probability
is termed an execution estimate.
The algorithm for finding an execution estimate is:
1. Set array kount to zeroes, where the size of kount is the number of locations in the
program being analyzed,

4

•

•

2. Instrument the program with "write" statements at each location that print the location number when the location is executed, making sure that if a location is repeated
more than once on some input, the "write" statement for that location is only executed
once for that input,
3. Execute n inputs on the "instrumented" program, producing n strings of location
numbers,
4. For each location number l in a string, increment the corresponding kount [l]. If a
location k is executed on every input, kount [k] will equal n,
5. Divide each element of kount [l] by n yielding an execution estimate for location l
with an associated confidence interval.

PISCES: The Tool

3

Section 3 contains excerpts from a paper [12] that more fully describes the PISCES tool.
(PISCES has been developed by Reliable Software Technologies Corporation.)

3.1
•

PISCES Propagation Analysis

Propagation analysis is fundamentally a three stage process:
1. 0 btain a data state at a location in the code.
2. Perturb the data state.
3. Execute to completion and examine the resulting output to see if the perturbed data
state has changed the output.
A software tool for propagation analysis can offer an enormous savings in the manual effort
required in each of these stages. It also offers flexibility by providing additional features that
are impractical in a manual technique. Several of these additional features will be mentioned
in this section.

In the following sections, we refer to PISCES meaning the tool in its current design. Not all
the functions described have been completely implemented.

•

Obtaining a data state at a location can be accomplished by executing data from the start
of the program, or can be set arbitrarily by the user. The data state can be perturbed
manually or can be done automatically using a perturbation function and the current data
state. "Completion" might be defined as some internal point within the program other than
the end of execution as well, e.g., an intermediate data state, such as used in firm mutation
testing[l8]. After all the aspects are specified, PISCES performs the calculations and delivers
the results in a convenient form. We however, define completion as program termination.

5

When PISCES is started, it prompts the interactive user to specify several different aspects
required to define the desired propagation analysis. Each subsection below describes one
required aspect. After these selections are made (or defaults taken), PISCES performs all
executions necessary for the analysis that is specified by the user, and produces the requested
results.

3.1.1

•

Selecting the Granularity of Analysis

Propagation analysis can be performed for a single location, a group of locations, or for
an entire program. Although the analysis does not require an oracle (as does testing), the
analysis can consume considerable computer resources (the algorithm is quadratic in the
number of locations executed [15]). Therefore the user should be allowed to specify exactly
what code is to be analyzed in order to not perform a complete analysis if that is not desired.
Currently, the tool allows the user to specify:
1. The entire program.
2. One subprogram (procedure or function) at a time.

3. A section of contiguous location within a program or procedure or function.
4. One location at a time.

If option 1 is selected, PISCES identifies all locations of the program that are either assignment statements, or <condition> parts of if and while statements. If option 2 is selected,

•

the tool identifies all locations of a module (that the user must then specify) that are either
assignment statements, or <condition> parts of if and while statements. If option 3 is
selected, PISCES identifies all locations of a code segment (that the user must then specify)
that are either assignment statements, or <condition> parts of if and while statements.
And if option 4 is selected, the user must specify the exact location where the analysis is to
be performed. Analysis will subsequently be performed after these and the options below
are specified.

3.1.2

Selecting Variables to be Perturbed

At a given location, more than one variable may be involved in the computation. The user
of the propagation tool may want one, all, or only some of these variables perturbed. In the
example above, only variable a was perturbed; however, PISCES allows the user to specify
combinations of variables to be perturbed. The tool gives the following choices for selecting
the variables to be perturbed during the analysis:
1. If an entire program or subprogram is to be analyzed, three choices are available:

(a) Perturb all statically declared and dynamically allocated variables. Note in the
algorithm, only 1 variable is perturbed repeated times to produce a single propagation estimate. However in PISCES, we allow the user, if they wish, to perturb

6

•

•

combinations of variables, i.e., not necessarily one variable at a time. We do so
to simulate a distributed fault.

(b) All variables that are live. These are variables that do have the potential of
affecting the output. If the first option is used, then potentially variables will be
perturbed in a section of the code where they truly have no impact. This option
is an optimization of the first option.
(c) Some variable.
2. If a section of code or a single statement is to be analyzed, two choices are available:
(a) All statically declared and dynamically allocated variables perturbed.
(b) User selected variables perturbed throughout the section.
3.1.3

•

Specifying the Number of Sampled Data States for a Single Propagation
Estimate

Propagation analysis is an empirical technique that relies on program executions to predict
future program behavior. As such, more executions should lead to generally better predictions, because of the decrease in the variance associated with an estimate. In more technical
terms, the more often we perform propagation analysis on a particular variable at a particular location, the lesser the width of the resulting confidence interval that is associated
with the propagation estimate. The improved results (meaning the lesser the width) must
be balanced against the increased computational time required to complete the analysis.
The propagation algorithm calls for a constant as the default number of data states that
will be sampled for each variable selected for perturbation at a given location. This is the
n that is required in Step 5 of the algorithm. The site-specific default can be overridden by
the PISCES user.
3.1.4

Specifying the Source of Data States

For a given location, the data states that the algorithm needs can either come from executing
a program input until that location is reached, thus producing a complete data state, or the
user can specify the values that they want to use as the data state. Also, the potential
exists for storing data states in a file from previous executions from which data states can
be sampled. Storage is still a feature that we are studying, and have not yet implemented
due to the feasibility problems of storing and retrieving such a large amount of information.
When an entire program or subprogram is being analyzed, PISCES requires that input to
the program be that of some input distribution, preferably the operational distribution. If
a single location is specified, the tool allows three options for obtaining data states:

•

1. Input data can be executed in order to create one or more data states at that location .

2. The user can m~nua.lly specify an initial data gtate for the location.
' 7

3. The user can identify a file with data states for the location that they desire are used.

•

For each perturbation of a variable at a location, a new data state could theoretically be
used. However, PISCES defaults to using a single data state several times before using a
new data state. The number of times each data state is used can be adjusted by the user. If
the user defines data states manually or with a file, these data states are used over if more
data states are required than the defined data states. As an example, suppose that data
state S occurs at a location where we wish to perturb several different variables at different
times during the analysis. Then Sis used once for each of these variables.

3.1.5

Specifying a Source of Program Input Data

Program input data can be specified in two ways: a file of possible values or input distributions. Currently the input distributions consist of a range of values and a named standard
definition (e.g., uniform or normal) with parameters when appropriate. If the file specified
by the user does not contain enough data, the data are reused. Inputs are needed to create
the data states described in Section 6.5.

3.1.6

Specifying Perturbation Functions

When perturbing a variable, PISCES uses a perturbation function. A perturbation function is
the mechanism for perturbing a data state. This mechanism can perform its duties at various
levels, depending on the way in which PISCES is implemented at a particular installation.
For instance, one method of perturbing a data state is to actually inject source code into
the source program statically. This can then be compiled and executed. Another method is
to actually inject object code into the object program statically. This is a bit more difficult,
but can be accomplished. Yet a third way is to monitor an executing program externally
and dynamically halt the program and alter some memory location that it currently has
allocated to it. PISCES, in its first implementation, performs the first of these.

•

The default perturbation function is a uniform distribution over the range 0.5x . .. 1.5x where
x is the current value of the variable in the data state. However, PISCES allows the user
to define a different range and a different standard distribution as the default. The user
can also define a specific perturbation function for any variable instance in the program. To
insure that results are repeatable, the perturbations are implemented with a Lehmer random
number generator with a fixed initial seed [8].

3.1.7

Specifying on Which Iterations to Perturb a Variable

Another concern that the user will be asked to decide is upon which iterations of the location
do they wish to have the perturbation invoked. For instance, suppose that a location is in
a loop, and on a given execution it is usually executed 1000 times. Then the user will need
to specify on which of those 1000 iterations to apply a perturbation function. As it stands
now, PISCES can perturb on:
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1. All iterations of a location.

2. Or the user can manually specify each individual iteration of the location on which
they want the perturbation function applied.
Most of our experimental evidence suggests that the first option of these is the better.

3.2

PISCES Infection Analysis

Infection analysis is essentially a three stage process:
1. Obtain a data state immediately before a location in the code.

2. Mutate the location.
3. Execute the mutated location on the data state and see if the resulting data state
is different than the data state the the original "un-mutated" location would have
produced.
Like propagation analysis, a software tool for performing infection analysis can save enormous
effort. This section describes some of the more important features that this tool provides.
•

3.2.1

Infection Analysis Preprocessor

Before infection analysis is performed, a LALR(l) parser creates the abstract syntax tree
( AST) of the location. Once the AST of the location is created, the various rules for how to
mutate can be applied to the various nodes in the tree. Thus this preprocessor is executed
before any mutants are actually generated, once the user has determined which location the
analysis is to be performed at.
3.2.2

Selecting the Mutants to be Used

Our tool allows the user to select either all possible mutants that can be created for the
location (according to a set of predefined mutations defined above), or allows the user to
enter manually a single mutation that is desired. If the user selects the "all mutants" option,
then a infection estimate is produced for each mutant that is created. If the user enters a
mutant manually, then only a single infection estimate is produced.
3.2.3

•

Specifying on Which Iterations to Sample the Data States

For locations that are potentially repeated by a single input, there is the possibility of more
than one data state being available that is created by that input. We denote this set of
data states by '.B. In this case, we allow the user to either select a specific data state, for
instance, the 4th data state that is created (if a 4th data state is created). Otherwise,
PISCES uniformly selects a data state within '.B.
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3.3

PISCES Execution Analysis

Execution analysis is essentially a three stage process:

•

1. Instrument the code to reveal when a location is executed.

2. Execute the instrumented code many times.
3. Find the frequency with which a particular location is executed.
Like the other two analyses, a software tool for performing execution analysis can save
enormous effort. This section describes some of the more important features that this tool
provides.
3.3.1

Execution Analysis Preprocessor

Before PISCES can perform execution analysis, a preprocessor must run in order to uniquely
identify all syntactic structures satisfying the definition for a location as defined in Section 2.
This preprocessor will insert "comments" into the program that uniquely numbers locations,
e.g., when the preprocessor parses the statement x = x * 5, it will modify the source program
to look something like/* locationnumber * / x
x * 5. However for the syntax main(),
this preprocessor will not assign a unique location number, since this does not satisfy the
definition as a location. The modified source code that results after the preprocessor executes
is the source code that infection analysis and propagation analysis reads in. This execution
analysis preprocessor is the first subprocess of PISCES that is executed.

=

3.4

•

Specifying the Number of Inputs for a Single Execution Estimate

The greater the number of inputs selected, the smaller the width of the accompanying
confidence intervals of the execution estimates. Each execution estimate has an associated
confidence interval, given a particular level of confidence and the value of n used in the
algorithm. The computational resources available when execution analysis is performed will
determine n in the algorithm. For example, for 95% confidence, the confidence interval is
approximately p ± 2Jp(l _ p)/n where pis the number of occurrences of some event A (p
'
total number of attempts of event A
is the sample mean) [7, 2].

4

A Fundamental Cause of Low Semantic Software
Testability

In Section 4 we examine information loss, a phenomenon that can predict the likelihood
of data state error cancellation occurring in software. We can recognize information loss
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statically in code, in designs, and in specifications. These static analyses are much less
costly than dynamic analysis such as propagation analysis, and still give valuable insights
into testability.
"Implicit information loss" is the difference between the bandwidth of information available
to a piece of software and the bandwidth of the information available after the software
executes. Implicit information loss occurs when internal information computed by a program
during execution is not communicated in the program's output. Implicit information loss
increases the potential for the cancellation of data state errors and this decreases software
testability. Implicit information loss can be detected by a static program analysis described
in this paper. (Another type of information loss termed "explicit information loss" is defined
in [17].)
Implicit information loss occurs when an operation removes information from the data state.
For example, the integer division a := a div 2 destroys any information in the least significant bit of a. In the computation a := a + 1, there is no implicit information loss. In these
two examples, the potential for implicit information loss can be detected by static analysis
of the code.

•

Another way of determining whether implicit information loss will occur is from specifications. If a specification states that ten floating-point variables are input to an implementation, and 2 boolean variables are the output, then we know that implicit information loss
will occur in an implementation of this specification. In this paper, however, we concentrate
on code, not specifications .
The domain/range ratio metric (DRR) of an operator is the ratio between the cardinality of
the domain of the operator to the cardinality of the range of the operator [11]. We denote
a DRR by d : r, where d is the cardinality of the domain, and r is the cardinality of the
range. Note that this ratio will not always be visible from the code. For example, there are
operators whose domains are not known until we know the domain of the program.
DRRs roughly predict a degree of implicit information loss. Generally as the DRR increases
for an operator, the potential for implicit information loss occurring within the implementation increases. When dis greater than r, previous research has suggested that faults are
more likely to remain undetected (if any exist) during testing than when d = r [11].
For certain operators, the inputs can be found from the outputs by inverting the operator.
For example, for an infinite domain, the function f(x) = 2x has only one possible input x
for any output f(x). Other functions, for example f(x) = tan(x), can have many different
x values that result in an identical f(x); i.e., tan- 1 (x) is not a one-to-one function. All
inverted functions that do not produce exactly one element of the domain for each element
of the range lose information that uniquely identifies the input given an output. Restated,
many-to-one functions mandate a loss of information; one-to-one functions (whose DRR is
x: x) do not.

•

When implicit information loss occurs, you run a risk that the lost information may have
included evidence of incorrect data states. Since such evidence is not visible in the output,
the probability of observing a failure during testing is reduced. The degree to which it is
reduced dependG Oll wh~th~.- tb<; iU~Qn~<;t information is retained in bits in the data state
11
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b
a/b
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b

adivb

Figure 1: There are four potential values for variable a and four potential values for variable
b, for a total of 16 pairs of potential inputs. Notice that for these 16 inputs, integer division
always produces the same output (1), and real division produces 16 unique outputs.

that are not lost and are eventually released as output. As the probability of observing a
failure decreases, the probability of undetected faults increases.
Implicit information loss is common in many of the built-in operators of modern programming
languages. Operators such as div, mod, and trunc have high DRRs. Table 1 contains a
set of functions with generalized degrees of implicit information loss and DRRs. A function
classified as having a yes for implicit information loss in Table 1 is more likely to receive
an altered incoming parameter and still produce identical output as if the original incoming
parameter were used; a function classified as having no implicit information loss in Table 1
is one that if given an altered incoming parameter would produce altered output. A yes in
Table 1 suggests data state error cancellation would occur; a no suggests data state error
cancellation would not occur. In Table 1, bis assumed to be a constant; thus the table is
based on a domain of a single input, instead of the domain of a 2-tuple input. The infinities
in the table are mathematical entities, but for any computer environment they will represent
the cardinality of fixed length number representations of finite size.
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Instead of describing the generalizations made concerning implicit information loss for each
element of Table 1, Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between implicit information loss
and the DRR. In Figure 1, we have 16 (a,b) input pairs that are presented to 2 functions:
one performs real division, the other performs integer division. For the real division function
there are 16 unique outputs, and for the integer division function there is one output. This
example shows how the differences in the DRRs of these two forms of division are correlated
to different amounts of implicit information loss.

•

•

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Function
J(a) =a+ 1
f(a) = a mod b

Implicit Information Loss
no
yes

= a div b

yes

f( a) = trunc( a)
f(a) = round(a)
f(a) = sqr(a)
f(a) = sqrt(a)
f(a) = a/b
f(a) = a -1
f(a) = even(a)
f(a) = sin(a)

yes
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
yes

f(a)

DRR
OOJ : OOJ
001:b
OOJ :

ooJ/b

OOR: OOJ
OOR: OOJ
2·ooR:00R
OOR: OOR/2
OOR: OOR
OOJ : OOJ
001:2
OOJ:

360

12

f(a)

= tan(a)

yes

OOJ :

360

13

f(a)

= cos(a)

yes

OOJ :

360

14
15

J(a)
f(a)

= odd(a)
= not(a)

yes
no

OOJ: 2

1:1

Comment
a is integer
testability decreases
as b decreases
testability decreases
as b increases, b =/: 0
a is real
a is real
a is real
a is real, a ~ 0
a is real, b =f: 0
a is integer
a is integer
a is integer (degrees),
a~O
a is integer (degrees),
a~O
a is integer (degrees),
a~O
a is integer
a is boolean

Table 1: DRRs and implicit information loss of various functions .

5

Concluding Remarks

This paper has described a technique and tool for studying the likelihood that faults will be
revealed during testing. The value of this research to software quality is improved testing.
The tool aids in testing by predicting locations likely to hide faults. This has enormous
importance for software that is classified as critical, meaning software where even the most
unlikely failure can result in a loss-of-life. For example, if we were to predict that faults are
likely to result in failures, and after testing we observed no failures, then we are somewhat
more confident that faults are not hiding in our program. However if we predict that faults
are unlikely to result in failures, then we are less confident that faults are not hiding. Furthermore, when a program is identified as not likely to produce failures when faults exist,
PISCES identifies those locations in the code most likely to hide the faults . In this manner,
this tool provides us with information about the program's testability and focuses attention
on locations where testability is particularly low.

6
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Future Work

PIE not only quantifies information about the textual space, but it can also be modified to
quantify the ability of individual program inputs to reveal the existence of faults [14). This
provides us with a method of determining how likely a single

13

program input is to reveal a

fault in a program if a fault were to exist [14].
Over time, I hope to apply this process to sets of inputs that are mutation adequate and
data flow adequate for many suites of programs. I hope to get a better feeling as to which
of these techniques truly has a better ability to reveal faults, i.e., which technique produces
input sets that have a greater ability to:

•

1. execute more statements,
2. create computational state errors if faults were to occur at these statements, and
3. propagate computational state errors if they were to occur to the program's output.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The basic nature of the problem to be solved: changing requirements

Software engineers have long based procedures and methods upon the existence of concise,
immutable requirements. The truth of the matter is that requirements are seldom, if ever, the
static, universal truths that we wish them to be.

•

In the classic software models, such as the waterfall model of software engineering, changing
requirements cause a ripple effect that cause perturbations throughout the engineering process
''pipeline'' .
Regardless of how we wish that requirements were unchanging, the brutal truth is that freezing a
requirements specification to achieve a smooth, textbook software engineering process can result
in an engineering process that produces a high quality product that no one wants to buy. The fact
that requirements are volatile is a reality built into the environment in which today's products
must compete: customers' requirements are changing at a faster rate than ever before.
This paper describes how one Quality Assurance (QA) group attacked the problem of changing
requirements.
1.2 The nature of the problem from the QA viewpoint: changing tests

From the QA viewpoint, the problem becomes one of reacting to the changing requirements on
demand. Providing facilities for quickly modifying, adding, or deleting the defined set of requirements and their associated tests allows the QA team to respond to changing requirements in a
timely fashion.
Reacting quickly to change becomes a relatively easy task, provided that both of the following
are true:
1. The QA team has control over the source documents for the specifications.

2. The requirements and tests are tightly coupled.
1.3 The tight coupling of requirements and tests

•

The concept of tight coupling of requirements and tests is not new. Many other QA teams have
explored the advantages of having requirements where tests are easily traceable to their associated requirements and vice versa.
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Traceability of the tests and requirements is only a part of the concept of tight coupling, however.
To take advantage of traceability, it becomes necessary for the test writer to be able to quickly
find the requirement for a given test In the case where a requirement is being changed or
deleted, it becomes necessary for the requirement writer to quickly locate and then change or
delete the associated test

•

1.4 Giving implementation engineers the timely response they need
It is very difficult to schedule discoveries. Since discovery is an integral part of diagnosing the
source of bugs, it follows that it is difficult to schedule bug fixes. In many instances, the
discovery of the bug is only a part of the problem: creative solutions are often needed to fix the
bug.
From a QA standpoint, scheduling QA runs is less of a problem because they tend to be
quantifiable tasks.
When scheduling projects, the verification portion of the project is almost always .scheduled as a
fixed-length task, and it is always the most stressful: magazine advertisements are bought,
conferences are planned, and manufacturing is gearing up for production runs. Software schedule
slips at the end of projects are the most reprehensible, since they disrupt everyone' s schedule.
Given that the QA task is the easiest to schedule and manage, it becomes most prudent to make
the QA task as fast and as efficient as possible. Every minute saved in the QA process is a minute
that can be given to the design engineering team for bug isolation and fixes.

1.5 Changing the test harness for the test writers

In many instances, new requirements for the product can place new requirements on the test harness. It is necessary, therefore, to provide the test writers with the ability to define new test
operations in a rather cavalier manner. 1

•

Making the test harness as flexible as possible to accommodate the test writers is, therefore, a
derived requirement.

1

I once read an album cover for a Jazz album that referred to an improvisation as the TMIUATGA technique:
" They're Making It Up As They Go Along." This concept seems to fit here rather nicely.
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2. The design of a quick-turnaround test system
Designing a quick-turnaround test harness is not as difficult as one might expect: our test harness
was assembled and made functional in a matter of weeks by two engineers.
Such a harness need not be expensive, either. Our test harness was assembled using some inexpensive, simple, off-the-shelf tools.
We managed to assemble this cheap, effective test harness by looking at the problem carefully
and from a slightly different perspective than usual.
2.1 The problem of changing requirements

The problem of fast response to changing requirements becomes a problem in fast manipulation
of source documents for the Software Requirements Specification (SRS). The SRS needs to be
easily accessible and easily modified by the persons responsible for the upkeep of this document.
Under ideal conditions, the SRS is a repository of all external requirements for the system
software.
2.1.1 Tight coupling of requirements and tests

Some of problems with changing requirements are that:
1. The changed requirement is passed to team members in an informal fashion, and is never

•

recorded in the SRS. This usually happens in later stages of the project when the SRS is
perceived as having outlived its usefulness .
2. The test for the changed requirement is never updated. In the case of a dropped requirement, sometimes the test is not removed from the test suites. In the case of an added
requirement, sometimes the appropriate test is never added.
Any suitable test harness design will provide for the inherent tight coupling between the written
requirements and the test for that requirement
2.1.1.1 Making requirements writing a QA responsibility

Traditionally, writing the SRS has been a task that belonged to the design engineering team.
After the SRS was written, the QA team was then faced with the problem of isolating the design
requirements from this document. Often, these requirements were less than explicit
It is difficult to find fault with the design engineers for the problems that arise with the SRS, since
in many instances the true purpose of this document is less than clear.
Testability is a measure of a requirement's quality. If a requirement isn't testable, there is no
point in defining it as a requirement.
The QA group has a vested interest in the SRS, and as such, should be more than happy to take
charge of such a document Design engineering, on the other hand, should be more than happy to
relieve itself of this responsibility.2

•

2

In the early stages of this project, I had engaged a member of the design team in a heated debate on
specifications. I had generated a list of documents that were to be written and their specific audiences and
purpose. I was told by the designer that if I had such a definite idea as to how the SRS shoul<;I ~ written, why
didn't I assume th~ burdM of writing it? course, I seized the opportunity.

or
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2.1.1.2 Embedding the tests in the requirements document

A simple method for binding the tests to the requirement is to embed the test in the SRS immediately after the requirement. As long as the two can be correctly identified within the document,
this provides a simple coupling method that provides the necessary link for finding either the test
or the requirement. If you want to find the test for the requirement, look immediately after the
requirement. If you want to find the requirement for a particular test, look in front of the test

•

By breaking the requirements document up into logical, manageable pieces, it is possible to provide the granularity necessary in order to allow several QA engineers to work on different parts of
the document at once.
2.1.1.3 Making it easy to write tests

By using a test description " language" 3 of our own design, we can provide the QA engineers
with a means for writing abstract descriptions of tests. If our test description ' ' language' ' is carefully designed, it will be easy for QA engineers to remember the necessary "vocabulary."
In instances where our test "vocabulary" is inadequate, the test harness should allow for the fast
installation of extensions. In short, it ought to allow QA engineers to ''make it up as they go
along" in instances where the current test "vocabulary" fails them.

2.1.1.4 Enforcing the disciplines

To enforce the disciplines required of such a scheme, here we would simply advise: use QA
engineers, not design engineers. QA engineers will most likely have more of a vested interest in
maintaining the requirements and tests than the design engineers will. There seems to be a tendency among design engineers to abandon documents almost immediately after they are written,
since document maintenance seems like ''living in the past.' •4
Enforcing discipline becomes an oxymoron, of sorts. Discipline either exists or it doesn't, and
cannot be "enforced."

•

We have made it as easy as possible to find both the test and the requirement: they are always
together. If you change one, you change the other. If QA engineers are not inclined to practice
good document maintenance procedures, all is probably lost anyway.
2.1.2 Timely turnaround of the QA testing procedure

There are several necessary items for timely turnaround in the QA procedure:
1. Fast evaluation and correction of tests: are they written correctly?

2. Fast extraction of the latest tests: getting the embedded tests out of the current version of
the SRS as quickly as possible.
3. Fast execution of the latest tests: getting the tests executed as quickly as possible.
4. Fast evaluation of the test results: getting the test exceptions report generated as quickly as
possible.
3 The

language at use here is the FORTH language with a set of custom operators. As the reader will see later on
it provides an almost prose-like " language" for writing descriptions oftests for the harness.

4

Before any design engineers take out any contracts, I'd like to point out that I, myself, am a design engineer. I
understand how this works, since I have been in this position many times. Remember, I'm on your side: did
you read the part where I said the QA team should write the requirements specification?
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2.1.2.1 Fast evaluation and correction of tests
QA engineers are humans. 5 Humans make mistakes in interesting ways. It becomes necessary to
be able to quickly evaluate the validity of a test in terms of correct use of the test "language" and
"vocabulary." If the test harness is sufficiently fast, it is trivial to check the tests: simply feed
the test to the test hamess and look at the results.
Adopting this approach places additional emphasis on the need to make the test harness operate
as quickly as possible.

2.1.2.2 Fast extraction of the latest tests
We have indicated in prior discussion that the design process becomes more difficult to schedule
near the end of the project. The same is true for the design of the test cases. After we check a
particular run of the latest tests for test errors, it becomes desirable to generate the next test suite
from the corrected SRS as soon as possible.
If we place sufficient emphasis on the efficiency of the test extraction software, we can generate
the new test suites in a modest amount of time. This turns out to be reasonably simple to do, provided we choose our text formatter and SRS test ''vocabulary'' wisely.

By providing keyword delimiters that identify the beginning and end of a requirement and the
beginning and end of a test, the test extraction software merely has to scan the file and generate
the necessary files based on these delimiters.

•

2.1.2.3 Fast execution of the latest tests
Fast execution of the latest test suite becomes necessary for quick response to new or changed
tests and to new versions of the product software. In this case, direct execution of the test cases
by an interpreter is, in fact, extremely practical.
We adapted a public domain FORTH interpreter to our purpose. 6 Since the FORTH interpreter
was written in C, we were able to install our own operators in the interpreter to drive a set of offthe-shelf boards from an instrumentation company. With the assistance of an electrical engineer,
we were able to interface these boards with the printer under test.
By using a state-stimulus-response approach to our requirements, we are able to write tests with
reasonable ease. Using an approach where the requirements were categorized within the SRS
along firmware inputs, we were able to specify the response of the printer to every stimulus
across all operational modes. While this is an exhaustive approach, it has the advantage of providing excellent coverage in the specification and has the added benefit of accentuating incomplete areas: the SRS is not finished until a response is defined for every stimulus across all operational modes.

•

5

There is obvious room for debate here. A QA team I know of was once accused of using an " army of
monkeys" testing strategy by a second-level manager whose own heritage had been called into question more
than once. A picture clipped from a newspaper of a sheep with its hoof on a terminal keyboard appeared in the
QA area. A hand-written caption under the sheep read: " We will no longer use an army of monkeys to test
software.''

6

I snagged this FORTH interpreter off of a USENET news group (comp.misc.sources), and had it laying around
in a directory when this opportunity presented itself. If you're trying to justify a USENET connection to your
manager, point out thAt opportunity favors the preparecl pack-rat
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By using the state-stimulus-response approach to specification, our initial guess at the necessary
operators was that there would have to be five major categories of operators:

•

1. Operators to put the printer into a particular state.

2. Operators to provide the printer with a particular stimulus.
3. Operators that monitor the printer for a particular response.
4. Operators that provide elementary utilities, such as a " deadman timer" (sometimes called a
" watchdog timer") to keep response operators from waiting forever for a response from a
" dead " printer.
5. TMIUATGA7 Operators: Operators that we never even dreamed of.
Our first guess proved reasonably fruitful: it provided over half of the necessary operators.
Also, by providing logging facilities built into the modified interpreter it became very easy to log
the progress of the test Log files were generated for:
1. The requirements themselves. Requirements were embedded in the test suites and are
displayed upon the screen of the test harness console as the test is being run.

2. The results of the tests. Every operator in the test suite left a value on the FORTH stack
that indicated the success, failure, or timeout of that operation. At the end of the test, if
there was anything other than successes on the stack, the test was marked in this log as
FAILED (along with the requirement number that failed).
3. Any input from the diagnostic port of the printer under test. Design engineers sometimes
wrote important diagnostic information out an RS-232 port on the machine, which we were
more than happy to capture and log for them.
4. Any operator instructions that were issued. In the course of testing a printer, it becomes
necessary to inspect the resulting prints. In some cases, the test needs to instruct the test
harness operator to write an identifying number on the print and lay it aside for inspection
by the test analyst. In other cases, the test harness needs to tell the test harness operator to
remove jammed or misfed paper from the machine.

•

5. The test stream itself.
Each test log contains a sequence number that is incremented anytime a message is written to any
file, a time and date stamp, the identifier of the requirement currently under test and the message
itself. This makes it possible to extract, merge and sort any combination of the logs to produce
the reports discussed in the next section.

2.1.2.4 Fast evaluation of the test results

Fast evaluation of test results is also a critical element of the fast turnaround requirement for the
test harness.
A simple utility is written to search the logs for errors, which have been carefully tagged by the
test harness with the words " FAILED" or " TIMED OUT". Since these records contain requirement numbers, records containing information germane to this failure can be extracted from the
other logs by requirement number, then sorted by the leading sequence number to produce accurate sequential audit trails as to what occurred during the test itself.
7

" They're Making It Up As They Go Along" .... Remember?
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2.2 The problem of changing tests
Several problems are posed by changing requirements or tests. Most of these are minor problems, by design. The problem of changing tests is met by the following derived requirements:
1. The test harness needs to be extensible.

2. The tests will have to be evaluated and corrected.

2.2.1 The test harness needs to be extensible
The test harness is indeed extensible. The addition of any new operator simply requires the addition of a small amount of C code, or definition of the new operator using a combination of existing operators in FORTH.

2.2.1.1 New test operators will be required as needs are discovered
There will be new test operators required as the test writers discover new operations that will
need to be performed. The approach we used was simple: make up the operators that are needed,
then they can be installed by a test technician with a minimum amount of effort.

2.2.1.2 New test operators will have to be tested

•

The new operators can be tested in the test harness itself. The test harness is designed to take
FORTH input from the keyboard as well as from file input The QA engineer testing the new
operator can key in an experimental sequence from the console to generate a test case for the new
operator.

2.2.2 New tests will have to be evaluated and corrected
As mentioned previously, because of the quick turnaround from the test harness itself, the best
way to evaluate new tests is to simply run them.
Fast evaluation of the results provide the QA engineer with the feedback necessary to evaluate the
tests in a modest amount of time, usually a matter of an hour or two. Once a suite is corrected, it
only needs to be retested if more modifications are made.

2.2.2.1 Test operators will be misspelled
There are two approaches to this problem:
1. Correct the misspelling in the test suite.

2. Add another operator with the misspelling, should the number of misspellings prove too
great
Misspellings usually indicate that an operator name was poorly chosen, usually because of inconsistencies with other operator names. Many times it is better to change the name of the operator
than to change the test suite: the misspelling will reappear again and again .

•
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2.2.2.2 Test operators will be misused
Test operators will sometimes be misused. Usually this is because of a miscommunication
between the test writer and the test harness implementor. Fortunately, this has happened very
rarely on this project. The same approach as the previous section applies here:

•

1. Correct the misuse in the test suite.
2. Revise the operator to behave according to the way it tends to be used.
In almost every case, it is better to revise the operator to behave the way it tends to be used: usually the test writer has been hopelessly indoctrinated in the misuse of the operator. It may well be
that the so-called "misuse" indicates a conceptual problem with the test harness implementor.
Never put the cart before the horse: support the test writer, not the test harness implementor. In
this case the test writer is the customer: the customer always comes first.

•

•
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3. What is MOTHER?
3.1 Meaning of the Acronym
MOTHER is an acronym for '' Maybee's Own Test Harness for Evolving Requirements. '' This
name itself evolved from a pet name that the test harness earned in its early implementation
stages. It took a considerable effort to come up with an name that justified the acronym.
3.2 MOTHER is based on a system composed of tools

MOTHER is hardly a monolithic system. MOTHER consists of a series of simple, but highlyspecialized tools strung together with a set of scripts. These tools consist of:
1. Document generation tools.
2. Test suite generation tools.

3. Automated test tools (the MOTHER test harness).
4. Automated test exception report tools.
If the reader is more interested in the actual use of MOTHER rather than the building-blocks, I
recommend skipping ahead to the section entitled Using MOTHER .

3.3 Document generation tools

•

3.3.1 The "ms" document formatter
The ms document formatter is a macro package for the troff document formatter. The ms package
has macros that support various document fonnats. (This paper was generated using the ms
macro package.)

3.3.2 "ms" based macros
The troff document fonnatter provides a macro facility that allows users to define their own macros. Since we place requirements and tests in the same file, we may define macros that delimit
each requirement and its associated tests. A completely delimited requirement and test would
look like this:
.RQ

The ready mode shall cause the FAULT line to be asser t ed
at the interface when the jam access door is opened .
. RE
.TS
SET-READY- MODE
OPEN JAM-ACCESS - DOOR
?FAULTED TRUE-IS-SUCCESS
.TE

The macro . RQ delimits the beginning of a requirement, while them macro . RE delimits the end.
The . TS macro delimits the start of a test and the . TE macro delimits the end of the test.

•

These macros are defined with a built-in switch that allows QA engineers to print the requirements specification with or without tests included. If copies of the SRS are needed for reviewing
the tests, the " include tests" switch can be set to cause copies of the SRS to be printed with both
the requirements and their tests. If, on the other hand, the tests are not required, tremendous
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amounts of paper can be saved by turning off the "include tests" switch. 8
3.3.3 Source control (RCS)

Off-the-shelf source control tools were used to control the SRS. We chose the RCS package for
no other reasons than: it was already there, we were familiar with it, and it did everything we
needed it to do.

•

Primarily, we needed a facility that would allow us to:
1. Control the ownership of the files to prevent two people from working on the same file at
the same time.

2. Merge the changes after two people work on different revisions of the same document at the
same time.
3. Annotate revisions of the files with commentary describing the changes made to the document.
4. Review the commentary on the changes made to the various revisions of the document.
5. Review what was really changed in the various revisions of the document.
6. Remove improvements to the files that proved to be detrimental for various reasons.
3.4 Test suite generation tools
3.4.1 Smoke and mirrors: Shell and PERL scripts

Using the fundamental off-the-shelf building blocks described in the previous sections, a little
"glue" is needed to piece the entire system together. Specifically, we need to be able to:
1. Extract the tests from the SRS source files.

•

2. Isolate tests by category: those with outstanding bugs, those that require human intervention to run, those that can run in an unattended fashion, and those that are only partially
written (or not written at all).
3. Generate metrics for the test suites: How many tests fall into each of the previous
categories.
4. Monitor the progress of the test harness machinery.
5. Generate the test exception reports from the test logs.
3.4.1.1 Bourne shell is the lowest common denominator

We used the Bourne Shell as our "glue" for our system. The reasons for this are elementary, and
are part of our ongoing theme: it was already there, we were familiar with it, and it did everything we needed it to do. 9
8

The size of the SRS as it exists without the tests is downright intimidating. It is a reference book, not literature.
hnagine trying to read a large volume of mathematical tables as if it were prose. Anything to reduce its size is
desirable, especially when giving a copy to an outside organization for review.

9 The reader is probably more than familiar with the advantages of this philosophy. In many instances the time
required to study and analyze new tools, the time required for learning new tools, and the associated expense of
new tools is prohibitive. Remember, we are striving for fast responses. Loosely coupled tools are highly
configurable and allow the engineer access to the inner works: if a tool doesn't do exactly what you need to do,
rewire it!
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The Bourne shell also has the advantage of high proliferation. It's everywhere. This gives a
degree of portability, but this is a moot point: portability was not one our aims.

3.4.1.2 PERL: Practical Extraction and Report Language
PERL is a report language that is gaining popularity as a replacement tool for ' 'sed'' and ' ' awk. ' '
PERL has two advantages as a general purpose tool for manipulating files and generating reports:
it's easy to learn, and it has a very wide variety of capabilities. 10

3.4.2 Shell script: build_test_suite
The shell script bui l d_test_sui te generates the entire test suite from the SRS and sorts the
test files into directories on the basis of the status of the test. The status of the test may be as follows:
1. The test may be a fully automatic test.

Such test files are sorted into a directory

called auto.
2. The test may require intervention from a human operator, such as marking a test print with a
test number for later inspection. Such test files are sorted into a directory called manual .

3. The test may be partially written. That is, a portion of the test may be waiting for the
implementation of an operator that was recently "invented. " Such test files are sorted into
a directory called partial.

•

4. The test may not be written at all. The test suite generator is set up to recognize that a

requirement may not have an associated test. In this case, these test files (which consists of
the requirement portion and nothing else) are sorted into a directory called n o_test .
The first step in accomplishing these sorts is to combine the multitude of individual files in the
SRS into a monolithic unit. This is accomplished by using a utility called soelim that comes
with the troff package. Since the entire SRS is generated by troff, individual chapters are
'' included' ' into the body of the main file using the include macro '' . so'', provided by the troff
package. The soel im utility expands all included files into a single output stream that is
redirected to a file, thus achieving a file combining all of the latest individual files of the SRS.
The next step involves extracting the tests from the SRS. This is achieved using a PERL script
called extract_tests . This script takes the monolithic SRS file as input, and watches for the
special macro names . RQ (beginning of requirement), . RE (end of requirement), . TS (beginning
oftest) and . TE (end of test).
Since the . RQ macro generates a unique requirement number that gets printed with the requirement header, the extract_tests script generates the exact same number that is then used as a
file name for the tests. In other words, when the document is printed, the requirement numbered
2.4.6.7.8.2 can be found with its associated test in a file named 2.4.6.7.8.2, and will be sorted into
its appropriate directory in the next step. In the process of extracting the tests, the delimiter
macros . RQ, . RE, • TS , and . TE are stripped of their leading periods, thus converting them into
specialized FORTH operators that will have significance to the harness described in the next section, Automated testing tool (MOTHER) .

•

l O For

an excellent series of articles on PERL, see the Daemons and Dragons section of Unix Review, Vol. 8, Nos.

5, 6 &. 7. Rob Ko~tAd, the author of these articles, provides a very instructive tour of PERL.
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The identification of test files is a simple process:

1. If the file contains a FORTH comment beginning in column one, it is presumed that this
comment is substituting for an operation that is yet to be decided on. (Tilis is a general convention used by all test writers in our group.) These tests are then sorted into the
directory partial.

•

2. If the test contains a key operator that requires human inteivention to complete, the test file
is placed in the manual directory. A file of these key operators is kept in a predefined file,
and is read by the extract_tests script.
3. If the file is missing a TS operator, it has no written test, and will be sorted into the
directory no_test.
4. If the file does not fit into any of the previous categories, it is then presumed to be automatic
and will be sorted into the directory auto.
Once all of the tests have been generated, the utility sort_tests sorts the tests into their
appropriate directories. This proves to be useful from a document management perspective. For
instance, once we find a requirement, say, 2.4.6.7.8.2 in the directory structure, we know its
status. If we find 2.4.6.7.8.2 in the no_test directory, we know that there is currently no test
associated with this requirement. This proves to be a most useful scheme when building the tests
themselves, since a simple listing of the no_test directory gives us a listing of files we need to
write tests for, and a listing of the part ia 1 directory gives us information about functionality
still needed in the test harness.
In the next step, the build_test_suite calls a shell script tag_deferred_tests to
move any tests with outstanding bugs into a deferred state. These deferred bugs are tagged with
the suffix" . deferred. <bug-number>" on their file name. ( <bug-number> is of course
the actual bug number from the bug database.) Deferral of the tests is an interesting concept, and
a test may be deferred for two reasons:

•

1. The test may be deferred because of an outstanding bug in the bug database. All bugs are
tagged with the number of the requirement that is unfulfilled by the bug itself. If test
2.4.6.7.8.2 has an outstanding bug reported against it, there is no sense in running the test
again until the bug is fixed. Indeed, it is one less test exception that the test analyst has to
wrestle with, and this facility also helps prevent multiple submissions of the same bug
reports.
2. The test may be deferred because of another outstanding bug that is wreaking havoc with
the test suites in general. Consider the case in which an outstanding bug makes it impossible to get a reliable status report from the printer. This would make it desirable to remove
any tests that rely upon a status report from the test suite. Any test may be deferred by placing two fields in a special file used by the tag_deferred_tests script: the number of
the test to defer, and the bug number of the bug that is responsible for its deferral.
The next step is building the test suites into logical subsuites that will be run on the test harness
as individual runs. This grouping is accomplished by a shell script called block_sui tes.
This script simply searches each of the directories mentioned above and concatenates all tests in a
particular section together. In other words, we happen to know that all requirements in chapter
2.4.1 are requirements dealing with software protocols. It would make sense, then, to collect all
files whose name begins with the string '2.4.1' into a single suite and give it appropriate name
like: swproto. for. The . for extension on the file name in this example alludes to the fact
that this is FORTH source that may be directly executed on the test harness described in the next
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section.
The final step is to collect any metrics on the test suites in general. These metrics are used primarily to monitor the progress of the test writing effort. The shell script count_sui te produces a report in a file called count in the current directory. Here is an actual example of the
report produced early in the test harness development cycle:
Requirements that have . . ..
Automatic tests:
Manual tests :
No tests written:
Partial tests written:
Total requirements :

44.5
13.3
22 . 5
19 . 5

633
190
320
277

%
%
%
%

1420

Total number of tests in all suites:

1430

This report is produced by simply counting the number of instances of the TS and RQ operators in
the directories. Keep in mind that a requirement may have more than one test.
3.5 Automated testing tool (MOTHER)

The automated testing tool is the physical manifestation of the MOTHER system, and is the portion of the system most frequently referred to as ''MOTHER''.
The testing tool consists of several elements:

•

1. The modified FORTH interpreter.
2. The PC-NFS file system link to the server.
3. The test monitor tool.
4. The automated test exception report tool.
Figure 1 shows how the fundamental elements of the PC computer interface with the system
under test.
3.5.1 The FORTH interpreter

At the heart of the automated test harness is a public domain FORTH interpreter, written entirely
in " C". We have modified this FORTH interpreter to compile under the Turbo-C++ compiler on
a PC computer.
We installed a set of custom operators in the FORTH interpreter to allow us to manipulate a set
of off-the-shelf instrumentation boards that allow us to drive the printer firmware inputs, and
monitor printer firmware outputs.
The FORTH interpreter also has a set of operators that interface with commercially available
RS-232 drivers which allows MOTHER to communicate with the diagnostic interface in the
printer.

•
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Figure 1: Test Harness Architecture
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3.5.1.1 Custom test operators

Custom test operators were constructed to interface the test stream with the test hardware,
specifically firmware inputs and outputs. These custom test operators were constructed on a
three-tier scheme. The three tier scheme was as follows:
1. Operators could be coded in FORTH, as an aggregate of other FORTH operators.

2. Operators could be coded in C, with interfaces to FORTH level calling styles (i.e. parameters could be passed on the FORTH stack).
3. Operators could be coded in C, with interfaces to other C routines. (i.e. parameters could be
passed on the processor stack).
This scheme provided engineers with the ability to interface C with FORTH and FORTH with C.
It also allowed engineers to construct prototypes of the operators very quickly, using the FORTH
interpreter itself.
Experience indicates that the C interface with FORTH operators was never used: engineers
worked from the FORTH level down to the C level, and never in the other direction. This would
be in keeping with normal top-down programming techniques.
3.5.1.2 Custom hardware interface

•

The custom hardware interface was a set of off-the-shelf boards that were interfaced with the
printer under test. The overall cost of the off-the-shelf boards for each test harness was approximately $ 1000. At the time the test system was designed, the firmware environment had already
been defined, and the hardware interface required some modification of stock hardware to support
the test harness.
One of the requirements of the test harness is that there could be no modification of the system
under test that affected the firmware. The reason for this is obvious: if you are testing a custom
version of the firmware, you are not testing the customer's version of the firmware.
The hardware was constructed using a stimulus/release approach. This approach provides a
mechanism which allows the printers native hardware to assert normal operating conditions to the
firmware when not overridden by the test harness. To illustrate this concept, consider the following example:
It is desirable to force certain ink-level conditions in the course of testing a printer. We may want
to force ink-levels that are FULL, HALF, or EMPTY at the firmware interface. However, when
we are not providing stimulus to the ink-level inputs of the firmware, we want the ink-levels to
register their real values. This is so that in the course of testing that doesn't exercise the inklevels as part of the suite, the operator will have some indication of whether additional ink is
required for normal operation of the printer. (This is especially true when running a suite of tests
that makes a lot of prints.) Therefore, in addition to a hardware interface to the ink-levels that
provides the FULL, HALF and EMPTY stimulus, we must also provide a RELEASE operation
that allows the hardware to detect the normal (true) levels of ink.

•

All hardware interface operators have a RELEASE operation, and all hardware interfaces are
RELEASED at the end of each test. All interfaces are RELEASED at the end of each test, so that
it is not necessary for the test writers to clean up at the end of each test: the test writers can simply provide the necessary stimulus, check for the results, and leave the system in its current state.
The cleanup is automatic, and is an integrru part of the T~ operator.
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3.5.2 The PC-NFS file system
The PC-NFS file system is used to run tests and store test logs directly in the test suite directories.
The test suite directories are generated by the server and the server structures are mounted on the
PC computer.

•

As a consequence, when tests are run, the executable image of the MOTHER automated test system and the source suites are actually on the server. The automated test harness writes its log
files directly to the PC-NFS mounted directories, and no files are used from the PC. Source files
for the MOTHER automated test harness are compiled on the PC and use PC local directories (as
opposed to the PC-NFS directories) for development purposes: licensing considerations dictated
that our commercial libraries and packages cannot be shared as freely as source files, so we were
obliged to keep the development structures local to the PC machine itself.

3.5.3 Test monitor tool
Since the PC-NFS server has both the test suites and the test logs available, it is possible to monitor the progress of the suites by comparing the actual suites with the resultant audit trail (test
logs) on the server. A utility on the server, pct_done, does this comparison and prints the percentage of the testing that is currently done. By using this facility, the test technician can estimate the amount of time left in the execution of a particular suite.

3.6 Automated test exception report tool
Immediately after a particular suite has executed, an automated test exception report tool may be
used to generate exception reports. Titis tool, failure_reports, is a shell script that uses
simple utilities to generate the exception reports from the test report logs.

•

3.6.1 Test report logs
The automated test harness writes several error logs during execution of the test suites:
1. err . 1 og: The log file of errors detected by the test harness.
2. mother. log: The log file of the executed test operators.
3. zterm. log: The log file of data received from the RS-232 diagnostic interface (terminal
interface).
4. instr. log: The log file of instructions issued to the operator during the run of the test
suite, and the operator responses to those instructions.
5. req. log: The log file consisting of the actual text of the requirements that were
displayed during the test. (Requirements are displayed upon the console while the test for
that requirement is actually being performed.)

•
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3.6.1.1 Format of the log files
Every time a record is written to a log file, five essential elements are written:
l. The sequence number. This is a number that is incremented every time any record is written. This number is the first element written to a file, and is a fixed format integer, occupying six columns in our implementation.
2. The time stamp. This is primarily to give the test analyst an idea of relative time frames
involved. It is also a fixed format field, consisting of hour, minute, second and millisecond.

3. The number of the requirement under test. The custom FORTH operator RQ places this
information in a global variable so that this information is available to all routines within
the test harness.

4. Tag indicating the file that the record was written to. This tag is an "E" for err. log,
"M" for mother. log, " Z" for zterm. log, "I" for instr. log, and " R "
for req. log.
5. The message. The remaining information is simply the content of the message written to the
specified file.
The following is a brief excerpt from the mother. log file of the ready mode test suite that
illustrates the use of this format:

•

000005
000006
000007
000014
000015
000018
000019
000020
000023
000029
000030

16 :44 :06 . 45
16:44:06 . 67
16:44:06 . 78
16:44:07 . 44
16:44:07.55
16:44:09.03
16:44 : 09.14
16:44:09.53
16:44:25.18
16 : 44:46.88
16:44:47 .0 4

2.4.3.10.0.0 . 1
2.4.3 .1 0.0.0 .1
2.4.3.10.0.0.1
2.4.3.10.0.0.1
2.4.3.10.0.0.1
2.4.3.10.0 . 0.1
2 . 4.3.10.0.0.1
2 .4 .3.10.0.0.1

-M- ----Stream opened----M[ 0 ] OK
-M- RQ [ 0 l OK
-M- TS [ 1 ] OK
-M- SET-READY-MODE [ 6] OK
- M[ 6] OK
-M- FULL BLACK INK-LEVEL [ 7 ] OK
-M- LOAD -MEDIA ( set ink levels)
[ 9) OK
- M- FORM-FEED [ 11 ] OK
-M[ 11 ] OK
-M- DECIMAL 3 SECONDS SET-DEADMAN-TIMER [ 12 ] OK

et c.

The numbers in brackets indicate the depth of the FORTH stack at the time the execution of a
line is completed. The TE operator will examine the FORTH stack at the end of a test, and print
out the depth at which any "FAILED" or "TIMED OUT" markers have been placed on the
stack. This makes it simple to locate which part of the test failed, and it also makes it simple to
determine the reason for this failure.
The power of this elaborate format will become apparent in our discussion of the test exception
report generator in the next section.

3.6.2 Shell script: failure_reports

•

The failure_reports utility extracts lines from the error log that contain the keywords
FAILED or TIMED OUT. Since every line in the error log is tagged with the requirement
number, it can extract the actual requirement nwnber from the tagged line. These requirement
numbers can then be sorted and piped through a filter designed to ensure that each requirement
number appears only once. (This prevents duplicate exception reports, should a particular
requirement have more than one failure entered in the error log.)
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At this step in the script, we have a unique list of requirements whose tests have logged at least
one failure. The next step is to extract the lines from the other relevant files to produce a coherent
picture of the actual sequence of transactions that took place. The experience of the test analysts
indicate that to form this coherent picture of the actual failure, we need information from the
requirements text log ( req. log), the error log (err. log), the diagnostic RS-232 port log
( zterm. log), and the test log (mother. log).

•

For each requirement in tum, the script:
1. Uses grep to extract all lines pertaining to that requirement from the files indicated.
2. Pipes the grep output into sort , which sorts by the first field (the sequence number).
3. Pipes the sort through pr to format an exception report listing conducive to analysis.
Thus, each page of the exception report has a heading line indicating requirement number,
time of generation, etc.

•

•
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Here is an example of an exception report listing: 11
Jun

4 12:59 1991

Requirement :

000067
000068
000069
000070
000071
000072
000073
000074
000075
000076
000077
000078
000079
000080
000081
000082
000083
000084
000085
000086
000087
000088
000089
000090
000091
000092
000093
000094
000095
000096
000097
000098
000099
000100
000101
000102
000121
000122
000123

•

Requirement 2.4.3.10.0.0.2
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2 . 4.3.10 . 0.0.2

16:4 5 :28.07
16:45:28.18
16:45:28.18
16:45:28.29
16:45:28 . 34
16:45:28.45
16:45:28.62
16:45:28.78
16:45:30 . 10
16 : 45:30 .21
16:45:30.32
16:45:30.71
16:45:46 . 19
16:45:46.25
16:45:46.47
16:46:07.62
16:46:07.73
16:46:07 . 84
16:46:07.95
16:46:08.00
16:46:08.22
16:46:08.33
16:46:08.88
16:46:09.37
16 : 46 :0 9.48
16 : 46:10 .09
16:46:10.14
16:46:10 .3 1
16:46:10.69
16:46:11 .0 8
16: 4 6:11.68
16:46:11.79
16:46:12.34
16:46:12 . 89
16:46:13.00
16:46:14.32
16:46:43.10
16:46:45 . 24
16:46 :4 5.29

2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2 . 4 . 3.10 . 0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2 . 4.3.10.0 .0. 2
2.4 . 3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3 . 10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10. 0 . 0.2
2 . 4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10 . 0.0 . 2
2.4.3.10.0.0 . 2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4 . 3.10 . 0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4 . 3.10.0.0.2
2.4 . 3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3 . 10.0.0.2
2.4.3 . 10.0.0 . 2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4 . 3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0 . 2
2.4 . 3.10.0.0.2
2.4 . 3.10.0 . 0.2
2.4.3. 1 0.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0 . 2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10 . 0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2 . 4.3.10.0.0.2
2 . 4 .3 .10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2
2.4.3.10.0.0.2

- R- Requirement 2.4 .3 . 10.0.0.2

-R- R-

[Window clea r ed]

- R- The Ready mode

( Ready-- ),

shall proceed to Ink Load mode

- R- lever), within 2 seconds when a black ink in preload
- R- position event occurs and the black ink level is low .

- M- TS

[

l J

OK

- M- SET-READY-MODE

-z-M-

[ 6

J OK

[Ready--)
[

6 J OK

- M- HALF BLACK INK-LEVEL
- M- LOAD - MEDIA

[ 7]

OK

( set ink levels)

-z-

[ Printing - -)

- z-

HH:

[ 9

J OK

98

11 J OK
654
710
837
4126
HE: 709 LE: 837 TE : 4126 L: 3289
TEND: 4666 TS: 4682 Rem C: 8
Park: 5892

- M- FORM-FEED

-z-z-z-z-z-M-

[Ready -- )

[ 11 J OK

[ 12 J OK
-M- READY WAITFOR-FRONT - PANEL - MESSASGE WAITFOR - FRONT - PANEL-MESSASGE?

-M- DECIMAL 3 SECONDS SET - DEADMAN - TIMER

[ 0 J OK
-M- ASSERT BLACK INK-IN-PRELOAD-POSITION
-M[ l J OK
-M-

-z-

l J

OK

BLACK

- M- DECIMAL 3 SECONDS SET-DE.ADMAN-TIMER

- Z-

[

[ 2

J OK

[Pull ink load l eve r )

- M- PULL_LEVER WAI T FOR- FRONT -PANEL-MESSASGE WAITFOR- FRONT - PANEL - MESSASGE?
( 0 J OK
-M- ?INK - SUPPLY-LOW FALSE - I S- SUCCESS
[ 2
-M- ?INK - LOAD-IN-PROCESS TRUE - IS-SUCCESS
-M[ 3 J OK

-M-

-M- ?FAULTED TRUE - IS - SUCCES S

( 4

OK

3 J OK

J OK

-M- TE [ 0 J OK
-E - 2.4.3.10.0.0.2 Test l opera tion 2 FAILED

-z-z-

[Ready- - )

In this particular example, the test failed due to sloppy typing by a test engineer that misspelled
MESSAGE as MESSASGE, indicated on lines 89 and 96.

11

•

The author regrets to disclose that this exception report listing has been subjected to a little prudent censorship
to prevent confusion. At the end of this test, the printer was reset as a result of the failure. The printer is reset
whenever a failure occurs, to ensure that it (the printer) is in a quiescent state before the next test begins. The
power-up messages contain abbreviated diagnostic messages that are only coherent to the illuminati of the
design team. Even I couldn ' t explain the messages contained therein, hence I am reluctant to print examples

that d~fy a complete ex,1~nahon.
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4. Using MOTHER
MOTHER is designed to be simple to use. The environment is geared toward speed and response
time. This section describes a simple method for using MOTHER that highlights its flexibility.

•

4.1 Generating the Software Requirements Specification
To generate the Software Requirements Specification (SRS), one need only do the following
things:
1. Choose a template, and setup a skeleton of the SRS document. We chose to organize our
document along NASA ' s SFW-DID-08. 12
2. Write the requirements, delimited in the source files by the . RQ and . RE macros.
3. At this stage, one could begin writing the tests. May I be so bold as to suggest that it would
be prudent to subject the document to review first? This precaution may prevent effort from
being wasted by writing tests for requirements that may be changed extensively.
4. Write the tests, delimited in the source files by the . TS and . TE macros.
5. Review the tests.
6. Run and correct the tests.
The method for generating the documents for the above steps is described in the following sections.

4.1.1 Generating the Software Requirements Document
To generate the SRS, a special switch is provided in the body of the document to tum the ''print
tests'' on or off. If no tests are written for the first review of the requirements then the switch is
not of immediate importance.

•

For later use, the switch will be set to the "on" position to generate copious quantities of documentation, showing the tests in context immediately next to their requirements.

4.1.2 Generating an SRS listing for review of requirements
The following is a brief example of the format of the document when generated with requirements alone:

12 I

hav.e never actually seen this specification. I ran across the outline in a book on writing specifications, and
asked our Technical Standards folks to locate it for me. I continued writing from the outline of the standard in
the book while the Standards folks began what became a Quest for the Grail, so to speak. They couldn 't locate
anyone at any NASA facility who had heard of this. Since our Technical Standards folks took this as a matter
of professional pride, they wrote to the publisher who forwarded their request to the author. The response from
the· author was essentially " never mind": the author indicated simply that the NASA requirement would be
dropped from the next revision of the book. I wonder if it ever existed at all? It looked nice, but the truth of
the matter is that our SRS may be based on a non-existent standard. Although the standard may be nonexistent, the format served us very well.
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Requirement 2.4.1.2.0.0.0.4
The ready mode (R eady-- ), shall proceed to the power up mode
(Bu sy--Self Test), within 1 seconds following the release of
the INPUT PRIME line.
Test Description
Sequence -

Results -

(set ready mode)
(assert input prime)
(check for power up mode)
Mode changed to power up within 1 sec.

As can be seen, a summary of the requirement and a simple, straightforward description of the
proposed test(s) are produced together. Titls simple description of the proposed test allows the
less technically inclined to see the nature of the requirements testing, and allows opportunity for
comment.

4.1.3 Generating an SRS listing for review of tests
Where the SRS is to be reviewed from a QA engineering standpoint, a copy must be generated
that includes the actual test itself, as in the following example:
Requirement 2.4.1.2.0.0.0.4
The ready mode (Ready-- ), shall proceed to the power up mode
(Busy- -Self Test), within 1 seconds following the release of
the INPUT PRIME line.

•

Test Description
Sequence -

Results -

(set ready mode)
(assert input prime)
(ch eck for power up mode)
Mode changed to power up within 1 sec.

Test:
SET-READY-MODE
RESET
DECIMAL 1 SECONDS SET-DEADMAN-TIMER
WAITFOR-FRONT-PANEL-DISPLAY Busy--Self test

?SELECT FALSE-IS-SUCCESS

The resulting document may be reviewed by test engineers to ensure that the tests do indeed test
the indicated requirement.

4.2 Generating the test suites
Test suites are generated by using the build_test_suite utility mentioned in the previous
section entitled What is MOTHER?

4.2.1 Manual generation
The test suite may be generated on demand by creating an empty directory and running
the build_test_suite utility as mentioned in the previous section. The utility itself generates a test log, and, in our case, with about 1400 to 1500 requirements and their tests, it requires
about 55 minutes to an hour to generate on an unloaded VAX 8650.

•
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4.2.2 Automated generation using the "at" utility
We have found it useful to generate a test suite using the at utility on our VAX. Every morning
at about 1 a.m., when the VAX load factor is low, 13 I run jobs that generate a new set of test
suites (in case we need them), and a printer-ready copy of the SRS.

•

4.2.3 Inspecting the results
The build_test_suite utility generates output, which I usually redirect to a file
called build. 1 og. This audit trail will register any problems or fatal errors that are encountered while building the test suites.
Here is an edited sample of what the log file looks like:
Tue
Tue
Tue
Tue

Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun

04
04
04
04

1991 (01:04:43 AM) Expanding SRS.
Please wait.
1991 (01:06:02 AM) Extracting tests.
Please wait.
1991 (01:10:15 AM) Moving tests into automatic and manual test directories.
1991 (01:10:22 AM) Moving test files containing partial tests

Tue Jun 04 1991
Tue Jun 04 1991
Tue Jun 04 1991

Tue
Tue
Tue
Tue
Tue

Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun

04
04
04
04
04

Please wait.

(01 :21 :50 AM) Moving test files containing WAITFOR-DRUM-HOME
(01:22:29 AM) Moving test files containing WAITFOR-DRUM-MOTION
(01 :23 :05 AM) Moving test files containing WAITFOR-MEDIA-SCAN

1991 (01:49:Jl AM ) Marking tests to be deferred.
1991 (01:49:34 AM ) Blocking suites .
1991 (01:51:07 AM ) Counting the suites.
Please wait.
1991 (01:51:31 AM ) Cleaning up.
1991 (01:51:31 AM ) Done .

The readers who have read the section entitled What is MOTHER? will recognize the messages
are from the individual utilities that were used at each step of the build_test_sui te log.

•

4.3 Running the test suites
Once the test suites are generated, the running of the test suites is simple. From the PC, one need
only change to the directory that contains the test suite that you care to run. Then it is a simple
redirection of the file. For example, to run the test suite ready. for from the console, the test
technician only needs to type:

mother< ready.for
The automated test harness will then provide the rest of the directions, if any, for the test operator.

4.3.1 Automated tests
Once the test harness has been started, tests that have been sorted into the automated test directory can be run without human intervention. 14 The fully automated tests may be started, and
essentially ignored until they run to completion.
13

This is not to imply it is unused. I have received electronic hale mail from fol.ks who are working at 1 am.
They were angry because my jobs ran the load factor up for about an hour.
·

14

Yet another great lie. For printers to operate properly, they require a sufficient amount of ink and paper. When
they run out, the test harness will stop, request a refill of the exhausted resource and patiently wait for the
operator to comply. (There are two great advantages to computers: they perform exhausting and repetitive
tasks without complaining, and they wait patiently for the test engineer to get back from coffee break.)
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4.3.2 Manual tests

Upon occasion, it is necessary to ask the human operator to do what the harness cannot do : annotate test prints with required infonnation (you simply can't trust the printer to do the annotation
itself), load a special size of paper for the test (such as B-size or a metric-sized paper), or any
number of other manual operations.
These tests are sorted into a directory of manual tests, and require close operator attention to run.
They are sorted into the manual test directory by means of keywords placed in a special file, as
described in the previous section What is MOTHER?
4.4 Analyzing the output of the test suites

After the run of a particular test suite, analysis may begin immediately. Bugs from the test suite
fall into three main categories:
1. Bugs in the printer finnware.

2. Bugs in the test suite (misspellings, etc.).
3. Bugs in the automated test facility itself, such as bugs in the FORTH operators.
The classification of each bug into its correct category is of vital importance to maintaining a
healthy relationship with the design team. This is accomplished by:
1. Generating the test exception reports.

•

2. Inspecting the test exception reports carefully, and assigning bug classifications .
3. Reproducing bugs to be sure that the classifications are reasonable.
4. Submitting the error reports to the design team.
4.4.1 Generating the test exception reports

The test exception report is generated by using the failure_report shell script described in
the previous section. It generates printer ready audit trails of the tests that failed.
4.4.2 Inspecting the test exception reports

These exception reports are then inspected by the test analysts. The test analyst is the most
important element in the test harness operation. We have discovered that, in many cases, the test
suites run faster than the test analyst can analyze the results!
The test analyst is important because often the test analyst can spot mistakes in tests at a glance.
Errors in this category are usually misspellings or misuse of operators. These mistakes are often
very consistent, or "systematic" . Often, systematic errors in the test suites can be quickly
corrected, and the test suite can be run again in the same QA cycle.
4.4.3 Reproducing bugs and submitting error reports

•

The next stage is for the test analyst to reproduce the bugs by manually stepping through the test
suite to ensure that the exception is not dependent upon abnonnal conditions. This is done by
simply bringing up MOTHER without redirecting standard input as described previously in the
section Running the test suites. This allows the test analyst to reproduce the bug by typing the
operations manually, and to experiment with the condition in hopes of gaining additional infor-

mation for the design engineering team.
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4.4.4 Submitting error reports
In the final stage of the cycle, the QA test analyst can include the actual text of the test in the bug
report, so that the bug database carries the actual reproducible test for generating the exception.
This provides design engineering with an actual plug-and-play bug generation mechanism that
cuts the time required to reproduce the bug.

•

When regression testing is done, the "bug closure" procedure already has the test in place for
testing. This shortens the time for regression testing, as a single suite may be synthesized with
tests for all of the supposedly ''fixed'' bugs that can be tested as a monolithic run, if desired.

•

•
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5. Experiences with MOTHER
5.1 A test harness of this nature is a complete project itself
When planning to build a test harness, it is important to acknowledge that a test harness is a project itself. Basically, there are two things to consider:
1. Test harnesses need project planning, too.

2. Test harnesses need design evaluation as well.
5.1.1 Test harnesses need project planning, too
One of our major oversights was the time required for the development of the test harness. Seldom is sufficient analysis and time given to the correct scheduling of supplemental programs and
harnesses for testing: it is at least as much of an oversight in QA efforts as in design engineering
(perhaps more so).
The reader is strongly advised not to oversimplify the problem of a project within a project.
There are several essential planning elements to consider when building a test harness. These
elements are:
1. Manpower requirements.

2. Schedule requirements.

•

3. Performance requirements.
4. Equipment requirements.
All of these requirements hinge upon the definition of the test harness itself, forcing us to deal
with a true paradox:
How do we define the requirements for a test harness whose fundamental
requirement is to be.flexible in its requirements?

With no experience base to work from, this was enough of a problem to prohibit any worthwhile
estimation. Now that we have the figures, which we will share in the next section, the problem is
a little less paradoxical.
5.1.2 Test harnesses need design evaluation as well
We have already stated that the test harness is a project within a project This implies that, as in
the case of a commercial project, you have a simple choice: either you evaluate the design of
your product or the customer will. In this case the customer is the combined design engineering
and QA groups .

•
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An evaluation phase is almost always a painful one for the design engineers. In this instance, the
design engineers and the QA engineers are one and the same. It is important that during the
design evaluation phase, a certain amount of visibility of this process is given to the design
engineering team. There are two fundamental reasons for this:

•

1. In the future, the design engineers will be asked to accept the diagnosis provided by the har-

ness. It is imperative, therefore, that the design team have confidence in the design of the
test harness.
2. In the future, the design engineers will be also subjected to the criticism inherent in the QA
team's evaluation of their code. It is imperative, therefore, that the design team does not
feel that they are being required to follow design standards that are more rigorous than those
followed by the QA team.
5.1.3 We can learn from the implementation of the test harness as well

Formal development of a test harness provides a unique opportunity for the QA community in a
company as a whole: it provides a baseline for estimating the effort of future test harness
development.
In this particular effort, the QA team tried to capture as much information as possible. Since this
effort was, for the most part, a different approach than what is usually used, it wasn't apparent
what metrics should be collected. Fortunately, the metrics we did collect seem to be sufficient to
answer most questions about developing and scheduling test harnesses of this genre.
5.2 What worked well?

Many things worked well with our test harness: some things worked much better than expected.
5.2.1 Timely turnaround was achieved

•

The original QA plan called for three test harnesses and.five people. We ended up with one test
harness and three people, myself included. In spite of this, the target two day turnaround was
achieved. If we had had the equipment we originally wanted, we could have exceeded this goal,
perhaps providing one day turnaround. We needed to run three shifts (around the clock) to
accomplish the two day turnaround time, but it was accomplished. 15
We were able to scan tests and provide feedback to the test writers in a matter of hours. The
longest test suite was about five hours long. 16 The average test suite run time was two to three
hours long. In this respect, we satisfied the requirement that we provide fast feedback to the test
writers as to the correctness of their tests.
Additions of new test operators were typically accomplished in a matter of an hour or two per
operator. Some new operators were installed as a composition of FORTH operators. In these
cases, the addition of new operators was typically accomplished literally in a matter of minutes.
15 I would not advise anyone to try a single-unit approach as described here. We were required to use a single-

unit approach because our Phaser III Printer prototypes were expensive and extremely hard to come by. The
risk of having a single test harness that may be subject to breakdown at inopportune moments makes a single
harness approach less than desirable. Also, running around the clock shifts causes extremely high levels of
stress among the test technicians. Our test technicians went to heroic lengths to accomplish the two day
turnaround.
16 This is

an absolute lie. The longest test suite was 11 hours long until we fixed it so that it worked as it should.
A certain amount of honesty seems in order here. If a test suite took more than a couple of hours to run, we did
a close analysis to determine why it took so long. In every instance the inordinately long test suites took so
long because of some overlooked or unimplemented functionality in the test harness.
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5.2.2 Firmware defects in the product under test were exposed
In the course of installing the test harness and running tests against the prototype Phaser III
Printer, we systematically exposed latent defects in the existing firmware. In short, because we
were using the printer in a manner that was never anticipated, we exposed certain defects in the
Phaser III that may have rarely been seen in everyday use. In some cases, this blatant "misuse"
of the printer may have exposed defects that were lurking in the fringes of the firmware architecture itself.

5.2.3 The test harness was "accepted" by the design team

The acceptance of the test harness by the design team was immediate. Although the test harness
was released to the design team at a reasonably late time in the project, the ability of the harness
to reproduce failure conditions delighted the main design engineer.
5.3 What could have worked better?

As is the case with every project, there were instances that left less than desirable conditions for
the evaluation of the test subject. In each of these instances, we needed to provide an alternate
mechanism for bridging the gap left by inadequacies in the harness. 17
5.3.1 Hardware interface should have been designed into product

•

The hardware interface between the test harness and the product was a wiring nightmare. In this
product, the QA team arrived late on the scene, and had no input into the hardware design. It is
no surprise, therefore, that the hardware was not designed with firmware testability in mind .
Since we wanted to use a state-stimulus-response approach, it was necessary that the test harness
have access to all inputs and outputs used by the firmware. Since access to all firmware input and
outputs was necessary, we were forced to actually disembowel the printer to gain access to these
signals. 18
5.3.2 Granularity of time domain for test was less than desired

The PC/AT provides a less than ideal time base for our tests. In this instance, we ran our time
domain tests in an environment where we had an eighteenth of a second resolution of time events.
Our test harness took advantage of the system timer tick, and the test harness code intercepted the
timer tick interrupt to set a time base for our deadman timer facility. Games could indeed be
played with reprogramming the system timer chip and passing a reduced number of interrupts
through to the operating system. However, there is another barrier lurking in this scheme: the
basic instruction cycle time. There is a great deal of potential for marrying the test harness with
a programmable logic analyzer for high speed time-domain measurements. This approach is
more promising for solving time-domain issues.
5.3.3 Number of test operators was large and difficult to remember

If you make it possible for people to write a new test operator at a moment's notice, you will find
that people will write new test operators at a moment's notice.

•

17

This is the real meat of the experience from our perspective. This section is an explicit list of what we will
improve upon the next time.

16 TI\M ~M

its advanlages:

no one asked to borrow a pnnter that looked like it was completely disassembled.
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The number of test operators was extremely large and soon became somewhat cumbersome. It is
doubtful that anyone was completely conversant in the entire test description language that
resulted. The test writers developed their own test operators that were prose-like and very
descriptive, while the test analysts developed their own shorthand that made the same operator
easy to type. For instance, the operator GET-ERRORS-REPORT was shortened to GER by test
analysts, yielding two operators that did the exact same thing. While the functionality of the first
is readily apparent in its verbose name, the cryptic shorthand notation is most usable by the
"two-fingered" test analyst who is trying to reproduce the failure of a somewhat lengthy test.
Anyone who uses the approach outlined in this paper may want to ensure that their test analysts
are capable of touch-typing.

•

5.3.4 Could have used more time to train test writers
We certainly could have used more time to train the test writers. (In fact having actual test writers would have been an advantage: we only had a test writer.) The time required to train the test
writers would have been spent primarily on providing the writing team with better documentation
dealing with:
1. A list of operators grouped by functionality.

2. A list of operators with FORTH's so-called stack pictures: a list of what needed to be on
the stack before the call, and a list of what was left after the call.
3. A short paper on the philosophy of the test harness.
4. A few real examples of various types of tests.
These four simple items could have saved many hours for our test writer.

5.3.5 The test procedure was horribly tedious
If you make a test harness that even the simple-minded can operate, then you should hire the simple minded to operate it The use of the technically literate to perform this extremely mundane
task was an inhumane torture. The actual procedure of testing was horribly tedious. 19

•

5.4 A test harness can have lasting value
5.4.1 A demonstrated method
We now have a demonstrated method for integrating test and specifications while maintaining
flexibility. This is of particular interest to project managers, since it provides for the flexibility of
the entire product. This strategy provides for an extremely late binding time for the specification,
and this is of the utmost importance for a project such as the Phaser III, where simple changes to
a single element can ripple through the entire system.

19

I'm bragging here: It's one of my fundamental beliefs that when engineering gets exciting, it gets exciting in a
bad way. It is, consequently, a measure of success that this testing process was boring: no ugly surprises. This
test harness performed over 1,400 tests with clockwork regularity and consistency. It would be a crime against
humanity to require a human to perform the 1,400+ tests with the same accuracy and consistency. Our test
technicians listened to radio and played computer games during the periods when the fully automated tests were
running: they only had to check on the harness every five minutes or so to ensure that everything was running
correctly. In most automated test suites, the Phaser III would make enough noise loading paper that it was
clear that the system was operating correctly, and only extended periods of silence from the test harness
aroused suspicion.
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5.4.2 It can only get better
We have provided an analysis of the entire effort showing the areas for improvement, and
describing exactly what can be done to improve these areas. None of the areas impacted the quality of the product, but rather these areas were primarily associated with making the entire test harness more useful to the customers: the design engineering and QA groups.

5.4.3 A springboard for the next harness
For future products, the test harness as it now exists will cut down on the development effort for
the next generation of harnesses. Since all improvements were incorporated in the harness as we
went along, it seems reasonable to claim that all the server-based tools are 100% reusable. The
actual off-the-shelf boards are, of course, reusable. For any new project:
1. The product-specific test operators will need to be changed.
2. The hardware interface should be cleaned up. (Perhaps a single test harness interface connection to the product under test is in order.)
3. The Software Requirements Specification (SRS) will need to be written for the new product.
4. New tests will need to be written for the requirements in the new SRS.
In terms of expenses, there are no new capital expenses for the test harness itself: all new
expenses are manpower expenses. All hardware and a large portion of off-the-shelf software20
are reclaimed .

•

•

°Compilers, shell scripts and the like.

2

This does not include the test operators themselves, althou~h a large

number of them may be reclMJned AS well.
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6. Conclusion
6.1 Presentation of metrics and numbers
6.1.1 Time to develop test harness
Let me begin by giving a feel for the size of the software in the test harness itself (the PC/ATbased software):
Number of lines of code:
Number of blank lines:
Number of comments lines:

9260
4656
11983

Applying these numbers to Boehms cocomo 21 estimation model, we would project a development schedule as follows:
Model mode: organic
Model size: intermediate (9260 lines of code)
Total effort:
24.8 man-months
Total schedule: 8.5 months
Distributions:

Plans and requirements:
Product design:
Programming:
Detailed design :
Code and unit test:
Integration and test:

(152 man-hours/man-month]
[standard calendar months]

Effort
(man-months)
(06%)
(16%)
(65%)
(25%)
(40%)
(19%)

1.5
4.0
16.1
6.2
9.9
4.7

Schedule
(months)
(11%)
(19%)
(59% )
(22%)

Personnel
(on-board)

0 .9
1. 6
5.0

1.

1. 9

2.5

Programmer productivity during code and unit test phase:
[DSI = Delivered Source Instructions]

•

6
2.5
3.2

932 DSI/month.

In actuality, this harness was developed in two months by two engineers. Needless to say, we
worked twelve-hour days and most weekends. The implications are that there was a productivity
gain of 6.2 over the standard man-month. We did not leverage off of any new technology, we
just worked very hard. Certain productivity gains can be directly attributed to the modularity of
the test harness itself: developing lots of little operators is much like having lots of little projects.
The FORTH interpreter itself consists of 1031 lines of C code, and has been included in the
above code counts for the sake of simplicity.
21

Reference: Boehm, Barry W. Software Engineering Economics, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, 1981.
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6.1.2 Time to develop tests
This becomes somewhat of a problem, since the development of tests is an ongoing effort: things
were still changing near the end.
We have, at last count, in our SRS (including tests):
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of
of

lines :
' ' words'':
characters :
requirements:
tests:

65840
178583
135 0606
1429
1473

Percentage of tests requiring manual intervention:

7.9%

6.1.3 Time to generate test suites
The generation of test suites took 41 minutes on an unloaded VAX 8650. In addition, it took 2. 7
megabytes of disk space to generate the test suites (without the associated log files).

6.1.4 Time to run test suites

•

There were nine sub-suites that could be run independently. The average time for each of these
sub-suites was about 3 hours, although the longest took 5 hours. The total time to run all nine
automatic test suites was twenty-seven hours. The time required to run the manual suites was
somewhat comparable, but extremely variable depending upon operator response times .

6.1.5 Time to evaluate suites
QA test reports indicate that in the beginning, there is roughly a one-to-one correspondence
between run times and the amount of time required to analyze the log files , although this diminishes to practically nothing as the end of the project nears. 22 Once again, this is variable. The
logs indicate that one should allocate as much time to the analysis of the results as to the actual
running of the suites. By running the proper combination of manual and automatic tests, it is possible to keep the test analyst busy running manual tests and then analyzing previous logs while
the subsequent automated tests run. If one is fortunate enough to possess more than one implementation of the test harness, it should also be simple to verify the failures on the second harness
while keeping the first harness " well fed " with test suites.

6.1.6 Time to correct suites
In almost all instances, the errors encountered in the test suites were simple misspellings of the
operators. These can be corrected in a negligible amount of time, within the SRS itself.

•

Of particular historical significance was the effort involved in converting the test suites (at a very
late date) to a " language independent" format. Language independence was required because
the front panel messages could be specified in one of several languages: German, Japanese,
English, Spanish, French, or Italian. Rather than duplicate each test for each language, we
decided to revise the harness to understand front panel messages in any language. The conversion process involved changing the semantics of an operator which watched for front panel
display messages. The operator was to be changed from a postfix oriented operator that used a
character string parameter to a prefix oriented operator that used a constant
22 This is, of course, because the number of bugs will drop ... hopefully.
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In this instance, the conversion was relatively easy to accomplish using a PERL script. A caveat
however: when doing such an automated conversion, do not assume that the conversion will be
complete. We chose a new and different name for the revised, prefix oriented operator and it
proved to be a wise choice: the results were a mostly converted SRS, and the remaining unconverted operators proved to be a simple job for an editor.

•

6.2 Will we do it again? You bet! However._..

Overall, the experience was a positive one. In order to accomplish the same result again, we must
have some of the basic elements we had in the initial effort as well as some new concessions.
6.2.1 More realistic planning for implementation of test harness
" Now that we are done, we know how long it will take."
In the strongest sense of the word, this was certainly a high-risk approach in terms of effort: The
technology itself was known and proven. The extent and success of this project relied entirely
upon the QA engineers who tackled the problems. As is the case with unplanned projects, the
amount of effort was entirely glossed over. As a result of doing this, we now have an idea of how
long a modification of the test harness should take since we know what sections will have to
change, and we can get an idea of their relative size by examining the current test harness.
In short, the next time around will be faster -- much, much faster.

6.2.2 Quality assurance group retains control of software requirement specification
In order to achieve any sort of success using this approach, the QA group must have control of the
SRS. Without control of the actual framework for such a system, we are hopelessly lost from the
start. Engineering specifications for testability are of the utmost importance to a quality product

Quality assurance is the domain and responsibility of every engineer, but it is the charter of the
QA group to ensure that it is achieved.

•

6.3 Acknowledgements and Disclaimers

I feel that every paper should contain appropriate acknowledgements and disclaimers. 23
As the visionary of the MOTHER system, 24 I would be negligent if I did not give proper thanks
to the people who actually made it work. The dirtiest and most horrific implementation problems
were left to two outstanding engineers.

23

Here are the disclaimers:
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Turbo-C + + is a trademark of Borland International, Inc.
PC/AT and/or Personal Computer AT are probably trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
PC-NFS is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.
VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.

PERL, grep, pr, RCS, ms, sed, awk, Bourne Shell, troff, and just about everything else mentioned in this paper
is a product that we used and did not develop: we are not claiming credits or rights to these things. All we did
was glue things together in an interesting way.
24

Someone once suggested that a visionary could be defined as " someone who is most likely hallucinating."
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First, my most profound thanks to Doug Bingham, a fellow Software Engineer who specializes in
design. Doug wrote at least half of the 1400+ requirements in SRS by himself, and a full 95% of
the tests. He not only accomplished this in a prohibitive time frame, he never lost his composure
when I said "Just fabricate something, and we'll implement it in the test harness."
Also, my heartfelt thanks to our hired gun, Alan Downing, who connected the test harness to the
Phaser III printer and implemented a good number of the more arcane operators. Alan endured
extremely long hours, changing priorities, and an absurd implementation schedule.
Thanks also to Gary Hanson for the superb suggestions for revisions to this paper. My thanks to
Jan Maybee, Jack Slingerland, and Ross Taylor, who also proofread the final copy of this paper.
(I hope I got everything right this time.)
Finally, my most profound thanks to our electronics team leader, Howard Goetz, and our project
manager, Ron Adams, for their confidence.
Without the significant efforts of these people, you wouldn't be reading this. Guaranteed .
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes issues in automating tests for graphical user interface (GUI) displays. GUI displays
often contain a great deal of information in many different forms. Manual testing of GUI displays is labor
intensive, and subtle image discrepancies may be missed. Automating these tests is particularly beneficial
for repetitive testing and exhaustive option testing.
The paper focuses on a particular type of software product to be tested -- a network management system. It
is based on experiences from building automated tests for a large AT&T network management package.
Many of the issues will apply to other test applications. The introduction describes basic characteristics of
network management systems that utilize a GUI. It will also discuss the OPENLOOK™ GUI, which is the
GUI used by many network management system.
1.1 Basic Displays Available to a Network Manager

A network manager may have the following basic types of displays: maps, data tables, alerting displays,
and specification windows. Combinations of these may appear within the same window. For simplicity,
let's assume that the display types have these basic characteristics. A map displays network components
(e.g., links and nodes), a background, and a legend (which may indicate values for dynamic characteristics
of the map). A map may be as global as a map of the world, or as local
a layout of equipment racks on
one floor. The primary characteristic of a map is that it is largely graphical. A data table is not at all
graphical. Instead, it is a well organized (by row and column) text display. An alerting display indicates
the presence of temporal events. This display may be graphical, or text, or a combination of the two. In
many cases, an alerting display uses different colors, or shapes, or flashing mechanisms to alert a user to
different event criticalities. Finally, a specification window is a window provided for user input

as

•

1.2 OPENLOOK GUI

The OPENLOOK graphical user interface was developed by AT&T and Sun Microsystems. It was built on
the x™ windowing system. It includes a widget set called the Xtoolkit"™ to provide a much higher level
user interface than is provided by X. A major benefit of the OPENLOOK GUI is that it standardizes the
look-and-feel operation across all types of displays. The OPENLOOK GUI defines several types of
windows: base windows, pop-up windows, command windows, property windows, help windows, etc. It
also defines controls (buttons, settings, sliders, scrollbars, and text input), types of menus, and scrolling
lists. The figures in the paper will illustrate OPENLOOK GUI displays.
1.3 Display Testing Platform

The flexible testing procedures described in this paper are performed by a high layer software package that
was built at AT&T Bell Labs. This package utilizes many display tools provided by Software Research's
CAPBAKJX™ and standard x™ tools. The displays discussed in this paper are X-based displays, built
with an Xl 1™ server.
2. TESTS THAT EMULATE HUMAN ACTIONS

Tests must be reliable. To be reliable, automated display tests must emulate the actions of a human
operator. Let's examine a basic testing strategy by means of an example. Suppose the traffic level through a
particular network node becomes congested. During the scenario, imagine that a test must emulate a human
operator.
2.1 Scenario

The hypothetical scenario would be:
• An alerting display blinks red, indicating a problem.

•

• After seeing the alarm, the user accesses a menu to display a map showing the location of the alarm -displayed as a red node.

• The user pica the particular node that is m:l.
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• A data window appears which describes the alarm. It names the node, and states that it is congested.
• Through a menu, the user selects a data window which displays traffic levels.
• The user reads the characteristics of the traffic entering the node.

•

• Through a menu, the user selects a control specification window for creating and sending controls.
• The user sends controls to the node, to start refusing traffic in a very controlled manner.
• The user waits for an acknowledgement from the node.
• The user watches the traffic display to detect whether traffic levels return to normal levels.
• The user watches the alerting display to detect whether the alarm condition is removed.
2.2 Testing the Scenario

The paper will describe how each portion of the scenario can be tested. The description will include the
following:
• Image comparisons can detect an alarm condition, and the color (severity level) from an indicator.
• A simulated drag operation can perform a menu access.
• Image comparisons can detect whether specific text strings appear in a window.
• Image find operations can locate a map element in a simple network.
• A simulated pick operation can pick an element from a map, once its location on the map is known.
• Fetching data from a table is performed by image comparisons to a limited set of allowed text images .
The paper will describe a complete strategy for testing the above scenario.
3. TESTING PROBLEMS

Four major display testing issues need to be mentioned.

•

3.1 Displays that Change Shape

Displays can change shape. For example, when a user creates and sends a control from a specification
window, the display may suddenly insert new lines of text into the display indicating control status. The
problem is that objects that are below the new lines will move down, and that these movements occur
during the display operation. A test for this display must detect object motion, and the new locations for
the objects.
3.2 Displays May Have Different Starting Locations

When a display is activated, its starting position on the screen may vary. Thus, accesses to objects on the
display must use addresses that are made relative to the upper left comer of the display. The upper left
starting position may be found by executing a standard X tool.
3.3 Crowded Maps

Testing operations and images on crowded map displays is very difficult. These maps have many
overlapping nodes and links. Overlapping makes it difficult to determine which element has an alarm
condition, and overlapping can make the selection operation (picking) difficult, as well. Testing these maps
is still done manually.
3.4 Detecting String Content

An important capability that is still missing is the ability to determine precisely what text is sent to a
display. This capability could tremendously improve testing by allowing testing with real, "live" data,
instead of "canned" scenarios. At present, when a text test fails, we only know what text was not present.
We don't know what text actually appeared on the display.

•
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4. TEST MAINTENANCE

During the development of a large, complex network management system, display operation and
appearance can change daily. In this type of environment, a display test must be very flexible. If it is not
flexible, the test must be updated to accommodate each display change.
The following describes techniques that reduce test maintenance.
4.1 Elimination of Static Record Operations

One important guideline is that static "record" operations are never used to build tests. The reason is that
any display change can destroy a test that is built with a static "record". Instead, we emulate the "record"
operation, by building a "user actions" file. This file can be created automatically, just prior to test
execution. At that time, the current locations of display objects are fetched. This reduces test maintenance
tremendously.
This paper will describe how a test script interpreter can produce the "user actions" file to perfonn
operations like: picking a named object, dragging (e.g. through multi-layer menus), and inputing text.
4.2 Using the Display Data Base

The labels on display objects can change. We have reduced the effects of label changes by testing a display
against the database that is used to create the display. We avoid putting static names of objects into our
tests. As mentioned above, a test script can be automatically reinterpreted just prior to test execution. At
that time, the test receives the current names of objects from the database. Besides eliminating problems
caused by label changes, it can also detect the addition or removal of objects.
4.3 Scanning for Objects

•

As mentioned earlier, objects in a display may change locations (coordinates). The earlier problem
concerned object motion while the display was in operation. A similar problem is that each version of the
display software may put objects in different positions on the display. This problem can be handled as
follows. Before executing a test, a scan routine fetches the object names from the test, searches for the
objects in the display, and returns the object locations to the test
4.4 Creating Control Text Images

The manner in which text is displayed (font, size, foreground color, background color) can also change. To
accommodate these changes, a control image of the text can be created in real-time. This is done by:
fetching the current text display infonnation, writing the desired text in a new text window, and capturing
the text image. This text image can then be compared to the text in the display.
5. PERFORMANCE AND STORAGE

Natural concerns for display testing are the time required to perform tests, and the amount of storage
required for image files. To minimize both problems, we incorporated the following strategy:

• In general, the size of an image comparison is limited to a very small portion of a display. For example,
it may include only a set of checkboxes, or a very small portion of a map that may have recently
changed. Keeping image comparisons small greatly reduces storage requirements, and comparison
execution times.
• Image files are stored after they have been compressed. A compress operation, can often reduce an
image to 20% of its original size.

•

• Text control images are created in real time. Since text images are bitmaps of GUI images, they can
require large amounts of storage. By creating text images when they are needed (in real time) they do
not require any storage .
• We take advantage of similarities between windows and displays. The OPENLOOK GUI has
standardized many of the display objtiCll,, If an obj~t ~p~~ in 27 different windows, we only need a
single test image of that object in an image library.
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6. TRACKING

Test results must be recorded in an organized manner. In our project, the entire development process is
tracked under a single source-code-control package. We have benefited from handling requirements, the
software product, documentation, and testing with the same tracking package. For display testing, these
items are accessible and trackable: test descriptions, test scripts, test results, and image files. Before tests
are entered into the controlled environment, they are reviewed by developers and testers. After they are
entered, changes are documented and tracked.

•

7. OBSERVATIONS

Database information that is used to build a display can be used to test the display. A big limitation with
this technique is that the results only indicate whether a display presents an accurate image of the data in
the database. It does not test the validity of the data in the database. A bad database would produce bad
information on the display, but our automated tests would pass. Separate testing of the database is vital.
Similar concerns exist for the other information passed to the tests immediately prior to execution. This
includes location data for objects in a display, and text display information. If a test is to have any validity,
all information used by a test must be accurate.
This data must be tested against the static limits defined by the product requirements. These tests may be
manual, or they may be performed by separate automated tests using static data.
8. CONCLUSION

Manual testing of GUI displays is a slow, labor intensive, and limited (non-exhaustive) form of testing.
Automated testing can enhance the testing performed manually, particularly in repetitive and exhaustive
selection testing. Although tremendous advances have been made, automated testing still has limitations .
To derive the maximum benefit from the tests, the limitations must be fully understood.
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Overview
Topics Covered:
• Project overview
• Process prior to automation
• Automation process & tools
• Areas for improvement
• Expected benefits
• Unexpected benefits
Topics Not Covered:
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• Test case selection methodologies
• Stress & usability testing
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Common GUI Testing Problems
• Iterative release and modification cycles
• Verifying visual changes is error prone & costly
• Common techniques do not accomodate
intentional change well
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Our Situation
• New GUI to validate with multiple releases
scheduled
• Based on Motif*
• Internal and external customers
• Releases must be high quality to be productive
• Evolving standards and requirements

•

* Motif is a Trademark of the Open Software Foundation
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Basic Verification Components
• Existing test cases executed and analyzed
(regression testing)
• Test cases for new functionality written,
executed and analyzed
• Bug fixes are verified
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Before Automation
• Test case development & verification ad-hoc
• Time consuming~ 1-2 person weeks I release
• With 2 engineers, only 1 release / week was
possible
• 1 release / week did not always satisfy customer
requirements

•

• Not always time for verification of critical bug
fixes

• CUI verification often critical path
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Disadvantages of Manual Verification
• Time consuming -- did not allow time for formal
development of new test cases
• Required detailed knowledge of each test case and
the oracle
• Effort was duplicated
• Development engineers couldn't run the tests
• Interactive test cases were lost
• Test runs were inconsistent from release to release

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r.:Mentitor:
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Our Automation Environment
• Test drivers consist of Unix shell scripts under
TET*
• Test support routines written in AMPLE™
(a "C-like" extension language)
• Test cases written in AMPLE™
• Screen image capture and comparison programs
• File control for test case selection

•

• Test suite conventions and documentation
• Results reporting
* TET - Test Environment Toolkit: Open Software Foundation (OSF),

Unix lntBrnational and X/ O~~n Com~any Limited (X J Open)
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Automation Tools & Process
Tools:
• Record I playback of physical events in CUI
• Screen image capture & comparison tools
• Shell scripts to control, execute, report &
analyze test runs
Process:
• Tester specifies test cases & mode
• Test driver invokes application once / test case
• Results are fed into a shell script for comparisons
and updates of reference files

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GMentitor:
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Test Execution Process Flow
run regression
test in automode

generate
test result

y

N

copy new
reference file

I

'--+----"-

y

•

view
differences
between test
and r.ef files

0
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•

Test Cases
• Written in AMPLE™ from a template
• Placed in test case subdirectories based on CUI
functional subsystems
• Chosen based on functional specs and reviews
• Coverage checked through statement coverage
analysis
• Methods for verifying internal and visual states
• Text describing how to capture physical events for
playback

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GMetintor:
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Training and Documentation
Documents written:
• CUI Test Suite User's Guide and Reference
Manual
• CUI Test Suite Quick Help Guide
• CUI Test Template
Training:
• Other QA Engineers

•

• CUI Development Engineers
• Divisional Management

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GMetintor:
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Problems
• Updating screen image reference files is costly,
especially in early stages of development
• Record I playback mechanism is based on physical
screen locations
• Different graphics device drivers can require
multiple screen image sets
• Expected maintainance costs for the test suite
and reference files

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ GMentitor:
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•
Expected Benefits
• Quicker turnaround of release verification
• CUI verification no longer critical path for releases
• Fewer regressions are introduced into the
software
• QA eng ineers have higher morale
• Test runs are reproducible
• Critical bugs are verified prior to release and the
test cases for them are added to the suite

•
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•

Measurable Savings
Before automation, CUI verification took 1 - 2
person weeks
Since automation, CUI verification takes 1 - 2
person days
This is an 80% reduction in calendar and
engineering time !!
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Unexpected Benefits
• Development engineers are able & willing to run
the tests
• The suite is easy to run
• Development engineers like exposing and fixing
their problems before integrating their work
• Pre-integr3tion debugging increases the entire
team's productivity
• Other teams run CUI tests prior to integrating with
our work

•

• Management also runs the tests occasionally
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•

Other Benefits
• The CUI team enjoys higher esteem within the
company due to higher quality releases
• We transferred the responsibility of test suite runs
from QA to Development for all but the late portions
of the release life cycle
• We've shifted our focus from inspecting faults out of
the software to changing our processes to create
higher quality software
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Savings Used for Other Activities
• Formal inspections
• Design reviews including test case design
• Code reviews
• Detailed analysis of statement coverage data
• Usability testing
• Interviews with clients about problematic areas
• Other process improvements

•
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New Work
• Vendor tool surveys
• Object query mechanisms
• Fuzzy comparators
• Higher level language for record I playback
physical event files
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•
Summary
• GUI testing is difficult because
Input is interactive
Output is graphical
• Even so, automation can be a big win
• Our success depended on:
Structured language - AMPLE rM (interpretive
and compiled)

•

Record I playback tools
Screen image programs
Management support
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ABSTRACT

•

The testing of computer software systems is generally considered to occur in three
distinct phases: unit, integration and system testing. The unit test phase
concentrates on testing individual program modules or features. During the
integration test phase the modules and features are combined (or integrated) and
the interfaces between them are tested. And in system test, the system as a whole
is evaluated for conformance to requirements and for fitness for use from the
customer viewpoint. While they may still be referred to as unit, integration and
system testing. the testing activities for a project should really be viewed as
continuous throughout the entire development process. And this means that they
start very early in the cycle. Testing activities should begin while the product
requirements are being determined. The slogan "Test - then code" reinforces the
idea that testing must begin very early in the development life cycle and proceed
continuously throughout the project.
The purpose of the testing activities, of course, is to assess or evaluate the quality
of the product before it gets to the customer. Only by making testing an integral
part of the development process can we make it into a true quality improvement
process. Testing in itself is only an information gathering activity. Its function is
not to test quality into a product but to attempt to measure the level of quality that
is already there.

•

This paper will summarize some current thinking on the testing activities for a
project. While testing has traditionally been thought of as one of the last things to
be done on a project, it really should be among the first to be considered. As the
requirements are being determined, the test plan to verify that those requirements
are met should also be determined. The test team should be an active participant
in reviewing the requirements. As the developers are designing the individual
modules and features. they should also be defining the unit and integration tests to
test those modules and features. Furthermore, as the individual tests are
performed, the exact test should be capturedfor possible future use and the results
of all tests should be recorded. Then, as the development proceeds, a
comprehensive suite of tests is accumulated which can be selectively used for
regression and system testing .
The testing functions provide the last chance to evaluate the quality of a product
bcfore il is dettverea fO ihe rn~fQmer. As a result, it is important to develop a
methodology that will lead to an effective test process at an affordable cost.
During unit testing we test individual modules or features. Historically, this has
been rather random testing without much of a well thought out plan . But why
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should unit testing be any different in process than development? Why should we
not insist on a test plan and test results? And shouldn't we keep a record of all of
the unit tests so that we can repeat them if necessary?

•

And integration testing is quite often either a rushed test session to meet a due
date or simply a series of unit tests thrown together. If we applied the same
discipline to integration testing that we do to system testing or even to
development, we would have a much more quality-oriented process. And we
should have definite criteria, agreed to in advance, to govern the movement from
one phase to the next.
System test can be viewed as both the last step in the development process and as
the first step in the delivery and customer support process. Throughout the system
test interval, the emphasis should be on testing the system as the customer would
normally use it. Our commitment is to provide the highest quality products to our
customers. The system test function is the vehicle used to measure that quality
before the product is delivered to the customer.
But, the system test function depends a great deal on the effectiveness of the unit
and integration test functions . Several initiatives are under way to improve the
way in which testing is done in general. By employing some of these concepts
1hroughout the development process, we can improve our testing efforts and make
them an integral part of the quality improvement process for our products.

•

I. Introduction

Testing has traditionally been viewed as one of the last things to be done on a software project. It
typically has less budget, less visibility, and is often thought of as a necessarily evil that must be
done. And the testers are looked upon with disdain when they find errors. In some cases, there is
a strong adversarial relationship between the testers and the developers. But it shouldn't be so.
Testing should be considered an intrinsic part of the development process. It should be integrated
throughout the development. It should be considered at all steps and should be emphasized as
pan of the up front process for each step. Some organizations use the phrase "Test - then code" to
underscore this relationship. In this paper, I will discuss some ways in which testing can be
integrated throughout a software development.
2. What is Testing?

Before we talk about testing, it would be good to have a definition of this activity. Bill Hetzel
says "Testing is any activity aimed at evaluating an attribute or capability of a program or system
and determining that it meets its required results."Cll Glenford Myers feels that testing should be
proactive in finding bugs and defines testing as "... the process of executing a program or system
with the intent of finding errors. "[ 21 Boris Beizer says that "Testing is a mental discipline that
results in low-risk software without much testing effort."C 3l He further states that testing's first
goal is actually bug prevention. And "... the act of designing tests is one of the best bug
preventers known."

•
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3. Testing Phases
3.1 Requirements

Testing should start right at the requirements phase. As each requirement evolves, the author
should always be asking the question "How can this requirement be tested?" Furthermore, a
representative of the system test team should be involved in the requirements review process.
Ideally, as each requirement is considered, a brief test scenario should also be documented. These
scenarios can then form the basis for the system test plan.
3.2 Unit/Module Testing

The first actual tests are normally performed at this level as each unit or module of the software
product is coded. Unfortunately, most of what is called unit testing is actually debugging.
Developers use unit or module tests to attempt to prove that their code works. They are
subconsciously and psychologically predisposed to avoid testing areas that might fail in favor of
tests that will passr 41 . Testers, on the other hand, must deliberately try to make software fai1 121 .

•

Unit or module testing should really begin in the design phase. As the developer designs a
particular unit of code, s/he should also design, and document, the test that will attempt to make
that unit fail. When the code is reviewed or inspected, the test for it should also be reviewed.
(And formal, rigorous code inspections are the most cost effective way to find bugs early 15l.) And
when the test is executed, the test, the data used and the results should be documented. All of the
tests and results should be maintained as part of the design documentation .
3.3 Integration and Feature Testing

During the integration phase, the various units and modules are combined and tested as an
integrated function or feature. Unfortunately, due to time constraints and other impediments, this
test phase is often cursory at best, or deferred to the system test team. And when it is done, the
natural developer bias to prove that the feature works is again apparent. Here again, a
documented integration test plan is called for. Furthermore, the integration team should insist on
receiving the documented unit tests and results from the unit developers. These should be part of
the entrance criteria for this phase.
A formal set of exi t criteria from the integration test phase should also be developed. These
criteria should include the documented integration test plan and results.
3.4 System Test Function

The System Test Function can be viewed in two ways: it is the last step in the development
process as well as the first step in the delivery process. Some organizations are making a
conscious effort to move more in the direction of the latter. An independent system test group
should expect that the product delivered to them works and that the features included do indeed
function correctly. (Naturally, depending on the development group, this is not always true.) We
should assume that the developers have unit tested their individual modules and that the
integration team has successfully joined the modules into a cohesive system. In other words, the
system test team should be performing more of a system verification function.

•

3.4.l Customer Focus If the unit and integration test phases have been run, the results
documented and the system test entrance criteria met, what is left for system testers to do? We
should focus our test efforts on the customer. We must design a process where we do a minimum
of individual feature tests. Instead, we want to test the capabtHtles or functionality of the pr6dutt
as the customer would view it. This differs from feature testing in that a specific capability may
interface with several features. In short, we try to become customer advocates and evaluate the
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"fitness for use" of the system from the customer's viewpoint.
To accomplish this, we should try to establish a customer profile that tells us how the customer is
likely to use the system. This profile, then, drives the system test plan. Developing a good
customer profile is not a trivial task. It requires a significant amount of time and effort, but it is
absolutely essential to a good testing effort.

•

3.4.2 Quality Impact Our definition of quality is really very simple:
Quality is the degree to which a product or service meets evolving customer
expectations. Quality includes cost, performance, and timely availability.
Our system test job, then, is really to evaluate the quality of the system we are testing to see if we
think it will meet those customer expectations.
4. Early Involvement

In order to prepare for this task, the system test team must be involved very early in the
development process. A system test representative should sit in on requirements and design
reviews. They should be proactive with the developers in setting expectations. They should
work with the developers to insure that the system being developed is both testable and
maintainable. Sometimes with a very little additional effort a design will emerge that will greatly
enhance our ability to test it. And once the product is in the field, it must be supported. So we
encourage the developers to include such things as diagnostics which can be invoked on demand
to help our support teams troubleshoot a problem. By partnering with our developers we can
enhance the overall quality of our product.

•

5. System Test

System Test encompasses many activities other than actually executing tests. This section will
attempt to describe some of these activities.
5.1 Planning
As with most other activities, a good system test requires a good plan. Using the information
obtained from the requirements, the customer profile, the design specification, various
requirements and design reviews, and any other information obtained, we first put together a plan
on how we expect to test a system. The overall test plan must address all of the things that are
needed in order to thoroughly test the product. Some, but not all, of these items are:

Computer equipment
Test instrumentation
Test tools
Terminals and PCs
Schedule
External systems
Design Specifications
Requirements
The test plan is then transformed into a series of test cases, each case to test a particular aspect of
the product. Each test case will be composed of one or more individual tests. Any dependencies
between tests must also be noted and included in the plan.

•

•
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5.2 Customer Profile

As mentioned before, one of the most important items to be considered in developing the test plan
is the customer profile. While it is important to know that the advertised features of a product are
present and do indeed work, it is also important to know that the product works in the way in
which the customer will use it. Hence, the customer profile.
For example, if a particular report is run once a year, then, while that may certainly be a very
important report, from the testing standpoint, it makes more sense to spend more time testing the
report that is run every day. Similarly, if it turns out that the customer normally uses two or three
features in combination, then it is important to test them in that combination rather than to simply
test them individually. And, for purposes of reliability measurement, which will be discussed
later, a realistic customer profile is an absolute necessity.
5.3 Test Development

Once we have the test plan along with the customer profile, we can begin to develop the actual
tests. Depending on the product, these may range from a simple enter a command and get a
response to a full blown operational test of the system under varying load conditions and various
external stimuli. Developing tests is very much like developing code, and in some ways can be
much more challenging. And the same disciplines and controls that we ask our developers to
follow should also be followed here.

•

The tests that we develop should be structured, modular, well-documented, robust, and all of the
other descriptions that we associate with a quality software system. And the tests themselves
should be reviewed, just like we review code. Even the developers should be invited to review
the tests. After all, the real purpose of system testing is not to point out how many mistakes the
developer made; it's to make sure that the product that we send to our customers is of the highest
quality.
5.4 Test Tools

There arc many varieties of tools available to help the system tester. In this section I am going to
focus on only three of them, but they are, in my mind, the most important tools required.
5.4 . / Test Tracking A good test tracking system is indispensable. Such a system keeps track of
the status of the testing effort. It tracks which tests have been run, which have passed or failed,
how the test effort is following the schedule, etc. It also produces the multitude of reports that
management always needs. In some cases, the tracking system may also store the test scripts and
may even execute them. And the system should be easy and flexible for the tester to use.

5 .4 .2 Script Execution There are many flavors of test execution tools available. One of the most
basic is a simple capture/replay tool which can capture the exact keystrokes entered and the
system response to those keystrokes. At an appropriate time, then, such as for a regression test,
the keystrokes can be replayed in the exact same sequence. We recommend to testers that a
capture/replay tool be used for all manually conducted tests. Then there is an exact record of the
entire test session . And if a failure occurs, the record can be shown to the developer and can also
be used to test the fix when it is available.

•

In addition to the capture/replay tool, an automated script execution tool is needed . With this
tool, an automated sequence of commands can be given to the system and the responses recorded
and/or checked against the expected respons~s. (In some cases, this may be integrated with the
capture/replay tool and scripts written around the basic captured keystroke entries.) Such a tool
should have a sufficient amount of logic to enable it to test various paths and determine test
pass/fail. It should also be able to perform loops so that various limits can be checked. The
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ability to import test data from an external file is also a valuable feature. With a good customer
profile reflected in the test script, a significant amount of testing can be automated to execute
unattended.

•

5.4.3 Performance/Load Testing The third category of test tool that we use most often is one
that can measure the performance of the system under various load conditions. A system will
perform much differently with 100 users exercising it constantly than with a handful of testers.
Since few of us have 100 testers available, an automated tool to play a reasonable mixture of
(customer profile) scripts over many input ports and capture some of the performance measures is
needed .
5.5 Entrance Criteria

In partnership with our developers, the system test team must try to establish a set of entrance
criteria. These define a son of minimum standard which the product must meet before it will be
accepted into system test. These criteria must reflect the mutual views of the developers and the
system testers concerning the product's acceptability into the test phase. While each project team
will have to establish their own set of criteria for their project, some general suggestions to be
considered are:
User documentation
Feature descriptions
Associated system requirements
Unit test plans/results
Integration test plans/results
Demonstration results
System design documents
One process that is sometimes very effective is a formal demonstration by the developer of the
various features in the product. This is part of the acceptance process and serves to familiarize
the testers with the product and its features. It also serves to showcase the product and the
developer, and the failure of a demonstration is considered to be a very serious event. In addition,
the failure of a product to meet the agreed upon entrance criteria could cause the system to be
rejected by system test and sent back to development for more work.

•

5.6 Test Categories

The majority of system tests fall into four major categories:
5 .6. f Regression Tests During the regression test phase, we are testing the product to see that
those features that worked before do indeed still work. It is in this area that a good capture/replay
and/or automated test execution tool is absolutely essential. In most test schedules, the regression
phase is given a relatively short amount of time compared to the entire interval. With a good test
execution tool, much of the regression testing can be automated.
5.6.2 Capability/Feature Tests All too often, we spend too much of our valuable system test
time testing various features of a product. The problem we face is that most customers don't use
features individually, but in combinations. Furthermore, the new features arc exactly those that
have most likely been fairly well-tested by the developers. Therefore, we are encouraging our
testers to test the capabilities of the system. Granted, we must perform some feature tests, but the
emphasis should be on capabilities or functionality that encompasses the use of several features .
Again, a good customer profile will help in designing tests that effectively emulate how the
customer will use the system.

•

•
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5 .6.3 Performance/Load Tests Many of our products have very specific performance
requirements. For example, we may have requirements governing response time under various
load conditions, number of users, time required to process certain amounts of data, etc. In
addition, it is simply a fact that some systems behave differently under different load conditions.
Another consideration may be its performance under different data base conditions. Therefore,
we must measure the system under these various conditions and compare its performance to the
requirements. Again, this is where an automated test tool is invaluable.
5 .6.4 Stability Tests During the stability tests, we exercise the system for an extended period of
time to simulate its "normal" operation at the customer site. Using some of the same test tools
mentioned above, and again using the customer profile, we attempt to determine the stability of
the system under normal customer operating conditions.
5.7 Exit Criteria

Just as we have mutually agreed upon entrance criteria, we should also have mutually agreed
upon exit criteria. These criteria would specify how to determine when the system is ready to
release to the customer. Such things as known defects and their severity, failure intensity,
performance and others should be considered. Again, the exit criteria should be agreed upon in
advance by the product manager, the developers and the system testers. Of utmost imponance in
determining these criteria is the quality of the product as it will be viewed by the customer.

•

6. Test Metrics

Throughout the system test process, we must collect metrics. These metrics will tell us how we
arc doing according to the test plan or schedule as well as give us some feel for the quality of the
product.
6.1 Defects

One of the most common metrics collected is defects or faults per thousand lines of code
( KLOC). Some of the other metrics that we may collect, depending on the panicular project are:
Total number of defects
Total number of defects by severity
Defects per subsystem
First pass test yield
Failures per 1000 hours of operation
Number of tests run vs. planned
Number of tests passed vs. run
6.2 Acceptable Quality Level

All of these items can be used to determine some acceptable level of quality that must be attained
before the product is released to the customer. This quality level should be a part of the exit
criteria agreed upon in advance. Any deviation from this level should be well-justified and
negotiated with the customer.

•

6.3 Software Reliability Measurement

An area that we are beginning to focus more attention on is Software Reliability Measurement
(SRMi 6l. Traditionally our approach to system testing has been to find as many faults as we can.
But with that approach we never know when we're done testing (normally, at the end of the
allotted interval) or how far along we really are. And this method has little relationship to
customer satisfaction.
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The SRM approach is to reduce the failure rate to a level that is acceptable to the customer. With
this approach, customer satisfaction is related to the failure rate, not the number of faults. SRM
attempts to collect data to predict the failure intensity of the product, i.e., the number of failures
that will occur over some specified amount of time. A major part of SRM consists of testing
according to the customer profile and measuring the elapsed time between failures. Using
statistical methods, SRM attempts to predict how long a system will run before a failure occurs.
This can then be used as a measure of the quality of the system. Again, the acceptable value of
this measurement should be agreed upon in advance.

•

7. Process Metrics

In addition, throughout the system test interval, we try to collect metrics on ourselves, i.e., on the
system test process. These metrics are those used to evaluate the functioning of the system test
process (as opposed to the product). They relate specifically to measuring the adequacy and
effectiveness of the system test effort with a view towards improving the process. Some of the
metrics that we are interested in are:
Number of defects found in System Test
Number of defects found by Customer
Number of "ad hoc" defects found
Number of user reported defects vs. total defects
Number of untested fixes
Number of tests passed vs. tests run
First pass test yield
Number of tests re-run
Number of defects found in associated systems
Number of defects by severity
Actual vs. planned test time
Actual vs. planned completion date
Milestones met vs. plan
Test complexity
Pcrcem (or number) of automated tests
Size of product (in KLOC)
Number of testers
Use of testers' time in various activities
Number of tests run vs. planned
Percent of code covered
Percent of requirements tested
Where was error found?
Where was error introduced?

•

Since we are continually striving to improve our process, we must continue to measure that
process so we can measure the improvement. These metrics provide us with a measure of our
effectiveness.
8. Customer Focus

Throughout this paper, and indeed throughout our system test process, the primary focus has been
on the customer. We must continually redefine our concept of quality to reflect the customer's
viewpoint. That, again, is why the customer profile is so vital to the process. The most
sophisticated and bug-free system in the world cannot be considered as a high quality product if it

•

•
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doesn't do what the customer wants or expects it to do.
9. Conclusion

In this paper, I have attempted to summarize some ways in which testing can be included and
emphasized throughout the software development interval. By considering testing throughout,
we can increase the quality of our software and yet reduce our overall costs and time interval.
Throughout the process, the focus is to measure the quality of the product as it would be
perceived by the customer. For ultimately it is the customer, and only the customer, that will
determine that quality .

•

•
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•

Stages of a Software Project
Wild Euphoria
Growing Concerns
Near Total Disillusionment
Unmitigated Disaster

•

Search for the Guilty
Punishment of the Innocent
Promotion of the Uninvolved
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What is quality?

Quality is the degree to which a product or service
meets evolving customer expectations.

•

•

Quality includes cost, performance, and timely
availability .
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What is Testing?

• Bug Prevention
• Mental Discipline
• Rigorous Process
• You can't test quality in
• You can't prove the correctness of a program

•

• Test - then code

•

•
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When do we test?

• Requirements phase
• Design phase
• Development

•

• Integration
• System Test
• Beta Test
• Acceptance Test

• Continuous involvement
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Testing Phases

• Requirements - each requirement should have a
corresponding test scenario.
• Design - as each software component is
designed, the developer should also define how
s/he will test that component.
·• Unit Testing - are we really testing or just
debugging? A developer will normally try to
demonstrate that the program works, not
consciously try to prove that it doesn't work!

•

• Integration Testing
emphasis on the
interaction between software components.
This is where feature testing should really be
done.
• SystemNalidation Testing - test the system as
the customer will use it. Unfortunately, most

of the time, this becomes feature testing.

•
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System Test

A generic test of fitness for use by all
customers .

•
The last step in the development process
whose objective is to identify and remove
defects.

OR

•

The first step in the delivery process whose
objective is to evaluate the likelihood of
success or failure in production .
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System Test Priorities

1.

Testing the system's capabilities is
more important than testing its
components.

2.

Testing old capabilities is more
important
than
testing
new
capabilities.

3.

Testing typical situations is more
important than testing boundary
value cases.
"Practical Priorities in System Testing"
Nat Petschenik
IEEE Software - September, 1985
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Testing Tools

• Inspections - the single most cost effective
method of finding bugs early. This should
be a formal, rigorous process.
• Test tracking - what tests have been
executed? What tests have passed?

•

• Capture/Replay - probably the single most
valuable testing tool.
• Coverage analyzer - possibly the second
most valuable tool in the tester's toolkit.
• Automated test driver - lets you design and
automatically execute a test suite.
• Load generator - provide multiple inputs
and scripts to see how the system operates
under various load conditions.
• Software Reliability Engineering - what
failure rate is satisfactory?

•
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Planning

• What needs to be tested?
• Structure your tests.
• Organize your test scripts.
• What can be automated? Should it?
• BUT - some "ad hoc" testing is valuable.

•

•

•
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Beware of the Dreaded YEAHBUTS

•

•
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Summary

• Testing is a tough job.
• We should approach testing with the same
discipline that we approach development.
• Insist on quality in every step.
• Quality is a journey, not a destination.

•

•
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Experiences with Defect Analysis
Brian K. Casey and Jan L. Sun
ABSTRACT
This paper describes the techniques and tools that have been developed and
implemented at Bellcore for the analysis of software defects in software products
developed and licensed by Bellcore. The objective of software defect analysis is to
identify potential process changes that will enable the software developer to make
the greatest improvements in software quality and productivity. Measures of
expected quality and productivity improvements are presented from projects that
have performed software defect analysis. Practical issues such as resource
requirements, and technical and management factors for successful
implementation of defect analysis are addressed. Overall conclusions based on
Bellcore's experience with performing defect analysis on several projects are
provided.

•

The method used to perform software Defect Analysis requires the analyst to
answer several questions relating to the origin of the software defect, such as,
where in the software life cycle the defect was introduced, how the defect could
have been prevented, and how the defect could have been detected and corrected
earlier in the software life cycle. This information is collected and maintained in
a database. An analysis of the database can be performed to:
·
1) Identify the most frequently occurring and troublesome software
defects.
2) Determine where in the life cycle most defects occur.
3) Determine the most frequent root causes of defects.
4) Determine the effectiveness of different defect prevention and detection
measures.
5) Determine the expected productivity and quality gains of recommended
process changes.
Database analysis reports are available in the form of text and bar charts and are
reported in a way suitable for management to use to make more effective decisions
to allocate resources and time for process improvements .

•
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I.

•

Quality Improvement Through Process Improvement
A. The Costs of Poor Software Quality
1. Costs to the developer

Software costs have been growing at a rate of 12 percent per year since 1980
[1]. Most of this cost growth is due to increased demand for software
products with more features and versatility, yet nearly all users expect
software products to be more reliable and easier to use with each new
release. User demands for increased functionality and improvements in
versatility and ease of use result in software which increases in size and
complexity with each successive release. Figure 1. illustrates this
significant challenge to the software development organization that wishes
to improve the quality and reliability of its products. If the software
industry is to successfully meet this challenge, it must, at the same time,
improve the quality of its software products and the productivity of its
development processes.

Defects/KLOC

-

Release A

Release B

Release C

Release A

Release B

Release C

Release A

Release B

-

••

KLOCs

Defects Reported
by Users

Release C

Figure 1. The software quality and productivity challenge
Software quality and productivity experts agree that reducing software
rework (i.e., fixing defects and retesting software) will produce the greatest
gains in software quality and productivity [1]. Studies have shown that
-2-
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most companies spend about 20 percent of their time fixing and testing
software field defects reported during operation [2]. Cost data collected
from many different projects by Boehm has shown that the cost of fixing a
field defect is 20 to 1000 times more than fixing defects found during
development [3]. Costs incurred by the customer were not included in
Boehm's study. Preventing software defects or finding and correcting them
in the earliest stages of the software development life cycle will provide
significant cost savings while simultaneously improving software quality.
2. Costs to the customer

•

Bellcore has conducted several internal studies on the costs of poor software
quality and has found that software field defects almost always are much
more costly to the customer than the developer. The customer must expend
resources verifying the software defect, reporting it to the developer,
conducting "work around" procedures, and installing and verifying the fix.
In addition to these costs of "living with" software defects, software defects
in critical portions of a system (e.g., telephone networks, airline flight
reservation systems, and electronic funds transfer systems) can result in
millions of dollars of lost revenue in a short time. Costs to the developer can
easily exceed the cost of fixing the defect if the developer is found liable for
the customer's losses. Since there are usually multiple customer sites
using the same software, these costs may be incurred many times for a
single defect .
B. Improving Software Quality Through "Focused" Process Improvements
Traditional techniques for improving software quality and reliability have
relied on removing software defects in the later stages of the development
life cycle. While defect removal activities, such as system level testing,
often provide immediate and significant improvements in software quality,
they do little to provide quality improvements that last throughout the life of
the product. Each effort to improve software quality with each successive
release must be started anew with increasing levels of testing required to
achieve continuous improvement in product quality and reliability. Testing
by itself removes only the defect and not its cause. With only test and
inspection methods in place, defects are removed one at a time, and the
same kinds of defects are often discovered in later releases and in different
. parts of the product.

•

Since the late 1980s, there has been renewed interest in the use of process
assessments as a quality improvement tool [4]. The process assessment
focuses on examining the project's software life cycle methods, procedures,
and tools. During a process assessment, interviews with project personnel
and reviews of relevant documentation are conducted to determine the level
of compliance. The audit findings are compared against an objective
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standard for software quality programs (e.g., Bellcore's. software quality
program standard, TR-TSY-00179 [5]), and a determination is made as to
whether the project's quality program meets the standard. While quality
improvements based on process assessment findings are longer lasting
than those based heavily on testing, the assessment itself may not
determine what process changes will produce the greatest improvements
in quality.

•

Defect Analysis is a "hybrid" method that determines what parts of the
process are producing the greatest number of defects and what
combinations of process changes could prevent the greatest number of
defects from being created or will find and fix defects while the software is
in its earliest stages of development. Quality Improvement that can achieve
these goals can produce the greatest improvements in quality at the lowest
cost. Since quality improvements are a result of process improvements, the
benefits are long lasting and incremental improvements to product quality
can be made economically. Defect prevention techniques that share many
similarities with Defect Analysis have been pioneered by IBM and have
been successfully used on large software projects in the commercial world
[5,6, 7,8, 9].

II.

Defect Analysis
A."Defect Analysis Paradigm"
The model of a feedback control system shown in Figure 2 best describes the
approach Bellcore has taken for quality improvement through process
improvement. The control system paradigm requires that critical product
attributes that are under control be periodically sampled and analyzed. The
results of the analysis are translated into adjustments to the process that
will produce the desired change to maintain control. The process continues
to be measured to determine if the process remains under control.

Analysis

Feedback

fnputs

.,

•

Development Process

i

Outputs

Measurement
Figure 2. Feedback Control System Model
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If we are to implement quality improvements using this paradigm for
software quality improvement, the following development practices should
be established:
1) software development activities should be "formalized" as a process
2) the defined software development process should be adhered to, and
3) the outputs from the software development process should be measured.
Since improving Software Quality means reducing the number of defects
that are produced during development, it seems logical that defects must be
sampled (assuming you have so many defects that sampling is needed) and
analyzed to determine what process adjustments should be made to
improve quality. The analysis of individual defects is based upon finding
the defect's "genesis in the process" and answering the following questions:
1) where in the process was the defect created and what caused the defect
to occur in the first place (the defect's root cause),
2) how could the defect have been caught at an earlier stage of the software
development life cycle (i.e., early detection measures), and finally,
3) what could have been done to have prevented this defect from occurring
(i.e., prevention measures) .

•

B. Implementing Defect Analysis
1. Activities

Defect Analysis consists of four iterative steps: planning, analyzing
individual defects, analyzing the group of defects and, effecting change.
These activities and the sequence in which they are performed is depicted
in Figure 3.
Analysis of Individual Defects
Analyze
Defects

.___

Analysis of Groups of Defects

D~~~~P ___.

__.__ ___..__H_is_,o__
ry__.

Map Serious

E~~rJf:::

Decide on

~~~~!~f

---,

.__M_o_de_,_ _ _
c_ha_n__
ge_s__,

T

Affectin

Pl

Change

Report
Rceomendations

Revise Data
Collection Form

Develop or Update

Incorporate
Process

Pr~cess Model

Improvements

Development Process

Figure 3. Defect Analysis Model
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The planning step consists of developing or updating an existing life cycle
process model and determining what kinds of prevention and detection
measures should be considered as candidate process changes. Process
modeling consists of breaking down the software development process into
discrete life cycle activities. Each life cycle activity is decomposed into:

•

1) entry criteria (i.e., required inputs needed before the activity may begin)
2) process steps ( i.e., a sequential description of essential activities and
products that are produced),
3) exit criteria (i.e., criteria that must be met for products to be considered
to have met quality objectives).
Defect Root Causes are related to a failure of a particular life cycle activity to
perform as required. Figure 4 shows how candidate prevention and
detection measures are created from entry criteria, process steps and exit
criteria. The possible Root Causes, Prevention Measures and Detection
Measures that are identified during this analysis are used in the defect
analysis checklist form (a more detailed description will be provided in the
discussion on Defect Analysis tools in this paper).
Describe Ute Cycle Activities as a Process Flow:
Entry Criteria
What "Inputs" are required before start of process?
Process Step
What must be done or produced?
Methods
Exit Criteria
Criteria for thoroughness and completeness
Criteria for re-inspection

,

T

Prevention

~

T

•

Detection

!

Figure 4. Derivation of Prevention and Detection Measures
Planning also involves resolving administrative issues and performing the
groundwork for defect analysis. Decisions are made on administrative
issues such as: the kind of defects to be analyzed (field faults, system test
faults, etc.); the total number of defects to be analyzed as a group; the
frequency of team meetings (once a week, once every three weeks, etc.)
Groundwork to be laid is activities designed to help to ensure that defect
analysis is worthwhile for the project and to help to ensure that all team
members have a common understanding of the process. Depending on
whether the project has a consistent and documented process, the team
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would either review the process or document the process and use that
process to make revisions to the form they will use to analyze defects.
The analysis of individual defects begins with the discovery of a defect by the
customer or during acceptance testing. An overview of the major activities
and players in the defect analysis process is shown in Figure 5. A
description of the defect is recorded and sent to the development
organization for resolution. Actual resolution of the defect is performed by
a product expert (often the individual responsible for that particular portion
of the software product). The product expert performs the initial analysis
and records his/her analysis on a written data collection form. The form
and any necessary backup materials are brought into the team meeting for
discussion. The team and the product expert discuss the defect and agree
on its root cause. Although the main idea of this activity is to determine the
root cause, the analysis also includes measures or techniques for the
prevention and detection of the defect. This is because discussion of possible
prevention and detection measures often leads to identification of the real
root cause. The analysis results are recorded on the form that is used to
input the data into a database.

I

BB

So,_:_:_:_~~....pe-n,- - •Analyzes SoftwareDetect
• Completes Written Fenn

De led Analysis Tearn (Process Expens)
Reviews and Updates:
• Root Causes
• Prevention Measure(s)

• Oeteclion Measwes(s}

~~

~~
Figure 5. Description of Defect Analysis activities and participants
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Analysis of groups of defects is done by the Defect Analysis Team analyzing
defect history data and performing analysis using the defect database. The
team uses the database to determine specific areas that should be focused
on, and to identify any defects that require reanalysis. Most often, a defect
is reanalyzed when its root cause is commonly occurring, but an unusual
set of prevention and detection measures were recommended. When all of
the defects have been analyzed and entered into the database, the team
selects a set of the most effective process changes (prevention and detection
measures.) Choosing process changes could begin by identifying the
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phase(s) with the most defect root causes then analyzing t~e prevention and
detection measures in the phase(s) to decide the best set, or the team could
identify the best overall combination of prevention and detection measures
across all life cycle phases. The set of process changes should be selected
based on the number of defects that would be prevented or detected earlier
in the life cycle and on the cost, effectiveness, and ease of implementing the
process change.

•

In order to affect change to the process, after all the recommended process
changes have been identified, the cost savings to the company is calculated.
The results, including the cost/benefit analysis, are documented in a report
to management so that the recommended process changes can be carried
out. When the changes are implemented the entire process is repeated.
Defect analysis from planning through reporting, when it is necessary to
document the development process, takes approximately 25 three-hour
meetings to complete. Factors that affect the total number of meetings
include: the number of defects analyzed, the amount of groundwork done,
the length of discussion allowed for each defect, and the number of defects
analyzed per meeting.
2. Participants
The process of analyzing a defect to find its root cause is a team effort.
Although the Defect Analysis Team (DAT) consists of "process experts,"
"product experts" also participate in these discussions.
Through
discussions among process experts and product experts, a more thorough
understanding is developed and the conclusion is more likely to be the real
root cause. Process experts would be those who are very experienced on the
process that is followed for the various phases of development. For
example, a project leader of the requirements team probably would be an
effective "process expert" of the requirements phase. A product expert
would be someone who is well versed on the "product." For example, the
person who wrote the requirements that has an error would be an effective
"product expert".

•

The final determination of the defect's root cause is reached through team
consensus; hence, the larger the team size, the longer it has taken to reach
consensus. Therefore, the right balance must be achieved between having
the right people on the team and the right number of people on the team.
Often, the Defect Analysis Team consists of "process experts" to cover the
entire life cycle, which suggests that some teams can cover the entire life
cycle with three process experts, and some would require six or seven. The
"product experts" would only join the meetings or discussions if their
particular product is the one being discussed. Once the team begins to
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analyze the group of defects, only the process experts are required to
participate.
C. Defect Analysis Tools
Tools are necessary to streamline the defect analysis process and to help to
ensure that Defect Analysis activities are carried out in a complete and
systematic way. The tools that have been useful are:
1) a customized checklist form to aid the selection of root cause, prevention
and detection measures,
2) a database analysis tool to store defect data and automate the analysis
process, and
3) a report template as a guideline for reporting the results from the
analysis.
The checklist form provides a method for selecting possible root causes,
prevention, and detection measures when performing defect analysis. The
form helps to ensure that a consistent terminology and all frequently used
root causes, prevention and detection measures are considered when
analyzing a defect. Consistent terminology reduces the burden of trying to
decipher the analysis and recommendations of different people who have
analyzed defects. The checklist form has other advantages. For example,
putting the Defect Analysis results into the database becomes a simple job of
data entry since the database can be organized as menu selections.
Analysis of the data is also greatly simplified. A sample of checklist of
selections for root cause, prevention measures and detection measures is
provided in Figure 6.
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Prevention Measures
U9tC Nttd5 PtfJolllon CUNP)·

u,,, Nttd3

Ptflnlllon CVHP>·

Root Causes
u,,r

Nud, PtflDIUOO {UNO)·

1. Ootlnelonhance and document UNO proc:edun,s

1. Defino and document UNO review p,oooduros

1. UNO pnx:odUro nat eslablshod

2. Otvolop guide tines for S!)eCific UNO proc80Jre

2. Conduct extomal UNO review with Client
3. Conduc:I formal internal UNO p""""'tation

2. UNO proceduro cut short t,y schedule

4. Ensure key personnel attend UNO review
5. • Most probable onctS" checklist at UNO review

4. UNO procedure not adequate

3. Use UNO document template
4.

~~•

or enhance formal UNO document

5. Establish formal proc:odiros for UNO changes
6. Mothod to ostimatelc:ommunicato UNO impacts
7. lnc:t.Jdo UNO task in detailed SChodulos
8. Cllont TAG or Focus Gtcup UNO inYoM>rnent
9. u.. SME as consultant during UNO
10. Obtain UNO input from key personnel
11 . Analysis of Cllont operation or environment
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Detection Measures

6. Establish 1onna1 UNO utt criteria and signcll
7. Defino and dcoJmont FAS review proc80Jros
8. Training/awareness on FAS review p,oooduros
9 . Enhance OJCtornal FAS roview wtth Client
10. Enhance formal internal FAS review

3. UNO proc:odUna not followed or enforced
5. UNO i ~ nat solclted or rocetied
6. UNO dowment not produced or lnca1'4)iol8
7. Cioni need or operation rrisundorstood
8. Insufficient or lal8 foodback from Clonts
9. Foasibilly study nal portormod
10. Expedited deYolopmonl decision was incorrect
11 . Resource UrritaUons not considered

12. Req.,lre UNO foasibUtty study
13. Provide PROJECT or UNO traininglawan,ness

11 . Req.,in> SME at FAS 12. Ensure key por.,onnol attond FAS review
13. • Most probable om,,s• c:hod<lst at FAS review

13. Tlmeiness ol Clont Support

14. Develop UNO ·most prcbablo oncrs· chockfst

14. Establish formal FAS oxtt crttorla and signoll

14.

15. Other (UNO):

15. Other (UNO & FAS):

15. Other (UNO):

12. Lack of PROJECT o, UNO expertise

Figure 6. Prevention Measures, Detection Measures and Root Causes
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Bellcore has used a database tool for performing defect analysis on its own
products for over two years. Since each defect in the database often has
more than one prevention measure and detection measure identified with it
(perhaps as many as six candidate process changes per defect), finding the
most effective process changes cannot be done by simply counting the
number of times they were selected and identifying prevention and
detection measures that were most often recommended during the course
of the Defect Analysis. The database tool keeps track of the defects that are
eliminated by a particular combination of process changes. The tool
presently can analyze different combinations of prevention or detection
measures. The database is used to eliminate the "overlap" created when a
defect is eliminated by more than one prevention and detection measure
and show the true effect of carrying out these process changes. These
calculations can be quite tedious when more than a couple process changes
and defects are analyzed. Figure 7. illustrates the "overlap" situation that
must be accounted for in the analysis process. Allowing a defect to be
eliminated by more than one process change means that defects must be
carefully accounted for when analyzing process changes. ·
Prevention & Detection Measures

A.,- ~

Defect# 1
Defect# 2

/x
I

C

x'\

D

E

F

X
X

X '

Defect# 3
Defect# 4

X
X

Defect# 5
Defect# 6

\x

G

X

•

•

X

~ C7

I

X
X

V

Significant Overlap
(Note: Four defects are prevented by
using prevention measures A & B)

Figure 7. Effectiveness of combining process changes
Future plans for the database tool will allow the user to use estimates of the
expected effectiveness of a p·articular process change on each individual
defect and to use information on expected cost to implement the process
change in the next release (the present database tool assumes that all
process changes are 100% effective and have zero cost). The database tool
identifies the combination of process changes that will eliminate the
greatest number of defects for a given budget for implementing process
changes. Analysis of selected process changes consisting of combinations
-1 0-
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of both prevention and detection measures can be performed manually with
the tool. Text and graphics generated by the tool can be used in written
reports.
The report template provides a consistent way of presenting the Defect
Analysis results and the benefits of implementing the changes
recommended. The report template presents the recommended process
changes in a way that is easy to understand and shows the potential quality
improvement and the cost savings that could be obtained. The Defect
Analysis report has two purposes:
1) to inform management of the recommended process changes and their
costs and expected benefits, and
2) to provide enough information for a second party to implement the
recommended process changes.
I I I.

Experiences Performing Defect Analysis
A. Benefits From the Analysis

•

A complete cycle of defect analysis has been conducted internally by
Bellcore on seven projects; each project analyzed between 20 to 50 defects.
We observed some intrinsic benefits to performing defect analyses .
Members of the Bellcore Defect Analysis Teams increased their awareness
of the software engineering principles. They also became advocates for
process improvements in Bellcore.
In the past, software engineering or quality assurance advocates always
preached process improvements without considering what actual errors
occurred. The process changes recommended in this manner were not
always accepted because of the lack of consideration of what actually caused
the faults. Defect analysis methodology identifies the process changes that
prevent specific field faults in the product. Therefore,the defect analysis
methodology is gaining support from development organizations in
Bellcore.
The Bellcore Defect Analysis Team's recommendations are usually well
accepted because the Team members are a part of the development team.
Their opinions are trusted becau_se they are familiar with the development
process and not simply speaking from a set of ideals.
If the recommended process changes were implemented, the projects could
have seen a significant reduction of field defects, based on the opinions of
the Bellcore Defect Analysis Teams. The number of field defects would have

•
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been 25% to 30% lower if we assume that the process changes were 33%
effectivel in preventing the defects.

•

There could be significant savings resulting from the defect analysis and
implementation of the recommended process changes. Because the effort of
analyzing field defects is also significant, there is a desire to analyze the
cost/benefit of performing defect analysis. However, no data is available on
the cost to implement the process changes and on the savings to the user
when fewer software problems are encountered. Using available data on
the cost to analyze the defects and the cost to fix field defects, the potential
savings from the reduced field defects typically is one to two times the cost of
performing the Defect Analysis.
The entire defect analysis process for each new project takes roughly 20 to
30 meetings which range from two to five hours. It is expected that the
effort would be reduced if the projects continue with defect analysis on an
ongoing basis because the groundwork activities would not require as much
effort.
B. Process Similarities
In preparation of this paper, we analyzed the raw Defect Analysis data
from the seven Bellcore projects to determine if we can conclude that their
defect distributions are similar. Using a simple
test, we concluded that
not all the projects are similar in terms of their fault distribution. With
this, we cannot compare our fault distribution to the finding that
Ramamoorthy has published (i.e., almost half of all software errors are
introduced during the requirements phase of the development life cycle)

x2

•

[10].

Pareto analysis of the process changes does indicate some similarities in
the recommendations. Out of a total of more than 90 different prevention
measures which can be chosen, there were a handful of process changes
that were consistently chosen by the Bellcore Defect Analysis Teams in
their recommendations.
Five projects have chosen to recommend improvements to their existing
detailed design procedures. Four Bellcore projects chose to recommend
improvements to their existing system design guidelines or procedures.
All seven Bellcore projects recommended improvements to their design
procedures.

Assuming a 33% level of effectiveness for software process changes is conservative.
R. G. Mays [8] of IBM has reported that software development process changes can
range from 30 - 70% effective. Data collected and reported by Boehm and Thayer [3]
is in general agreement with this.
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A checklist that identifies the errors that would most probably occur is
another item that is frequently recommended by Bellcore Defect Analysis
Teams. Two projects recommended checklists for the system design
phase. Four projects recommended checklists for the detailed design
phase. And, four projects recommended checklists for the development
and coding phase.
The most frequently recommended change in the functional requirement
phase is related to communications between developers, user consultants,
system engineers , and system testers. Four Bellcore projects recommended
obtaining user consultant input, obtaining key person input, or having
regular meetings with members of the development team,.
Five Bellcore projects recommended formalizing their unit test procedures
to either including a demonstration, test case review, or test results
documentation. Five projects recommended improvements to their project
code review or inspection procedures.
C. Implementing Process Changes

•

Most projects do not have problems accepting the recommendations from
the Defect Analysis Team. The Defect Analysis Team passes the
recommendations to their Bellcore Quality Improvement Team and the
Quality Improvement Team takes the recommendations, develops action
plans, assigns responsibility, and performs tracking of the action items.
Because most Quality Improvement Teams already had projects they were
working on, the recommendations are not getting implemented as soon as
the Bellcore Defect Analysis Teams would like to see. Another problem the
authors observed is that there is no mechanism to track the effectiveness of
the process changes. Ideally, if there is a measurement of errors at the end
of each phase, Defect Analysis Team should be able to determine if there is
a change in the error counts or fault distribution of a particular project.
D. Performing Defect Analysis on an ongoing basis
The initial effort to perform defect analysis is laborious and tedious. A good
way to build a defect database is to analyze small numbers of software
problem reports over a long period of time. As the defect data accumulates,
the results of the analysis become more m·e aningful. Tools like the design
checklist and the coding checklist can be revised with the ongoing defect
analysis of software problem reports. Historical defect data can be used to
determine if an organization's preventative measures have been effective.
Over a period of time the original class of problems should diminish only to
be replaced by a new class of problems. If the same problems continue to

•
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appear, then the organization under review may need to review the
preventative measures that were put in place and take corrective actions.
Some Bellcore projects after having completed the first round of analysis,
have begun the analysis of defects on an ongoing basis. These projects meet
regularly about every two to three weeks to analyze the individual defects.
Quarterly reports are made on the progress of the team. When there is
enough data, the database is analyzed to determine recommendations for
process changes.
IV.

••

Conclusions
The Defect Analysis approach to improving software quality and
productivity focuses on the elimination of the most frequently occurring and
troublesome software defects in the earliest stages of the software life cycle.
Conclusions regarding where maximum benefits can be gained are arrived
at objectively and are reproducible from the defect data collected and
analyzed.
In general, project teams tend to be transitory in nature. The members of
the "1st generation" project team (i.e., software product's emerging state)
struggle with the requirement writing, designing, implementing, testing
and timely delivery of a software product. The members of the "1st
generation" project team accumulate experience during the struggle and
then usually move on. Defect Analysis provides a repository of "lessons
learned" from the "1st generation" project team. Continued defect analysis
benefits subsequent project teams and improves the quality of the software.

V.

•
--
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AN OVERALL STRATEGY FOR TESTING SOFTWARE
1.0

How to Involve Testing from the Very Start of a Project.

1.1.
Building Testability into a Product. In order to build testability into a software development
project from the outset, it is important to begin writing your test cases against the specification. If
the specification is subject to a great deal of change, it should be created and maintained using a
CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) tool such as Excelerator. Change control should be
put in place to manage, coordinate, and control changes (so that meaningful and necessary changes
are made but frivolous, poorly thought out changes are not). Changes must ripple through the
specification, code, documentation, and test cases.

•

When you write test cases against the specification, it makes it easier to be certain that the
specification is in such a form that it can be tested. In a small organization, one person should be
trained and designated as the ''testing guru." This individual should begin to plan exactly how the
product will be tested .
In order to create this plan, a product design should be completed. Usually, this constitutes a
hierarchical chart which shows the inter-modular structure of the product. Similarly, maps through
all the screens, pull-down menus, etc., should be created. As soon as these stages are complete,
a project plan should be put in place. Usually, this takes the form of a Gantt chart. Each module,
function, screen, interface, etc. should be examined and assigned to a specific programmer. The
programmer should then estimate the amount of time it will take to complete that particular part of
the product. The Gantt chart represents, then, the exact sequence in which the product will be built.
When each programmer's part is laid out along the time line (in parallel), the strategy for building and
testing the product can be mapped out. Deliverables should be specified-in terms of working
components of the product-every two weeks. Ideally, a tested, working deliverable should be
available from each programmer at the end of each two-week period. This way, you never fall more
than 2 weeks behind without knowing. Such a project plan indicates exactly how the product will be
built with a guarantee that it will be completed on time.
This project plan can then be used to create the test plan and test strategy. As the product is built,
it should be done so that a "core" part of the product is created first. It can then be used as a "driver''
to make it possible to attach new functions, etc., to it to gradually add to an always-working product.
This tends, when it is possible to do so, to make it easier to build and test. Additionally, if there are
independent subsystems involved, they can be created separately from the core and built and tested
in a manner similar to that described above.
1.2. Methodologies for creating testable specifications. If one's orientation is to defining a particular
function in a way that it can easily be tested, then everything is fairly straightforward. But it takes
experience to write testable specifications. For example, suppose a functional specification initially
reads:
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"The product will have a screen refreshing algorithm written as follows ... •
The function, as it stands, is not ''testable." One must ask in addition questions such as:
"Which PF key will trigger the function?"
"Will the function be triggered by reaching the right-hand margin?"
"If so, how many characters of the line will be refreshed each time?"
"Will there be an input buffer?"
"How many characters will the buffer accept?"
"Will there be a 'beep' when the buffer size is exceeded and characters are lost?"
"What happens at the bottom of the page?"
"What is the acceptable rate for refreshing the screen?"
"Is it achievable?"
Obviously, there are still other questions which could be asked, but this provides an idea of other
things which should be included in the specification for the screen refreshing algorithm besides how
one actually refreshes the screen. This represents a functional specification which might have been
based on a "mini-specification" from DeMarco [DeMarco, 1979].
Other, more formal approaches can be used. Suppose one begins by using Essential Systems Analysis
of McMenamin and Palmer [McMenamin, 1984]. One basically creates an Event List. This event list
specifies all (or most) of the events which are described by a system. They are used to create the
data flow diagrams built around the "concurrent processors." Taking the list of these events, one can
create the "triggers" and the "expected responses." These can be used to create a set of test cases
corresponding to the acceptance test for the product. Because of the traceability which can be
created between the data flow diagrams and the hierarchical designs of the software design phase
[Crandall, 1987], one can trace these test cases through the entire product, adding to them and
enhancing them as necessary to completely cover the product.

•

Among the newer, more modern approaches to building software specifications are the Object
Oriented Analysis (OOA) approach [Coad, 1991 and Embley, 1992], and the Object Oriented Design
(00D) approach [Booch, 1987; Meyer, 1988]. With these approaches, it is not necessary to convert
data flow diagrams into hierarchical charts to maintain traceability through the product (from the
specification). Also, they allow for "packaging" all the knowledge about an object inside one "Subject"
or "Object.• Objects communicate with each other through Messages, which are limited to just what
needs to be transmitted and no more. By judicious use of this packaging, one can obtain a high
degree of "reusability'' and "independence" among the various Objects.
The very things which make OOA and 00D valuable from a software design and maintenance point
of view also make the approach valuable from a testing point of view. An ideal goal of creating
testable software is to design for standardization and reusability. While one attempts to create
software in terms of "functional primitives," one might create their accompanying test cases. By
capturing these test cases with an automated tool, one could automatically test large parts of systems
with very little additional effort through re-use of these functional primitives in many contexts.
1.3. Implementation strategy. Depending on what strategy one uses to gradually build the software
product, many testing practitioners recognize the need to use a "big bang" approach to testing
modules (or Objects). Often, to build a driver to test a part of a system may be more work than
building the system itself. One way to proceed is to begin with either

•
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the core of the product and enhance it gradually by adding
functionality little by little to the base product,
or independent subsystems and enhance them gradually by adding
functionality little by little to each subsystem until it is complete. One
can then integrate them easily with the base product and with other
subsystems.
This incremental testing enables one to avoid creating excessive numbers of drivers and stubs. It
appears that Object Oriented Analysis and Design can greatly aid in building products and testing
them in this manner. Further, it avoids the problems associated with debugging software tested with
the "big bang" approach.
1.4. Testability at the Software Design Level. As one moves from the product specification created
by the Systems Analysis Team to the Software Design, several concepts need to be considered. If
OOA (Object Oriented Analysis) [Coad, 1991 and Embley, 1992] or OOD (Object Oriented Design)
[Meyer, 1988] has been used, moving from analysis to design is fairly straightforward and traceability
to the specification is preserved without changing strategy or structure. Packaging is of high
integrity because of all the control, data, and code associated with a given Object being "hidden"
within that particular Object.

•

If, on the other hand, the basic Yourdon Methodology has been followed [DeMarco, 1979;
McMenamin, 1984; Yourdon, 1989], one must convert a data flow diagram-or series of diagramsinto hierarchical charts. This has always been a weakness in the Yourdon Methodology, but the
author [Crandall, 1987) has developed a simple technique for making the conversion based on the
idea of inserting "management" or "executive" modules into the hierarchical structure to manage other
modules when 2 or more bubbles exist on an arc. This is very straightforward and preserves the
traceability which is questioned in Coad [Coad, 1991].
Since at the moment, the Yourdon methodology is the most commonly used methodology, it will be
given more attention in this paper, in terms of how to add testability to a high level software design.
Software System Quality and Testability have much in common. In other words, what causes a
software design to be of high quality in terms of its maintainability is also what makes it easy to test,
in most cases. Mainly, as with OOD, one addresses "packaging," "modularity," and "independence."
But there are important benefits which come from this approach in terms of packaging the software
and accessing the various modules [Crandall, 1987].
{In Orr's DSSD methodology [Orr, 1980; Higgins, 1983, 1986; Hansen, 1983], one deals
with "soft modularity" and "efficiency with respect to data structure," rather than the
concepts explained here. Testability in this methodology is not currently within the
author's understanding. Work with testing in this environment might lead to another
paper later on. The ASYST methodology [Atkinson, Tremblay and Associates,
Montreal, Canada] involves writing testable specifications, but it currently is used
internally and is not available to the general public. Again, the author's experience
with testability in this environment is limited, but since it follows closely the Yourdon
methodology in its process modelling, that part of the methodology is probably similar
to what will be discussed below.}

•

In order to achieve "good" modularity, a software system must be partitioned in such a way as to
reduce complexity. To do so, the system is partitioned into parts having identifiable and
understandable boundaries, maximizing the independence among the parts of the system, and
representing the system as a hierarchy. [My~rs, 1WV], Thi~ le~~~ to the 1,on1,epta of module
strength and module coupling, as well as some other design objectives. Module Strength can be
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expressed as the degree of "cohesion" among the elements making up a "module." Basically, it takes
on the following:

•

Coincidental Strength
Logical Strength
Classical Strength
(Temporal)
Procedural Strength
Communicational Strength
Sequential Strength
Informational Strength
Functional Strength
with Coincidental being the "worst" and Functional being the "best." Modules-in a Design Review-should be classified as to their strength, and an attempt should be made to "fix" them so that they
are Functional or Informational Strength.
In this context, the strong "cohesion" or "packaging" should lead to modules where the functionality
is contained in one place, thus making the testing of that function easier. This can lead to the
"functional primitives• in some cases. The farther one deviates from the "ideal,• the more one must
cross module boundaries to test a given function. This complicates the creation of test cases both
at Unit and at Integration Testing, as a decrease in functionality usually is accompanied by an
increase in inter-module dependencies, as described below.

•

Module Coupling is defined to be the degree of relationship between two modules. Module Coupling
can be classified as follows:

Content Coupling
Common Coupling
External Coupling
Control Coupling
Stamp Coupling
Data Coupling
with Content Coupling being the "worst" and Data Coupling being the "best.• Of all these, Common
Coupling, i.e., linking modules through "global data structures" is one of the most common violations
of good software design and one of the most insidious in terms of its impact on maintenance and
testing. Yet it is insisted upon by programmers who should know better-it is part of the "tradition"
of certain products such as compilers and operating systems. Data elements should be passed
explicitly to provide a visible interface for the software designers and maintenance engineers•
As is also the case with 000, creating a minimal, visible interface makes it easier to perform
Integration Testing. One important consideration is the elimination of "inter-module dependencies,"

•
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where a decision, wired-in value, or data element or structure is "linked" in some way across a
module boundary. These boundaries must be tested at Integration. Often this involves drawing
directed graphs of the two modules in question and defining paths which cross the module
boundaries through the interface. For very obscure dependencies, this may not be obvious nor easy
to do. Worse, obscure dependencies may be missed and not tested at all! {A discussion of an
approach to this is given by Harrold and Soffa [Harrold, 1989).}
Other Design Objectives which are described are:

Simplicity
Module Size
Recursion
Predictable Modules
Initialization
Decision Structure

•

Data Access
Restrictive Modules
Input/Output Isolation
Internal Subroutines
It would take too much space to discuss these measures and objectives. The point to be made is
that they should be taken into account when reviewing any software system architecture. They all
have an impact on software maintenance and testing. Experience shows that it is almost impossible
to satisfy all of the above conditions simultaneously; trade-offs must be made, but intelligent tradeoffs are what should be stressed. Again, what makes software easy to maintain, in terms of these
other measures, also makes it easier to test.
These measures of good modularity are defined in [Myers, 1978, 1979; Yourdon, 1979) and the impact
is described in [Peters, 1987). A description of what causes different module strengths and couplings
to occur, what their impact is on maintenance and testing, and what can be done to fix them is given
in [Crandall, 1987).
Other than these measures, little is given to help systems designers find measures of software
quality, but these measures have a large impact on the product. Further, they help guide developers
into effective software development ''thought processes." Ideas such as the use of tables to hide
error messages or to hide the "meaning of data" can be of great value-especially when building
national language versions of the products. Successively refining a product using informational
strength modules and functional decomposition can make products which will run relatively
independent of their operating environments-an especially valuable concept when providing products
which run on different platforms. And, as a consequence, they will be easier to test.

•

1.5. Testability at the Code Level. Most programming texts concentrate on the syntax of a
programming 1,n9~i'9t, Whilt 1hty m1y tlreti GlrUGIIRd progn1mming, they rarely stress the
thought-process or code quality. When viewing code in terms of low-level, detailed design, one
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recognizes that a different thought-process takes place from what is usually presented in a
programming text (Crandall, 1990]. There is a "mini-life cycle" which consists of

•

Solving the Problem

I

V

Writing the Program in Pseudocode

I

V

Converting the Pseudocode Program to Code in a Target Language
Imposing these levels of abstraction on the programming process makes it easier to convert from one
target language to another-and experience at Novell has shown that there is little time lost when
programming takes place in pseudocode (which is reviewed in a code inspection) and then is
converted to the target language. When this process is integrated into the entire software
development process and related to high-level design, products can be created which are relatively
error-free and the entire development effort is actually shortened.
I have found no reference providing measures of code quality or testability (other than error rates),
so a list is provided here. There is not time or space to go into them in detail, but more information
is found in [Crandall, 1987).
Some measures of code quality and testability are:
Readability of Code
Use of Proper Programs and Proper Program Segments

•

Use of "Top down" Structured Programming
Maintainability
(Use of a small number of patterns and structures)
3 Basic Structures
Simple Sequence
Iteration
(DO WHILE structure is used unless
use of other structures is justified.)
Selection
(CASE structure is used unless use of
other structures is justified.)
Use "Correct" Structure
Do Not Branch Out of Loops
(A!! exit conditions should be specified in the boolean
expression of the WHILE statement. (Nested) IF THEN
ELSE's should be used to create exit condition.)
Do Things the "Same Way" as Much as Possible
(Use "variations" only when justified by some criteria.)

•
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Complexity
No Nested IF THEN ELSE's
(Except for sequential error (or other type) processing.)

Use CASE Structure (with documented boolean
expressions) in Place of Nested IF THEN ELSE's for
Alternative Processing.
Affirmative Programming
(Test and define all default conditions. Use CASE structure in place
of IF THEN ELSE's.)
Robustness
Code Should Always Run to Completion.
Avoid Use of REPEAT UNTIL Structure.

•

Validate All Input Data to Module.
(But do not cause "restrictive modules." This mainly
refers to input data over which one has no control, not
data which is calculated by the program and assumed
(or tested) to be correct.)
Avoid or Document Programmer Assumptions.
Avoid, Minimize or Document Segment or Data Dependencies.
Of all the above, segment dependencies and inter-module dependencies cause the most trouble to
maintenance programmers and test engineers. Yet they are among the least understood and least
recognized of all the conditions which occur in software. The rule of thumb with respect to segment
dependencies is to package them together, if at all possible. As was mentioned above, inter-module
dependencies are not always eliminated by minimizing module coupling; often they are more obscure
than that. It is beyond the scope of this presentation to comment further on these areas.
It should be noted that this is one of the most neglected areas of software development, but it has
the potential of causing a great deal of difficulty to the maintenance programmers and test engineers.
If it can be shown that these dependencies do not exist, then minimal numbers of test cases can be
run with a high degree of test coverage. Otherwise, one is not obtaining the coverage one expects.

2.0. A Corporate Testing Strategy.
A possible corporate testing strategy [Crandall, 1989a] might be created as follows. Five test levels
are defined as a part of the testing strategy:

•

Requirements and specification,
Unit and integration,
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Subsystem/system,

•

Beta,

and
Regression/acceptance.
While different test techniques exist at each level, the basic strategy is based on the testing
relationships among the levels. The test level activities are tied together through Cascaded Value
Added Testing (CVAT). The goal is to minimize the cascading effect.
2.1.
Testing Relationships. Because it is demonstrably less expensive to remove errors early in
the life cycle rather than later, the emphasis of Cascaded Value Added Testing is to employ
strategies which will allow for removal of most of the errors early in the life cycle, with fewer and
fewer errors being found the farther one progresses into the life cycle.
2.1.1. Requirements and Specification. In the context of the infrastructure described above, a
Systems Analysis Team, usually made up of a subset of the Product Development Team, creates the
Product Specification. Initially, errors should be removed from the Requirements and Specification
through a number of design reviews. These reviews should involve ''typical" customers, "advanced"
customers, Development Engineering, Test Engineering, Documentation, Marketing, Sales, Support,
and others.
2.1.2. Software Design. The Software Development Team usually creates a Software Product
Architecture, or an internal design of the software. The software design should also be reviewed, but
usually only the Product Development Team would be involved, plus invited experts.

•

2.1.3. Module and Subsystem Coding. Once the code has passed its "first successful compile" (as
determined by the programmer) it should pass through a code review, which would include the team
member from the test organization. Following this sign-off, the code is ready for Unit Test. Ideally,
the programmer should unit test his/her own code, with the test plan and test cases reviewed by the
team member from the test organization. DeMarco [DeMarco, 1982] recommends that the
programmer never see the code after he programs it. As a variation on the above, a Testing SWAT
team [or Unit and Integration team] from the Test Organization might be assigned to Unit Test the
code, or it might be routinely tested by the Test Organization. One must experiment to find out what
works best for a particular organization. At any rate, the test cases must be captured and retained
for regression testing. A still different approach is presented in Section 3.0. Specific Unit Testing
techniques and strategies are covered in references such as [Seizer, 1990 and Hetzel, 1988]. They
will not be covered in this paper.
When the code has passed the unit test, it is "frozen," and promoted to Integration. When a number
of modules are ready, subsystems are integrated and tested in preparation for promotion to the Test
Organization. Again, the Unit and Integration team can play a role here.
Programmers often do not understand either the need for, nor how to perform, unit and integration
testing. Often, they are unwilling to take the time. Sometimes, because of production schedules, it
is unrealistic to expect them to. The Unit and Integration team provides a means of solving training,
motivation, and scheduling problems encountered at these levels of testing. Applying a strong
methodology such as Object Oriented Design can be beneficial-especially when used with
automated tools, as explained in Section 4.0.
2.1.4. Subsystem/System Testing. Rather than wait for the entire product to be built before formal
testing begins, it seems best to begin incrementally testing the subsystems as they are completed.

•
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Once a subsystem has passed the exit criteria for Integration Testing, it is promoted to Subsystem
Testing.
At the time the Product Specification is frozen and signed off, the Product Test Team begins to
create a formal Test Plan, which is evaluated and signed off. Then the team begins to acquire the
equipment necessary to perform the testing. The team also begins to acquire the automated tools
to test that particular product, either those available commercially or those built internally by a Tools
Research and Development Group (which would be created within the Test Organization). Then they
begin to specify and write the test suites. When the code finally becomes available, they are ready
to begin testing.
The Subsystem/System Test Strategy basically involves defining all the functions contained in a
given subsystem to be tested and then making certain that all of them work in connection with the
rest of the system. There are many different techniques which can be used, and it seems
inappropriate to list all of them here. [See Seizer, 1984; Hetzel, 1988.) As with Unit and Integration
Testing, the test cases are captured, as much as possible, and are retained for Regression Testing.
A testing log is maintained by each tester indicating test cases run, errors found, anomalies
encountered during testing, etc. Exit criteria from this phase are related to the stability of the
product, decrease in error rates, errors corrected and re-tested, etc.

•

2.1.5. Beta Testing. A Beta Test Group should be part of an effective Test Organization. For popular
products, many companies desire to become Beta Test Sites, and it is necessary to place testing
standards and restrictions on them. Companies chosen as Beta Test Sites should be required to
perform testing difficult to do by the company itself and to operate in environments difficult to
recreate at the software company. The Beta Test Group coordinates and manages the Beta Testing.
Errors found at this stage are reported back to the Development Organization, fixed, and regression
tested. Corrected versions are sent back to the Beta Test Sites.
It should be noted that at this stage of the development cycle, the product is close to shipping.
Documentation must also have been prepared for the Beta Sites and must be tested and evaluated
along with the code. In fact, recall that the Documentation Team, which makes up a part of the
Product Development Team, not only contains individuals writing the Users Manuals and other
documentation to accompany the product, it also contains individuals who must test the
documentation against the product to verify that it adequately and clearly represents what the
product is to do in a given situation. These individuals also make certain that no undocumented
features have been allowed to creep into the product, that there are no missing functions, and that
functions operate in the way in which they were originally defined.
2.1.6. Regression/Acceptance Testing. Once Beta Testing is completed, the product passes through
a final Regression/Acceptance Test. This testing is extensive and is to make certain that all reported
errors have been correctly fixed, that all documentation errors have been fixed, and that the product
is ready for "First Customer Shipment."
2.1.1. Customer. Through the Cascaded Value Added Testing process, the number of errors should

•

be radically reduced as one moves from one level of testing to the next. Ideally, Subsystem/System
Testing should only locate errors which were impossible to detect through Unit and Integration
Testing. Beta Testing should only find errors which exist in environments impossible to create
outside of a User's shop. Regression/Acceptance Testing should only verify that all reported errors
have been properly corrected .
When the product reaches the customer, no errors should remain in the code. Obviously. this is an
unreachab,le ideal, but it should be the st~t~d 90~1 of any Test Organi~tion, and software should be
in place to allow for error tracking to provide feedback to help reach that goal.
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2.2. Risk Analysis (Risk, Time, Resources). The problem with the Cascaded Value Added Testing
process is that it is an ideal, not a solution. At the Unit Test level, there are a potentially infinite
number of test cases which could be written and executed. Such a high level of testing is
impossible. Many times, to be able to test a particular function or subsystem, more code must be
written to create the test environment than exists in the actual piece of code itself! One must,
therefore, also evaluate and test for the errors which may be created by the Test Organization itself
as it writes these drivers and stubs.
Often, there are not adequate resources, nor is there adequate time for the developer to test the
piece of code or subsystem to the degree it needs to be tested. One solution has been to implement
the Unit and Integration Team. This team moves from product to product, testing critical code and
helping the programmers perform tricky tests which their training does not prepare them to do. This
helps minimize the "risk" of programmers failing to incrementally test their code. It also helps the
programmers avoid the temptation to simply bang away on the keyboard performing "ad hoc" tests
which are neither planned nor documented.
But even this approach is not enough. There are still rarely enough resources to adequately test a
piece of code or a subsystem. For this reason, the Product Test Plan is built around Risk Analysis.
At Unit Test, modules and functions within modules are identified and evaluated as to High, Medium,
or Low Risk. Decisions are then made as to whether to exhaustively test, moderately test, lightly test,
or ignore a particular function.
The evaluation should consider module complexity, error history, customer impact, whether it is a
new or existing feature, schedule (time available to test), and programmer confidence level.

•

2.3. Risk Analysis applied to Cascaded Value Added Testing. Applying Risk Analysis to the
Cascaded Value Added Testing process, it can be seen that, initially, one eliminates as much
potential error as possible from the Product Specification by having a large number of individuals,
from a broad set of backgrounds, goals, and expectations, evaluate the product through Product
Specification Reviews. Product Designs are also reviewed as to design quality. Code is reviewed
prior to Unit Test.
At the Unit Test level, a module is analyzed and evaluated to determine the amount of time to be
spent testing it and which parts of the module are to be singled out. This type of evaluation is also
applied to the Integration Testing.
At the Subsystem/System Test level, one is also limited with respect to time and resources; in fact,
some resources are just not available. Some environments are impossible to create or are
prohibitively expensive. A reasonable assessment of the risk in this environment must be made, and
effective selection of Beta Test Sites which can test specific environments to minimize this risk must
be made.
The basic goal of this entire process is minimal customer impact. As can be seen from the previous
discussion, the concept of cascading is related to allowing fewer and fewer errors to pass from one
level to another. Ideally, only errors impossible to find at one level should be allowed to pass to the
next, where test procedures minimize the "risk" of their getting past the phase where they should
have been caught. On the other hand, some of the "risk" is associated with lack of time or resources.
One may not have time to test all functions, so those associated with obscure, unlikely paths, or
those which will have little or no impact on the user, are not tested.

3.0. Specific Testing Techniques with an Accompanying Strategy.

•

•
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As was mentioned earlier, test cases based on system test techniques-and some based on unit test
techniques-can be written against the specification, and they should wherever possible. But usually,
unit test procedures cannot be devised until the code is actually written. This is especially true of
white box techniques.
I will not attempt to detail the various techniques, rather, I will give you an outline of the techniques
in the order you should perform them. This should provide you with a strategy. Seizer's book
Software Testing Techniques (2nd Edition) or Myers book The Art of Software Testing should give you
information on the techniques.

•

3.1.
Basic Strategy for Unit Testing. Code is generally programmed in small units called modules.
A module can be a separately compilable entity, the amount of code one person works on, a file, or
whatever other type unit you decide to define. Normally, it involves a complete function (according
to the design principles given above). After a module of code has passed its first successful
compile, you should hold a code inspection. This involves 3 to 6 people, including a moderator and
a code reader. The moderator keeps the meeting going, the code reader paraphrases each small
segment of code. Everyone else reads along. The goal is error detection. Comments relating to
style, etc. are inappropriate in the meeting, but they may be shared off-line. Normally, you can
expect to review around 100 lines of code per hour; as you gain more experience, it can increase to
between 300 and 500 lines of code. You must decide how to count lines of documentation, but it
should be reviewed. We have often found more errors in the internal documentation than in the code
itself.
Once the code has passed the code inspection, it should be unit tested. The next two sections
outline strategies for unit testing. Unit testing involves black box and white box testing. One
approach is to perform the black box testing strategies first and then determine how much of the
white box techniques have already been covered by the black box techniques. Basically, one uses
the strategies described below to create test cases. Test cases are made up of INPUTS and .
EXPECTED OUTPUTS. There is a tendency not to pay attention to the expected outputs, but it is very
important to take the time to create/define/calculate them, depending on the particular situation for
each test case. In some situations this is not a trivial task.
3.1.1. Black Box Testing. With black box testing, one examines the function from the outside, with
no concern for how it is programmed. I.e., the function is viewed as a "black box.• The basic
approach is to first of all define all the sub-functions that go to make up the unit under test.
3.1.1.1.
Functional Testing.
One verifies that the basic function-and each of the
subfunctions-performs according to its definition. Where subfunctions can be executed at the same
time, multiple combinations of functions should be executed-for as many of the combinations as
it is practical. [Usually, several of the subfunctions are "mutually exclusive", i.e., they cannot be
executed at the same time. This drastically reduces the number of combinations one must try.]

•

3.1.1.2.
Equivalence Class Partitioning. All the basic inputs to a module or unit should be
evaluated in terms of their equivalence classes. In dealing with an equivalence class one determines
valid and invalid input classes. One then selects a correct value for each input class and places it
in the column of a table. This becomes the first test case. One then leaves all the input classes
correct except one, changing it to an incorrect value. One proceeds in this fashion until all input
classes have had at least one incorrect value. This constitutes the set of test cases associated with
the equivalence classes .
An example might be a telephone number (with the area code). The area code must be a value

between i01 and 909, The middle digit must be a "O" or a ·1: Correct values would conform to
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these rules; incorrect values would be taken above, below and with invalid middle digits, etc.

•

3.1.1.3.
Boundary Value Analysis. With boundary value analysis, one determines all the inputs
to the function (or one examines those identified in equivalence class partitioning, and one looks at
the values of the inputs at their boundaries: just below, just at, and just above the lower boundary;
just above, just at, and just below the upper boundary. Many programming errors occur at the
boundaries of values. One should also look at the boundaries on the output values as well.
3.1.1.4.
Cause-Effect Graphing. If the input classes are not independent of each other, an
alternative approach is cause and effect graphing. This approach is too complex to explain in a
paragraph, but an excellent example is found in Myers' reference book [Myers, 1979]. The basic idea
is to "AND" and "OR" the various input classes together, build a cause and effect graph, and use it
to create a decision table representing the test cases.
3.1.1.5.
Data Validation Testing. This strategy encompasses a set of specialized techniques
to fill the gaps left by other black box testing methods. It is heuristically directed, i.e., one uses
guidelines rather than a formal analysis or detailed algorithm.
It is most useful in interactive systems which use a second generation interface-one wherein the
user generates specific commands within a specific syntax and the system responds accordingly.
When commands are typed using a keyboard, the interface software implements a string recognizer
program that must be validated.
Some appropriate data validation tests are:
Specify commands with incorrect syntax; use both blatant and subtle variations from
correct form.
Provide syntactically correct input that is out of sequence or specified at the wrong

•

time.
Type a partially correct input command and then terminate the command entry.
Omit all commands; simply return.
Provide correct commands, but provide too much qualifying data.

Generate a system interrupt immediately after a command has been entered.
Enter a completely correct command.
3.1.1.6.
Logic-Based Testing. If a specification is provided in decision table format or if it can
be easily converted to this format, then logic-based testing can be used. Note that it is very similar
to Cause-Effect Graphing. With this approach Decision Tables are created which reflect the rules are
applied to each decision. Actions are taken based upon "yes" or "no" entries in the decision table for
the various decisions considered. An example-with an explanation-is found in Beizer [Beizer, 1990].
3.1.1.7.
State-Transition Testing. When a system can change states under certain conditions,
then state-transition testing may prove useful. Some examples of state-based systems are menudriven systems, device drivers, communications and other protocol handlers, system controllers,
resource managers, system configuration test handlers, and recovery and security processors. These
are best modeled with finite state machines or by state/transition diagrams.
3.1.1.8.

Transaction Flow Testing. This is a functional test technique based on structural

•

•
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methods. The basic idea is that rather than using a flow chart to represent the logical structure of
the program, one uses the flowchart to represent the functional behavior of the program. While this
can be done at the unit level, its most important use is at the subsystem or system level. One simply
lists the steps and provides the logic for moving from one step to another (with loops, ifthenelse's,
etc). One then creates test cases to test each of the paths through the program. Some programs
may have hundreds or thousands of transaction flows, making this approach somewhat difficult (but
necessary). This is most easily done after the code has been created and some white box testing
has been performed.
3.1.1.9.
Data Flow Testing. This approach is a generalization of path testing. The basic idea
is to trace the usage of a data element throughout a program. One determines where it has been
created, modified, used, stored, or destroyed. One looks for anomalies such as attempted use of
objects before they exist, using objects before they are initialized, etc. This is most easily done after
the code has been created and some white box testing has been performed.
3.1.1.10.
Error Guessing. Another black box approach is called error guessing. With this
approach, one attempts to identify parts of the code which appear, from experience or intuition, to
be error prone. One writes test cases which have a high potential of generating errors, if they exist,
in the code. Checklists, based on experience with earlier projects, are useful in this context.

•

3.1.1.11.
Ad Hoc Testing. One of the most effective types of testing is ad hoc testing. With this
approach one simply sits at the terminal and successively executes test data, attempting to locate
errors. Often unconsciously, the tester is led to unstable, error-prone code. Often, more errors are
found with this approach than with any other.
Unfortunately, unless one uses a capture/replay tool, it is often difficult to "re-create" errors.
Similarly, it is difficult to create coverage matrices to show what has-and what has not-been tested.
Often you can purchase •coverage analyzers" to automatically show you what coverage you have
achieved. If you are interested in such tools. I would be glad to provide you with company contact
names and addresses-Edward Miller has excellent tools available.
3.1.2. White Box Testing. Once the code has been created, white box testing can take place. With
white box testing, one looks at the actual code structure in creating the test cases. As was
mentioned earlier, many of the white box tests will have already been performed by the tests created
and performed under the black box strategies.
3.1.2.1.

Statement Coverage. With this strategy, one writes test cases to assure that every

statement has been executed at least once. Coverage Analyzers are useful in this context.

3.1.2.2.
Segment Coverage. This is usually better than statement coverage. With this
approach, one identifies each of the code segments, i.e., those lying between two nodes (branches
or loops). Then one creates test cases to guarantee that each segment has been executed at least
once.
3.1.2.3.
Branch Coverage. With Branch Coverage, one makes certain that test cases have
been written which cover each branch in each possible direction. Coverage tools are useful to
measure this type of testing.

•

3.1.2.4.
Condition Coverage. Condition Coverage is used when a branch predicate has more
than one condition; test cases are written to certify that each of the conditions in a branch is true at
least once and false at least once .
3.1.2.5.
Com ound Condition Covera e. Compound Condition Covf;!ra9~ it wh~n, f9r ~fl~h
branch statement, all feasible combinations of condition outcomes must be covered at least once.
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3.1.2.6.
Path Coverage. With this strategy, one creates a directed graph of the module,
showing all the paths through the code. One then creates test cases to guarantee that not only are
all branches taken but that all the paths through the code have been executed-which requires that
each branch is taken in each direction with all other branches in all their combinations. This leads
to an exceedingly large number of paths. When this is combined with nested loops, the potential
number of paths can approach infinity. Thus, path testing is usually not achievable except for fairly
small modules, or those with a small number of branches.
3.1.2.7.
Basis Path (Structured) Testing. This is an approach created by Tom McCabe. With
this approach, one uses the cyclomatic measure of complexity to determine the number of
independent paths through the code. This is usually substantially less than the total number of
paths. This approach is covered in Pressman [Pressman, 1987), though it is found in several other
references. To find the cyclomatic number (the number of independent paths) one draws a directed
graph, counts the number of nodes and edges, and then applies the formula C = E - N + 2 to
determine the number of basis paths. One then selects the longest path for the first test. Then one
successively changes the first node from "true" to "false", then the second (after changing back the
first), then the third, etc. until one has accounted for C paths.
3.1.2.8.
Loop Testing. There are three types of loops: single loops, concatenated loops, and
nested loops. Single loops are tested by modifying the loop structure to execute the loop o, 1, 2,
typical value, n - 1, n, and n + 1 times. With concatenated loops, if the loops are independent, one
tests each loop as a single loop; if there is a dependency between the two loops, one sets the
second loop to 1 and performs single loop testing on the first. Then one reverses the process and
tests the second loop. For nested loops, one sets the inner loops to 1 and tests the outer loop as
a single loop; then one sets the outer loop to 1 and tests the next-most inner loop. One repeats the
process until all the nested loops have been tested.

•

If adjacent loops have branching into them and out of them at various points, they are impossible to
test. It is best to start over and make them into single, concatenated, or nested loops and then test
them normally. To attempt to use "spaghetti-type" loop structures almost always leads to errorprone code, which is impossible to use, test, modify, or maintain!

3.2.
Integration Testing. Once Unit Testing has taken place, one should slowly integrate the
components together. This can be done top down (using stubs) or bottom up (using drivers), but
a better approach is to determine-during the engineering and planning stages, a development
strategy, i.e., the order in which the modules are to be built. This was described in Section 1.1. If
one starts with the basic "core" of the system and then successively adds functions or modules to
that core, one can successively test a working sub-system. To integrate code, one must take the unit
test cases and determine how they work across the module interfaces. Additional test cases must
be added to make certain that the entire set of interface variables have been properly tested. This
can add substantially, in some cases, to the number of test cases created. Yet if proper boundary
value and equivalence class testing has taken place, much of the interface for certain modules will
already have been tested.
The worst type of approach for integration is the "big bang" approach. It is the approach often taken
in testing products and it usually leads to a disaster! With this approach everything is developed
independently, and then it is thrown together at the end and tested all at once. When this happens,
it is difficult to determine the cause or causes of errors and to fix them. Often fixing one error creates
another, and one must deal with a "push and pop" syndrome: one fixes one error only to have it pop
up at two or three other places. The incremental testing approach works much better, as one can
usually identify causes of errors and fix them with minimal impact on the rest of the system.
As soon as an integrated set of modules becomes large enough, or if an independent set has been

•

•
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created, then system testing techniques can be applied to the integrated subsystems. These
relatively independent subsystems can then be further integrated until the entire system has been
created. It then can be tested using the technique described in the next section.
3.3.
System Testing. System testing strategies are mainly black box strategies. These are
techniques which cannot be performed until the entire system-or at least a large part of it-has been
created. Other than Product Verification Testing and the six techniques which follow it, there is no
particular order in which testing should take place. And not all the approaches outlined are
necessary to all products.

3.3.1. Product Verification Testing. Product Verification Testing is looking at a product from the
outside in, viewing the entire product from a user's perspective. It involves 5 components:
Functionality Testing.
Usability Testing.
Conformance Testing.
Performance Testing.
Reliability Testing.

•

These should usually be performed on the entire product, rather than on subsystems.
3.3.1.1.

Functionality Testing. Basically, the product is examined from two perspectives:
Is all the functionality defined in the Functional Specifications part of
the Product Specification present and do all the functions work as
defined?
From a user's point-of-view, can the user easily get to all the functions
he/she desires in order to perform the tasks the product is specified
as performing?

Usually one makes a list of all the functions and then makes certain that they all can be reached and
that they perform as specified. One must achieve 100% functional coverage.
3.3.1.2.
Usability Testing. This is a somewhat vague type of testing strategy. It tends to
generate a large number of errors-both severe and trivial. Often "usability'' errors generate
controversy between programmers and testers, as there is a messy line between "usability errors,"
"not really errors," and ·undocumented features." Also, this approach tends to overlap with other
testing strategies. Since the tester's judgement is involved, often the egos of both testers and
developers become involved-which leads to the conflicts.
3.3.1.3.
Conformance Testing. Nowadays, there are many standards emerging for "graphical
user interfaces (GUl's)," telecommunications and data communications standards, as well as other
types of standards. There is also the "look/feel" of earlier versions of a company's product.

•

Conformance Testing is the defining of a set of standards, testing against those standards, and
assuring that the product conforms to that given set of standards. Automated test suites can make
this an easy task, provided an appropriate automated tool is used.
3.3.1.4.

Performance Testing.

Many programs have specific performance and efficiency
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objectives, stating such properties as response times and throughput rates under certain workload
and configuration conditions. Performance testing is demonstrating that a product does-or does
not-meet these constraints.

•

In addition, from a user's point-of-view, one ascertains that the constraints are truly adequate for the
particular task the user undertakes. If Myer's definition of testing is used, i.e., testing is the execution
of test cases with the object of finding e"ors, then the purpose of a system test in this environment is to
demonstrate that the program does not meet its objectives.
3.3.1.5.
Reliability Testing. The goal of all types of testing is the improvement of the eventual
reliability of the program, but if the program specification contains specific statements about its
reliability, reliability tests might be devised.
Bell System's TSPS switching system has a down-time objective of 2
hours or less per 40 years. [How does one test this?]
A program might have a mean time to failure (MTTF) equal to 20
hours. [This can be tested.]
Novell had a reliability test of 180 hours without an error before a
product was released.
One might also have reliability conditions such as operational error objectives, i.e., the product
should experience no more than 12 unique errors after it goes into production. Tests in this area
must be automated if one is to stand any chance of demonstrating reliability (or lack of it). Again,
this approach is from a user's point-of-view.

•
,

3.3.2. Error Message Testing. In order for a system to run effectively, one must ascertain that the
error messages the user receives are correct and understandable. For this to work effectively, one
should package all error messages in a table that is referenced from various points in the program.
This is especially important in national language environments, where the product is expected to be
marketed in countries with multiple languages.
Ideally, someone should generate-from the user's point-of-view-each error message, in all possible

conditions. Is the error message appropriate and easy to understand. Are the possible actions the
user can take well identified and the necessary steps to get out of the error condition effectively
outlined? Do the steps actually work the way the error message spells them out?
3.3.3. Help File Testing. Similar to Error Message Testing, Help File Testing is checking the help
file at various points in the program execution to see that they are appropriate to the point in the
program where the user might wish to ask for help. This is not always easy to ascertain, nor is it
easy to design into a product. Making this effective requires a lot of experience on complex
products; on smaller, simpler products, it is more easily designed in. The best approach is not to
get to fancy to start with and to rely on feedback from users to create more effective help files on
later versions of the product.
3.3.4. Documentation Testing. For the usage of a product to be effective, the documentation must
be tested to make certain that everything functions the way the documentation says it does. Holes
in the documentation must be identified, as well as making sure that the documentation is correct.
Finding holes in the documentation is not always easy. Relating Documentation Testing to
Functional Testing is one way of making certain things are not missed. For commercial products,
this type of testing is extremely important.
At Novell, we had an entire organization devoted to documentation testing.

Highly experienced

•

•
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programm/documentation personnel would run the software using the documentation. They would
determine where the documentation was easy to follow, where it was confusing, and where it was
wrong. This group also generated each error message and made certain that it was responsive to
the actual problem and that the corrective measures were clear in the context of the user's
environment.
In code inspections, the internal documentation was evaluated for accuracy as well. Maintanance
engineers would look at the documentation to determine how easy it would be for a new,
inexperienced programmer to identify what the program did, to be able to fix it in maintenance mode.
3.3.5. Transaction Flow Testing. Identifying each transaction which the program must process and
tracking it into the program is also important. This was discussed in Black Box Testing at the Unit
Testing level, but it is even more important at this level. To be effective, this might be based on the
Functional Testing strategies discussed earlier. To accomplish this, one designs a step-by-step
process through which the transaction must pass. One then executes test cases which guarantee
that the transaction is processed correctly throughout the entire program.

•

3.3.6. Screen Sequence Testing. With this approach a flow chart of each of the paths through the
screens is established. One then makes certain that test cases which exercise each screen in each
possible sequence are created. This is especially important on interactive systems, as opposed to
batch or real-time systems. The approach is similar to Transaction Flow Testing, however, more test
data is usually required .
3.3.7. lnstallability Testing. The ability to sell a product often depends on its ease of installation.
Complex, confusing installation procedures must be tested for. This is a "usability'' issue, as well.
Installation instructions should be clear and straightforward-even if the operation is somewhat
complex-and installation should proceed as the instructions indicate. The ability to restart the
installation procedure is also important in many cases. Often attempts to prevent installation of
multiple copies of a software product make the restarting of installation impossible-or at least,
extremely frustrating!
For basic systems testing, test strategies 3.3.1. through 3.3.7. must be performed. This should be
standard for all system testing. The remaining strategies depend on the product and the needs of
the development/test organization.

3.3.8. Volume Testing. Volume Testing is subjecting a program to heavy volumes of data. For
example, a compiler could be fed an absurdly large source program to compile. A linkage editor
might be fed a program containing thousands of modules. Or a local area network might be fed a
massive number of packets and the response time(s) measured.
It is possible to go overboard with this approach, and it can be very expensive and time-consuming.
But every program must be exposed to an "adequate" number of volume tests.
3.3.9. Background and Stress Testing. Background Testing is any kind of testing carried on with
a simultaneously active source of transactions. These can be provided by an external load generator,
co-generation, or self-generation. Background testing can uncover a lot of bugs, especially
interactive, time dependent, or race condition bugs. When an error is found with background loads
active, the test should be carried out without active background to confirm the bug's existence.

•

Stress Testing is testing with high background loads, to the point where one, more, or all the
resources are simultaneously saturated. It is to system testing what destructive testing is to testing
physical objects. Stress testing tends to find a large number of bugs. It tends to work because it:
Forces race conditions.
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Totally distorts the normal order of processing, especially processing
that occurs at different priority levels.
Forces the exercise of all system limits, thresholds, or other controls
designed to deal with overload conditions.
Greatly increases the number of simultaneous actions.
Depletes resource pools in extraordinary and unthought of sequences.
3.3.10. Security Testing. Because of society's increasing concern about privacy, many programs
have specific security objectives. Security testing is devising test cases which attempt to subvert the
program's security checks. One way to devise such tests is to study known security problems in
similar subsystems and generate test cases that attempt to demonstrate similar problems in the
system at hand.
3.3.11. Storage Testing. Programs occasionally have storage objectives, stating, for instance, the
amounts of main and secondary storage used by the program and the sizes of temporary or spill
files. Test cases could be devised to demonstrate that such objectives have not been met.
3.3.12. Configuration Testing. Programs such as operating systems, data-base management
systems, and message-switching programs support a variety of hardware configurations. Building
matrices of these configurations and testing them in appropriate combinations is an extremely
effective way of testing in this environment.

•

3.3.13. Compatibility/Conversion Testing. Most programs that are developed are not completely
new; they are often replacements for some deficient system, either a data processing or a manual
system. Upward compatibility and conversion must be planned for.
Care must be taken that files and other data structures are not
inadvertently made incompatible by changes that are made.
If a set of printers and other peripherals are used in an early version
of the product, they must be assured to be supported and compatible
in the newer version.
In an MIS environment, conversion from the old system to the new system must be planned for and
tested for.
3.3.14. Recovery Testing. Programs such as operating systems, data-base management systems,
and communications systems often have recovery objectives stating how the system is to recover
from programming errors, hardware failures, and data errors. At Novell, we had a way of backing out
of a transaction when the system went down. One objective of recovery testing is to show that these
recovery functions do not work:
One can insert programming errors into the system.

One can use a known defective disk or disk drive to force the recovery
mechanism.
Data errors such as noise on a telecommunications line, an invalid
pointer in a data base, etc., can be purposefully created to test
recovery mechanisms.

•

•
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3.3.15. Serviceability Testing. A program might also have objectives for its serviceability or
maintainability characteristics. Nowadays, programs must often be serviced remotely across a phone
line, and once an error is determined and corrected, a fix must be shipped across the phone line or
posted to an electronic bulletin board.
Testing the ability of a product to be easily fixed in this type of environment is becoming very
important-though it is difficult to know how to design such systems, much less how to test them.
Similarly, the mean time to debug an apparent problem, the maintenance procedures, and the quality
of the internal logic documentation must be evaluated.
3.3.16. Procedure Testing. Programs that are part of a larger, possibly not fully automated system
involve procedures performed by people. These procedures should also be tested during system
test, where appropriate.

4.0. Automated Tools.
In this section, I will classify some of the automated testing tools that are available. I will then list
the tools that I think are the most valuable-especially for the money they cost.

•

4.1.
Classifications of Automated Tools. Below is listed the basic classifications of automated test
tools which are on the market. Some are not well developed in terms of state-of-the-art and
commercial availability; others are.

4.1.1. Static Analyzers. These program-analysis systems support "proving" of static allegationsweak statements about a program's structure and format.
4.1.2. Code Auditors. These special purpose filters are used to check the quality of software to
insure that it meets minimum coding standards.
Assertion Processors. These preprocessor/post processor systems are employed to tell
whether programmer-supplied claims, called assertions, about a program's behavior are actually met
during actual program executions.
4.1.3.

4.1.4. Test File Generators. These processors generate, and ·fill with predetermined values, typical
input files for programs undergoing testing.
4.1.5. Test Data Generators. These automated analysis systems assist a user in selecting test data
that make a program behave in a particular fashion.
4.1.6. Test Verifiers. These tools measure internal test coverage, often expressed in terms that are
related to the control structure of the test object, and report the coverage value to the quality
assurance expert.
4.1.7. Test Harnesses. This class of tools supports the processing of tests by making it almost
painless to:
Install a candidate program in the test environment.

•

Feed it input data .

Simulatt! by gtub!l tM b~havior of tubtidiary (tubordinAt@) modules.
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4.1.8. Output Comparators. This type of tool makes it possible to compare one set of outputs with
another (previously achieved) set to determine the difference between them.
4.1.9. Symbolic Execution Systems. This type of tool performs program testing using algebraic
input, rather than numeric data values. The software being tested thus appears to be test classes of
data, rather than one specific test case. THe output is algebraic and can be compared to expected
results that are specified in algebraic form.
4.1.10. Environment Simulators. This type of tool is a specialized computer-based system that
enables the tester to model the external environment of real-time software and then simulate actual
operating conditions dynamically.
4.1.11. Data Flow Analyzers. This type of tool tracks the flow of data through a system (similar in
many respects to path analyzers) and attempts to find undefined data references, incorrect indexing,
and other data-related errors.
4.2.
Some Useful Tools.
Most of the effective tools in software testing are based on
capture/replay. They usually have a high-level language of sorts which allows one to generate the
keystrokes, in addition to just recording them as they occur. This can be extremely useful in
generating massive numbers of test cases. Other characteristics of these tools is that one can mask
parts of the screens to allow changes between old and new versions such as dates, times, etc.
Originally these tools did not work for capturing windows-based screens or mouse movements, but
recent versions of most of them do-or will be available shortly.
The most effective tools in this class are:

CAPBACK.

•

TRAPS.

ATRON EVALUATOR.
AUTO-TESTER.
AUTOMATER Ml.
Some other useful tools are:
T-which is used with a specification language to generate
automatically appropriate test cases.
TCAT, S-TCAT, SMARTS, TDGEN, and EXDIFF-which are coverage
tools and test comparators.
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Abstract

•

This paper explores the idea that CASE tools by themselves do not
solve companies' problems and before any CASE tool can contribute
to solving problems, the management has to have their processes
under control. The idea that CASE is the magic solution and can
somehow solve software quality or productivity issues is incorrect.
In fact, selection of the wrong CASE tool can seriously hamper
development.
Practical examples from experience in implementing development
processes at several companies are presented in this paper. It also
describes how CASE technology has been successfully fit into
several development methodologies.
The process used for development is a major factor in the selection
of CASE tools.
The CASE tool must meet the technical and
organizational requirements of the development group, while
providing proper support for the chosen development life cycle. The
CASE tool must be selected after the other areas are understood and
under control, not before. The CASE tool will not make an unstable
process better until and unless the process itself is brought under
control independently.
Examples are given for the right and wrong tools for the job, with
recommendations for how to get the processes under control before
launching into a CASE project .
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How CASE tools have worked so tar
Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools have been
touted as the solutions to a multitude of organizational, process,
productivity, quality, and developmental problems.
Vendors have
made wi1d claims about ease of use, improvements in productivity,
improvements in quality, and increases in management control of
projects.
CASE vendors have painted pictures of automatic
generation of complex programs in months by business strategists basically nontechnical people. They have ctaimed tenfold boosts in
programmer productivity and giant improvements in quality. Upper
CASE technology has been described as making everything pretty,
with nice diagrams and graphics, while not helping with the task at
hand. Lower CASE technology has been characterized by claims of
'seamless' generation of defect free code from specifications.
In
some circumstances, users may have indeed noticed improvements
after major investments in the new technology.
More often, the
opposite has occurred.

•

Many organizations have jumped onto the CASE bandwagon because
the technology was available.

They were sold on the 'sizzle' of new

technology that has the potential of making software development
less expensive and higher in quality. Since there was no magic
solution behind the hype, most of these organizations have . been
sorely disappointed by CASE.
Some organizations have tried to use CASE tools to gain control of
their development process and enforce conformity rules.
By
imposing the vendor's methodology and using the CASE tools,
companies have attempted to redirect their out of control operations

by fiat. Consequently, they too have been disappointed with the
CASE tools.
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Some organizations have attempted to ease the devetopment
workload by bringing in CASE tools. They have selected particular
features of existing tools or specific areas in development to
smooth the development process and automate parts of it. They have
met with marginal to good success.
A few organizations seem to have latched on to the CASE vendors'
message that the tools can improve productivity and quality.
By
adopting the vendor's methodology and applying their tools,
organizations have been able to develop systems with a uniform
methodology. However, this has produced mixed results; anywhere
from disasters in schedules and quality to significant improvements
after much time spent on the learning curve.

•

The picture painted by all this is not very positive. By one 1991
survey, 70% of CASE tool users are dissatisfied with their current
CASE implementation. 1 Users are obviously not seeing the type of
successes they were sold on, although there are a few organizations
that have met with tremendous success.
The successful
organizations aided portions of their software engineering
methodology with customized CASE tools. They first decided on an
appropriate development methodology and then created or acquired
tools that automated or enabled portions of the process. Some of
the few really successful stories with CASE are the organizations
now selling the CASE tools, spinning off the original products or
abandoning them altogether. Some of these companies did not use
CASE in developing the tools they now sell, but created the CASE
tools using conventional techniques to help in their internal
development process.
There are some logical reasons that we haven't seen the success
we desire. High among them is the fact that the CASE industry is
relatively new. The tools themselves are still being developed and
many are incomplete. It is also evident that many tools have not
been carefully thought through, or at least not presented in such a
way as to make sense to the users. Many so called integrated CASE
packages are loosely associated tools, and some assume the user can
and will completely change their development organization and
methods to suit the tool.

•

1 Rinaldi, D. and Gannon, W. Jr., "Characteristics for CASE Success" CASE
Product Guide/1992. (Sentry Publishing Co., 1~~1).
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One of the most important issues is that management does not
understand how development of software should be done, and
therefore is unable to select tools to properly assist in the process.
The old adage goes, "if the only tool in your toolbox is a hammer,
every problem looks like a nail." A corollary to that is that you can't
select the right tool until you know what your problem is. In other
words, a #2 flat blade screwdriver is not much help as a tool to
remove a 2" lug nut.

•

The Two Real Issues
In general, we suffer from two very damning problems with CASE:
organizations can't select the right tools to solve a problem if they
don't know what the problem is, and it is incredibly difficult to
create tools to aid in software engineering when nobody has a
picture of what software engineering really is.
The first issue of knowing what the problem is, is the one I am
addressing in this paper. Before anyone can reasonably select the
right tool, they have to understand what the problem is that they are
going to address.
Then it is necessary to make sure that the
organization is doing things in the best way before changing the
situation with new tools. It would be absurd to go out and buy a set
of tools to do a construction job without much more detailed
information and analysis about the actual tasks to be done.
Constructing a highway is different from creating a skyscraper. It
is just as important in software development that we analyze and
understand what we are developing and how we should be developing
it before selecting our tools.
The second issue of lack of software engineering knowledge, is a
more difficult one. The reason for this lack of knowledge is that
information science is still in its infancy.
We may think for a
moment that it is mature, particularly considering significant
accomplishments we continue to achieve, but that thought is
shattered quickly when we think about how little we really know.
We have no general theories or models for information systems that
account for the complex systems of today. We also lack accepted
management theories, or even practices, which describe algorithms
for successfully creating information systems. We are learning and
adding to the body of knowledge all the time.
Someday we will
understand and have a true engineering discipline, but today we are
still working with a descriptional science, which is very different
Quality Week 1992
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from a science based upon mathematical theories and models.
Engineering discipline can only come after the scientific foundation
is established and well understood.
This second problem will be resolved in due time, meanwhile we
must work with what we have. Because software engineering is not
yet a reality does not mean that we cannot employ tools to improve
and automate our work. Just the opposite is true. It is only through
creating and using tools that we will learn the proper methods, and
these methods can lead us to the scientific discoveries needed to
create the engineering discipline. This paper is intended to assist in
avoiding some obvious pitfalls due to the industry not being mature
enough to have all the answers itself.
The Problems CASE Tools Really Address

•

Seventy one attributes of CASE tools are identified and compared
in the CASE Product Guide/19922, ranging from Access Privilege
Levels to Version Control. This is a large number of characteristics,
and none of the dozens of products evaluated contained all of them.
These attributes are used to describe the technical capabilities and
features of the tools, but none really describe the purpose of the
tools themselves.
DATAMATION, in its March 1, 1992 issue,
compiled a resource list of over 400 CASE products. 3 Although the
listing is simply a compilation of products, they are broken into
dozens of categories of Product Types. It is important to focus on
what the tool does for you when preparing for CASE or selecting
CASE tools.

Looking at the functions of using CASE, there are a few categories
of problems to be addressed. The first thing to recognize is that the
tools should either automate or enable tasks to be done in developing
products. If the tool does something or requires performing tasks
not part of the development process, they are not helping. Three
general areas where the CASE tools can help include:
Project
Management Planning and Control; Central Data Repository; and
Documentation.
In addition, there are specific tools available to
address the specific areas of: Needs and Requirements description;
stating product Definition and Specification; Code Development and
Test; Installation, Builds, and Configuration Control; Release and

•

2

CASE Product Guide/1992 (Sentry Publishing Co., 1991).
3 Lindhoim, £., "A World of CASt'. Tools" nATAMATION (March 1,
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Post-Release Support; and Analysis, Description, and Decomposition
of existing programs. 4

•

It is in these areas that organizations can concentrate on solving
problems that they have. Since all organizations have issues in most
of the areas, coordination of functions is tremendously beneficial.
This integration of tools, however, is far less important than
solving the real problems in the development methodology that the
organization faces.
The Right Tools for the Job

Identifying the correct problem is key to being able to select the
correct tools. With the plethora of tools available, it is important
to select the right tool for the job. Make sure to focus on finding an
excellent solution for the problem you have before selecting a tool
that has additional capabilities. If the tool does not make the job
easier or improve the results noticeably, users will find ways to get
around them.
Project management tools should be selected to fit the
organization's management needs independently of the other tools.
Unless the management team understands and uses the tools, CASE
will not provide the services required.
If an integrated CASE
package includes project management features that are not the
desired ones, the managers are faced with the problem of using
another tool or working ineffectively.
Neither are desirable
outcomes, but it is better to ignore some functions in an otherwise
useful CASE package than to use them to do the wrong job or do the
job poorly.
Specification and design tools also need to be selected based upon
their fit with the organization's way of doing business, not the other
way around. Products which are datacentric need tools that allow
expression of the relationships in the data. Procedure and algorithm
based products do not have the need for specialized tools for data
representation. The nature and importance of specifi.cations also
varies based upon organizational needs. Very simple programs and
small organizations have less requirement for large, formal
specifications than do complex programs and large organizations.
The tool used should be commiserate with the job that is required.
4

Utz, W., Jr., Software Technology Transitions (Prentice Hall, 1992).
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If the problem being addressed is that the tests need to be run
more efficiently, it is important to focus on tools to automate
testing in the specific environment. Changing the way tests are run
to fit a tool is not usually a good idea unless the new method itself
is fundamentally better, independently of the tool. Getting a tool
that automates reporting as well might be nice, but if you sacrifice
running many tests due to incompatibility with the tool, then you
have not solved the right problem.
Configuration control, creatton, and regulation of the development
environment are particularly sensitive areas.
Developers tend to
have strong opinions about how they should do their work. The
specific hardware platforms, operating systems , network topology,
and product characteristics also have major impact on what is
possible and desirable.
These factors need to be understood,
evaluated, and incorporated into the decisions about tools for the
development environment.

•

Tools for release control are also sensitive to product
characteristics.
The language used, system topology, operating
system, et cetera, all impact the need for and characteristics of the
release process. The nature and size of the product dictate the need
for formality and controls, while the operating system, language,
and system topology limit the choices of solutions.
Trying to use the wrong tool can lead to significant problems for
the organization. One company I worked with selected an automated
test tool that did not work with the main test suites for their
system. The test engineers were instructed to use the specific tool,
so they first had to modify the programs that could be run using the
tool, then they had to create scripts to run most of the tests outside
the tool. This also meant that the management reports and other
side benefits of the test tool weren't usable since they only
reflected some of the tests, resulting in higher costs with no real
benefit.

•

Another company produced a data base management system, among
other products. Their choice of toots resulted in using English text
to specify the requirements and specifications, which was far from
being adequate. The tools empioyed were not suited for effective
communication of the real requirements or design, and the products

created were not what was desired.
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undergoing significant changes after implementation, as though the
18 month to 2 year development cycle was a first prototype instead
of final product. This resulted in a much higher cost of development,
longer development times, and products not meeting market
requirements.

•

Management of project documentation in a data repository has been
a problem for many companies.
The data format has not been
uniform, and the information scattered throughout the system. Two
companies I worked with which tried to use data dictionaries found
that they were not used by the developers due to the restrictive
rules and forced entry. This resulted in paying for the tools and still
not having the jnformation available. It also resulted in an actual
reduction of communication in one case, since the engineers didn't
want to talk about the tools and wouldn't enter the information.

Preparation for CASE Tool Selection
The first step in preparing for CASE is to understand what can be
done. Management should either hire outside expertise or spend the
time to evaluate available tools. Usually the field can be narrowed
somewhat by limiting the scope of the search to tools that have
already established an installed base on the type of system platform
being used. The initial evaluation should also be done in a cursory
fashion, since actual tool selection will come later. The purpose of
this initial evaluation is to get a feel for what tools and methods
are available and successful today.
The next step in preparation is much tougher. The managers and
practitioners need to establish what their development processes
are or should be. If the existing processes are not yet understood
and under control, then work needs to be first done to get them under
control. Understand what problems there are, and set about solving
or avoiding them. For each of the problems in the development
process, identify the source and list potential methods of solving
them. Realize that tools do not solve the problems by themselves,
they only support the processes in place. Since the tools can really
only automate or enable the processes, chances are they will make
an out of control process much worse. There is real danger in trying
to select a tool for control without thorough evaluation and
understanding both what is out of control, and why the tool
establishes the proper methodology and controls for it.
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The proper methodology needs to be established and documented.
This may mean selection of an off-the-shelf method, tailoring of a
method, or creation of one based upon the organization's unique
requirements. The documented process then needs to be understood
by all participants.
This means both documentation and training,
with feedback incorporated in the process itself to ensure that once
participants understand it, they continue to use the correct
procedures. The only tools that should be brought in at this time are
those required to enable the process; i.e., only tools to automate
complex or mechanical processes that cannot be done manually.
Establishing a new methodology is much easier when it can be
closely observed and manual control can be maintained. Most large
organizations use pilot programs to try new methods on small
projects before distributing it widely.
Once the development process is defined and understood, it is
possible to select tools to automate it. The goal may not be to
automate the entire process fully, but rather to invest where it is
cost effective to do so. Quadrupling the cost of development for a
ten percent improvement in productivity is not rational.
Dividing
the problems into two categories often helps clarify priorities. The
first category is those areas where something is needed to prevent
ultimate failure; i.e., if nothing is done, the organization will
certainly fail. The second category is everything etse. Since the
problems in the first category must be fixed, only the second
category needs to be priortized. Often, just fixing the first group is
a big enough job that the priortization should be postponed until
after these are done.
An effective method of prioritization for the second category is 10
quantify the incremental costs and paybacks for each method and
tool, and compare the results. Both costs and paybacks need to be
divided into fixed and variable categories. It is important to look at
these as changes from the current (or nominal) methods, and not to
look at them independently. If there is no improvement from current
procedures, there is no justification for change.
Costs need to
include acquisition and installation, as well as ongoing support and
administration. The amount of time needed to "feed" the tool shoutd
also be factored in.
Paybacks should be computed based upon
concrete returns.
A claim of "lower defect rate" should mean
paybacks: in lowered development time, decreased support costs,
increased purchases by customers, et cetera. If the lower defect

rate does not mean decreased costs or increased profits, then it
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hasn't really improved anything. Simple Prado analysis (80/20 rule)
can usually be used to select the most beneficial tools.

•

In selecting particular tools, a few simple rules should be kept in
mind. The tools should be selected based upon their fit with the
method used by the organization - not the other way around.
Management and the users should understand exactly how the tool
will improve things before bringing it in.
It is not necessary to
automate the entire life cycle to see all the potential benefits of
CASE tools. Integrated tools are preferable if all parts used by the
organization fit with the method and any parts not needed can be
skipped. And, a process touched is a process slowed, at least for a
while; i.e., don't touch it if it works well.
Once the tools have been introduced it is also important to review
their use. This will ensure that the tool does the job, that users are
properly employing it, and that the process selected works well. It
also allows for learning about the process and further
improvements. This feedback mechanism should be incorporated as
an ongoing part of the development methodology.

Conclusion
Management must first identify their development processes. Then
they can figure out what portions of the process are most likely to
benefit the organization if they are automated or improved. Before
any tools are acquired 1 management has to get the process under
control. If they believe that a tool is what they need to control the
process, they first need to describe the process and get the
participants to agree to the controls.
After the desired process is identified, agreed upon,
documented, management can go about selecting tools to assist
enable it.
The tools need to be created or selected to fit
process, not the other way around. Only those tools that are
effective and improve the process should be used.

and
and
the
cost

After implementation, measures need to be taken to ensure that the
CASE tools selected were effective, and that the process remains
under control.
A periodic reality check is warranted, particularly
considering the rapid pace of technological change.
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•
To have a negotiation, you need:

• INTERESTS in COMMON
• INTERESTS . in CONFLICT

•

I

•

•

HOW TO THINK ABOUT IT

You

•

AND

The Other Side

•

VS.

"The Problem"

•

THE GASP

• ALWAYS has an effect
• Lowers expectations
• Develop & practice your own

•

3

•

•

PLANNING

1. You MUST have a plan
2. Information is the key
3. Anticipate!

•

4. Work out your MBA
(My Best Alternative)
5. Write down:
(1) Your ideal agreement
(2) The minimum you'd settle for

•

4-

•
MBA
My Best Alternative
• There is only ONE MBA
• May involve best guess of probablitites
of possible outcomes, weighted by
"goodness" or "badness"

•
-

s

•

•

ISSUES

1. Authority

2. Competition

•
3. Concessions

•
6

•

MAKING CONCESSIONS

1. Should you go first?

2. The right concession pattern

•

3. "IF we ... ?"

4. Straw Men

5. What to do after a concession

7
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CREDIBILITY

1. Your reputation or credentials

2. NEVER LIE !

•

3 . Opening offer

4. Use odd amounts

5. Back up assertions with documents, exhibits,
videotape, ...

•

g

CLEAN & DIRTY TRICKS

•

I. Get the other side to invest time and effort.

2. Issue an ultimatum.

3. Take something back.

•

4. The Cops

5. Switch negotiators.

•

•

CLEAN & DIRTY TRICKS, continued

6. Bird In Hand

7. Dessert

•

8. The Paper Tiger

9. Splitting The Difference

10. The Fait Accompli

•

/0

•

HANDLING DEADLOCK
1. Avoid by building record of agreement; resolve easy
issues first and recap areas of agreement

2. Recess

3. Lock 'em up

•

4. Change negotiators

5 . Third party

6. Change the shape of the deal
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Introduction

•

Nowhere in industry is the state of the art so far removed from the state of the practice as it
is in software quality. Detailed theoretical processes which are prescribed for software
development and testing give way to individual heroics and a dash for the schedule.
Practices like these which work in the small fail miserably in the large. But executives of
large software companies that started small still manage by the rules that made them
successful when they had 4 developers rather than 400. Universities turn out software
hackers, rarely software engineers. And ''individuality" and "freedom of expression" are
held in high esteem, preventing change and petpetuating management by crisis .
There's hope for companies caught in this kind of environment. Metrics-based process
ownership gradually changes the company culture from an crisis-based orientation to one
based on controlled schedules. This paper discusses reasons why some companies get
where they are, establishes a context for effective software quality programs, and briefly
illustrates one company's efforts to continuously ratchet up its software quality as
measured by its customers.
Background
With all the technology and theory circling about, why do we still build cnnnmy software?
Even in large companies, software projects are often poorly defined, late, and insufficient
to the task at hand. Why? Let's explore a common genesis of software companies through
a fictitious example.
Most ymmg software companies are managed by their founders, who associated their
success in developing software with hard work and drive. Their founders deeply believe
that their own heroics and intelligence got the company where it is today, and if
development is flagging, they recommend "hire smarter people" and "work harder".

•

In fact, their success is probably due more to the dynamics of small group development
which does not scale well into large companies. likely the founders came from their target
customer base, having seen an opportunity to vastly improve a task through new software
products. They understood the existing applications in detail, having done them
extensively, and knew their own preferences for improving the process through a softvvare
product. This ability to build what the customers want they call "intuition". In fact, to
accumulate this insight, the f mmders informally followed a process of quality function
deployment, converting customer requirements to action.
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The fmmders built the product well enough to sell well into the customer base. Functional
requirements were easy, because of customer experience, their "intuition". Because the
development group was small, the design was done in the hallways and in front of
chalkboards. Maybe someone even documented it. Source code control, sharing files , and
interfaces were easy because of the small number of people involved. If the group was
lucky, they had read enough theory to design and build modular programs. However,
many first-time folks are still hacking out monolithic monsters of code that perform well
but are like a house of cards to maintain.

•

The founders met schedule because of the small number of projects actually involved in the
release. Generally, one. They may have done a great job of planning, too, using PERT or
other techniques to come up \vith a 90% certain schedule. likely they were on time. They
had to be. They were probably running out of money, either their own, or the venture
capitalists.'
Getting the product out the first time was a snap. On time, working, and meeting the
customer requirements. It sold like hot cakes.
Let's fast-forward four years. The team is now 100 people, working on a new release of
the old product. The new people came from a variety of different backgrounds, so they
don't understand the customers as well. There are many projects going, with a large
number of interdependencies. Many folks want changes of different and conflicting kinds
to the lower-level routines. Design is based on modifying the old product, which may be
exceedingly risky because of monolithic design, no variable naming conventions, and high
complexity. Testing is based on old regression tests that haven't been updated for years.
Fifteen schedules are in effect, all finishing at the same time. The target release date was
set in the fine tradition of software marketing management: ''We need it then. Do it."
These old processes don't work. The design is based on programmer preference or
oratorical superiority, or the latest Sales product function crisis rather than customer need.
Communication of the design breaks down, and interfaces are misunderstood, attempted,
and written again. Different groups use different ways of managing their code, making
integration a nightmare. There is no visibility into the fifteen schedules, every project
leader saying "I'm fme" and waiting for one of the others to blink first.

•

Let's calculate the probabilities of this project being completed on time, let alone
successful. If fifteen projects each have a 90% chance of completing on time, then the
whole project has just a 20% chance ( combined probabilities). So someone blinks. After
public castigation of the manager brave enough to blow the whistle a new, generous
schedule is set, allowing every late project to comfortably fmish. Folks in the other
projects, that did complete on time, say things like "hey, now we can stick in that extra
functionality we didn't have time for on the old schedule." Everyone schedules their extra
work with a 90% chance of completion. Someone is late again. And the cycle repeats.
Management says "work harder." A few folks take the bit in their teeth, gut out all the
problems, pull the thing together, and are recognized as heroes. Everyone else feels like a
failure.
This is a dumb way to build software. Pretty common, though.
Applying Quality
Management may bring in some traditional quality program at this point Folks are
encouraged to wear badges saying things like "Quality First" or "Customer Satisfaction #1"
or stuff like this. The Deming wheel for continuous improvement is rediscovered and an
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implementation is attempted. Or maybe it's 'Zero Defects". Management may read about
quality training, hire ten consultants to train all employees in quality practice, and stand
back waiting for spontaneous combustion. Whatever, it becomes real obvious that
management is making an attempt to improve things.
Steadv
State Goal

Standard
Approach

Working
Approach

...
Philosophic>l

TQM Policy

...
A Mn.Bess

l.aproveaeat.
Caitlin Ski!t

Process lmprow••t
TnliniJli. Caltval Shift

udrastnctuo
1.rrastncnan :
Metrics. Prottsses. Orplt.izatioa

Operational

•

Often, however, little effort is spent on the infrastructure of quality, those tools and training
that folks need to really measure their own efforts and find ways to improve them. They
can get real depressed real quick with management blather, and the program often simply
topples over due to lack of foundation tools and processes. Only manufacnning makes
progress and gathers real results. Other groups, particularly software development, find
concepts like statistical process control foreign to the way they work. The quality message
is not for them. "We're different."
Management gets into metrics. They chart out the development process, make some
changes, and start to measure things like ''bugs per thousand lines of assembly-equivalent
code" and "schedule integrity." Unfortunately, these measures are what they can measure,
like the dnmk looking for his keys under the lamp post rather than where he lost them,
down the dark alley. The operational direction that comes from these measures is again
usually ''hire smarter people" and "work harder." At least, now management can measure
the effects of their hiring and work policies in terms of some process results.
This, of course, is real popular with the troops. If they're very lucky, management ties
some of these measures to their compensation An excellent way to spark open revolt and
mass exodus.
Why does something that works so well in manufacturing w01k so terribly in software
development?
First of all, manufacturing is fortunate in having a known process, which is repeated over
and over again in exactly the same way. In no time at all you can build up a statistical
universe of NC drill measurements, for example, from which you can construct control
charts, and get right onto controlling and improving the process involving the NC drill.
This approach uses results to predict the future. It can only do this because the process has
a cycle time measured in minutes (or seconds, or hours) and is exactly repeatable.

•

Software development ain't like this. The cycle time is measured in months or years. The
process isn't exactly repeatable (people are older or different. Ditto management.
Machines are faster. Tools are better (with any luck)). And trying to use results to predict
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future results is like driving in fog using crashes and near misses to judge whether you're
still on the highway.
How About A Different Approach?

•

Instead of blindly managing to a schedule and checking the results after the fact, let's use
repeatable measurements made during the development life cycle to predict the results of the
effort in customer terms. Mathematically, we are going to develop a predictive model using
metrics Mn for critical factors CFi of customer success:

f(Ml , M2
f(Ml , M2
f(Ml , M2
f(Ml , M2

... Mn) ,.., = CFl
... Mn),..,= CF2
... Mn),..,= CF3
.. . Mn),..,= CF4

Step 1. First, find out how customers define a good product. likely they will say things
like "good ftmctionality, quick to learn, easy to use, performs well, is uniform across my
network of different machines (including that mainframe turkey I'm still depreciating after
five years), doesn't crash, and when it does, you can fix it fast." This gives you critical
factors like "functionality", "quick learn", "usability", "performance", "portable", "stable",
and "maintainable".
Step 2. Learn to distinguish "results" metrics from "predictive" metrics. Measure results
to track the progress of the improvement program, but use predictive metrics to manage the
project and its outcome. The matrix below illustrates measures in each category.
Predictive

Process

Product

Result

Phase containment
Phase defects
Phase integrity
Milestone reviews
Milestone criteria
"Productivity•
Time to fix defects

Schedule integrity

Product IQ's
Performance
Functionality
Usability
Coding standards
Test coverage
Specification q nality
Comple:,i:ity
System per1ormance
System stability

Customer satisfaction
Failures/use hour
Derects by time
Defe;;tcontainment
Age of problems
Enl?ineering costs
Reliability

Step 3. Next, develop measures of the development process that you think will predict
these customer values, your specific ''predictive metrics". Functionality, for example, '\\-ill
correlate with levels of customer involvement in the design process, the thoroughness of
functional and design reviews, the number of functional tests completed and their coverage.
Stability will correlate with the quality of the design process and its defect containment, a
consistent integration strategy, low bug rates of discovery per CPU hour, and test
coverage. Fast availability "'ill correlate \\oith the quality of the installation process and
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documentation. And so on. Get en::,oineers involved in defining the metrics, so they can
contribute experience and buy into the process.
Step 4. Develop tests and tools to collect these metrics. '\Vb.ere possible, make the tools
available to all engineers, so they can test their code privately before it is measured
publicly. At the same time, develop the reporting strategy so everyone in en::,oineering
knows where the projects stand, and everyone in the company can track project progress.
Don't wait until you get a complete or pe:rfect set. Start now and build up.
Step 5. At the same time, structure the hmdles that operationally define when the product
is ready to ship. These release criteria must be expressed in terms of the measurements
you've defined in the previous step. Get the engineers involved in setting the criteria, to
make sure they are done realistically and will be respected.
Step 6. Measure the development process. Select places to measure that interferes as little
as possible with the work being done, say at different milestones or within the nightly
automatic integrations (What? No nightly integrations?).
Step 7. Meet once a week to look at the most recent results for every project. Tracking this
often can provide early warning of quality shortfalls like schedule slips or poor
pe:rformance. Treat the data as process information, and NEVER, NEVER use metrics as
measures of people.

•

Step 8. Once make the release, ask customers to rate the different products involved on a
Llkert scale (say 1 to 10) of their own values -- their definition of a good product that you
gathered in Step 1. Gather values from a representative set of customers experienced in the
new products. Then do a multiple regression between the predictive metrics and the
customer values. Values may not be as well correlated as others. Devise modifications to
the metrics, tests, weights, or whatever you think will improve the effectiveness of the
metrics as predictors. Get engineers involved in the modifications. Apply the
modifications to the next release. Do it again.
Start Here

Improve

Customer
Measure

Execute

Start Here

•

The wheel above illustrates the continuous improvement '"'·heel applied to software.
"(re)Build" refers to building the process for developing software. "Execute" refers to
carrying out that process as defined, while predicting the result. 'Measme" comp~~ th~
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customer results \vith those predicted ''Improve" provides direction for change of the
development process to better predict its outcome.
Step 9. "\Vb.en you've been around the wheel enough to believe you are acc~tely
predicting customer satisfaction, give customers the results on a standard basis, to
accurately set their expectations of the products.

•

Repeating these steps leads a software group towards control of their own destiny. Early
warnings lead to early corrections. People \vith very high scoring products near the end
game can be re-deployed to help struggling projects. Customers expectations can be
accurately set. You11 build better software, more reliably, in an increasingly consistent
fashion.

You getwhatyou measure/or. Measure the right things.
An Example
Cadence Design Systems has been around the wheel twice in the last three years. A metrics
system based on customer values was established, called the internal quality or IQ index.
This was most recently used to track products involved in the 4.2 release of the software in
December, 1991. An early version of this process was described in last year's Quality
Week Proceedings.
Define
Customer

Maplr>
proa,c:t

_._

.
. . _ , / Needs
ronlta

Develop
Predictive

•

0e,..1op

Mdri<S \

.;;.....,,
Mil.
tDola

Internal
Quality
(IQ)
Process

Compare
Predictions to
Experience

=:\

Measure
Developing
Products

/.~

ataaaria

Survey
Customers

It.el-;
N'ftlop

Meet
Release
Criteria

•-Y
Cadence established release criteria that were examined weekly in a council meeting
consisting of representatives from all departments affected by the release, including
engineering, manufacturing, order entry, sales, training, documentation, etc. The meeting
was chaired by representatives of Program Management. Weekly reports highlighted the
issues and early warnings, and action items were assigned and tracked to correct the
problems. The release made it on time. The quality was high. Customers perceived high
scoring products well and low scoring products not as favorably. Cadence is planning to
survey users now for a more formal response, to again improve the metrics.
Instead of having a "quality program" forced into the organization, a program tailored to the
requirements of Cadence, customers and software in general is coming to maturity that
provides accurate prediction of outcomes and increasingly accurate control of schedules
product quality and ultimately, customer satisfaction
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change management. Typically CASE is promoted as a more efficient way to design
and implement systems, but changing systems is more analytic in nature. CASE can be
used to improve the speed and accuracy of analysis. If this is done, the information that
is crucial to managing the whole change process becomes evident. CASE can then be
used to acquire and capture that information.
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A General Model of System Change
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A Broader View of System Change
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• How thorough is each part of the system change process?
• On what assumptions is each part of the process based?
• For example
- History - oral tradition
- Low likelihood of high impact error
- Adequate verification techniques
- Low impact of common errors - cost effective recovery
- "That's the way we've always done it."

•

•
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Form and Content of Effective Change Communications -CASE Help Here?
• Defined, but not necessarily completely defined
• Determined by those who use it
• In conformance to organizational standards
(e.g. life cycle terminology)
• Evolves through use
• Automated as much as possible
• Succinct

•

•

• Corresponds to change process activities and intermediate results
•

Necessary for reviewing intermediate and final results
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•

• The change requests themselves
• Competing demands
• Resource limitations
• Incessant requests
• Strategic directives not translated into concrete management goals
(e.g. "work more productively")
• System complexity underestimated
• Bad organizational habits
(whole team not recognized, "us versus them" attitudes)
• Thoroughness of reviewing work not based on sound risk analysis

•

•
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Factors that Affect How Change Requests are Handled
• Risk
- Impact
- Likelihood
• Extent
- Systems affected
- Parts of systems affected
- Number of changes

•

- Size of changes
• Cost I benefit
- Timeliness
- Maintainability
• Pressures

•
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What to Do

•

-- Can CASE Help Here?
• Use explicit descriptions of work load, resources, limitations,
and progress
• Allow decisions on priority and importance to be made by requesters
(based on the information mentioned above)
• Avoid promoting fantastic technological and methodological solutions
(e.g. object oriented design, CASE, etc.)
• Carefully examine system interfaces as soon as possible, investigate
potential effects of proposed changes, make it known
•

If a personal conflict arises, re-examine the situation from different
and more detailed views back to the point of arbitrariness

• Let credit and responsibility go to the entire team, including requesters

•

• Look for evidence to support hunches and communicate such findings
as soon as such findings can be formulated clearly
(avoiding rework probably represents the greatest potential
for saving time in change management)

•
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Conceptual and Procedural Cautions with CASE
• Change analysis
- requests
- requirements
- test conditions and test cases
• Software analysis and design
- system-wide analysis
- program analysis

•

- logical and physical designs
• Implementation
- quick fixes
- new releases

•
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"Missing Links" in Change Management
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The "Missing Links"
• Some of them are in people's memories
• Some of them are "documented"
• Some of them are forgotten once the system change is made
• So, to manage (including estimating) and carry out the work
- People are assigned to programs for long periods
- This restricts assignment of resources
- Limits flexibility

•

•

- Leads to stagnation
- And the "world renown" solution to relieve the slow, tedious way
that programs are learned is to "document more"
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How CASE Can Supply Some of the Missing Links?

•

• Cross references from "outside" to "inside"
- From change request number or ID to affected data
- From black box test case to program part affected
• Counts of changes to program parts by category
- Functional enhancements
- Errors
• How to keep this information
- In the files or databases of CASE tools used
- In ordinary databases (i.e. building your own tool)
• The information does not have to be complete to be extremely useful!

•
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

ABSTRACT

1.4.

The object oriented approach is becoming
more and more popular in the software
development community. It is indeed a very
powerful approach for analysis, design ~nd
coding, with features such as encapsula~1on,
inheritance, genericity and polymorphism.
However, the standard approach, as
presented in most available books and
training courses, says little about the quality
of an object oriented architectural design. In
large software systems of many million lines
of source code and several thousands of
classes, the quality of the architecture is an
essential goal of the design methodology. As
these large systems must usually be
maintained and extended over a very long
life time, it is also essential that the original
quality of the architecture be preserved over
time.
The first half of this paper presents the
techniques used by Matra Datavision to
assess the quality of the architectural design
of its newer products, which are developed
with an object oriented approach. As an
example, it focuses on one specific quality
factor : testability.

•

The second half of the paper is devoted to
unit testing of components in an object
oriented software system.
Inheritance,
genericity and polymorphism are very nice
and useful features for the software architect
and the programmer. However, they
complicate the work of the person who has to
design the unit tests for each component.

1.2.

KEYWORDS

Unit tests, test plan, testability, object
oriented development,
object oriented
design, static analysis.

1.3.

Matra Datavision develops and markets
Mechanical CAD/CAM (Computed Aided
Design / Computer Aided Manufacturing)
products: It is currently extending its line_of
products with applications developed using
the object oriented approach.
M-CAD/CAM products are usually large
(several million lines of code), have a very
long life time (the first version of Matra
Datavision's current product line was
developed in 1970, and it will be developed
for many more years), and subject to deep
and frequent changes. In order to master and
maintain the quality of its products in this
very demanding context, Matra Datavision
has developed a complete and consistent
object oriented
software development
methodology.

2.

DESIGN

From a quality assurance point of view, the
overall design of a very large software
system may be presented as three different
and complementary activities :
• architectural
design,
whose
purpose is to define the outline of
some solutions to the software
requirements specification,
• architecture quality assurance,
whose purpose is to guarantee that
the architecture of the system to be
developed offers some desirable
properties,
like
testability,
maintainability, stability, etc.,
• architecture reverse engineering,
whose purpose is to ensure that the
architectural design is consistent
and up to date with the effective
implementation.

2.1.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

AUDIENCE

This presentation is mainly technical. It
concerns project managers, QA managers
and test developers who are involved or
expect to be involved in object oriented
developments. It assumes a basic knowledge
of the object oriented approach . Good
introductions to this approach can be found
in [MEY] or in [BOO].

•

CONTEXT

Testability ano Unil ~~ in lwg~
object oriented software systems

2.1.1. Hierarchical design
Packages
Several object oriented design methods have
been proposed recently. Though highly
interesting and useful, most of these
methods concentrate on classes and fail to
provide a workable solution for large systems
involving several thousand classes : no clear
understanding can come to light from such
an amount of information. Higher levels of
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abstraction are necessary for software
architects and component designers to
maintain the desirable properties of the
software architecture.
Quite naturally, classes may be grouped into
sets of classes we call packages. Classes
may be grouped into a package for two main
reasons :
• they may be grouped due to the
similarities of the concepts they
cover. For example, one can
consider a package for the
elementary 2D geometry classes,
i.e. Point, Circle, Line, Curve, Arc,
etc.,
• they may be grouped because they
are tightly coupled. For example,
one can consider a package for the
classes needed to represent a
graph, i.e., Graph, Node, Link,
Graphlterator, etc.
A member of a package may be public or
private. Public classes may be used by
classes belonging to other packages. Private
classes can be used only by the members of
their package. Therefore, one can consider a
package as a higher level module that has a
public interface, a private implementation,
and some dependence relationships with
other packages.
Designing in the huge

For medium sized systems involving a few
hundred classes and about ten packages or
less, this may be sufficient. However, for
larger systems, the number of packages is
still too high for an average mortal to fully
understand the architecture. Then, packages
may themselves be grouped in a hierarchy of
higher level modules having public
interfaces, private implementations and
dependence relationships.
This hierarchy allows a software architect
either to have a global understanding of the
architecture of the whole system, or to have
a more detailed view on some part of the
system.
In Matra Datavision, these higher level
modules are called libraries and engines. At
the highest abstraction level, a system with
several million lines of code can be
represented with a very limited number of
engines (less than ten). The purpose of each
engine can be very clear and the
relationships of an engine with the other
engines are quite simple to master.

Testability and Unit tests in large
object oriented software systems

2.1.2. Relationships between
architectural components

The architecture of a software system can be
expressed in terms of components (methods,
classes, packages, libraries, engines) and in
terms of relationships that exist between
these components. Relationships can be
divided into two main categories: semantic
relationships and structural relationships.

•

Semantic relationships are used to model the
domain the software system is about. For
example, if the domain is the human society,
"Is Married To" is a semantic relationship
between class Man and class Woman. In non
trivial domains, they are very useful to
understand the role of each class with
respect to the others.
Structural relationships are derived not from
the domain, but from the software itself.
Hereafter
are
the
main
structural
relationships between methods:
• a method can call another one,
• side effect expresses the fact that
the execution of a method
inconspicuously affects the future
behavior of another method. A side
effect is usually created by
modifying some global data that is
used later by the affected method,
• redefinition expresses the fact that
a method in a derived class
redefines and hides a method in a
super class. It may then be used in
place of the hidden method.
Redefinition may occur for different
reasons :
• a redefinition may optimize
the corresponding inherited
method, but otherwise have
exactly the same external
behavior and need no
additional
explanation.
Example : method Perimeter
of class Circle can be much
simpler, much faster and
much more accurate than the
corresponding method of
super class Ellipse,

Matra Datavisioli
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•

•

•

•

•

a redefinition may complete
the external behavior of the
corresponding
inherited
method. Example: · method
ChangeSize
of
class
Filled Rectangle
must
complete the behavior of the
corresponding method of
super class Rectangle,
• if a method is deferred, i.e.,
if it has no implementation, it
must be redefined in the
concrete derived classes. A
redefinition may provide the
exact behavior specified by
the deferred method, or
complete it. In some cases,
the behavior defined for the
deferred method is very
vague, and most of the
details are found in concrete
redefinitions.
Example:
method Display of class
Object,
• a redefinition should not
contradict
the
external
behavior defined by the
corresponding
inherited
method.

use expresses the fact that some of
the methods of a class use some of
the features (methods or data) of
another one,
• protected access: a sub class has
the right to use the protected
interface of its super classes. This
relationship expresses the fact that
this right is exercised,
• private access: a friend has the
right to use the private interface of
its host classes. This relationship
expresses the fact that this right is
exercised,
• side effect expresses the fact that
some of the methods of a class
may produce some side effects on
some of the methods of another
one.
•

All these class relationships except friendship
and
side
effect
are
dependence
relationships.
Relationships between higher level modules
are a synthesis of the relationships that exist
between the lower level modules they
contain. Thus, if class A from package P
uses class B from package Q, we consider
that package P uses package a.

· There are also some relationships between a
method and a class :
• membership expresses the fact that
a method belongs to a class,
• friendship expresses the fact that a
method (the friend) has the right to
use the private interface of a class
(the host).
Hereafter are main relationships between
classes :
• inheritance expresses the fact that
a class (the derived class) is a
specialization of another one (the
super class),
• instantiation expresses the fact that
a class (the generic instance) has
been obtained by instantiating
another one (the template) ,
• friendship expresses the fact that
all or some of the methods of a
class (the friend) have the right to
use the private interface of another
one (the host) ,
• inclusion expresses the fact that the
data representation of a class
contains the data representation of
another one,

•
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2.2.

ARCHITECTURE QUALITY ASSURANCE

One of the major roles of the software
architect is to ensure that the architecture of
the system offers some desirable properties.
It seems difficult to give general rules for
semantic relationships that would ensure the
quality of a software architecture. However,
some rules can be identified for structural
relationships. As an example, this paper will
focus on rules aiming at testability.
Testing a posteriori a complete and complex.
system poses some redoubtable problems:
• the whole system must be available
before the tests begin ; this may be
very late in the life cycle,
• there are grave risks of complex
interactions between errors, and of
mutual destabilization by corrected
components, all of which leading to
long and costly correction cycles,
• debugging is much more difficult:
errors are numerous and obscured
in large ensembles.
We prefer a progressive approach , the first
stage of which is based on unit tests and
integration tests. The element of work for

Matra Datavision
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unit tests is the class. A cla~s is tested
individually before it is made available to its
clients. It is re-tested after each modification
of its code or of its environment. This, of
course, supposes that each class is
precisely, completely and clearly specified.

the critical points for reliability and to define
some priorities so as to master the balance
between quality and delay. A clear
understanding
of
all
the
structural
relationships is required in order to define
such priorities.

For this purpose, Matra Datavision has
developed CDL, a specific class definition
language that provides a complete set of
class
description
features,
including
exceptions, post conditions, invariants,
argument passing modes, generic classes,
package definitions. This language has
another purpose, which is to ensure the
portability of our software across different
object oriented databases. It is completed by
a set of design rules that guide the designer
in providing supplemental information in
typed comments: purpose, warning of side
effects and limits, examples.

Here are some simple architectural rules that
should raise attention when violated:
• avoid, and forbid if possible, side
effects. Fear even more side effect
cycles. If for any reason, some side
effects are necessary, keep them
within a small module (a class or a
package),
• limit the number of friends for a
class: unlike the human society,
software engineering considers
friendship
as
a
dangerous
perversion. We shall see, in the
second part of this paper, that it
also requires a greater test effort,
• have a clear understanding of
method redefinitions, and make
sure that the · redefinitions are
consistent with the original method.
Dynamic binding is sometimes very
useful,
but
it
makes
the
comprehension of the dynamic
behavior much more difficult. The
software engineer must fully know
which method will be activated
under each circumstance,
• limit and control access to
protected or private features.

However, it is difficult and extremely costly
to test a component really independently of
the components it depends on. That implies
replacing those components by stubs, for
which the reliability is not guaranteed, and
for which costs and delays are always very
high. It is, on the other hand, possible and
acceptable to test a component when those it
depends on have themselves been tested.
Hence, the necessities of unit testing
introduce an order to the tests of
components. This order is relatively obvious,
unless there is a dependence cycle.
Dependence cycles are
not
always
avoidable. They are sometimes required by
the domain the software is about. One
important rule is therefore the following:

There must be no large scale dependence
cycle.
This rule is difficult to control in large and
rapidly evolving systems. Organizing the
crowd of components into a hierarchical
architecture, and synthesizing the structural
relationships according to this hierarchy
helps greatly the understanding and the
control of such relationships. In Matra
Datavision, we allow dependence cycles
within a package, but we forbid them
between packages and between any higher
level modules. When a dependence cycle
exists within a package, we systematically
ask ourselves: "Is this cycle really
necessary? How can we reduce it to a
minimal size?".
In any case, unit testing requires a great deal
of effort. It is therefore necessary to identify

Testability and Unit tests in large
object oriented software systems

3.

UNIT TESTING OF CLASSES

•

•

The object oriented approach greatly
complicates the job of test designers. Here
are some elementary questions that must be
answered during the elaboration of the test
plan of a class:
• supposing that · its base classes
have been tested, which are the
methods that should be tested in a
concrete class?
• how should an abstract class be
tested?
• how should a generic class be
tested?
• what is the meaning of test
coverage
measures
when
polymorphism is involved ?
• how should a class with one or
several friends be tested?
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3.1.

when a class is modified, its unit
tests may need to be modified
correspondingly. What about the
unit tests of its derived classes?

• Therefore, the test of m1 on an
instance of A does not guarantee
that m1 will function correctly on an
instance of 8 .

FUNCTIONAL AND STRUCTURAL
COVERAGE

For a non elementary piece of software, an
exhaustive test or a formal proof are
unrealizable in practice. A test provides only
a · given level of confidence in the
correctness of the software. This level of
confidence rests on two main factors :
• the completeness of the functional
coverage, i.e., the proportion of
specification items covered by the
test:
• functions to be offered,
• parameter ranges,
• limits,
• non functional features such
as run time performance,
accuracy, resource usage, ...
• etc.
• the completeness of the structural
coverage, i.e., the proportion of
statements effectively executed
during the test.
Hereafter, we will mainly concentrate on how
to ensure the completeness of the structural
coverage.

3.2.

CoNCRETE CLASSES

A concrete class is a class that has no
deferred method and that can be
instantiated. Theoretically, testing such a
class consists in testing all its methods.
However, a class can inherit a lot of methods
which in principle have already been tested
by the unit tests of its super classes.
Systematically testing all methods is then
generally wasteful. On the other hand, to test
only the defined or redefined methods of a
class is not always sufficient. This can be
illustrated by a simple example:
• Class A has two methods, m1 and
m2, and m1 calls m2.
• Class B derives from class A and
redefines m2.
• If m1 is applied to an instance of A,
it will use method m2 of A.
• If m1 is applied to an instance of B,
it will use method m2 of B.
·

Tes~ility ang 1./nit le$~ in 1ar9e
object oriented software systems

Therefore, the rule for the unit tests of a
concrete class is the following : one must test
the methods defined or redefined by the
class, plus all the inherited methods that use
directly or indirectly a method redefined by
the class.
We can also draw a distinction between the
public and protected methods on one hand,
and the private methods on the other:
• the unit test must prove the
consistency of the public and the
protected methods with the class
specification; hence, it is necessary
to
guarantee functional
and
structural coverage,
• for private methods, it · is enough
just to guarantee the structural
coverage.

3.3.

ABSTRACT CLASSES

An abstract class is a class that cannot have
instances, most often due to the fact that it
has one or several deferred methods. It
usually defines an abstract behavior that can
be inherited by concrete derived classes.
Deferred methods must be redefined and
thus tested in each concrete derived class. A
concrete (i.e., non deferred) method that
calls a deferred method must also be tested
in each concrete derived class. A concrete
method that does not call a deferred method
can be tested within the framework of one
concrete derived class that does not redefine
it. In order to simplify the test management,
it is preferable to test all these methods in
the same unit test, using a derived concrete
class that redefines none of them, if such a
class exists. If not, one should find a minimal
set of concrete derived classes that cover all
these methods.

Maira Datavision
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Example:
• Abstract class A has three concrete
methods c1 , c2 and c3, and one
deferred method d4. c1 and c2 call
no deferred methods. c3 calls d4.
• Concrete class B derives from A,
and redefines c1 and d4.
• Concrete class C derives from A,
and redefines c2 and d4.
• If A has no other derived class,
method c1 of A must be tested in
the unit test of C, and method c2 of
A must be tested in the unit test of
B. Methods c3 and d4 must be
tested in the unit tests of both B
and C.
• If concrete class D derives from A
and redefines only d4, it is simpler
to test c1 and c2 in the unit test of
D. Methods c3 and d4 must be
tested in the unit tests of B, C and

3.5.

GENERIC CLASSES

A generic class is a class template, the
arguments of which are usually other
classes. Consequently, a generic class is not
directly executable, thus not directly testable.
The unit test must be carried out on one or
more instantiations. The test procedure itself
must be generic so as to be usable with any
instantiation of the generic class.
The identification of a minimal set of
instantiations to be tested follows some
simple rules :
• if the generic class uses no method
from the argument classes, only
one instantiation need be tested,
• otherwise, all instantiations must be
tested, except if the generic
arguments of an instantiation are
derived from those of another
instantiation and redefine none of
the used methods.
Example :
• Generic class G has one generic
argument, class Z. Z is supposed to
provide method z1 , since some
methods of G calls method z1 .
• G(A) (i.e., the instantiation of G
with class A) must be tested.
• Class B derives from A and
redefines z1.
• Class C derives from A and does
not redefine z1 .

Testability and Unit tests in large
object oriented software systems

STRUCTURAL COVERAGE AND
POLYMORPHISM

With polymorphism and method redefinition,
a call to a method is translated into a
selection, at run time, of the method
corresponding to the real type of the main
argument. The apparent coverage of the
code is therefore insufficient: the coverage is
complete only when all the redefinitions of
the called method have also been exercised.
Example :
• Procedure P calls method m for an
instance x of class A.
• Class B derives from A and
redefines m.
• Class C derives from A and does
not redefine m.
• If x can be an instance of any
derived class of A, P should be
exercised with an instance of A and
an instance of B.

D.
3.4.

G(B) must be tested , but G(C) need
not.

3.6.

FRIENDSHIP

The friends of a class can cause
uncontrollable side effects to their host. The
unit test of a friend must assure the absence
of such side effects, or at least their
conformity with respect to the specification of
their host.
3.7.

DEPENDENCECYCLES

When a dependence cycle between classes
is absolutely necessary, there is no obvious
order of testing at the class level. To bypass
or reduce this problem, one can apply the
following rules :
• one can consider the dependence
relationships between the methods
of the classes in the cycle, since a
cycle at the class level does not
imply a cycle at the method level,
• when possible, one can break the
cycle by a simple simulation of one
or more classes,
• if none of these solutions is
applicable, there is no rule. Each
case must be analyzed to
determine the least bad solution,
and then use some integration tests
covering the classes of the cycle.

Matra Datavision
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3.8.

•

When the specification of a class is modified,
it is necessary to modify its unit test
correspondingly, but we must also see if the
derived classes are involved . Even if only
the implementation is modified, we must be
sure that the unit tests of the derived classes
are still sufficient.

3.9.

•

apprOciGII .

MODIFICATIONS
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CONCLUSION

The object oriented approach introduces new
structural relationships that simplify the
design of the software. However, these new
features tend to hide the complexity of the
system. Thus, the software engineer who
uses this approach needs even more tool
assistance than the one who relies on the
classical and simpler functional approach. In
particular, he or she needs advanced code
analyzers that would help in identifying and
managing structural relationships. Most of
these relationships are specific to the object
oriented approach . Simply adapting a code
analyzer for a new syntax is therefore not
sufficient: such a tool must be fully aware of

•
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PRIORITIES

The effort required to complete the test
procedures and data for a class is often of
the same order of magnitude as the creation
of the software itself. Thus , it is useful to
define some priorities so as to spread out the
test implementation over time. To classify a
method in a priority group, one can rely on
some objective criteria:
• the complexity of the method:
reliability is very often directly
linked to the structural complexity,
and one or two line methods are
usually not very high in the priority
queue,
• the criticality of the method: it can
be evaluated by the number of
clients
weighted
by
their
complexity,
• the difficulty or the cost of writing
the test procedures, of obtaining
the test data, of judging the validity
of the results,
• the history or the prediction of the
modification of the method: a
method that is frequently modified
or that is expected to be modified
frequently must be easy to test.
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Abstract

•

This paper overviews our class testing technique that
exploits the hierarchical nature of the inheritance relation
to test related groups of classes, discusses the implementation of our technique and presents our preliminary experimental results of using the technique. We initially test
base classes having no parents by designing a test suite
that tests each member function individually and also tests
the interactions among member functions. A testing history associates each test case with the attributes that it
tests. To design a test suite for a subclass, we incrementally update the history of its parent to reflect both modified, inherited attributes and the subclass's newly defined
attributes. Only those new attributes or affected, inherited
attributes are tested and the parent class's test suites are
reused, if possible, for the testing. We have incorporated
our technique into the Free Software Foundation, Inc's
GNU C++ compilere to identify the retesting required for
subclasses of previously tested classes. Our experimentation with InterViews 3.0.1(9] indicates that a significant
savings can be achieved with our technique.

1. Introduction
A class is a template that defines the attributes that
an object of that class will possess. A class's attributes
consist of (1) data members that implement the object's
state and (2) member functions that implement the operations on the object's state. New classes, or subclasses, can
be defined from existing classes through a relation known
as inheritance. Inheritance imposes a hierarchical organization on the classes and permits a subclass to inherit
attributes from its parent classes and extend, restrict or
redefine them. Subclasses may inherit attributes from a
parent class, cancel attributes in the parent, contain new
attributes not possessed by the parent, and/or redefine
some of the parent's attributes. A goal of object-oriented
programming is to create libraries of well designed and
thoroughly tested classes that can be confidently reused
for many applications.

•

Although there is much interest in creating class
libraries, there are few class testing techniques. We have

developed an approach to class testing that utilizes the
hierarchical nature of classes related by inheritance to
reduce the overhead of retesting each subclass[6]. Our
technique ensures that the interaction of new and inherited
attributes is thoroughly tested in the context of the subclass[l0]. We initially test base classes having no parents
by testing each member function individually and then
testing the interactions among member functions. A testing history associates each test case with the attributes that
it tests. The testing history for a parent class is incrementally updated to reflect differences in the subclass and the
result is a testing history for the subclass. A subclass's
testing history guides the execution of the test cases since
it indicates which test cases must be run to test the subclass. The main benefit of this approach is that we avoid
completely testing a subclass since the testing history of
the parent class is reused to design a test suite for a subclass. Only new or replaced attributes in the subclass or
those affected, inherited attributes are tested. Additionally, our technique reuses the test cases from the test suite
of the parent class, if possible, to test the subclass. Since
the entire subclass is not tested, there is a savings in the
time to design test cases, the time to construct a new test
suite and the actual time to execute the test suite.
We have implemented our technique by incorporating it into the Free Software Foundation, Inc's GNU C++
compiler. For our experimentation, we used the class hierarchy in InterViews 3.0.1, which is a library of graphics
interface classes. Our initial results indicate that a significant savings in testing time can be achieved with our technique.
In this paper, we overview our incremental class
testing technique to test related groups of classes, present
the details of our implementation and discuss our preliminary experimental results. The next section gives background information on procedural language testing. Section 3 discusses inheritance in object-oriented programs
and defines our attribute classifications. Section 4
overviews our incremental testing technique. In section 5,
we discuss our implementation. Section 6 discusses our
experimentation, and concluding remarks are given in
Section 7.

t This w~rk was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-9109531 to Clemson University
© Copyright (C) 1987, 1989 Free Software Fo1D1dation, Inc, 675 Mass Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139.
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2. Testing
There are two general forms of test case coverage:
specification-based and pro gram-based[?]. Specificationbased or 'black-box' testing selects test cases to show that
a program satisfies its functional and performance specifications. Program-based or 'white-box' testing uses the
program's implementation to select test cases to exercise
certain aspects of the code such as all statements
branches, data dependencies or paths. Since specification~
based and program-based testing complement each other,
both types are usually used to test a program.
Although most systematic testing techniques are
used to validate program units, such as procedures, additional testing is required when the units are combined or
integrated. For integration testing, the interface between
the units is the focus of the testing. Interface problems
include errors in input/output format, incorrect sequencing
of subroutine calls, and misunderstood entry or exit
parameter values[!]. Although many of the integration
testing techniques are specification-based, some interprocedural program-based testing techniques have recently
been developed[S, 8).

3. Inheritance in Object-Oriented Systems
Inheritance is a mechanism for both class specification and code sharing that supports developing new
classes based on the implementation of existing classes.
A subclass's definition is a modifier that defines attributes
that differ from, or alter, the attributes in the parent class.
The modifier and parent class along with the inheritance
rules for the language are used to define the subclass. of
the modifier while the inheritance controls the combination of the modifier and the parent class to get the subclass. Figure 1 illustrates inheritance as an incremental
modification technique[12] that transforms a parent class
~ with modifier M into a resulting class R. The composiuon operator EB symbolically unites M and P to get R,
where R = P EB M.
R result class
p
parent class
EB
r-------,
:
M
:
1
modifier 1I
I
L--------'

Figure 1. Incremental modification technique

The subclass designer specifies the modifier, which
may contain various types of attributes that alter the parent class. These include the redefined, virtual and recursive attributes presented by Wegner[12] along with an
additional type of attribute, the new attribute. We further
classify Wegner's virtual attribute as virtual-new, virtualrecursive and virtual-redefined. In the following discussion, we reference Figure 1 and define these six types of
attributes.

•

New attribute: (1) A is an attribute that is defined in M but
not in P or (2) A is a member function attribute in
Mand P but A's argument list differs in Mand P. In
this case, A is bound to the locally defined attribute
in the resulting class R but is not in P.
Recursive attribute: A is defined in P or one of its ancestors but not in M. In this case, A is bound to the
locally defined attribute in P and is available in R.
Redefined attribute: A is defined in both P and M where
A's argument list is the same in M and P; we assume
that the specification of A is the same in P and M.
In this case, A is bound to the attribute definition in
M which blocks the definition of the similarly
named attribute in P.
Virtual-new attribute: (1) A is specified in M but its
implementation may be incomplete in M to allow
for later definitions or (2) A is specified in M and P
and its implementation may be incomplete in P to
allow for later definitions, but A's argument list differs in M and P. In this case, A is bound to the
locally defined attribute in the resulting class R but
is not in P.

•

Virtual-recursive attribute: A is specified in P but its
implementation may be incomplete in P to allow for
later definitions, and A is not defined in M. In this
case, A is bound to the locally defined attribute in P
and is available in R.
Virtual-redefined attribute: A is specified in P but its
implementation may be incomplete in P to allow for
later definition, and A is defined in M with the same
argument list as A in P. In this case, A is bound to
the attribute definition in M which blocks the definition of the similarly named attribute in P.

4. Hierarchical Incremental Class Testing
Our class testing technique initially tests a base
class by testing each member function individually and
then testing the interactions among the member functions.
The test case design and execution information is saved in
a testing history. Then, when a subclass is defined, the
testing history of its parent, the definition of the modifier
and the inheritance mapping of the implementation language are used to determine which attributes to (re)test in

•
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the subclass and which of the parent's test cases can be
reused. The technique is hierarchical because it is guided
by the partial ordering of the inheritance relation; it is
incremental because it uses the results from testing at one
level in the hierarchy to reduce the efforts needed by subsequent levels.

class Shape {
private:
Point reference_point;

public:

4.1. Base Class Testing
We first test base classes by using traditional unit
testing techniques to test individual member functions in
the class. The testing history for a class contains associations between each member function in the class and both
a specification-based and a program-based test suite.
Thus,
the
history
contains
triples,
{mi,(TS;,test?),(1P;,test?)} where mi is the member
function, TSi is the specification-based test suite, 1Pi is
the program-based test suite and 'test?' indicates whether
the test suite is to be (re)run.

•

In addition to testing each member function, we test
the interactions among member functions in the same
class, intra-class testing; we also test the interactions
among member functions that access member functions in
other classes, inter-class testing. (In this paper, we discuss only intra-class testing). For intra-class integration
testing, we combine the attributes and develop test cases
that test their interfaces. For intra-class testing, we
develop both specification-based and program-based test
suites. The history for the class contains information
about the interacting member functions and the test suites
for each of them. Thus, the second part of the history also
consists of triples, {mi,(TISi,test?),(TIPi,test?)} where mi
is the root of the interacting member functions, TISi is the
specification-based integration test suite, and TIPi is the
program-based integration test suite and 'test?' indicates if
the test suite is to be totally (re)run (Y), partially (re)run
(P), or not (re)run (N).

To illustrate our technique for testing base classes,
consider the hierarchy of graphical shape classes implemented in C++[ll]. Oass Shape, given in Figure 2, is an
abstract class used to create classes of various shapes for
graphics display. The class definition is abbreviated to
illustrate the testing algorithm and we omit the bodies of
the member functions. Each 'shape' that can be drawn in
the graphics system has a reference_point that is used to
locate the position where the shape is drawn in the program's coordinate system.

•

Class Shape defines several member functions that
describe the behavior of a shape and includes two virtual
member functions, areaO and drawO, that contribute to the
common interface for all classes in the inheritance structure. Since drawO is a pure virtual member function, it
has an initial value of O and no implementation. Virtual
member function areaO is assumed to have fill initial

virtual
virtual

void put_reference_point(Point);
point get_reference_pointO;
void move_to(Point);
void eraseO;
void drawO = 0;
float areaO;
Shape(Point);
ShapeO;

Testing History for Shape
program-based
specification-based
test suite
test suite
individual member functions
(fP1,Y)
put_reference_point
(fS1,Y)
(fPz,Y)
get_reference_point
(fSz,Y)
move_to
(fS3,Y)
(fP3,Y)
(fP4,Y)
erase
(fS4,Y)
( -- )
draw
(fSs,N)
(fP6,Y)
area
(fS6,Y)
(fP7,Y)
Shape
(fS1,Y)
(fPs,Y)
Shape
(fSs,Y)
interacting member functions
move_to
(fIP9,Y)
(fIS9,Y)
erase
(fP10,Y)
(11S10,Y)
attribute

Figure 2. Definition for class Shape on the left and its
testing history on the right.

implementation that can be changed in subsequent subclass declarations. The put_reference_pointO and
get_reference_pointO member functions provide controlled access to the values of the data members, the
Shape(Point) and ShapeO member functions are constructors of instances of the class, and the move_toQ member
function moves the shape to a new location. Move_toO
can be totally defined in terms of member functions in
class Shape even though some of these member functions
are virtual and have no implementation. The eraseO
member function may be implemented in several ways but
if an 'xor' drawing mode is used, erase only calls draw to
overwrite, and thus erase, the existing figure.
The table in Figure 2 shows the testing history for class
Shape. The analysis of Shape is very straightforward.
Since Shape is a base class, we test each of its available
definitions. The specification-based test suite for drawO
can be generated but cannot be run since there is no
implementation for drawQ. The program-based test suite
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for drawO cannot be generated since no implementation
exists. Since there is an initial implementation for areaO,
both its specification-based and program-based test suites
can be generated and run. The specification-based and
program-based test suites for move_toO, eraseO and the
two ShapeO constructors are generated. The test suites for
the constructors are independently tested since they do not
rely on the implementations of either drawO or areaQ.
The advantage of developing the specification-based test
suites for drawO and areaO in the base class is that these
test suites can be 'inherited' in the histories of subclasses.
The class's specification describes how the individual member functions work together. The input values
that test these interactions belong to the integration test
suites TISi and TIPi that are part of our intra-class testing
member functionality. In addition to the test suites for the
individual member functions in Shape, the interface test
suites are shown in the history in Figure 2. Member functions move_toO, eraseO, ShapeO and Shape(Point) call
other class member functions: move_toO calls both
eraseO and drawO, eraseO also calls drawO, ShapeO and
Shape(Point) both call put_reference_pointO and drawO.
There are several inter-class messages: messages to
construct instances of Shape as well as the messages
between member functions of class Shape and reference_point, which is an instance of class Point. Integration test cases are used to validate these messages.

4.2. Testing Subclasses
To test subclasses, we use an incremental technique
that transforms the testing history for the parent class P
into the testing history for the subclass R. Our algorithm
inputs P's history, the information about the interacting
member functions in P, and modifier M and outputs an
updated HISTORY for the subclass R. The actions taken
by our algorithm depend on both the attribute and the
modification type. In section 3, we discussed six types of
attributes: new, recursive, redefined, virtual-new, virtualrecursive and virtual-redefined. For each of these types of
attributes, different actions may occur. Our algorithm initializes R's history to that of P, which has already been
tested. The algorithm then inspects each attribute A in the
modifier M, and takes appropriate action to update R's
history and determine the required testing.
Any NEW or VIRTIJAL-NEW member function
attribute A must also be completely, individually tested
since it was not defined in P. A must be also be integration tested with other member functions in R with which it
interacts to ensure that new member functions are tested
in their new context We thoroughly test A individually so
that when A is inherited by some subclass, only integration testing will need to be repeated. To individually test
A, new specification-based and program-based test suites

are developed, added to R's HISTORY and marked for
testing by setting the 'test?' field to 'Y'. A new member
function may send messages to existing member functions
of the class or may reference existing data members.
Thus, A is tested with any other member functions in R
with which it interacts. Integration tests are generated,
added to HISTORY(R) and marked for testing by setting
the 'test?' field to 'Y'. A new data attribute is integration
tested with member functions with which it interacts.
A RECURSIVE or VIRTIJAL-RECURSIVE member function attribute A requires very limited retesting
since it was previously individually tested in P and the
specification and implementation remain unchanged.
Thus, the specification-based and program-based test
suites for A are not rerun. Integration test cases are not
reused if they only test the interaction of this recursive
attribute with other recursive attributes since this interaction has also been previously tested. However, A may
interact with new or redefined attributes or access the
same instances in the class's representation as other member functions. A's interaction with new or redefined
attributes is tested when those member functions are integrated into the subclass so there is no need to retest here.
This limited testing adequately tests the attributes in the
subclass because of the extensive testing that occurred
when the attribute was defined.
Consider the case in which a recursive member
function accesses the same data as a new attribute. The
recursive member function was tested in P and the specification of the recursive member function remains
unchanged. Thus, specification-based and program-based
test cases need not be rerun. The only test cases that are
rerun are those that test the interactions between A and
any new member function(s). Our algorithm uses incremental techniques to identify those test cases, marks them
for retesting by setting 'test?' to 'P' and updates HISTORY(R) to reflect the changes. 'Y' indicates that the
entire test suite is reused while 'P' indicates that only the
test cases identified as testing affected parts of the subclass are reused.
Both data member and member function attributes
are defined in the parent class and inherited by the subclass. The inheritance mapping from P into R may change
the visibility of a data member attribute. For example, if
the attribute has moved from a visible level to one that is
not visible then it cannot interact with any new or redefined attribute. The data attributes that are hidden and the
member functions on that data form a tested unit that need
not be retested. If the data attribute is visible to any new
member functions that are defined in R, then the interfaces
between the new member functions and the existing member functions that access the data attributes must be tested.
This testing is performed when a new member function
that interacts with data attributes accessed by existing

•

•

•
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class Triangle: public Shape (
private:
Point vertex2;
Point vertex3;
public:
Point get_vertex IO;
//new
Point get_vertex20;
//new
Point get_vertex30;
//new
void set_vertexl(Point);
//new
void set_vertex2(Point);
//new
void set_vertex3(Point);
//new
void draw0;
//virtual-redefined
float areaQ;
//virtual-redefined
Triangle0;
//new
Triangle(Point,Point,Point); //new

Testing History for Triangle
specification
program-based
test suite
test suite
individual member functions
put_reference_point
(fS1,N)
<TP1 ,N)
get_reference_point
(fSz,N)
(TPz.N)
move_to
(fS3,N)
(fP3,N)
erase
(fS4,N)
(TP4,N)
(TP;,Y)
draw
(fSs,Y)
CfP6 ,Y)
area
(fS6,Y)
Shape
(fS7,N)
(TP7,N)
(TPg.N)
Shape
(fSs,N)
get_vertexl
(fSi1,Y)
<TPi1,Y)
get_vertex2
(fSi2,Y)
<TPi2,Y)
get_vertex3
(fSi,3,Y)
(ff;.3,Y)
put_vertexl
(fSi,4,Y)
(ff;.4,Y)
put_vertex2
(TSis,Y)
<TPis,Y)
put_vertex3
(ff;.6,Y)
(fSi.6,Y)
Triangle
(TSi1,Y)
CfPi1,Y)
Triangle
(fSis,Y)
<TPis,Y)
interacting member functions
move_to
(TIS9,P)
(TIP'i,P)
erase
(TISio,P)
(TIP'{o,P)
area
(TIPi9,Y)
(TISi9,Y)
get_vertexl
(TIS20,Y)
(TIP'zo,Y)
put_vertexl
(TIS21,Y)
(TIJ>;1,Y)
attribute

•

Figure 3. Definition and History for Class Triangle.

member functions is integration tested.

•

A REDEFINED or VIRTUAL-REDEFINED
attribute A in M requires extensive retesting but many
existing specification-based test cases may be reused since
only the implementation has changed. Since the implementation has changed, new program-based test cases
may be required. If A is a data member <i.e., an instance
of a class) we assume that the class to which the instance

belongs has been tested. No other individual testing is
performed on A although it may participate in the integration testing of the member functions defined in M. If A is
a member function, the specification of A remains
unchanged but the implementation of A will have
changed. Thus, A is individually retested by generating
new program-based test cases to test the implementation
of A. The specification-based test cases stored in HISTORY(R) for the previous definition of A are still valid
and are reused. HISTORY(R) is updated to reflect the
new test cases and reused existing test cases, and these
test cases are marked for reusing by setting 'test?' to 'Y'.
Then A is integration tested with existing member functions. New program-based interface test cases are generated and marked for testing by setting 'test?' to 'Y' or 'P'.
HISTORY(R) is again updated to reflect the changes.
To illustrate the way in which our algorithm works,
we consider subclasses of Class Shape that was given in
Figure 2. The benefits of hierarchical incremental testing
can be seen in the testing history for class Triangle , given
in Figure 3. None of the test suites for the put_Q and
get_0 member functions for reference_point are rerun
because they are recursive attributes since no changes are
made in their definitions. Virtual-redefined member functions draw0 and area0 are retested since they have new
implementations. However, only new program-based test
cases are developed since existing specification-based test
cases can be reused Test suites are developed and run for
the new member functions defined in Triangle. Three
member functions have been added to the list of interacting member functions: area0 calls the get_vertex0 member functions and both get_vertexl0 and put_vertexl0
call the get_Q and put_0 member functions for reference_point respectively. The interfaces between these
pairs of member functions must be tested, but
get_reference_pointO and put_reference_point0 need no
further individual testing. No member functioninteraction
test
suites
for
move_to0
and
get_reference_point0 are executed since no member function defined in Triangle can directly access reference_poinL In Figure 7, test suites marked with ' are
newly developed, test suites marked with " may have
newly developed test cases, while all others are reused
from the parent.
The last class in the hierarchy is EquiTriangle
which adds no new member functions other than the constructors for the class. However, EquzTriangle redefines
the implementation of area0 to provide more efficiency.
Only the program-based test cases for area0 are regenerated, although all test cases for area0 are rerun. Integration test cases to test the interactions of the new and redefined member functions with the inherited attributes are
also run. The definition of class EquzTriangle an(j its ~~;ing history are given in Figure 4 .
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class EquiTriangle: public Triangle(
public:
floatarea0;
//redefined
Equi_triangle(Point,Point,Point);
//new
Equi_triangle0;
//new

Testing History for EquzTriangle
specification
test suite

attribute

program-based
test suite

individual member functions
put_reference_point
get_reference_point
move_to
erase
draw

(fS1,N)
(fS2,N)
(fS3,N)
(fS4,N)
CfSs,N)
area
(fS6,Y)
Shape
(fS7,N)
Shape
(fSs,N)
get_vertexl
CfS11,N)
get_vertex2
CfS12,N)
get_vertex3
CfS13,N)
put_vertexl
CfS14.N)
put_vertex2
CfS1s.N)
put_vertex3
CfS16.N)
Triangle
CfS11.N)
Triangle
CfS1s.N)
Equi_triangle
(fS22,,Y)
Equi_triangle
(fS23,Y)
interacting member functions
move_to
(TIS 9,P)
erase
(TISi'o,P)
area
(TIS19,P)

(fP1,N)
(fP2.N)
(fP3,N)
(fP4,N)
(fP5,N)
CfP6,Y)
(fP7,N)
(fPs.N)
CfP11.N)
CfP12,N)
(fP13,N)
CfP14.N)
CfP1s.N)
CfP16.N)
(fP17,N)
CfP1s.N)
(fP22 ,Y)
(fP23 ,Y)
(TIP'i,P)
(TIPio,P)
(TIP'{g,P)

Figure 4. Definition and History for Class EquiTriangle.

tion in the class along with a list of all interactions
between member functions. Finally, program history generates the testing histories for the subclasses.

•

The second part of our testing system assists the
user in performing the subclass testing. Although, our
hierarchical incremental algorithm is independent of the
testing methodology, we are using a type of programbased testing known as data to demonstrate the feasibility
of our technique. In data flow testing, subpaths are executed from a variable assignment (i.e., definition) to points
where the variable's value is used (i.e., use). Traditional
data flow analysis techniques are used to compute the definition-use pairs. Test data adequacy criteria are used to
select particular definition-use pairs or subpaths that are
identified as the testing requirements for a program. Test
cases are generated that satisfy the testing requirements
when used in a program's execution. One criterion, 'alluses' [3], requires that each definition of a variable be
tested on some path to each of its uses. The 'all-uses' criterion has been shown to be effective in uncovering errors
[2] and feasible since relatively few test cases typically
are required for its satisfaction[13]. We have modified the
data flow analysis performed by the g++ compiler to
gather the definition-use pairs for the testing and we can
currently test individual member functions.
Data flow testing is also used to validate the interfaces between procedures[4, 5]. When validating the
interface, the focus of the testing is the definitions and
uses of variables that extend across procedure boundaries
and includes global variables and reference parameters.
We use data flow testing to validate the class member
functions individually and to test the interface among the
member functions. We are currently implementing the
integration testing.

•
·

6_ Experimentation
S. Implementation
The implementation of our testing system consists
of two main parts. The first part uses our algorithm hierarchical incremental algorithm to automatically identify
the required retesting in a subclass. The second part
assists in performing the subclass testing.
We assume that the programs being considered are
syntax-error free. We incorporated our technique to automatically identify the required retesting in a subclass into
the Free Sofware Foundation, Inc's GNU C++ compiler,
g++. We modified the g++ parser and some top level
procedures to extract all identifiers as the parse tree is constructed. This information is written to a temporary file
for processing by our program summary. For each class
in the hierarchy for which a history is desired, summary
processes the temporary file and produces a summary file
containing the name of the class and each member func-

We are using a variety of existing C++ class hierarchies for our experiments to determine the savings in testing gained using our technique. We are considering the
class hierarchies in InterViews 3.0.1, which is a library of
graphics interface classes. One representative class hierarchy in Interviews is base Resource and subclasses,
Glyph, Interactor, Scene, MonoScene and Dialog. In Figure 5, the Resource class hierarchy is given along with a
table showing the number of lines of code in each class,
and the number and types of each member function
attribute.
We used our algorithm to determine which of the
methods in each class required retesting. The results of
that analysis are also shown in Figure 5. The only comparison possible was with a technique that retests all
methods. The results show that for this particular path, in
one hierarchy, a significant amount of effort would be

•
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saved with our technique. This is a reasonable result for a
well-designed hierarchy with a large amount of functionality defined at the top level, and modifications and additions made in the lower levels.

Resource

mre~h

We also show the results of another of the InterViews class hierarchies, Compositor in Figure 6.

t
Scene
Mono\cene
Di1og

class
Resource

Glyph
Interactor
Scene
MonoScene
Dialog

lines
of code

86
66
574
273
99
93

number of attributes of each type
redefined
recursive
new

0
8
24
65
76
83

9
16
43
16
1
5

0
1
1
3
8
2

Figure Sa. InterViews Resource hierarchy
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Number of functions to be tested (specification-based)
class
our method
ours/retest all
retest all
Resource
100%
9
9

Glyph
Interactor
Scene
MonoScene
Dialog

25
68
84
85
90

16
43
16
1
5

64%
63%
19%
1%
6%

Number of functions to be tested (program-based)
class
retest all
our method
ours/retest all
Resource
100%
9
9
Glyph
17
68%
25
Interactor
68
44
65%
Scene
84
19
23%
MonoScene
85
11%
9
Dialog
90
7
8%
Number of functions to be tested (interaction)
retest all
our method
ours/retest all
Resource
9
100%
9
Glyph
25
1
4%
Interactor
68
15
22%
Scene
84
15
18%
MonoScene
85
4%
3
Dialog
90
10
11%
class

•

Figure 5a. Rutcsting rnquired for Rt:source hierarchy

This analysis did not consider another potential benefit of the technique; the benefits derived from reuse of the
parent tests suites. Many of the methods that must be
retested will reuse the specification-based test cases that
were developed for their parent class. Reusing test suites
from the parent class results in substantial additional savings of time for the testing process.

7. Conclusion
We have presented an incremental technique to validate classes that exploits the hierarchical structure of
groups of classes related by inheritance. Our language
model is a generalization of the C++ [11) language. Base
classes are initially tested using both specification-based
and program-based test cases, and a history of the testing
information is saved. A subclass is then tested by incrementally updating the history of the parent class to reflect
the differences from the parent. Only new attributes or
those inherited, affected attributes and their interactions
are tested. The benefit of this technique is that it provides
a savings both in the time to analyze the class to determine what must be tested and in the time to execute test
cases. We are initially incorporating data flow testing into
our hierarchical testing system for both individual member functions and interacting member functions to provide
base class testing and subclass testing. Later, we will
include a specification-based testing technique in the testing system.
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Abstract

•

This paper overviews our class testing technique that
exploits the hierarchical nature of the inheritance relation
to test related groups of classes, discusses the implementation of our technique and presents our preliminary experimental results of using the technique. We initially test
base classes having no parents by designing a test suite
that tests each member function individually and also tests
the interactions among member functions. A testing history associates each test case with the attributes that it
tests. To design a test suite for a subclass, we incrementally update the history of its parent to reflect both modified, inherited attributes and the subclass's newly defined
attributes. Only those new attributes or affected, inherited
attributes are tested and the parent class's test suites are
reused, if possible, for the testing. We have incorporated
our technique into the Free Software Foundation, Inc's
GNU C++ compilere to identify the retesting required for
subclasses of previously tested classes. Our experimentation with Interviews 3.0.1[9] indicates that a significant
savings can be achieved with our technique.

1. Introduction
A class is a template that defines the attributes that
an object of that class will possess. A class's attributes
consist of (1) data members that implement the object's
state and (2) member functions that implement the operations on the object's state. New classes, or subclasses, can
be defined from existing classes through a relation known
as inheritance. Inheritance imposes a hierarchical organization on the classes and permits a subclass to inherit
attributes from its parent classes and extend, restrict or
redefine them. Subclasses may inherit attributes from a
parent class, cancel attributes in the parent, contain new
attributes not possessed by the parent, and/or redefine
some of the parent's attributes. A goal of object-oriented
programming is to create libraries of well designed and
thoroughly tested classes that can be confidently reused
for many applications.
Although there is much interest in creating class
libraries, there are few class testing techniques. We have

•

developed an approach to class testing that utilizes the
hierarchical nature of classes related by inheritance to
reduce the overhead of retesting each subclass[6]. Our
technique ensures that the interaction of new and inherited
attributes is thoroughly tested in the context of the subclass[l0]. We initially test base classes having no parents
by testing each member function individually and then
testing the interactions among member functions. A testing history associates each test case with the attributes that
it tests. The testing history for a parent class is incrementally updated to reflect differences in the subclass and the
result is a testing history for the subclass. A subclass's
testing history guides the execution of the test cases since
it indicates which test cases must be run to test the subclass. The main benefit of this approach is that we avoid
completely testing a subclass since the testing history of
the parent class is reused to design a test suite for a subclass. Only new or replaced attributes in the subclass or
those affected, inherited attributes are tested. Additionally, our technique reuses the test cases from the test suite
of the parent class, if possible, to test the subclass. Since
the entire subclass is not tested, there is a savings in the
time to design test cases, the time to construct a new test
suite and the actual time to execute the test suite.
We have implemented our technique by incorporating it into the Free Software Foundation, Inc's GNU C++
compiler. For our experimentation, we used the class hierarchy in InterViews 3.0.1, which is a library of graphics
interface classes. Our initial results indicate that a significant savings in testing time can be achieved with our technique.
In this paper, we overview our incremental class
testing technique to test related groups of classes, present
the details of our implementation and discuss our preliminary experimental results. The next section gives background information on procedural language testing. Section 3 discusses inheritance in object-oriented programs
and defines our attribute classifications. Section 4
overviews our incremental testing technique. In section 5,
we discuss our implementation. Section 6 discusses our
experimentation, and concluding remarks are given in
Section 7.

t This w~rlc was panially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant CCR-9109531 to Oemson University
© Copynght (C) 1987, 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc, 675 Mass Avenue, Cambridge. MA 02139.
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2. Testing
There are two general fonns of test case coverage:
specification-based and pro gram-based[?] . Specificationbased or 'black-box' testing selects test cases to show that
a program satisfies its functional and perfonnance specifications. Program-based or 'white-box' testing uses the
program's implementation to select test cases to exercise
certain aspects of the code such as all statements,
branches, data dependencies or paths. Since specificationbased and program-based testing complement each other,
both types are usually used to test a program.
Although most systematic testing techniques are
used to validate program units, such as procedures, additional testing is required when the units are combined or
integrated. For integration testing, the interface between
the units is the focus of the testing. Interface problems
include errors in input/output format, incorrect sequencing
of subroutine calls, and misunderstood entry or exit
parameter values[l]. Although many of the integration
testing techniques are specification-based, some interprocedural program-based testing techniques have recently
been developed[S, 8].

3. Inheritance in Object-Oriented Systems
Inheritance is a mechanism for both class specification and code sharing that supports developing new
classes based on the implementation of existing classes.
A subclass's definition is a modifier that defines attributes
that differ from, or alter, the attributes in the parent class.
The modifier and parent class along with the inheritance
rules for the language are used to define the subclass. of
the modifier while the inheritance controls the combination of the modifier and the parent class to get the subclass. Figure 1 illustrates inheritance as an incremental
modification technique[12] that trailsfonns a parent class
~ with modifier M into a resulting class R. The composition operator EB symbolically unites M and P to get R,
where R =P EB M.
R result class

1~cms,I
EB
r-------,
:
M
:
1
modifier 1I
I
L - - - - - _...J

Figure 1. Incremental modification technique

The subclass designer specifies the modifier, which
may contain various types of attributes that alter the parent class. These include the redefined, virtual and recursive attributes presented by Wegner[12] along with an
additional type of attribute, the new attribute. We further
classify Wegner's virtual attribute as virtual-new, virtualrecursive and virtual-redefined. In the following discussion, we reference Figure 1 and define these six types of
attributes.

•

New attribute: (1) A is an attribute that is defined in M but
not in P or (2) A is a member function attribute in
Mand P but J,;s argument list differs in Mand P. In
this case, A is bound to the locally defined attribute
in the resulting class R but is not in P.
Recursive attribute: A is defined in P or one of its ancestors but not in M. In this case, A is bound to the
locally defined attribute in P and is available in R.
Redefined attribute: A is defined in both P and M where
A's argument list is the same in M and P; we assume
that the specification of A is the same in P and M.
In this case, A is bound to the attribute definition in
M which blocks the definition of the similarly
named attribute in P.
Virtual-new attribute: (1) A is specified in M but its
implementation may be incomplete in M to allow
for later definitions or (2) A is specified in M and P
and its implementation may be incomplete in P to
allow for later definitions, but A's argument list differs in M and P. In this case, A is bound to the
locally defined attribute in the resulting class R but
is not in P.

•

Virtual-recursive attribute: A is specified in P but its
implementation may be incomplete in P to allow for
later definitions, and A is not defined in M. In this
case, A is bound to the locally defined attribute in P
and is available in R.
Virtual-redefined attribute: A is specified in P but its
implementation may be incomplete in P to allow for
later definition, and A is defined in M with the same
argument list as A in P. In this case, A is bound to
the attribute definition in M which blocks the definition of the similarly named attribute in P.

4. Hierarchical Incremental Class Testing
Our class testing technique initially tests a base
class by testing each member function individually and
then testing the interactions among the member functions .
The test case design and execution infonnation is saved in
a testing history. Then, when a subclass is defined, the
testing history of its parent, the definition of the modifier
and the inheritance mapping of the implementation language are used to detennine which attributes to (re)test in

•
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the subclass and which of the parent's test cases can be
reused. The technique is hierarchical because it is guided
by the partial ordering of the inheritance relation; it is
incremental because it uses the results from testing at one
level in the hierarchy to reduce the efforts needed by subsequent levels.

4.1. Base Class Testing
We first test base classes by using traditional unit
testing techniques to test individual member functions in
the class. The testing history for a class contains associations between each member function in the class and both
a specification-based and a program-based test suite.
Thus,
the
history
contains
triples,
{mi,(TSi,test?),(lPi,test?)} where mi is the member
function, TSi is the specification-based test suite, 1Pi is
the program-based test suite and 'test?' indicates whether
the test suite is to be (re)run.

•

In addition to testing each member function, we test
the interactions among member functions in the same
class, intra-class testing; we also test the interactions
among member functions that access member functions in
other classes, inter-class testing. (In this paper, we discuss only intra-class testing). For intra-class integration
testing, we combine the attributes and develop test cases
that test their interfaces. For intra-class testing, we
develop both specification-based and program-based test
suites. The history for the class contains information
about the interacting member functions and the test suites
for each of them. Thus, the second part of the history also
consists of triples, {mi,(TISi,test?),(TIPi,test?)} where mi
is the root of the interacting member functions, TISi is the
specification-based integration test suite, and TIPi is the
program-based integration test suite and 'test?' indicates if
the test suite is to be totally (re)run (Y), partially (re)run
(P), or not (re)run (N).
To illustrate our technique for testing base classes,
consider the hierarchy of graphical shape classes implemented in C++[ll]. Class Shape, given in Figure 2, is an
abstract class used to create classes of various shapes for
graphics display. The class definition is abbreviated to
illustrate the testing algorithm and we omit the bodies of
the member functions. Each 'shape' that can be drawn in
the graphics system has a reference_point that is used to
locate the position where the shape is drawn in the program's coordinate system.

•

Class Shape defines several member functions that
describe the behavior of a shape and includes two virtual
member functions, areaO and drawO, that contribute to the
common interface for all classes in the inheritance structure. Since drawO is a pure virtual member function, it
has an initial value of O and no implementation. Virtual
memoor function areaO is assumed to have IDI initial

class Shape {
private:
Point reference_point;
public:
void put_reference_point(Point);
point get_reference_pointO;
void move_to(Point);
void erase();
virtual
void drawO = O;
virtual
float areaO;
Shape(Point);
ShapeO;

Testing History for Shape
specification-based
program-based
test suite
test suite
individual member functions
put_reference_point
(I'Si,Y)
(I'P1,Y)
get_reference_point
(I'P2,Y)
(I'S2,Y)
(I'P3,Y)
move_to
(I'S3,Y)
erase
(I'P4,Y)
(I'S4,Y)
draw
( -- )
(I'Ss,N)
area
(I'P6,Y)
(I'S6,Y)
(I'P7 ,Y)
Shape
(I'S1,Y)
Shape
(I'P8 ,Y)
(I'Ss,Y)
interacting member functions
move_to
(TIS9,Y)
(TIP9,Y)
erase
(TIS10,Y)
(I'P10,Y)
attribute

Figure 2. Definition for class Shape on the left and its
testing history on the righL

implementation that can be changed in subsequent subclass declarations. The put_reference_pointO and
get_reference_pointO member functions provide controlled access to the values of the data members, the
Shape(Point) and ShapeO member functions are constructors of instances of the class, and the move_toO member
function moves the shape to a new location. Move_toO
can be totally defined in terms of member functions in
class Shape even though some of these member functions
are virtual and have no implementation. The eraseO
member function may be implemented in several ways but
if an 'xor' drawing mode is used, erase only calls draw to
overwrite, and thus erase, the existing figure.
The table in Figure 2 shows the testing history for class
Shape. The analysis of Shape is very straightforward.
Since Shape is a base class, we test each of its available
definitions. The specification-based test suite for drawO
can be generated but cannot be run since there is no
implementation for drawO. The program-based test suite
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for drawO cannot be generated since no implementation
exists. Since there is an initial implementation for areaO,
both its specification-based and program-based test suites
can be generated and run. The specification-based and
program-based test suites for move_toO, eraseO and the
two ShapeO constructors are generated. The test suites for
the constructors are independently tested since they do not
rely on the implementations of either drawO or areaO.
The advantage of developing the specification-based test
suites for drawO and areaO in the base class is that these
test suites can be 'inherited' in the histories of subclasses.
The class's specification describes how the individual member functions work together. The input values
that test these interactions belong to the integration test
suites TIS; and TIP; that are part of our intra-class testing
member functionality. In addition to the test suites for the
individual member functions in Shape, the interface test
suites are shown in the history in Figure 2. Member functions move_toO, eraseO, ShapeO and Shape(Point) call
other class member functions: move_toO calls both
eraseO and drawO, eraseO also calls drawO, ShapeO and
Shape(Point) both call put_reference_pointO and drawO.
There are several inter-class messages: messages to
construct instances of Shape as well as the messages
between member functions of class Shape and reference_point, which is an instance of class Point. Integration test cases are used to validate these messages.
4.2. Testing Subclasses

To test subclasses, we use an incremental technique
that transforms the testing history for the parent class P
into the testing history for the subclass R. Our algorithm
inputs P's history, the information about the interacting
member functions in P, and modifier M and outputs an
updated IDSTORY for the subclass R. The actions taken
by our algorithm depend on both the attribute and the
modification type. In section 3, we discussed six types of
attributes: new, recursive, redefined, virtual-new, virtualrecursive and virtual-redefined. For each of these types of
attributes, different actions may occur. Our algorithm initializes R's history to that of P, which has already been
tested. The algorithm then inspects each attribute A in the
modifier M, and takes appropriate action to update R's
history and determine the required testing.
Any NEW or VIRTUAL-NEW member function
attribute A must also be completely, individually tested
since it was not defined in P. A must be also be integration tested with other member functions in R with which it
interacts to ensure that new member functions are tested
in their new context We thoroughly test A individually so
that when A is inherited by some subclass, only integration testing will need to be repeated. To individually test
A, new specification-based and program-based test suites

are developed, added to R's IDSTORY and marked for
testing by setting the 'test?' field to 'Y'. A new member
function may send messages to existing member functions
of the class or may reference existing data members.
Thus, A is tested with any other member functions in R
with which it interacts. Integration tests are generated,
added to IDSTORY(R.) and marked for testing by setting
the 'test?' field to 'Y'. A new data attribute is integration
tested with member functions with which it interacts.
A RECURSIVE or VIRTUAL-RECURSIVE member function attribute A requires very limited retesting
since it was previously individually tested in P and the
specification and implementation remain unchanged.
Thus, the specification-based and program-based test
suites for A are not rerun. Integration test cases are not
reused if they only test the interaction of this recursive
attribute with other recursive attributes since this interaction has also been previously tested. However, A may
interact with new or redefined attributes or access the
same instances in the class's representation as other member functions. A's interaction with new or redefined
attributes is tested when those member functions are integrated into the subclass so there is no need to retest here.
This limited testing adequately tests the attributes in the
subclass because of the extensive testing that occurred
when the attribute was defined.
Consider the case in which a recursive member
function accesses the same data as a new attribute. The
recursive member function was tested in P and the specification of the recursive member function remains
unchanged. Thus, specification-based and program-based
test cases need not be rerun. The only test cases that are
rerun are those that test the interactions between A and
any new member function(s). Our algorithm uses incremental techniques to identify those test cases, marks them
for retesting by setting 'test?' to 'P' and updates msTORY(R.) to reflect the changes. 'Y' indicates that the
entire test suite is reused while 'P' indicates that only the
test cases identified as testing affected parts of the subclass are reused.
Both data member and member function attributes
are defined in the parent class and inherited by the subclass. The inheritance mapping from P into R may change
the visibility of a data member attribute. For example, if
the attribute has moved from a visible level to one that is
not visible then it cannot interact with any new or redefined attribute. The data attributes that are hidden and the
member functions on that data form a tested unit that need
not be retested. If the data attribute is visible to any new
member functions that are defined in R, then the interfaces
between the new member functions and the existing member functions that access the data attributes must be tested.
This testing is performed when a new member function
that interacts with data attributes accessed by existing

•

•

•
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class Triangle: public Shape {
private:
Point vertex2;
Point vertex3;
public:
Point get_vertex IO;
//new
Point get_vertex20;
//new
Point get_vertex30;
//new
void set_vertex 1(Point);
//new
void set_vertex2(Point);
//new
void set_vertex3(Point);
//new
void drawO;
//virtual-redefined
float areaO;
//virtual-redefined
TriangleO;
//new
Triangle(Point,Point,Point); //new

Testing History for Triangle
specification
program-based
test suite
test suite
individual member functums
put_reference_point
(fS1,N)
(fP1.N)
get_reference_point
(fS2,N)
(fP2.N)
move_to
(fS3,N)
(fP3.N)
erase
(fS4,N)
(fP4.N)
draw
(Tp;,Y)
(fSs,Y)
area
(fS6,Y)
CT'P6,Y)
Shape
(fS7,N)
(fP1.N)
Shape
(fSg,N)
(fPg.N)
get_vertexl
(fSi1,Y)
Wi1,Y)
get_vertex2
(fSi2,Y)
(ffi2,Y)
get_vertex3
(fS13,Y)
(fPi3,Y)
put_vertexl
(fPi4,Y)
(fS14,Y)
put_vertex2
(fSis,Y)
Wis,Y)
put_vertex3
(fSi6,Y)
(fPi6,Y)
Triangle
(TSi1,Y)
Wi1,Y)
Triangle
(TSis,Y)
Wis,Y)
interacting member functions
move_to
(TIS 9',P)
(TIP'i,P)
erase
(TIS 10 ,P)
(f!Pio,P)
area
(TIS19,Y)
(f!Pi9,Y)
get_vertexl
(TIS,ii,Y)
(TIP';w,Y)
put_vertexl
(TIS21,Y)
(T!Pz1,Y)
attribute

•

Figure 3. Definition and History for Class Triangle.

member functions is integration tested.

•

A REDEFINED or VIRTUAL-REDEFINED
attribute A in M requires extensive retesting but many
existing specification-based test cases may be reused since
only the implementation has changed. Since the implementation has changed, new program-based test cases
mar be required. If A is a data mem~r (i,~,, M in~tMC~
of a class) we assume that the class to which the instance

belongs has been tested. No other individual testing is
performed on A although it may participate in the integration testing of the member functions defined in M. If A is
a member function, the specification of A remains
unchanged but the implementation of A will have
changed. Thus, A is individually retested by generating
new program-based test cases to test the implementation
of A. The specification-based test cases stored in HISTORY(R) for the previous definition of A are still valid
and are reused. HISTORY(R) is updated to reflect the
new test cases and reused existing test cases, and these
test cases are marked for reusing by setting 'test?' to 'Y'.
Then A is integration tested with existing member functions. New program-based interface test cases are generated and marked for testing by setting 'test?' to 'Y' or 'P'.
HISTORY(R) is again updated to reflect the changes.
To illustrate the way in which our algorithm works,
we consider subclasses of Class Shape that was given in
Figure 2. The benefits of hierarchical incremental testing
can be seen in the testing history for class Triangle, given
in Figure 3. None of the test suites for the put_Q and
get_O member functions for reference_point are rerun
because they are recursive attributes since no changes are
made in their definitions. Vutual-redefined member functions drawO and areaO are retested since they have new
implementations. However, only new program-based test
cases are developed since existing specification-based test
cases can be reused. Test suites are developed and run for
the new member functions defined in Triangle. Three
member functions have been added to the list of interacting member functions: areaO calls the get_vertexO member functions and both get_vertexlO and put_vertexlO
call the get_O and put_O member functions for reference_point respectively. The interfaces between these
pairs of member functions must be tested, but
get_reference_pointO and put_reference_pointO need no
further individual testing. No member functioninteraction
test
suites
for
move_toO
and
get_reference_pointO are executed since no member function defined in Triangle can directly access reference_point. In Figure 7, test suites marked with ' are
newly developed, test suites marked with " may have
newly developed test cases, while all others are reused
from the parent.
The last class in the hierarchy is EquiTriangle
which adds no new member functions other than the constructors for the class. However, EquzTriangle redefines
the implementation of areaO to provide more efficiency.
Only the program-based test cases for areaO are regenerated, although all test cases for areaO are rerun. Integration test cases to test the interactions of the new and redefined member functions with the inherited attributes are
also run. The definition of clas~ Eq/#Triangle aml its t~ting history are given in Figure 4.
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class EquiTriangle: public Triangle{
public:
floatarea0;
//redefined
Equi_triangle(Point,Point,Point);
//new
Equi_triangle0;
//new

Testing History for EquiTriangle
attribute

specification
test suite

program-based
test suite

individual member functions
(I'Si,N)
put_reference_point
get_reference_point
(I'Sz,N)
move_to
(I'S3,N)
erase
(I'S4,N)
draw
(I'Ss,N)
(I'S6,Y)
area
Shape
(I'S1,N)
Shape
(I'Ss,N)
get_vertexl
(I'Sn.N)
get_vertex2
(I'S12.N)
get_vertex3
(I'S13.N)
put_vertexl
(I'S14.N)
put_vertex2
(I'S1s.N)
put_vertex3
(I'S16.N)
Triangle
(I'S11.N)
Triangle
CfS1s.N)
F.qui_triangle
(I'S22,Y)
F.qui_triangle
(I'SZ3,Y)
interacting member functions
move_to
(TIS9,P)
erase
(TISi.'0 ,P)
area
(TISi_'9,P)

(I'P1.N)
(I'Pz.N)
(I'P3.N)
(I'P4.N)
(I'P5.N)
O'P6,Y)
(I'P7.N)
(I'Ps.N)
(I'Pu,N)
(I'P12.N)
(I'P13,N)
(I'P14.N)
(I'P1s.N)
(I'P16.N)
(I'P11.N)
(I'P1s.N)
(I'P22,Y)
(I'P23,Y)
(TIP'ci',P)
(TIP'{o,P)
(TIP'{9,P)

Figure 4. Definition and History for Class EquiTriangle.

tion in the class along with a list of all interactions
between member functions. Finally, program history generates the testing histories for the subclasses.
The second part of our testing system assists the
user in performing the subclass testing. Although, our
hierarchical incremental algorithm is independent of the
testing methodology, we are using a type of programbased testing known as data to demonstrate the feasibility
of our technique. In data flow testing, subpaths are executed from a variable assignment (i.e., definition) to points
where the variable's value is used (i.e., use). Traditional
data flow analysis techniques are used to compute the definition-use pairs. Test data adequacy criteria are used to
select particular definition-use pairs or subpaths that are
identified as the testing requirements for a program. Test
cases are generated that satisfy the testing requirements
when used in a program's execution. One criterion, 'alluses' [3], requires that each definition of a variable be
tested on some path to each of its uses. The 'all-uses' criterion has been shown to be effective in uncovering errors
[2] and feasible since relatively few test cases typically
are required for its satisfaction[13]. We have modified the
data flow analysis performed by the g++ compiler to
gather the definition-use pairs for the testing and we can
currently test individual member functions.
Data flow testing is also used to validate the interfaces between procedures[4, 5]. When validating the
interface, the focus of the testing is the definitions and
uses of variables that extend across procedure boundaries
and includes global variables and reference parameters.
We use data flow testing to validate the class member
functions individually and to test the interface among the
member functions. We are currently implementing the
integration testing.

•

•

6. Experimentation
5. Implementation
The implementation of our testing system consists
of two main parts. The first part uses our algorithm hierarchical incremental algorithm to automatically identify
the required retesting in a subclass. The second part
assists in performing the subclass testing.
We assume that the programs being considered are
syntax-error free. We incorporated our technique to automatically identify the required retesting in a subclass into
the Free Sofware Foundation, Inc's GNU C++ compiler,
g++. We modified the g++ parser and some top level
procedures to extract all identifiers as the parse tree is constructed. This information is written to a temporary file
for processing by our program summary. For each class
in the hierarchy for which a history is desired, summary
processes the temporary file and produces a summary file
containing the name of the class and each member func-

We are using a variety of existing C++ class hierarchies for our experiments to determine the savings in testing gained using our technique. We are considering the
class hierarchies in InterViews 3.0.1, which is a library of
graphics interface classes. One representative class hierarchy in InterViews is base Resource and subclasses,
Glyph, Interactor, Scene, MonoScene and Dialog. In Figure 5, the Resource class hierarchy is given along with a
table showing the number of lines of code in each class,
and the number and types of each member function
attribute.
We used our algorithm to determine which of the
methods in each class required retesting. The results of
that analysis are also shown in Figure 5. The only comparison possible was with a technique that retests all
methods. The results show that for this particular path, in
one hierarchy, a significant amount of effort would be

•
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saved with our technique. This is a reasonable result for a
well-designed hierarchy with a large amount of functionality defined at the top level, and modifications and additions made in the lower levels.

Resource

~

Interactor

t
Scene

We also show the results of another of the InterViews class hierarchies, Compositor in Figure 6.

t.

This analysis did not consider another potential benefit of the technique; the benefits derived from reuse of the
parent tests suites. Many of the methods that must be
retested will reuse the specification-based test cases that
were developed for their parent class. Reusing test suites
from the parent class results in substantial additional savings of time for the testing process.

MonoScene

Dilog
class
Resource

Glyph
Interactor
Scene
MonoScene
Dialog

lines
of code

86
66
574
273
99
93

number of attributes of each type
recursive
redefined
new
0
0
9

16
43
16
1
5

8
24

65
76
83

1
1
3
8
2

Figure Sa. InterViews Resource hierarchy

•

Number of functions to be tested (specification-based)
class
ours/retest all
retest all
our method
Resource
100%
9
9
Glyph
16
64%
25
Interactor
63%
43
68
Scene
19%
84
16
MonoScene
1%
85
1
Dialog
6%
90
5
Number of functions to be tested (program-based)
class
retest all
our method
ours/retest all
Resource
100%
9
9
Glyph
17
68%
25
Interactor
65%
68
44
Scene
23%
84
19
11%
MonoScene
85
9
Dialog
7
8%
90

•

Number of functions to be tested (interaction)
class
retest all
our method
ours/retest all
Resource
100%
9
9
Glyph
25
1
4%
Interactor
68
15
22%
Scene
84
15
18%
MonoScene
85
3
4%
Dialog
90
10
11%

fiiure 5a. RutuSting required for Nt:sourct: hienrrchy

7. Conclusion
We have presented an incremental technique to validate classes that exploits the hierarchical structure of
groups of classes related by inheritance. Our language
model is a generalization of the C++ [11] language. Base
classes are initially tested using both specification-based
and program-based test cases, and a history of the testing
information is saved. A subclass is then tested by incrementally updating the history of the parent class to reflect
the differences from the parent. Only new attributes or
those inherited, affected attributes and their interactions
are tested. The benefit of this technique is that it provides
a savings both in the time to analyze the class to determine what must be tested and in the time to execute test
cases. We are initially incorporating data flow testing into
our hierarchical testing system for both individual member functions and interacting member functions to provide
base class testing and subclass testing. Later, we will
include a specification-based testing technique in the testing system.
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2
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1

2
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Testing Object-oriented Software Systems
Thomas J. Cheatham

Middle Tennessee State University

Software errors can cost the loss of a human life as in the case
of the Therac 25 radiation-therapy machine. They may cause great
financial loss as was the case when both the US and Russia lost
spaceships due to software errors. Or, a software error may only
cause embarrassment as in the case of the ballistic missile early
warning system that mistook the rising sun as a missile.
In any
case, software errors are serious business.

••

What can be done to combat software errors? The short answer is
"don't write software."
In fact, this may be the only sure
solution to software errors. We can quickly agree that it is an
unacceptable solution. Corporations that have a low tolerance for
software errors in the systems they produce, have learned that
testing is not merely a separate phase of the software life-cycle
but it must be integrated into the entire life of the system from
concept formation to maintenance. Further, they have learned that
software quality is everyone• s business not just the system
testers.
An object based system may offer an advantage with integrating

testing throughout the life of the system.
Since the life cycle
can essentially be applied to a single object (class), the
integration of testing into the complete cycle is in smaller units
and over a shorter time span.
Obviously an object is not
independent. It may inherit other objects. They must be developed
and tested first. The methods of an object should be tested like
any function or procedure unit.
The object interface must be
tested too.

•

An interesting approach, though I know of no one who is using it
in practice, is to specify a test method (or methods) as part of
the object (class) definition.
This test method could control
testing for the object. For instance, it could invoke test scripts
for this object and save test results for its own regression
testing.
In fact, using rules built into the test method, an
object could determine if regression testing is in order at this
time.
The rules could be as simple as those in the UNIX make
program or more complex as needed.
During testing of an object,
statistics could be kept within the object that indicate an
acceptable level of testing and there could be metric gathering
methods to determine if the current testing level meets these
standards .

•

•

•

Integration testing should occur at the object level and should be
controlled by a diagram of the message passing structure in the
system.
Message paths should be considered.
Extending the idea
of a test method for a class to the system level, we would have a
test class (object) responsible for test scripts and testing
statistics for the entire system .

•

Position on Object-Oriented Testing

Mary Jean Harrold
Clemson University

The problems involved in testing programs written in an object-oriented language parallel the problems
involved in testing programs written in an imperative language. There are many difficult problems confronting the
tester of a program written in an imperative language such as pointer variables and aliasing. While there are also
difficult problems confronting the tester of a program written in an object-oriented language, there are no new problems.
To illustrate the position that there are no new problems confronted by the tester of an object-oriented program, consider the following constructs particular to the object-oriented paradigm: classes, polymorphism, inheritance and dynamic binding. A class consists of data along with member functions that interact with the data, other
member functions and functions in other classes. The problems involved in testing classes are similar to those
involved in testing groups of interacting procedures such as those found in Modula-2 modules. The problems
involved in testing polymorphism in the object-oriented paradigm are analogous to those involved in testing overloaded operators in languages such as Ada. The inheritance relation determines the data and functions that a sub-

•

•

class may possess and the problem of determining the binding of these data and functions can be detennined statically using the techniques employed by the imperative tester to resolve scoping problems in languages such as Pascal. Finally, the problem of determining the binding enabled by virtual functions, which cannot be resolved statically, is similar to the problem of resolving the bindings of pointer variables used in both imperative languages and
object oriented languages.

•

Debate Position Paper:
by Shel M. Siegel

Position
Object Oriented technology (programming languages. programming techniques, design methods and techniques, and the tools to automate their
usage) will aid in the creation of more flexible and more complex systems
than currently exist. This next generation of systems will facilitate a move
to an industry based on products that will combine features and function
into "one of a kind" custom products. The complexity and risk associated
with the next generation of products could be significantly higher than we
experience today.

•

•

The complexity and richness of future applications will require that formal
design methods and the "act of designing" become more rigorous. The
focus of testing will shift to testing of designs. New and perhaps different
testing methods and techniques will be needed to meet the challenge of
Object Oriented Designs .

•

Nguyen N.Q. Thuy

These answers are probably specific to our context: C + +, large size, high
algorithmic complexity, very long life time, deep and frequent changes, specific
design rules, object-oriented databases, compatibility with data and files generated
by previous versions, no real time constraint, no available tool, etc.
1.

Application of existing software testing methods at the unit level
Theoretically, the design of white box tests should be adapted to the objectoriented approach. We design all our unit tests as white box tests that
should ensure functional and structural coverage. The consequences of the
object-oriented approach on white box tests is the subject of the paper I
have submitted to the conference. In practice, however, in the absence of
analysis tools that would help us in the identification of what should be
tested, the unit tests of the methods of a concrete class do not differ
significantly from the test of conventional procedures, except for those that
make an intensive use of polymorphism and of redefined methods.

2.

•

Application of existing software testing methods at the system level

We design system tests as black box tests: they are based only on the
system external specifications. The fact that the system has been
developed following an object-oriented approach is not relevant. Therefore,
we simply apply the conventional system test techniques. However, the use
of an object-oriented database will probably have great consequences on
system level tests of an application .

3.

Test of 00 constructs

The object-oriented approach provides mechanisms that help the software
designer in his or her job. However, the complexity hidden during design
reappears during tests.
•

•

inheritance: one has to identify the methods of a class that should be
tested ; testing only the methods defined or redefined by the class is
sometimes not sufficient; testing all the methods of the class,
including those that have been inherited is most of the time a waste
of resource and time if the parent classes have themselves been
tested; inheritance also complicates greatly the test of changes (see
question 4);

- 2 -

•
4.

•

method redefinition and polymorphism: when a procedure calls a
method on an object whose real type is not known statically, it can in
fact call a redefinition of the called method; this of course
complicates the analysis of the test;

•

abstract and generic classes: the classes cannot have instances, and
therefore cannot be tested directly; it is also preferable to test generic
classes with generic tests.

Test of reusable modules
Reusable modules have, of course, more demanding quality requirements,
and that does not concern tests only. As far as tests are concerned, I do
not think there should be specific test techniques for reusable modules. It is
probably the reuse itself that must be tested specifically. In the case of
inheritance, for example, we have to consider that every class is potentially
derivable, and therefore reusable. The real question is: how should I test a
derived class?
The biggest concern about reusable modules is not in the initial
development, but in subsequent changes: a small change in a highly reused
module can have widespread effects in areas the module developer has not
even heard of. So, an even more difficult question is: how are changes in
reusable modules to be tested?

•

There is a theoretical answer (reanalyze the tests of all derived modules, and
retest them), but in practice, it is not very easy to apply. Here, tools and
automated tests could be of great interest.

5.

Ideal criteria

This is one of the subjects of the paper I submitted.
6.

New techniques
We probably need new source code analyzers more than new test
techniques. For large and frequently modified systems, analyzing by hand
the real dependencies between methods and classes is not possible in
practice.

•

More important, specification, design and programming should be test
oriented. For example, invariants, pre and post conditions, assertions and
exceptions should be systematically identified and supported. The testability
of the overall architecture is also of utmost importance.

- 3-
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Another facet of the problem is the notion of reusable test. For example,
one could design and implement a test suite that could test, with minimal
interfacing, any Curve intersection package .

Testing and Object-Oriented Languages
Dewayne E. Perry
AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, NJ 0797 4

A frequently cited advantage of using object oriented languages is inheritance. Because
of inheritance, it is easy to create subclasses from superclasses and hence "reuse" that
inherited code. Implicit in the general notion of reuse is the idea that properly
constructed components can be reused in different context without having to retest them.
Unfortunately, the use of various forms of inheritance nullify these assumptions for
certain ad_equate testing criteria.
In Gail Kaiser's and my paper, "Adequate testing and Object-Oriented programming"
(Journal of Object-Oriented Programming, January/February 1990, pages 13-19), we
consider the adequate testing of programs written in object-oriented languages. We
explain the axioms of adequate testing developed in the testing community, discuss their
application to specification-based and program-based testing, and examine their
implications for object-oriented programming. Contrary to one's intuition, we discover
that, in the general case, inherited code must be retested in most contexts of reuse. We
illustrate this by applying the adequacy axioms to encapsulation and single inheritance,
overriding of methods, and multiple inheritance, respectively.

It is obviously the case that, independent of the language paradigm, components
adequately tested in isolation must also be adequately tested in combination. Moreover,
when a component is changed, not only must that component be retested, but the

dependent components must also be retested. This is pretty much what one expects when
building systems out of components, whether they are object-oriented or not. What is
surprising in the case of object-oriented components is that one must also retest the
methods inherited from each of its ancestor superclasses whenever a new subclass is
defined. There exists, then, a two-way dependency where we thought there would only
be a one-way dependency.
When overriding a method with a locally defined method of the same name, it is obvious
that the overriding subclass must be retested. One is tempted to think that the only
testing that needs to be done is basically regression testing - that is, rerun the previous
tests that were used on the original method. However, even thought the two method
implementations might be "semantically close", what is adequate for the one often will
not be adequate for the other. Worse yet, because of the two-way dependency mentioned
in the previous paragraph, we have to retest the inherited methods in each of the
inheriting contexts as well as the defining contexts. Compounding this problem is the
fact that we will more than likely need different test sets at every point in the ancestor
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When overriding a method with a locally defined method of the same name, it is obvious
that the overriding subclass must be retested. One is tempted to think that the only
testing that needs to be done is basically regression testing - that is, rerun the previous
tests that were used on the original method. However, even thought the two method
implementations might be "semantically close", what is adequate for the one often will
not be adequate for the other. Worse yet, because of the two-way dependency mentioned
in the previous paragraph, we have to retest the inherited methods in ~~ch of the
inheriting eontexts as well as the defining contexts. Compounding this problem is the
fact that we will more than likely need different test sets at every point in the ancestor

•

chain between the class defining the overriding method and its ancestor class defining the
overridden method.
Given that multiple inheritance is widely recognized as a rather mixed blessing, it is not
surprising that the typical solution to this problem - namely, precedence orderings causes problems in testing. Rather small syntactic changes can have enormous semantic
effects, and hence require extensive restesting and, in all likelihood, require different test
sets as well.

In short, inheritance compounds testing problems rather than reducing them. Moreover,
inheritance languages tend to make the effects of changes implicit rather than explicit
because of the underlying, complicated inheritance models .

•
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1.0

General

This paper presents the results of analysis used to specify a Software
Quality database to support Software Quality Assurance (SQA) reporting of
project status.
Processes involving SQA throughout the software life cycle
were evaluated in relation to what kinds of data were needed as inputs and
what became outputs.
Figure 1 shows an example software life cycle with SQA
activities .

•
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Figure 1 SQA Activities in the Software Life Cycle
2.0

Functional

Description

For the purposes of this paper the following SQA activities were analyzed:

•

Program planning to generate an evaluation plan
Evaluations performed to implement an evaluation plan
Participation in the problem reporting system
Generation of reports related to the above.

1

2.1

Generating an Evaluation Plan

The first step to establishing an SQA program is to review the Statement of
Work (SOW) to identify the requirements levied against a program and the Data
Requirements (DRs)/Contract Data Requirements List (CORL) that will identify
the deliverables for that program. A comprehensive system of reviews,
evaluations, inspections and audits can then be defined to assure integrity of
the software product through early identification of problems and
implementation of corrective action. Information in the SOW such as the
project name, contract number, types of reviews (e.g., Software Requirements
Review, SRR; Preliminary Design Review, PDR; Critical Design Review, CDR;
Test Readiness Review, TRR; etc.), the documents to be generated (e.g., Software
Requirements Specifications, SRS; Software Design Documents, SOD; Software
Development Plan, SOP; Software Test Plan, STP; etc.) is gathered so that SQA
can generate an evaluation plan that ties together the needed evaluations and
audits.
Company requirements are reviewed to identify the minimum
requirements that a company levies on a program in addition to or in place of
customer requirements, such as walkthroughs, process audits, standards for
developing the design and code if not required by the contract, contents of
Software Development Files (SDFs), etc. This information is added to the
contract requirements to establish a program for SQA to follow and for the
customer to review to get a status of the work planned vs. work accomplished.
Table I gives a list of generic data we found useful when generating an
evaluation plan.
Table 1 Data

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Used in

•

•

Generating an Evaluation Plan

Project Name
Title
Contract Identification number
Phases/formal reviews
Scheduled dates for formal reviews
Deliverable Documents
A. Data Item Description number
B. Document Identification acronym
C
Number of submittals required
1 ) Phase for submittal
2) Planned hours for review
3 ) Date for review

4)
csa_No
7. Primary specification requirement (2167)
8. Secondary specification requirement
9. Types of Evaluations to be performed
A. Phase for evaluation
B. Planned hours for evaluation
C csa_NO
D. Planned date
10. Software Identification
A. CSCI/CSC/CSU IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
B. Software Name
C Requirements walkthrough date

2

•

•

D.
E.
F.
G.

A database of this information is an initial planning and scheduling tool.
This database is also used for the implementation of the evaluation plan. The
implementation data is compared to the planning data to track the scheduled
versus actual accomplishments.
A status can be generated for management
that identifies the activities scheduled for each life cycle phase for the
program.
2.2

•

Design_ walkthrough date
Code_ walkthrough date
Test readiness review date
Estimated lines of code

Implementing a Plan

Implementing an evaluation plan includes part1c1pation at formal
reviews, participation at engineering walkthroughs, evaluation of products
and processes. For the product reviews, a score can be given to identify the
acceptability of the product. DOD-STD-2167A gives a set of evaluation criteria
that can be used for reviews and it also gives the evaluation criteria for
adequacy of quality factors. During a review a product can be reviewed for
internal consistency, understandability, traceability to preceding products,
consistency between products, allocation of sizing and timing resources,
adequate test coverage of requirements, testability of requirements,
consistency between data definition and data use, adequacy of test cases, test
procedures, completeness of testing, completeness of retesting. For example, a
Software Development Plan (SDP) would be reviewed for internal consistency,
understandability, and traceability to the SOW and DRs/CDRLs. Table 2 lists the
data that can be collected during the implementation of an evaluation plan.

Table 2 Data

Used

in

Implementing an

Evaluation Plan

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

•

Evaluation type
CSCI/CSC/CSU identification number
Eval_date
(date evaluation performed)
Report_no
(number of report)
Criterion
(criteria for review such as
DI-MCCR-80030A, DOD-STD2167A)
6. Phase
(phase evaluation occurred)
7. Reviewer
(person performing
evaluation)
8. Location of review
(where review occurred)
9. Interviewee/Point of contact
10.
Result
11.
Total_errors found
12.
Corrective Action Status
13.
Corrective Action Date statused
14.
Number of Products/Processes Reviewed
For Each Product/process Reviewed
A. name
(name of product/
process)
B. rev _level
(version of document)
C eval_ic
(internal consistency)

D. eval_un

(understandability)
3

E. eval_tr
F. eval_co
G.
H.

I.
J.
K.

L.
M.
N.
Q

P.
Q
R.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

(traceability)
(consistency with other
documents)
eval_an
(analysis
requirements,
design, and coding techniques
used)
eval_al
(allocation of sizing and
timing)
eval_tc
(test coverage)
eval_aq
(adequacy of quality factors)
eval_treq
(testability of requirements)
eval_dd
(consistency between data
definition and data use)
eval_at
(adequacy of test cases/
procedures)
eval_ct
(completeness of testing)
ev al rt
(completeness of retesting)
points_ava
(points available)
related_problem report number
for each corrective acti n item
I) Corrective action
umber
2) Action item descrip ion
3) Final_disposition if different from description
4) Date corrective acti n is verified complete
5) Assignee
CSCI/CSC/CSU identific tion number
Lines Of Code_Count
Subcontractor_Name
Subcontract_Number
Class of software affecte
Engineering_Hours
Quality _Hours
Result of evaluation
atisfactory/unsatisfactory)

•

•

Such a database can track walkthrou hs scheduled and completed; the
number of hours planned for reviews and audits and the number of hours
used; the documents planned for review v rsus the actual documents reviewed;
the audits performed versus the audits sch duled; the action items open against
a document or audit; the corrective actions opened and closed; the goodness of
a document (e.g., satisfactory/ unsatisfacto ) that was reviewed; the number
of engineering hours and quality hours; it can track open/closed items against
the subcontractors, etc. This database can lso track the problem reports
opened as a result of a review, audit, or alkthrough. Status reports can be
generated from the data for management · dentifying the percentage of
documents scheduled for review versus th percentage of documents reviewed;
the percentage of walkthroughs scheduled o be conducted versus the
percentage of walkthroughs held; the num er of corrective actions opened
versus the number of corrective actions c sed.
2.3

Participation in the Problem Reportin

System

Participation in the problem reporti g system includes control of
problem reports, approvals for opening and closing, and trending analysis.
problem reporting and corrective action s stem interacts with the
4

A

•

•

configuration management system, so that, change control is effected.
The
nonconformance system
allows the processing of change requests by the
configuration management change control system as well as
nonconformances.
The system addresses the criticality of changes and tracks
the status of the changes through closure of the problem report. This system
supports the SQA program and its success is measured by the resolution of all
items in the change control system. Table 3 identifies the data used in the
problem report process.

Table 3 Data for Problem Report Process
1. Problem report number

(number of problem
report)
(date problem was found)
(person discovering
problem)
(name of project)
(software affected)
(document affected)
(document version affected)
(document version
corrected)
(document change notice)

2. Initiation_date
3. Originator
4. Project_name
5. SW CSCI affected
6. Document affected
A. doc_ ver_af
B. doc ver_co

•

•

C den
7. For each s/w module affected
A. Problem report number
(related problem report)
B. CSCI/CSC/CSU Identification Number (unique identifier)
C loc_added
(lines of code added)
D. loc_chg
(lines of code changed)
E. disp_eng
(engineering disposition)
F. sw _ ver_aff
(software version affected)
G. sw _ ver_cor
(software version
corrected)
H. old_mccabe
(old mccabe score on code)
I. old_halstead measure
(old halstead score on code)
J. new_mccabe
(new mccabe score on code)
K. new _halstead
(new halstead score on
code)
L. actual_loc
(actual lines of code)
8. need_date
(date correction is needed)
9. prob_desc
(description of problem)
10.
anal_eng
(analysis engineer)
11.
assign_dte
(date analysis assigned)
12.
anal_date
(date analysis completed)
13.
cause_code
(cause of the problem)
14.
init_disp
(initial disposition)
15.
impact
(impact to cost, schedule,
or interfaces)
16.
final_disp
(final disposition)
17.
disp_code
(disposition code for
correcting problem)
18.
disp_date
(date disposition was
completed)
19.
category
(software, documentation,

design)
5

20.

locator's dept

21.
22.
23.
24.

priority
time_anal
time_disp
qual_time

25.

test_time

26.
27.
28.
29.

close_date
phase
quality verified open_date
quality verified disposition_date

(department of person
discovering problem)
(priority 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
(hours to analyze problem)
(hours to correct problem)
(hours for quality to
incorporate change and
verify)
(hours to test corrected
problem)
(date problem was closed)
(phase problem found in)
(date problem was opened)
(date quality verified
disposition)

•

The database can track the cause of problems. The cause could be a
requirements error, design error, coding error, or hardware interface error.
After the fault is traced back to the software module, disposition of the
discrepancy is directed, the module changed, informally tested, released to CM
control and formally regression tested. The database can be used to track what
was done to correct the problem such as code was corrected, design was
revised, requirements were changed, etc. The database can be used to detect
trends in the software through analysis of the problem reports.
The problem report database can be used to generate status reports for
trending purposes to identify the number of open problem reports versus the
number of closed reports; the category and priority of the problem reports;
the phase the problem was found in; the number of hours that it took to
correct the problem; the time it took to test the corrected problem and the time
it took quality to incorporate the change and verify that only authorized
changes were incorporated; etc. A report can be generated which categorizes
the problems (e.g., software problem, documentation problem, design
problem) or prioritizes the problems (e.g., priority 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). The database
can be used to document the McCabe or Halstead scores on the code prior to the
change and the scores after the change. This is sometimes useful to evaluate
the quality of a change.
2.4

Generating

•

reports

The above information is a basis for producing reports that cover work
performed, problems encountered and status of effort planned to actual.
Variations on the data can be created to reflect time periods, people involved,
types of efforts or in the case of problem reports a myriad of reportable
trends.
Using the following data items various lessons learned scenarios can
be reported to aid in refining estimates for the next project.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

W alkthrough dates ( actual)
Lines of Code (actual)
Number/type/severity of problem reports
Quality evaluation hours
Engineering hours to fix discrepancies
Retest hours

6

•

•

2.5

Conceptual Model of a SQA DB User Interface

The user interface we desired to aid in the collection of this data would be
menu driven to make it as self explanatory as possible, have a high level of
consistency checking between related items collected at different times, be
accessible to the quality engineers who needed the data and correlate closely
to the SQA tasks found in a typical software development life cycle. To us this
resolved itself into five main functions: collecting planning data, identifying
and statusing the software under development, recording evaluation data,
tracking software problem reports and reporting aspects of each of the
preceding.
A SQA database must recognize the many to one relationships that abound
in the fore mentioned tasks. Items in the preceding tables that are shown with
indentation can occur once or many times. For one project there can be many
deliverable documents, CSCis/CSCs/CSUs, and evaluations each with its own
related data. The information related to each should be available separately or
as part of the whole picture.
Similarly, for each evaluation type identified for
the project many products might be reviewed and receive individual scores as
well as a composite. Many software change records could be needed to fix one
software discrepancy.

•

After normalizing the database of 100+ items ten record definitions fell
out. Except for evaluation reports it is unlikely that all information for any of
the records is available at the same time. The identification of software may be
known only at the CSCI level when the original planning data is entered and
actual dates of walkthroughs or actual lines of code will only be available in
the coding phase. Additional updates for CSCs and CSUs definition will not be
available till PDR and CDR. The interval between initiation of a problem report
and resolution could span months. The entry of data is of great importance but
the ability to add to and update the data is also significant and necessary to
produce accurate reports.
3.0

Conclusions

A SQA database is necessary
planning through project closeout.
engineer in producing on demand
action items a manageable task.
objective evidence of effort needed
future planning .

from the initiation of software quality
It is a valuable tool that can aid the SQA
status reports and make the close out of
If properly maintained if can provide
to perform the SQA tasks and be a basis for

•
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Realizing the CASE Advantage
by Bernie A. Stephan
Director, Special Technical Services
Computer Power Group

The title implies there is a benefit to investing in CASE at this time. Also
implied is that we can demonstrate that advantage. In other words, we can
make CASE pay for itself by realizing a return on the investment. This may
very well be true, yet, I propose that we must first make some other
changes before buying into the CASE vendors' promises and programs.
Buying the tools, adopting Information Engineering methods and offering a
training program for the staff is not nearly enough. And, if we plan to pilot a
CASE implementation program, how will we measure progress and
determine whether to continue, wait or take another direction?

•

•

Today's systems are tightly coupled with engineering, manufacturing,
distribution, billing, field services and all are used to improve product
quality, employee productivity & customer service. Most IS managers are
results oriented, concentrating on bringing projects in on time and within
budget. Few real quality objectives exist as functionality is routinely cut
back to make the targets. Most life cycle methodologies focus on new
development. Maintenance of systems seems to be a lower priority, left to
be managed without a defined process or appropriate methodology. Some
IS managers are expecting reengineering technologies to lead the way to
more manageable maintenance, relieving the enhancement backlog. Many
of these managers hold a small degree of hope that a day will come when
new development with CASE, object oriented or GUI client server
development technologies make today's tedious maintenance of source
code a thing of the past!
Today, new system projects, using CASE or client server development
tools are still overrunning their budgets and time allocations. Most
organizations are still finding that their project management and
development methodologies stay on the shelf. Such methods are often
viewed as guidelines but not how work is really done. They are not
modified, maintained or supported as part of any living quality assurance
process. Information Engineering techniques, as offshoots of structured
analysis and design, have also proven very difficult and tedious.
Methodologies are often misunderstood by managers who don't see
themselves in the problem, the oolutions or the change equation. Good

progress has been made by some in data modeling and data management.
Process modeling and management, though, is still mostly theoretical at
this time. Quality assurance is still primarily equated with independent
testing. More education around quality management is clearly needed in
our business.

•

IS goals relating to performance are mostly productivity and time oriented.
This productivity focus is most often expressed in relationship to the
systems currently under development, undergoing enhancement or for
requests dying in the queue. IS technical employees are clearly valued as
the programmers of the business systems. They could also be valuable
as programmers of the business processes, including the critical processes
of systems development and systems maintenance. Expense budgets are
thought of in terms of how much staff is needed to maintain existing
business systems. They are not thought of in terms of how much business
revenue or assets they support. Mostly, IS staff is seen as part of a cost
center.
As with other new technologies, CASE start-up costs are usually
underestimated. The tools also tend to become obsolete very quickly.
Methodologies and standards are far too narrow if intended or focused on
producing better code. They, along with the tools, should always be
evaluated in terms of achieving value for the corporation. Training and
learning curve costs must not be underestimated or disappointment and
disuse are inevitable. Most importantly, attention by management must be
directed to the process of change.

•

A powerful force for stimulating major change in the organization, the
culture and the approach can be a focus on measurement. A common
mistake made by IS management is the denial of the importance of
metrics. Most organizations have no comprehensive measurement
program at all, at least not one that provides a clear understanding of how
well the organization 's processes are performing and the range of results
being realized. The greatest barrier to initiating a goals based or
management improvement focused measurement program is cultural. We
must stop seeing IS as art and craft and start viewing it in the realm of
science and engineering.
The CASE advantage is best realized in terms of a business systems life
cycle. Integrated CASE tools, with a central repository, offer an effective
means for business knowledge retention and a powerful subsequent
restructuring capability. CASE can expand the traditional IS development
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and maintenance process to support business reorganizations and the
further integration of business processes. To simplify an understanding of
the business systems life cycle (see figure 1), we can think in terms of
three broad processes of discovery, recovery and synthesis. Discovery
involves the business planning and ongoing identification of new
requirements. Recovery involves the rethinking of existing business
processes and their reverse engineering or physical restructuring.
Synthesis is the process of designing, constructing and integrating new and
existing processes into a whole that serves the ongoing corporation.
Incorporating both new development and reengineering into a single
business systems life cycle supports a view where various tools can be
effectively utilized by people in performing tasks at a higher level of quality.
If corporate business goals are already quality focused, IS management's
challenge may be how it supports or leads the way. The company may
have committed itself to competing for the National Malcolm Baldrige
Quality Award or adopting a Total Quality Management program. Another
corporate template is the international ISO9000 quality certification
standard. Computer Power Group's experience shows that IS is often the
bottleneck to corporate-wide quality program. This need not be the case
and even if a company has not made an overall commitment to a quality
program, IS can lead the way. The first step is choosing a common
definition of quality. A simple starter definition may involve the reduction
and elimination of defects. A more current definition is meeting customers'
needs by producing high value products and services.
To justify information technology investments in a company without a
commitment to a formal quality program, there is no better model than one
that uses dollars as its primary unit. A software accounting analogy, using
balance sheet and income statement references will be heard and
understood, where a function points basis may not. As corporate assets,
business capability is vested in skilled employees with appropriate tools.
That these combines with a corporate knowledge, embedded in its systems
and business processes won't be disputed. Income affecting revenue
generation mostly comes through systems improvements for new products
and services. Expense reduction is accomplished by limiting business
opportunity costs, reducing IS work in progress, software inventory and
rework costs. Failure costs are those losses the business experiences in
its operations and sales opportunities that result from a process error.

•

Labor versus capital decisions are as old as the industrial revolution. The
additional people and overtime options are usually correct when more
Computer Power Group
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revenue can result from that decision. An example might be adding
contractors or testers to a stalled project that will generate business
opportunity when finally in production. The down side however, is that
more people means additional overhead in the form of coordination and
communications. If additional revenue is not the issue, more technology or
better processes are the answer to higher profits. This might take the form
of design prototyping or automated support for impact analysis on
contemplated business moves. When done wisely this will reduce the work
in progress, inventory costs of systems in development or reduce defect
detection and correction costs. Such investments in technology provide
changes in the underlying cost structure to justify the increased fixed costs
with reduced variable costs.
How the technology will increase profits is the fundamental question that
must be answered before an investment is made. Understanding whether
the investment will support more revenue or reduce costs is necessary to
link IS metrics to existing business measures. If IS is unclear, the business
partners must get involved in the determination and justification. Either
goal, though, can be supported with a change focused on quality
improvements. Technology can play a role but can not succeed when
implemented as the only component.
Let's examine some basic quality management models. Of increasing
interest these days is the Capability Maturity Model for Software,
developed by the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon
University. Five levels of maturity are defined, starting with an initial ad hoc
state to repeatable, then defined, managed and finally optimized. An IS
organization can measure itself to establish its baseline. From there it can
identify how advancement is accomplished. This IS focused model, like all
other quality models, is process-oriented instead of being results driven.
Most companies find themselves in the initial, chaotic and individually
focused stage, hoping to advance to the second level where disciplined
managers make cost, schedule and functions decisions as part of the
process that drives projects. A key to any process-oriented method is that
consistency is more important than occasional bursts of great results.
Without consistency, the process is considered unstable and unable to be
repeated or incrementally improved.
The statistical process control or continuous improvement model that
serves as the basis for most quality programs is the POCA (plan, do,
check, act) cycle. Adapting this model to IS (see figure 2) involves
approaching each phase of any life cycle with a fundamental approach that
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starts with planning that phase. In the planning stage, revisions to prior
experiences in staffing, tools use, techniques, training and standards are
explicitly factored into the decisions for that effort. When this phase
completes (do), a monitoring step checks the variance experienced,
creates new history with statistics (check). Revisions and improvements to
the standard are then embraced for the benefit of subsequent planning of
this phase (act) on other projects. This model allows for an IS organization
to move successfully from any life cycle to a more expansive one that
includes CASE and new methods founded on a quality process
improvement approach.
A means to measure quality improvements is based on the Crosby Cost of
Quality model. Recognizing that measurement provides a needed window
into the development process and that dollars are the universal business
measurement unit, the Crosby model allows for monitoring the effects of
system quality. Its elements are the cost of meeting business requirements
and the cost of not meeting them. The cost of meeting requirements is
decomposed into appraisal and prevention costs. Appraisal costs are
exemplified by testing and inspections, while prevention costs are those
associated with investments in the process and relating training to having
developers follow the common process that is the object of the
improvement. The cost of not meeting requirements includes the rework
cost while software is still in development and failures to the business when
defects make their way into production and negatively affect the operations
of the business.
Tracking and reducing failure costs is the key to making CASE pay for
itself. Failure costs are usually the most costly to the business and should
be the primary target for reduction and payback when investments are
made in prevention and appraisal. CASE investments made in the
prevention role and measured against their contribution toward the
reduction of defects are the most likely to be fully justified and valued by
the business. Failure costs can be captured by simply taking, for every
trouble report, help desk contact and abend log, an additional step to
estimate the related cost to the business. Internal failure cost to IS usually
relates to discovery, rework and rerun costs. External to IS, the failure
costs express themselves as schedule delays, overtime and workarounds,
lost business income and lost business opportunities.

•

Tracking and knowing the cost of system failures can be an eye opening
experience. Most importantly, correlating those costs to such variables as
the methods, tools, training and staffing used by project and phase, starts
Computer Power Group
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to identify what investments are paying off and which don't seem to impact
the bottom line.

•

Structured testing, supported by a quality process and effective project
management, is the single best lever for identifying defects prior to
production. Front end and integrated CASE tools facilitate earlier defect
detection, starting with requirements gathering and analysis, where most
defects continue to be introduced. The process of structuring requirements
is powerful in ensuring that they are complete and reusable. Creating a
validation track, parallel to and integrated with the CASE development,
offers additional quality control by insuring user and independent IS review
of logical and physical designs.
Defect detection, measurement, removal and prevention can get a
tremendous and quick boost from the right combination of today's testing
tools and techniques. Testing tools such as on-line capture/replay and
code/path coverage analyzers should be part of any structured
development environment. Such automation, an undervalued part of
Computer Aided Systems Engineering gives developers and maintenance
IS personnel an important means to work smarter rather than harder.
Computer Power's experience has shown that a testing management
repository, used to maintain requirements coverage test case information,
combined with a structured testing methodology, will provide a higher
payback on quality than similar investments in development tools. Other
productivity tools exist that help the programmer debug, analyze, extract,
parse, redefine and reorder data and processing functions.
To fully monitor quality investment returns, the IS organization should
adopt a set of metrics that focus on quality and monitor responsiveness
and profitability goals as well. A critical metrics set, that forms the basis for
management's view into how well their processes are working, should also
include a view of customer satisfaction. This might even be the first and
most important component. It can be based on a periodic survey of
representative users at various levels within the client organization. The
questions should be aimed at the clients satisfaction with the system being
evaluated. On a tactical level, how well does the system help users do
their job and, on a strategic level, how well does it help them achieve their
strategic business objectives? A third set of questions would focus on how
well the software development and maintenance process meets client
needs and expectations. These questions should establish how well the
process clarifies the user's role and how effectively it involves them in the
process.
Computer Power Group
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In summary, in order to provide value to the company by investing in costly
technologies, precede those investments with a commitment to a processoriented quality program which includes a measurement component.
Information Engineering and CASE can be strategic integration vehicles for
the business, but only where process is first established as the critical
enabler. Quality programs must be directed at changing attitudes and
behavior. Senior management must supply the leadership, vision,
objectives, goals and commitment before the any investment in tools is
likely to pay for itself.

•

•
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Software is a key element in a successful business strategy in
the 90s. As computer hardware becomes a "commodity", software is
the distinguishing characteristic; software is the only way the user
see the computer system. Software poses these questions:

*
*
*
*

What do we do about software quality?
Is software engineering really at hand?
What can we do about todays software?
How do we manage rapidly changing software technologies?

Technology

•

•

Transitions

Let us begin by examining the relationship between process
improvement and technology transitions. When any process is in use,
we should be making continual improvements in that process.
Although we can probably make improvements for many years, there
almost always comes a time when a given process is no longer
profitable to operate. Digging ditches with a small hand tool cannot
compete with a long handled shovel; the shovel cannot compete with
a bulldozer.
This technology transition continues in all types of industries,
but software is especially prone to rapid changes. Part of the
problem is that we believe the changes will save us, and so we do
not start continuous improvement programs. If we are going to
switch to a new technology soon, why put a lot of effort into the
present technology?
We also assume that switching to a new technology will solve
our quality problems. There is somehow a mysterious assumption
that technology will automatically bring better processes and better
quality. In many actual situations, the new technology has lots of
"bugs" which have to be worked out. Don't buy that new car; it is the
first year that they have been in production. Don't install that new
software release; better to wait for a while.
An effective technology transition would have a working
program of continuous improvement for the present technology, a
smooth transition to the new technology, and an immediate program
Walter J. Utz, Jr.
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of continuous improvement for the new technology. If this were
working properly, the customer would never realize that a new
technology had been put in place. The customer's reaction would be "I
don't know what they are doing now, but this product is better than
ever".
In many situations, an ineffective technology transition
occurs, resulting in lower quality and productivity. These situations
are often characterized by the original technology having problems,
and the poorly done transition to the new technology being a half
hearted attempt to save the situation. When the results of the poorly
done transition are evident, management often concludes that they
have switched to the wrong technology, and they decide to tray
another transition. The problem was not with the technology, old or
new. The problem was with the technology transition process, or
rather lack of process.
Successful transitions involve technology, but technology is
not supreme. The customer is supreme, and quality means fully
meeting the customer's expectations at the lowest possible cost o
ownership. Successful transition involve management, methodology,
tools, measurement, business practices, and customers. Why have
some companies been able to make successful transitions while
others fail? Why do some companies have hit and miss success rates
in their transitions?
Software

Transitions

To understand software technology transitions and software
quality, we must begin by looking at the early days of software.
Handcrafted software was the order of the first days. Software
began as a sort of art form. The first software products were one of
a kind, and they generally solved some sort of mathematical
problem. The programmers were close to their work, and they
understood exactly what they wanted to do; the trick was trying to
get the computer to do their bidding.
As time passed, programming moved from formula translation
(FORTRAN) to application problem solving. The 70s also saw the
first serious attempts at structured programming, and the
elimination of highly individualized styles.
Software lifecycles began to be documented and supposedly
were followed. The traditional "waterfall" lifecycle remains very
popular to this day. There are also spiral models, and other forms of
the lifecycle. All of these were attempts to place software into a
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recognizable process. But the handcrafters resisted attempts to put
their work into process form.
There were also serious attempts to compare software
development to manufacturing; to this day the term "software
factory" is used in some quarters. However, software has some
major distinctions when compared to hardware. The distinctions
include:

* hardware is manufactured; software is duplicated
* software should run forever; it cannot break

* software systems live and grow for a long time
* hardware is subject to physics; software is in the mind
* software is a virus carrier

* software

•

•

lS

often built or assembled on site

These distinctions are very important to us because much of
the traditional proven quality techniques (statistical process
control, continuous process improvement, etc.) are based on the
manufacturing process where you produce hundreds, thousands, or
more, of an item. Software has only one; the duplication and
distribution is not manufacturing. Therefore, software cannot use
many of the manufacturing quality techniques.
There is one other very important point to consider; software
is part of the system, it cannot function alone. Conversely, the
system cannot function without the software. So we have some very
valuable quality techniques for the hardware part of the system, and
far fewer quality techniques for the software part.
The quality challenge becomes greater when we consider that
software system can live for 10, 15, 20 years, and more. In most
hardware situations, you purchase new hardware when you desire
additional functionality or performance. In software situations, you
often expect an upgrade to allow you to expand the capability of your
applications. Enhancing means changing the original specification. In
many cases, the software "foundation" was not built in such a way
as to support the enhancements.
Software enhancements also pose an additional challenge in
that most United States software companies have policies requiring
customers to be on the current release, or the last release, in order
to be able to get full support. The original idea was that since we
would be making each release better than the last one, the best
favor we could do would be to force you to upgrade to the current
release. The reality is that the enhancements often cause newer
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releases to have more defects, and all customers must be subjected
to those defects.
Engineering

and

Engineering

Technology
transitions

Transitions

follow

a

familiar,

•

predictable pattern:

* crafted stage

*
*
*
*

tooled stage
engineered stage
automated engineered stage
automated intelligent engineered

stage

The engineering phase begins when we apply scientific
disciplines to software, and build software to specification. The
crafters build one-of-a-kind items which are often beautiful, but
they are usually built to the crafters preference and skillset.
The complicating factor is technology transitions, which also
go through predictable phases:

* research and development

•

* pioneering practice
* proven practice
* accepted practice
* standard
These two transitions com together to affect quality in this
way:

* there are optimum times when technology transitions
must be made
* technology transitions lead to engineering transitions
* crafters and other programmers resist engineering
transitions.
Part of the reason for resisting change is that human beings
often want change, but hesitate to be part of it. Part of the reason is
that software people know that changes are often painful and do not
always succeed. The key to successful technology transitions is to
have all of the essential elements (methodology, tools, metrics, and
training), present in the proper balance.
There are other obstacles to successful transitions including:
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* management resistance
* technical resistance
* methodology mismatch
* right process at the wrong time
Remember that we defined quality as fully meeting the
customer's expectations at the lowest possible cost of ownership.
Quality is also whatever the customer perceives it to be. One of the
traditional ways of ensuring quality is to have final inspection of
the product. This has proven to be very effective, although it is often
costly. Software final inspection often consisted of testing the
software to prove that it worked. This simply cannot be done with
the size and scope of todays software. Testing is important to be
sure, but you cannot test quality into software. Also remember that
you cannot apply manufacturing controls to software. A new
approach is required.
If done correctly, quality should be an integral part of both
crafted and engineered software. Crafters have always taken pride
in their work; it was not until we created large scale software
projects that it was possible for software developers to have poor
quality, and not even realize the extent and nature of the problems .
Software quality metrics came into use as a way to bridge this
gap. Software metrics include: functionality, usability, reliability,
performance, and supportability. Although these metrics do have
some success, they do not provide a fine enough resolution to point
the way to developers who want to make their products better.
Process
metrics are needed, but they are still not here.
The entire product process is also undergoing transition,
moving toward integrated product processes. As this integration
continues to evolve under various nam_es (concurrent engineering,
fast time to market, design for manufacturability, supportability,
etc.), it affects software which thus far does not have really stable
processes, and therefore resists integration.
To help this situation, many companies have appointed
technology transition masters, mistresses, or champions. These
individuals often have teams assigned to them, and they have had
some success in making successful transitions that do improve
quality and productivity. These champions must be visionaries who
are also practical risk takers. They cannot attempt impossible
transitions; they dare not look away from transitions.
These leaders must learn to work within the product process
model which governs the way companies do business. The four main
inputs to any company are:
Walter J. Utz, Jr.
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* customer needs and requirements

*

company goals
* government safety and regulatory
* competitive realities
These elements should be analyzed and integrated to form the
company business policies, which should in turn dictate the product
processes, and support processes. If one or more of these elements
is missing, quality will suffer.
Company

Transitions

There are product and process transitions affecting all
functions in companies todays. The traditional model has marketing,
development, manufacturing, and support all making transitions, and
hoping that the other functions will not have a negative impact on
their transition. This asynchronous transition process has a serious
impact on time to market. The trend today is toward concurrent
processes and transitions, with shorter time to market and
significant gains in quality and productivity.
Many managers today will say, "This may all be well and good,
but what do I do about software today?". The only answer is:
Manage your way out of chaos.

•

You have to get hold of whatever software process that is
working today. There is some sort of process underway or software
would never get released. Before you can make any changes, you must
manage what is going on. There is no other way, except to scrap
todays activities and start over.
After software activities are being managed, there are other
things that can be done including:

* be certain that software developers are up to date; the half
life of an engineer today is less than eight years

* gather measurements to know where you are
* use design and code inspections, especially on critical code
* get continuous improvement underway

* use structured analysis and design; sue configuration mgmt.
* manage both projects and technology transitions
Some helpful management advice includes:
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* attain predictability by using good management practices

*
*

do not reward activity; do reward results
know your critical processes
* make certain you are solving your customer's problems
* make transitions a positive and rewarding experience
Customers are the ultimate engineering challenge. Customers
are the reason for technology transitions; customers must be best
served by technology transitions. Remember, everyone has a
customer, even if it is self.
How can we know that we are moving in the right direction?
How can we tell if software technology transitions are leading us
forward, or leading us on?
The

•

•

answer

is

simple.

As long as the products and processes are becoming simpler,
we are moving in the right direction. The Japanese believe that you
make a garden more beautiful by taking something away. Complexity
is not the right direction; it is perhaps a necessary step to
mastering new functionality, but then it is time to simplify.
I hope that this has been of help to you, and the detailed
explanations are included in my book "Software Technology
Transitions". There are emerging techniques such as software reengineering that are enabling us to go back and engineer what was
originally complex and bulky. There are new technologies such as
object oriented design and coding which hold great promise for
future software quality. But the fact remains that there are millions
of lines of code which are already in customer's hands, and which
will continue to be used for years to come.
As software evolves, so will the software profession emerge
to take its rightful place alongside the other engineering
professions. There are some scholars who believe that software and
hardware design are really the same thing, and some major schools
of engineering have recombined their departments of computer
science and electrical engineering.
Regardless of the final form, there is no doubt that software
will continue to grow, and that it is well on its way to becoming a
major profession. If we are able to improve software quality as we
become a profession, then it will truly benefit all software
professionals and their customers. Enjoy the transition .
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''Motorola's expressed objective is the achievement of
error free pertonnance in products and services. The
high quality of the product-line outputs, followed by
stringent outgoing quality controL readily assures this
objective~ But error-free output is a matter that
continues to demand full attention at all levels of
production, design, and administration. This more
stringent requirement has a two-fold goal:
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1. To further improve ultimate product reliability-experience has proved that products designed for
100% conformance to specifications are far less
subject to field failure than products selected or
tested to a given level of performance.
2.

To reduce waste (rework}-thereby making the

end-product more cost competitive.
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Static Code Analysis identifies some coding errors

o

Coding errors were reduced, but Final Acceptance Testing
errors were not appreciably reduced

o The code structure contained fewer errors
o The Maintainability of the code is enhanced
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Static Analysis does not reveal requirements problems
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Dynamic and Exploratory Testing
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Introduction
Traditional QA employs a mechanistic model of testing, with tests having the nature of this-set-ofinputs-should-prcxiuce-that-output. However, this mcxiel is insufficient for testing in which
failures, race conditions, concurrency, recovery, and the like play a major role. We define
dynamic testing as testing in which the state of the system impacts the operation of the object
under test, and we define exploratory testing as testing aimed at exposing test cases not thought of
previously. We will discuss some of the issues involved in doing dynamic and exploratory
testing.

•

•

Static versus Dynamic QA:

Two Examples

Suppose first that you are responsible for assuring that a simple, hand-held calculator performs
addition correctly. You might try, say, one plus one to verify that the calculator displays two and
then try one plus two, one plus three, etc. Your actions in this quality assurance activity consist of
entering input data and comparing the calculator's output with a result that you have determined is
correct by independent means. The principal issue you face is this: How many sets of input
values do I need to try before I feel confident that the calculator is performing addition correctly?
You can't try them all because there are, in this case, an infinite number of possibilities. What
might be called "traditional QA" involves resolving this issue by proposing techniques (and, even,
by creating automated tools) that purport to determine a relatively small number of sets of input
values that, taken together, cover those cases where errors are most likely to occur.
Now let's consider a second hypothetical example. Suppose you are charged with determining
whether a particular theory about the internal structure of the atom is correct. How would you go
about doing this? Given the proper equipment (a linear accelerator, say), you bombard an atom
with fast-moving subatomic probes, smashing the atom to pieces, and you use specialized
detectors to gather data about some of the fragments. You then attempt to reconstruct the sequence
of events that led to the particular assortment of fragments you detected. Finally, you must
determine whether the sequence of events you have reconstructed is consistent with the theory you
are attempting to verify.
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You must repeat this experiment (bombardment, detection, reconstruction, analysis) over and over
because the internal state of the atom is constantly changing and you have no control over its state
at the moment your subatomic probe arrives. Indeed, you don't even know in advance what all the
interesting states are, for part of your activity is the discovery of previously unknown states.

•

The second example stands in marked contrast to the first, even though both can be construed as
quality assurance activities. The second case is dynamic ( because the internal state is constantly
changing) and exploratory (because you don't know in advance what all the interesting cases are).
This sort of dynamic and exploratory QA is rarely, if at all, dealt with in traditional QA.

Low-Level Database QA
Most of the QA work done at Tandem (and elsewhere) is static and deterministic, as in the
calculator example, albeit more elaborate. In some cases, however, the QA work is of necessity
dynamic and exploratory. Low-Level Database QA (LLDBQA) is one of those cases. Let us see
why by considering TMF, one of the products for which the LLDBQA group is responsible.
TMF is Tandem's Transaction Monitoring Facility. TMF provides services that help ensure the
integrity of databases on Tandem systems. TMF does its job by employing a cadre of processes,
some of the most important of which are the Transaction Monitoring Process (TMP) and the TMF
Monitor Processes (TMFMONs). The TMP is a NonStop process pair and there is a TMFMON in
each CPU. These processes are active at all times when TMF is running, and a great deal of
communication takes place among them. Their activities are not driven directly by user commands
but rather are responses to activity generated in the system. As the primary guarantors of database
integrity, these processes must be available anytime the CPUs in which they are running are up.
These TMF processes not only must be able to do their job under normal circumstances but also
must be able to do it in the face of failures such as CPUs going down, volumes going down, etc.
Let's look at one example of what can happen in this complex environment. One of the jobs of the
TMP is to coordinate network transaction activity. (Network transactions are those that begin on
one system and do work on another system). One of the jobs of the TMFMONs is to coordinate
the activities necessary for a transaction to commit. Consider the situation that arises when the
CPU of the primary TMP fails. The backup TMP takes over, and part of what it must do is to
ensure that any work that was in progress for network transactions is reinitiated. Meanwhile, the
other TMFMONs are charged with completing the tasks that were begun by the TMFMON in the
failed CPU. Suppose then that there was a network transaction that was initiated by an application
running in the CPU that failed. That means that the TMFMON in that CPU would be charged with
coordinating the commit of this transaction when the time came. Suppose further that that
TMFMON had just begun the process of changing this transaction's status at the moment that the
CPU failed. What happens after the failure is this: the remaining TMFMONs are trying to
complete the change in status of this transaction, while the former backup TMP is trying to
-2-
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continue the work that was being done on behalf of that transaction. The TMP has plenty of other
work to do, too, to establish itself as the new primary TMP. It is essential that the TMFMONs do
their tasks for this transaction before the TMP gets around to dealing with it Otherwise the TMP
may try to initiate further work for this transaction while its status is in a transient state. This is a
classic example of a race condition. These are quite common in TMF, and for TMF to operate
properly it is essential that the right entity always win the race.
How do we do QA for TMF? There is a relatively straight-forward component of our task that
involves ensuring that the commands one can give to TMF are carried out correctly. But most of
what TMF does is not in response to operator commands. Rather, TMF is active constantly and,
as we have indicated, does most of its work in response to activity taking place in the system. As
we have also indicated, TMF must perform properly even when certain system components fail,
and the interprocess communication on which TMF depends makes such survival quite
complicated. Thus the essence of TMF QA is determining whether TMF carries out its auditing
functions properly when confronted with a variety of failures. In its very nature, then, TMF QA
involves situations in which there is a high degree of varied activity and in which normal
operations are perturbed by a variety of failures. Furthermore, we don't know in advance what all
the interesting scenarios are, that is, which combinations of normal and abnormal activity may
cause TMF to work improperly. It is in this way that TMF QA (and, indeed, all of LLDBQA) is
inherently dynamic and exploratory.

•

•

The Nature of an LLDBQA Test
The majority ofLLDBQA tests employ the same strategy: (1) provide a backdrop of varied activity
to keep the tested product busy carrying out its tasks; (2) introduce a perturbation (e.g., down a
CPU, a volume, or a comm line); and (3) determine whether the prcxluct is still able to function.
As in the atom smashing example, the introduction of the perturbation must be repeated over and
over, for even when a specific area of functionality is targeted, the state of the system is constantly
changing. In our case, the particular actions being carried out by the generators ·of background
activity vary from moment to moment, and even specific tasks being carried out by the product
consist of numerous sub-tasks.
Let's try to make the need for repeated perturbations clearer through an example. Suppose you
wish to test whether TMF will stop properly if a STOP TMF command is issued and the CPU in
which the primary TMP is running goes down while processing the command. (The TMP is
responsible for directing state changes of TMF.) You can't just try this once and assume that if it
is successful then everything is fine. Why? For one thing, the success of this operation may
depend on the states of the various transactions in the system at the moment the STOP TMF
command was issued. Some of those transactions may be just starting, some may be committing,
some may be aborting. Yet others may be in a variety of other states delineated by TMF. Perhaps
some particular combination of states will cause trouble. Because you don't know in advance
which combinations that may be, you try over and over again with various transaction generators
-3-

merrily going about their business, creating essentially random combinations of transaction states.
In addition, stopping TMF is itself a complex, multistep operation. It's likely that the failure of the
TMP's CPU won't cause any problems during most of the activity necessary to stop TMF, but
perhaps there is some unanticipated crucial moment when a CPU failure will cause a problem.
Again, we don't know which moment that may be, so we repeat over and over the activity of
bringing down the TMP's CPU at random moments while TMF is trying to stop.

•

The previous example is a good illustration of why LLDBQA tests do what they do, namely,
provide a roiling caldron of varied background activity overlaid by the repeated introduction of
specific perturbations. We can control the nature of the background activity and we can target
specific perturbations at particular operations of the product, but there is an essential element of
randomness that must be built in for our tests to be completely effective.
Testware development in LLDBQA has concentrated on the creation of sophisticated programs that
provide the kind of background activity necessary to exercise all the aspects of relevant products.
This is not an easy task, for two reasons. First, it is not sufficient merely to exercise each function
once, but rather, as we have indicated, it is necessary to create a flurry of activity that will generate
myriad combinations of states. Furthermore, merely generating activity is not enough: the activity
must be of such a nature that if the product in question fails to act correctly then that failure will be
detected. Let's illustrate this last point with another example.
Suppose you have a bank account with $100 in it and that two checks targeted for deposit to your
account, one for $50 and one for $25, arrive at your bank at about the same ti.me. Suppose that
one clerk is trying to add the $50 check to your account while a second clerk is trying to add the
$25 check. The first clerk looks up your account balance, sees that it's $100, and pauses to make
the calculation of what your new balance should be. Right at this point, the second clerk looks up
your account balance, also sees that it is $100, and makes her own calculation of what the new
balance should be. The first clerk determines that your new balance should be $150, and enters
that value into their system. The second clerk, unaware of the first clerk's activity, calculates your
new balance to be $125 and enters that into the system. You just lost $50! This is what's known
as a concurrency (no pun intended) problem.

In a Tandem system, TMF and DP2 (Tandem's Disk Process) work together to ensure that two
transactions can access a database simultaneously without causing a concurrency problem. The
hard part about testing this aspect of TMF and DP2 is this: if you generate lots of concurrent
activity and our Tandem products make a mistake, how will you kTllJw'! You must maintain an
independent accounting of what the results of all your activity should be and then compare the
actual results with your independent results. However, if there is a disagreement, how can you
guarantee that something went wrong with TMF or DP2 and not with your independent accounting
(especially when that independent accounting undoubtedly relies on DP2, too)? This is not an easy
situation.

•

•
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It is precisely for reasons like those expressed in the previous paragraph that so much of the
development in LLDBQA has gone into producing sophisticated database exercisers. We have
developed more than a dozen such programs in LLDBQA . Just to give a flavor of what those
programs are like, here's a brief description of four of them. Selfchek is a transaction generator
that maintains a notion of what it means for the files it works on to be internally consistent Thus if
TMF does not perform correctly for Selfchek files, those files will in all likelihood be found to be
in violation of Selfchek's consistency rules, and thus TMF's failure will be detected. Consist is
another transaction generator that, like Selfchek, maintains a notion of the internal consistency of
its files (though it is a completely different notion). Consist is designed to emphasiz.e concurrency
issues in TMF and DP2. Keytest is a program that generates activity on key-sequenced files. It
tests all the DP2 activities that can be carried out on such files (e.g., buffered and nonbuffered
writes). EScon generates concurrent activity on entry-sequenced files. It tests locking protocols
inDP2.
Note that a problem even harder than detecting that the product failed is determining precisely the
conditions that caused the failure. (In the analogy of atom smashing, the former is like building the
detectors that gather data about the collision fragments while the latter is akin to analyzing that data
to see what actually happened.) Yet it is incumbent upon QA developers in a field such as lowlevel database to do as much as possible to make that determination. We can't just go to a
developer and say, "Look, we had a whole bunch of stuff going on (remember the "roiling
caldron"!), and something went wrong, so fix it" Part of our objective was to generate a variety
of (perhaps unexpected) conditions, and if one of those conditions caused a problem, we need to
figure out which one. It is the product developers' job to find the product's deficiencies, but it is
QA's job to be as explicit as possible about what exposed the deficiencies. That can be a difficult
and time consuming task (and a challenge to plan for when scheduling).

Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have attempted to illustrate some testing issues that are not usually addressed in
courses and texts on Quality Assurance. We have furthermore attempted to indicate some methods
we have used for dealing with these issues. It is our hope that other QA practitioners faced with
similar issues will also attempt to make more widely known their strategies for confronting such
issues .
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Create consensus
Set clear objectives
Ensure management support
Build on current culture
Sell and educate at all levels
Be patient and flexible
Gel external perspective
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MISSION
Provide testing, support, release engineering and focus feedback
to engineering organizations inside Boston Development Center.
• Provide requirements for test development, test execution, and
quality metric tools
• Utilize test execution tools
• Develop test plans
• Develop test specifications
• Develop test execution scripts
• Automate builds and testing (where possible)
• Develop producthity tools
• Project tracking
• Build software releases
• Guarantee the reproducibility of the product from source
• Execute automated test
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• Provide level of support for development
• Provide process improvement suggestions
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RESPONSIBILITIES
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• Develop test plans
• Develop test specifications
• Develop repeatable test scripts (manual)
• Develop automated test scripts
• Execute test scripts
• Generate test reports
• Review results
• Update test suites
• Review documentation
• Report defects (via Bugtraq)
• Update test scripts (new bug reports)
• Set up and administration of software master source areas under
source control
• Set up and maintenance of a software development environment which
guarantees the integrity, history, and security of the master source area.
• Development of tools and processes which improve individual and group
productivity and software quality
• Performance of builds on a regular basis, automate throughout the
development process to insure the software product is buildable.
• Execution of automatic sanity and regression tests on all builds to insure
the fundamental stability and quality of the product.
• Mastering and verification of all release media.
• Writing all software ECR 's.
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DEVELOPING TEST PLANS AND TEST SPECIFICATIONS
• Following established guidelines
• Identifies product functionality
• Prioritizes test development
• Identifies test coverage
DEVELOPING TEST EXECUTION SCRIPTS
• In parallel with development coding phase
• Early feedback on test coverage and product quality
• Model for concurrent development process
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BUILD AND TEST DEVELOPMENT
• Performed in parallel with code development
• Develop a little - build a little - test a little
• Build test suite
• Manual first - automate when stable
• Repeatable
• Tests added for new functionality and new bugs
• Establishing regression suite
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TEST EXECUTION
• Preliminary (informal)
• Formal
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PRELIMINARY TESTING

* When function is ready -- do not sit on shelf -let us build and test it without formal integration.
• Early feedback on product quality
• Bugs found are fixed faster
• Cost effective
• Reduces rework time
• Overlaps test development
• Allows for running development
• Debugs tests
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FORMAL TEST CYCLE
Starts when functionality is complete
Execution indicates where we are
Bugs reported as they are found
Bugs discussed at bug meetings (daily and weekly)
• Decision made as to fix or not fix
• Impact
Each cycle is a regression cycle of the previous cycle
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TYPES OF TESTING
Acceptance
Functional
System Test
• Multi-User
• Multi-Product
• Stress
• Load
• Hardware
Performance
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ACCEPTANCE TESTING
• Critical functionality
Does it exist?
Does it work correctly?
• Breadth not depth oriented
• Performed by release engineering
• Returned to development upon failure
• Starts test process upon completion

• More test coverage as product matures
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FUNCTIONAL TESTING
USING THE FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
• The product is broken down into major functional areas
• Major functions are broken down into sub-functions
DEVELOP "DETAILED" REPEATABLE TEST SCRIPTS
• Insure function works -- as many tests as needed
• Error message verification
• Negative testing -- "what if?"
• Limit testing
USUALLY MANUAL
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TYPES OF "SYSTEM" TESTING
• Installability
• Ease of use
• Security
• Documentation
• Storage limits
• Configuration (hardware combinations)
• Compatibility
• Recovery
• Procedure (backups, etc.)
• API

Software Development Process

•
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RESOURCE LEVEL
%NEEDED

DEV/QA
RATIO

#OF BUGS
FOUND

100%

3:1

90-95%

75%

4.5:1

70-80%

67%

5:1

60-70%

50%

6:1

50%

33%

7:1

25%

25%

8.5:1

15%
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AUTOMATION (BOS BASED)
• DOS applications (386i and DOS Windows)
• Deskset applications (Sun View)
• Bug fixes (regression tests)
•SNAP

• Organizer
• DocViewer
• Stress and stability tests
• On-going development
• Shareable
• SQE I SQA performed by same resources
• Jupiter administration
• Port of SVR4 administration commands
• Boot / Config
• Prime / CV regression testing
• DOS API
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TEST EXECUTION ACTIVITIES

ACCEPTANCE

Validate critical functions in standard scenarios

FUNCTION

Validate individual functions: valid/ invalid scenarios

SYSTEM

Validate interaction of functions

• Stress

Validate functions in stressed conditions

• Regression

Validate defect corrections

• Documentation

Validate user documentations

Il'iSTALLATION I PLATFORM

•

• Installation

Validate installation configurations

• Platform

Validate critical functions in different
configurations
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• Team oriented
• Focused on a product release
• Integrated (code/ build/ test) development process
• Automation earlier in process
Development
Release engineering
Test engineering
• Shorter end game
• Agreed to terminology
Alpha (functionality freeze)
Impact of change
Release goals
• Negotiations
Continue to improve the process
• Work with development
• Use post mortems
Software Development Process

•
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MRD

RELEASE
ENGINEER

TEST
ENGINEER
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TEST EXECUTION PROCESS
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BUG FOUND
OUTSIDEECD

BUGFOlThl)
INSIDE ECD

,
Bug Entered
into SDR

Bug Mailed to ECD

Bug Entered Into
BUGTRAQ

Bug Reviewed at
Bug Meeting

SDR Updated With
Latest Change
(Also Mailed To Bugtraq)
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•

Bug Mailed to
Development and SPA
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PROBLEMS I SOLUTIONS ENCOUNTERED/ AGREED TO AT BDC

•

PROBLEMS

SOLlITIONS (or attempts)

XView API testing ............................................... .

BATT· browser attribute test tool

Window-based testing
UI changing to often................................... ..

PERL interface to Casper

Unstable release delivery.....................................

ESTO.type tests to release engineering

Poor quality at alpha ...........................................

Early involvement (DOS/ Catalog pre•alpha
testing)

Limited test dev time ..........................................

Test portability (test certification)

Developers ''try this" releases ...... _ _ __

Bug meeting review of integration targets

Bug system that dev does not want to use......

Picasso, new bug system

Unstable automation tools .............. _ _ __

Need to create internal tools as products and test
them thoroughly

Lack of specs.........................................................
Test execution is tedious ..................................... .

Automate

Dev tests not useful for later test efforts........

Some sort of instruction in "good" test
development
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Introduction
This document describes a software testing process that has evolved within the IBM Federal Sector Division
(FSD) over the past thirty years. It is documented in a set of division standards and related training classes
developed and maintained by the FSD headquarters technical staff in Bethesda, Maryland. Because of the
long history of performing on government contracts (typically under DOD Std 2167A and Mil Std 1521B)
the process is primarily tuned to the federal systems side of FSD as opposed to commercial products.
However, the techniques described in this paper can also be applied to internal or commercial software
development. The appropriate management emphasis must be applied throughout a project to define and
control the operational concept and user-driven requirements for the system under development.

Software Test Process
The software test process can be thought of as a major subset of the overall system development process. It
scans the entire development life cycle from the initial requirements analysis activities through the system
operations and maintenance activities that follow installation and operational use of the system. In addition,
there is a direct relationship between the levels of design and the corresponding levels of test. This is illustrated in Figure l. For each level of requirements/design, from the highest operational concept to the lowest
detailed unit design, there is a corresponding level of testing that verifies that the software correctly implements the requirements or design.

SOFTWARE DESIGN/TEST RELATIONSHIP

•

OPERATIONAL
NEEIYCONCEPT

SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS
SPECIFICATION

_______ Level5 ______ _

- - - - - - - -

l.fv.!I 4. - - - - - - -

ACCEPTANCE
TEST

SYSTEM
INTEGRATION
&TEST

SOFTWARE
SYSTEM TEST
SOFTWARE
REQUIREMENTS
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SOFTWARE
SYSTEM
DESIGN

- - - - - - -

_l.fv.!I~ - - - - - - -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i.,v_.i, _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SOFTWARE
QUALIFICATION
TEST

SOFTWARE
INTEGRATION
&TEST

DEVELOPMENT
TEST
SOFTWARE
DETAIL
DESIGN

--------'--'L------SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

•

Figure 1. Software Design/Test Relationship
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SOFTWARE
MODULE&
UNrTTEST

The software test process is composed of two subprocesses; Software Development Test and Software
System Test. Some primary differences make these two distinct subprocesses. Software Development
Testing is based on multiple levels of software design and is oriented toward the physical implementation of
this design. Software System Testing is based on multiple levels of software requirements and has a user
orientation as opposed to the physical structure. This difference in the two levels of software testing is commonly referred to as "white box testing" versus "black box testing." "White box testing" (i.e., development
testing) is based on a knowledge of the internal structure of the software undergoing test and "black box
testing" (i.e., system testing) is driven by external inputs and outputs and requires little or no knowledge of
the internal structure of the software.

•

Software Development Testing
Software development testing derives its name from the fact that it takes place totally within the software
development phase of the system development process and is, generally, the responsibility of the software
development organization. It consists of three sublevels of testing commonly called unit test, module test and
software integration and test (SWIT) as shown in Figure 2.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TEST PROCESS
Unit A
Test
Unit B
Test
0
0

Unit I
Test
0
0

•

Module A
Test

0

0

SWIT
0

Unit M
Test
0

Unit N
Test
0
0

Module N
Test

UnitX
Test
Figure 2. FSD Software Development Test Process
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Unit Test
Unit testing is the execution of tests against the lowest level software unit of code to verify that the code
correctly implements the detailed program design. Unit testing is usually the responsibility of the person who
developed the code. It is typically done in a private development library with informally documented unit
test plans and procedures. Unit testing is intended to verify unit logic, computational accuracy, datahandling capabilities, design extremes, and design constraints. A minimum objective of unit testing is to
execute every instruction in the unit and verify all the options at each decision point. Once tested, a unit is
combined with other units into an executable software entity called a module.

Module Test
Module testing involves integrating many units into a single functional module and executing a series of tests
designed to verify that the module was implemented according to its design (i.e., it performs the functions for
which it was designed). This testing may be done by one or more developers depending on the size and
complexity of the module. Module testing requires a knowledge of the internal structure and design of the
module. It involves testing the interfaces between units and verification of module inputs and outputs.
Modules typically produce intermediate data, tables, files, etc., for interfacing with other modules. A prime
objective of module testing is to verify that these intermediate data items are consistent with the detailed
design documents in both structure and content, when tested with a complete range of acceptable and unacceptable input data.

Software Integration and Test (SWIT)

•

Once tested, modules are passed to the SWIT group. This is usually a department within the software development organization but independent of the other development departments (i.e., has no development
responsibility). The SWIT function is to integrate the modules into an operational software subsystem or
product. This involves testing of all interfaces between the modules included in the subsystem/product and
the execution of "string tests" to assure the execution of functions across the modules. The primary objectives of SWIT are: assure that two or more modules can be combined into a single operational software
subsystem or product, verify that all module-to-module interfaces are implemented correctly and have been
executed successfully, and successfully execute the "end-to-end" functional capabilities of the integrated
modules.
After completion of SWIT testing, the software subsystem/product is delivered to a system test organization
for Software System Test.

Software System Test Process

•

Software system testing differs from software development testing in two significant ways. First, software
development testing is designed to assure that the software was implemented according to the design, while
software system testing is designed to assure the software was implemented according to the customer's
requirements and operational concepts. Second, software system testing is formal (i.e., based on approved
plans, procedures and test results), while software development testing is informal and internally controlled.
Software system testing is conducted by an independent test organization whose manager typically reports to
the project manager at the same level as the software development manager. This independence and equal
voice with the project manager provides a buffer from the possibility of schedule pressures overriding other
considerations in making key project decisions. Management of the system test process is guided by a Master
Test Plan (MTP) generated early in the project. The MTP, which is kept up-to-date throughout the project
life cycle, describes the overall system test strategy, test organizational responsibilities, test schedule, dependencies and constraints, and control mechanisms (e.g., change management, requirements verification management, problem management, test risk management and test material management). It also addresses resource
and facility needs to implement the overall software system test program .
Software System Test activities cover the entire FSD Integration and Test (l&T) life cycle, beginning with
the Requirements Analysis phase and progre~~ing through ~a.~h pha5C including Maintenance and Oper•
ations. The l&T life cycle is depicted in Figure 3.
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INTEGRATION AND TEST LIFE CYCLE
Sys Test

Fed Sys Milestones

SRR

SDR

PDR

TRR

CDR

POT/FOT

/

7s

Accept
Test
Oper Test

I
I

Reqmnts
Analysis
Support

-

Test

Test

Planning

'

f---a,

Preparation

Test
f---a,

Conduct

--

System
Transition
Support

-

System
Opns& Main!
Support

Figure 3. FSD Integration and Test Life Cycle

The milestones, shown as they typically occur during the l&T life cycle, are consistent with major reviews
and contract milestones defined in DOD Standard 2167A and Military Standard 1521B. These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SRR - System Requirements Review
SDR - System Design Review
PDR - Preliminary Design Review
CDR - Critical Design Review
TRR - Test Readiness Review
PQT - Preliminary Qualification Test
FQT - Formal Qualification Test
Sys Test - System Test
Sys Accept Test - System Acceptance Test
Oper Test - Operational Test

•

The description that follows is based on the l&T life cycle and the Software System Test process which is
shown in Figure 4. The Software System Test process provides more detail on the activities that take place
within each phase of the l&T life cycle.

•
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SOFTWARE SYSTEM TEST PROCESS
'

REQUIREMENTS I
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TEST PLANNING
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•
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Figure 4. FSD Software System Teat Prooess

Requirements Analysis
During the Requirements Analysis phase of the Software System Test process, test personnel play a key role
in the review of the various levels of software requirements specifications as they are being developed. This is
typically done by senior technical software test personnel who will be responsible for generating the software
test plans. The primary objectives of this review are to:
1. Assure that the requirements are definitive and objective enough to be "testable" (i.e., can be verified by

one of four verification methods: inspection, analysis, demonstration or test).
2. Provide a feedback to the developers of the requirements from a test perspective, typically more user
oriented than a developer's perspective.
3. Familiarize test designers with the overall system concept and understanding of requirements needed in
the development of the test plans and test procedures.

Test Planning

•

For each requirements specification document at all levels (e.g., system, subsystem, software product) a corresponding test plan is developed. Each test plan defines the tests that will be used to verify all of the requirements in its corresponding requirements specification. For each test the success criteria is defined, and the
process is described that will be followed in executing the tests. Test plan also contain a matrix, called a
"Verification Cross Reference Matrix," which references each requirement to the specific test that will be
used to verify that the requirement has been satisfied.
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Test plans go through a formal approval cycle with the customer. This typically involves a Test Plan
Review, involving the customer and the IV&V (Independent Verification and Validation) contractor, if any.
The Test Plan Review is usually held at the same time as the CDR for the software design being reviewed.
In addition to a test plan for each requirements specification there is an Acceptance Test Plan written. The
Acceptance Test Plan describes the final demonstration that will be conducted for the customer, usually in
an operational environment, before acceptance of the software delivery.

Test Preparation
For each test plan there is a corresponding test procedure document that describes the detailed procedures
for execution of the tests. The test procedures include a description of the test data, test tools, test environment and other related information. For each test defined in a test plan there is a detailed step-by-step execution procedure in the corresponding test procedure document. These procedures are followed exactly
during the formal execution of the tests.
Test procedure documents go through an extensive review process similar to test plans. They are inspected
internally and then go through a formal review with the customer and associated contractors. Final review
of the test procedures is accomplished at a Test Readiness Review with the customer just prior to execution
of the formal tests.
In addition to developing the test procedures during this phase, the test organization must develop or acquire
any required software test tools, and the test data bases that will be used during test conduct. The total test
environment (e.g., equipment, system software, software tools, data bases and procedures) is set up and certified during this phase, prior to the start of test execution.

Test Conduct
The Test Conduct phase involves both the informal and formal execution of the tests described in the previously approved test plans. Informal testing begins upon delivery to the Software System Test organization of
the first increment of software, which has completed development level testing. Informal testing involves
two primary activities;

•

l . Execution of the test procedures to verify that they are in accordance with both the requirements and
software design. Problems must be corrected prior to using the procedures for testing software and verifying requirements.
2. Execution of all tests until they all execute successfully. Problems are documented on problem reporting
forms and passed to the development organization for analysis and resolution. These problems are
closely tracked under strict configuration control to assure that they are properly resolved and retested.
Upon successful completion of informal testing of a software product (CSCI), a Test Readiness Review is
conducted with the customer to assure that preparations are complete for conduct of the formal test. This
involves assurance that the test procedures are complete and correct, test data has been validated, and
informal test results indicate that the software to be tested will successfully complete the formal tests. Formal
tests are conducted at three levels: software product (CSCI) qualification, software system qualification and
software acceptance test. The formal tests are usually completed over an extended period of time. Each software product is qualified as it is completed. After all software products are qualified, they are integrated into
a software system and retested and qualified at the system level. Acceptance testing occurs only after all qualillcation tests have been completed successfully.
Software Product (CSCI) Qualification Software product qualification testing is the formal test of a specillc

software product based on its Software Requirements Specillcation (SRS) developed during the Requirements Analysis phase. This is the lowest level of formal testing conducted on a project. Its purpose is to
verify that all requirements in the SRS have been met by the software implementation and, by so doing,
qualify the software product for inclusion in the higher level system and acceptance tests. Software qualification testing is conducted in accordance with a test plan and test procedures developed for each SRS. There
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may be several software products (e.g., DBMS, application subsystem, etc.) developed on a single project
with each having an SRS and a corresponding qualification test.
Software System Qualification Following completion of the software product qualification tests, the software products are delivered to a system integration and test group where they are integrated with other software and hardware products into an operational system. This system is then tested against the software
system requirements specification. This test is conducted in accordance with the Software System Test Plan
and related test procedures.
Acceptance Test Acceptance Test is the final sell-off of the software to the customer prior to transition to

the operational user. Acceptance Test typically consists of a demonstration of the system's functional and
performance capabilities to the customer in an operational environment. It is often conducted at the developer's facility using the test system followed by a transition to the customer's operational site for a demonstration using the final operational configuration in the user's environment. Customer acceptance of the
system is based on the criteria which is formalized and approved in the Acceptance Test Plan. Acceptance of
the system constitutes the customer assuming ownership of the system with the developer moving into a
support role for operation and maintenance.

•

System Transition
Once Acceptance Test is complete, the system is transitioned to the customer and it is installed at an operational site where it undergoes further operational testing. This serves to assure that the system meets its
intended function in an operational environment with operational data, procedures and personnel. This also
serves as an on-the-job training activity for the users. System test personnel are usually involved in this phase
in support of the operational testing and on-the-job training because of their knowledge in the operational
use of the system. They also provide support in verifying and isolating problems and in operationally testing
any fixes that have been made to the system .
Operations & Maintenance Support
Once a software system has been installed at an operational site, there are periodic deliveries of updated or
new versions of the software products. These software "releases" incorporate changes to the software to fix
problems and to add/modify functional or performance capabilities. Prior to delivery of these new releases to
the operational site they undergo release testing. Release tests consist of a set of tests to:
l. Verify software modifications made to fix a known defect in the system;
2. Verify software modifications made to change or add functional or performance capabilities;
3. Verify that any requirements that resulted in modifications to the system have been satisfied by the
implemented changes;
4. Verify that the new release has not caused the system to regress in capability or operation from its
current version. These are referred to as regression tests.
Release tests involve the generation of test plans and procedures similar to those used for qualification and
system tests. Release test plans and test procedures include a pre-defined set of regression tests and any new
tests required to verify requirements and/or problem resolutions included in the release. Release test plans
and procedures go through the normal set of reviews prior to formal execution of the tests.

Software Test Support Activities

•

There are two support organizations that play a significant role in the software test process. These are Configuration Management (CM) and Software Quality Assurance (SQA). These organizations may be facility
functional groups or may be under the project management. In either case, they are typically independent
from the development or test organizations and they provide support to all engineering disciplines.
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Configuration Management
Configuration Management (often called Change Control) is responsible for maintaining configuration
control over the document and software baselines used in the test process. CM is an administrative function
that captures the baselined documents and software in data or code libraries and maintains records of their
configuration in order to maintain version control. Figure 5 depicts a typical software code library used to
control access to the various software baselines. This is important to the formal test process because of the
relationship between formal requirements and software releases. It is also needed for the proper identification
and resolution of problems associated with different versions of the software.

•

SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION CONTROL
SOFlWARE CM LIBRARY

CM Control
Formal Chg Ctl
C

0

•

~
C

Q)

1§
C
0
(.)

lnteg. Level

SW Control
Informal Chg ctl

Dev. Level
Figure 5. Software Configuration Management Library
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Software Quality Assurance
Software Quality Assurance performs a monitoring role for the project manager. This role applies to test as
well as the other engineering disciplines. The prime functions of SQA relative to testing are:
1. Review test documentation content and format to assure it is complete and satisfies contractual obli-

gations;
2. Monitor test activities to assure that the test process is being followed in accordance with management
plans and practices;
3. Participate in the dry runs and formal tests to monitor compliance with the approved plans and procedures and to record test results and concurrence/approvals.

•
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Software Test Quality Controls
There are many means of tracking or controlling the software test process. The following are only a few of
the more important ones commonly used on FSD software development projects.
l. One significant software test control technique involves the various reviews mentioned throughout this
paper. These include requirements testability reviews, test plan reviews, test procedure reviews and SQA
monitoring and review of the test process. Others include formal reviews held for the benefit of the
customer such as the Test Readiness Reviews (TRR) and Functional Configuration Audits (FCA).
TRRs are conducted just prior to conducting the formal qualification tests for a specific software
product. The TRR assures the customer, based on a review of the completeness of test procedures and
informal test results, that the contractor is ready to conduct the formal tests for the customer's concurrence. FCAs are conducted after the qualification testing on a software product to assure that all functions have been tested successfully and the status of all requirements and problems is known and
properly documented.
2. Requirements tracking involves the generation and maintenance of a data base to record the requirements from all of the requirements specifications on a project. The primary purpose of the data base is
to relate each requirement to the test used to verify it. It contains other relevant information such as test
status, related problems, responsible tester, etc. This data base is referred to as a "Verification Cross Reference Matrix." If maintained properly, it provides up-to-date formal test status and serves as an important test management tool throughout the project life cycle.

•

3. Problem tracking is another key activity within the test process. It is critical to the configuration management of software under test. It involves the generation of a "problem report" whenever a problem is
identified during testing. These reports are maintained in a data base and tracked through the problem
analysis and resolution process so that the proper testing can be accomplished prior to updating the
baselined product. Maintaining up-to-date status of problems provides a clear indication of the overall
status of the software development and test process and is very useful in managing project schedules ,
quality and costs .

•
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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TEST

TYPE

RESPONSIBILITY

Unit Test

Individual Programmer

Module Test

Individual or Dev. Dept.

SWIT

Software Integration and Test
(SWIT) Dept.

OBJECTIVE

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Unit Logic
Computational Accuracy
Data Validity
Unit Integration
Intermediate Inputs/Outputs
Module Functions
Software Integration
Module Interfaces
Functional String Tests
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SOFTWARE SYSTEM TEST
TYPE
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SW Qual Test

System l&T Org.
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System l&T Org.

•
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Software System
l&T

Acceptance Test

OBJECTIVE

•

•
•

System l&T Org .

System Integration
Verify System Interfaces
Formal System Test

•

Demo Functional &
Performance Capabilities
Formal Sell -Off to Customer

Site Test

System l&T Org.

•

Operational Test

Release/
Regression Test

System l&T Org.

•
•

Verify Problem Resoluti on
Verify Modifications for New or
Changed Req.
Assure Nondegradation of New
Release Software

•

•

Verify Product Requirements
Formal Product Qual ification
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SOFTWARE SYSTEM TEST PROCESS

Sys Test

Fed Sys Milestones

SRR

SOR

PDR

CDR

"TRR

SysAccept
POT/FOT

/ Test
/

OperTest

I

l
Reqrmts
AnaJysi&
Support

•

.__

Test

Test
Planning

f--

Preparation

-

Test
Cono.Jct

System

system

-

Transition
Support

-

Opns& Malnt

Sup-
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ANALYSIS
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TEST PL.ANNING

TESTPREPARATION :

TEST CONDUCT

: SYS. TRANSITION
, OPER & MAINT
SUPPORT
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REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS SUPPORT

•

DEVELOP MASTER TEST PLAN

Software System Test Management Plan
Test Approach
Test Schedules
Test Responsibilities
•

ANALYZE REQUIREMENTS

Testability
Verification Method
Preparation for Test Planning
Feedback to Systems Engineering

•
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TEST PLANNING

•

DEVELOP TEST PLANS
One Test Plan for each Req Spec

•

Defines Tests Needed to Verify Each Req in the Spec
Verification Cross Reference Matrix (VCRM)

MULTIPLE LEVELS OF TESTING
Software Product (CSCI) Test Plans

Software System Test Plan
Acceptance Test Plan

•
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TEST PREPARATION

•

DEVELOP or ACQUIRE TEST TOOLS
CASE/CAST Tools
Internal Tools

•

DEVELOP TEST PROCEDURES
One Test Procedure Document for each Test Plan
Detailed Descriptions of Each Test Execution
Basis for Formal Testing
Test Procedure Inspections & Customer Reviews
DEVELOP TEST DATA BASES
Opera,ional Data Bases
Unique Test Data
PREPARE TEST ENVIRONMENT

•

•

•

Install system Software
Check-Out Test Tools
IPL Application Software
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TEST CONDUCT

•

•

•

•
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CONDUCT INFORMAL TESTING

Check-Out Test Procedures
Execute all Tests
Document Problems & Verify Problem Resolutions
Conduct Dry-Runs Prior to Formal Tests
TEST READINESS REVIEW
Customer Review to Assure Contractor is Ready to Conduct Formal
Tests
CONDUCT FORMAL TESTS
Software Product (CSCI) Qualification (Verify Software Product
Requirements)
Software System Test (Verify Software System Requirements)
Acceptance Test (Final Demo & Sell-Off to Customer)
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SYSTEM TRANSITION SUPPORT

•

SITE INSTALLATION

•

OPERATIONAL TESTING

•

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION & ANALYSIS

•

INSTALL & VERIFY SOF1WARE FIXES/MODIFICATIONS

•
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SYSTEM OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE SUPPORT

•

SELECT REGRESSION TESTS

•

Assure Fixes/Changes Do Not Impact Existing Capabilities

DEVELOP RELEASE TEST PLANS/PROCEDURES

-

•
•

•

Verify New/Changed Requirements
Verify Fixes/Modifications
EXECUTE RELEASE & REGRESSION TESTS
Identify/Document Problems
UPDATE OPERATIONAL SYSTEM
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FSD Software Test Process

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
•

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Baseline Control
Software/Hardware
Documentation
Test Material
•

SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE

Review Test Documentation
Monitor Test Process
Monitor Formal Dry Runs/Tests

•
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SOFlWARE CONFIGURATION CONTROL
SOFTWARE CM LIBRARY

Release Level
CM Control

C:

Sys Test Level

Fonnal Chg ctl

.Q

caC:
ca0
Cl)

Qua! Test Level

C:
0

0

SW Control

lnteg. Leve l

Informal Chg ctl

Dev. Level
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SOFTWARE TEST QUALITY CONTROLS
•

FORMAL REVIEWS

Test Plan Reviews
Test Procedure Reviews
Test Readiness Review
Functional Configuration Audit
•

REQUIREMENTS TRACKING

Cross Reference Req to Tests & Software
Maintain Req Verification Status
•

PROBLEM TRACKING

Problem Identification (Test)
Problem Analysis (SW Dev.)
Problem Resolution (SW Dev.)

•

Verification (Test)
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SUMMARY

SOFTWARE TEST PROCESS
•

•

COVERS ENTIRE DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE

•

DEVELOPMENT TEST

•

Design Based, White Box

SOFTWARE SYSTEM TEST

•

Requirements Analysis thru Operational Test

Requirements Based, Black Box

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

Configuration Management
Software Quality Assurance
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1.1

•

Agenda

• Decomposition of Programs

• Software Maintenance Editing Model

• Experience to Date

•
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1.2

•

•

Problem Statement

• Maintenance: Work on any operational system
• "Undetected Linkages": Modified variables used
non-locally
• Regression Testing: To assure that new errors are
not introduced

•
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1.3

•

Result Summary

• Separate into components:
- Fixed
- Changing
• Determine the statements and variables that can be
changed without impacting the fixed part
• Restrict changes to these statements and variables

•

• A new software maintenance process model is induced
• Constructed a tool that enforces these maintenance
restrictions
• Preliminary evaluation of the tool

Using Decomposition Slicing to Simplify Maintenance Quality Week May, 1992

1.4

•

•

Decomposition Slicing

• A union of slices on a single variable, denoted S(v)

• Output(P, v) : the set of statements in program P
that output variable v

• N

= Output(P,v)

U

{last}

• U S (v, n) form the decomposition slice on v
nE N

•
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•

1.5

•

Decomposition Slicing Example ·

1
2
3
4

5
6

input a
input b
t=a+b
print t
t =a- b
print t

•
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1.6

•

•

Maximal Slices

• When output statements are disregarded, the decom position slices form a lattice, ordered by set inclusion.
• Strongly Dependent: interior lattice point

• Maximal: end of lattice

•
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1.7

•

Independent Statements

• Statements that are in one decomposition slice
• Slices with independent statements characterize
maximal slices (and vice versa)

•
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1.8

•

•

Decomposing Programs

• Form the decomposition slice
• Extract the independent statements from the original to obtain the complement

•
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1.9

•
Independent Variables

• If all assignment statements involving the variable
are independent statements
• Any variable can be forced to be independent
• S(v) maximal -=fa- v is an independent variable

•
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1.10

•

•

Editing Model

• Independent statements can be deleted
• Add new assignments that target independent variables ( or new ones)
• No control flow may capture a dependent statement

•
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1.11

•
A Model for Maintenance

adactive[}-1
perfective
corrective
preventive

•
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1.12

•

•

A New Model for Maintenance
minimize defects
minimize effart
minimize cost
m:uimize satisfadon

doe1.m1emation
code re:iding
test runs
decomuosition
slicin~:::,

a
daotivhl-1
perfec:;ve
corrective
preve:iti~

Design
Change

•

Alter
Component ·

Change
Software

no re2ression cestin2

.,,,.,

"''".,,, '",,,
__

,.,,

,.

.

.,,.,
......,

'·~

Merge
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•

The Surgeon's Assistant

• A Tool for Modifying Decomposition Slices
• Enforces the rules
• Independent of a particular slicing algorithm
• Use in the model:
- design change in conjunction with slicer
- alter code using restricted method

•

- test change only
- merge: no regression testing necessary
• Merge based on statement numbering of slice and
complement ( after syntax check)
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•
The Surgeon's Assistant: The Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

•

#define YES 1
#define NO 0
main()
{
int c, nl, nw, nc, in word ;
inword =NO;
nl = O;
nw = O;
nc = O;
c = getchar();
while ( c != EOF ) {
nc = nc + 1;
if ( C == '\n')
nl = nl + 1;
if ( c == ' ' II c == '\n' II c == '\t')
inword = NO;
else if (inword == NO) {
inword =YES;
nw = nw + 1;
}
c = getchar();

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26}

}
printf("%d \n" ,nl);
printf("%d \n" ,nw);
printf("%d \n" ,nc);
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•

The Surgeon's Assistant: An Operation
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•

The Surgeon's Assistant: An Exploration
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1.17

•

Preliminary Evaluation of the Tool

• n

= 5:

a pilot study

• Only one subject correctly made the change
• The tool succeeded
fects of a change

in

limiting the unintended ef-

•
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1.18

•

•

Future

• Scaling up
• Artifact studies
• Change impact assessment using lattices
• Assertion-based slicing

•

• Axiomatic slicing
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1.19

•
Summary

• Slicing is now a maintenance tool
• Effects of changes can be delimited
• Im pact on regression testing
• Im pact analysis

•

• Reusable component generation
• Preliminary evaluation is positive
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Using Program Slicing and Dicing in Debugging
James R. Lyle
Computer Systems Laboratory
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, Maryland

Abstract--Locating and repairing a program bug is the dirty work that must be done
after testing has detected the existence of a bug. Usually, identification of sections of a
program for close examination is done manually, using only the programmer's deductive
mental resources to place probes or debugger breakpoints in an attempt to locate the cause
of the disagreement between expected and actual program behavior. This paper reports on
program dicing, combining the program slice on a variable that has exhibited an incorrect
value for some test case with the slice of a variable that has not had an incorrect value for
any test case. Dicing is shown to be a useful heuristic that exploits the information that
some variables may be correctly computed to quickly locate areas that should be examined
for a given bug.

•

•

Index Terms--Program slicing, data flow analysis, debugging, software tools, software
engineering.
I. Introduction
The basic scenario for detecting the existence of a program bug is:
( 1) The programmer has a program to tesL The program may be one under development
by the programmer or by someone else, or the program may be one that has failed
after release to the user of the program.
(2) Test data has been generated by some method such as functional testing [16], fault
based testing (31], symbolic execution [6], mutation testing [5], data flow testing
[24,25], algebraic testing [18] or some other scheme [7, 10-12, 17, 19,33,38,45,46].
(3) Test sets are run and results compared to a specification.
(4) If some output fails to match the expected result, then a programmer (who might not
be the author or the tester) attempts to locate the cause of the discrepancy by finding
a point in the program where the actual implementation departed from a correct
implementation.
To find the bug, the programmer must try to understand what the program actually
does as well as what the program should have done. Most likely, this is a small
difference, for as DeMillo observes, programmers "create programs that are close to being
correct!" [7]
A programmer typically tries to understand a program by a combination of reading
program documentation, ad hoc testing with different inputs, dynamic tracing, or reading
program text. Program documentation gives the programmer a vague, high level picture
of what is going on, but is usually not directly useful in finding a bug. Ad hoc testing can

give a clear understanding of what is happening, but it depends on careful input selection
for useful results. Dynamic tracing shows exactly how a given result is produced, but the
programmer is flooded with more information than he can understand. Reading program
text also shows exactly how a given result is produced, but again the programmer is
overwhelmed with details that have nothing to do with what he wants to know.

•

The programmer should have an automatic way to sort out relevant parts of the program for examination. It would be even better if the programmer's attention could be
focused on statements likely to contain an error, as is done by such systems as DAVE
[9, 35, 36, 41]. However, DAVE does not help with arbitrary errors since DAVE only
searchs for specific classes of errors, such as use of a variable before assignment or
definition without a later use. An application of data-flow analysis [14, 22, 32], program
slicing, can be used to transform a large program into a smaller one containing only those
statements relevant to the computation of a given output (13, 20, 39, 42-44]. In addition to
program debugging, program slicing can also be applied to software maintenance (27, 40].
The goal of this paper is to report on using a combination of program slices (called a
dice) as a debugging tool. To evaluate variations on program slicing for debugging, we
have built a slicing-based source-language independent debugging tool called Focus that
can mark or extract all statements in a given program slice, program dice or combination
of slices. In the remainder of this paper we first develop a simple model of program
structure based on program slices. Then we use this model to define program dicing and
show how program dicing can be applied to program debugging. The last section summarizes our results.

II. Slice-Based Model of Program Structure
We begin with Weiser's definition of a program slice:

•

Definition: A slicing criterion for a program slice is a tuple <i ,v> where i is a statement in the program and v is a subset of the program variables. A slice of a program is
computed on v, at statement i.
Definition: A program slice of a program P for a given slicing criterion, <i,v>, is an
executable program obtained by deleting zero or more statements from P such that the
values of the variables in v are the same when execution reaches statement i for both P
and the slice on P.
The intended result of slicing is to extract all statements relevant to the computation
of v at statement i.
We want to consider how program slices decompose a program with multiple outputs. One might suppose that a program with n outputs would decompose into n disjoint
or almost disjoint slices. However, this is not the case. Weiser found that slices often
share a good many statements in common and he develops a measure called overlap to
measure how many statements two slices share [44].
Several variations and improvements to Weiser's original algorithm have been proposed [8, 15, 21, 26]. We present a recursive slicing algorithm that can incorporate many
of these improvements.
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A. Computing Slices
An informal definition of a program slice at statement n on variable v is all statements that might affect the value v will have just before control reaches statement n. Two
helpful definitions when discussing slicing are, defs(n), the set of variables assigned a
value at statement n (the left side of an assignment statement), and refs(n), the set of variables referenced at statement n (the right side). The values of the variables in defs(n)
after statement n is executed depend on the values of the variables in refs(n) before statement n is executed.
Let us examine a slicing algorithm for programs in a very simple language that contains only assignment statements, print statements and expressions with the four standard
arithmetic operations. Note that our language has no if statements or loop statements. Let
v be some program variable name, n be some statement, and succ(n) be a function returning the successor of n •
Recursive Slicing Algorithm:
= {n}
<M=;n,cc(11),v>
= s<11,v>

s

= {n JuS<ll,.x>Vxere/s(n)

•

if v e defs(n) & refs(n) = 0
if v fl defs(n)
if v e defs(n) & refs(n) ::J: 0

The above slicing algorithm extends easily for loops and branches. We define a conditional statement to contain:
(a) one or more blocks of statements
(b) an expression controlling execution of the blocks
For any program statement define a set (called requires) of directly enclosing conditional
statements. For example, if a statement x is directly enclosed in a conditional statement,
y , then y e requires(x).
Then the slicing rule for the condition if v e defs(n) & refs(n) ::J: 0 becomes:
{n }US <11.;i>\Jxerefs(n )U({y }uSq.;,>\Jx erefs(y )'jvye requires(n)

•

B. Slice-Based Model of Program Structure
A program can be viewed as the union of slices (output slices) computed for each
output variable. Any statement not in the union must be useless (dead) code since it does
not contribute to the calculation of any program output. Each output slice can be further
partioned into two parts, a backbone slice, the union of all intersections with other output
slices, and the set of statements not included in the backbone slice (called the residual
set).
The slicing criterion for a backbone slice can be easily computed from the recursive
slicing algorithm. To compute the slicing criterion for a backbone slice relative to two
variables, intersect the two sets of slicing criteria that are generated and remove any criteria that yield a subset of the backbone slice.
Program slicing is useful for quickly finding areas of a program that might have been
relevant to the computation of some output Figure l(a) represents a programmer's view
of an unfamiliar program. He can see some inputs, some outputs, and a shapeless mass <;>f
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Slice-Based Model of Program Structure
Input3

Input 3

lnput3
Input 1

e

Input 2

Output 1

Output3

Output 2

Output 1

Output 2

Output3

Output 1

Output2

Output3

Program to examine

Slice on Output3

Dicing on Outputl and Output2

a

b

C

Fig. 1 Slice-Based Model of Program Structure
code with unknown connections among inputs and outputs.
Figure l(b) represents the programmer's knowledge after computing a slice on Output3. He knows that to answer questions about the computation of Output3, he should
examine the slice on Output3 (the shaded region labeled 11), and that he can ignore statements not in the slice (unshaded region A.).
Figure l(c) shows how the slice-based model can further refine the programmer's
knowledge about the program. The backbone slice relative to Output] and Output2, a, is
the intersection of the respective slices. If the programmer suspects that a single bug is
causing both outputs to be incorrect, then he should examine the backbone slice. However, if the programmer has some confidence that Output2 is correctly computed, he
should look for a bug among the statements unique to the computation of Output], in the
residual set, a.

•

m. Improvements to Weiser's Slicing Algorithm
A. Keeping Slices Syntactically Correct
Weiser' s definition of a slice requires an executable program, but provides no help in
identifying the issues that must be addressed to accomplish this. Some statements that
have no data ~ow effects but that are required for syntactic correctness are:
Function/procedure/subroutine headers
-4-
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•

Begin and end statements
Declarations
Goto statements
We solve this problem by attaching to each program statement the set of other statements of syntactic units that must be included in any slice containing the program statement. This requires set provides a general mechanism for inclusion of source program
text in a slice that is independent of data flow information, such as declarations, begin/end
pairs, else, endif and loop constructs. Syntactic correctness is required if a program slice
is to be compiled and executed.
The first two items are essentially control dependencies and can be treated as such
via the requires set. For each statement directly within the scope of a compound statement (i.e. procedure or block), add the compound statement to the requires set of each
statement in the block.
Declarations can be handled by building a table of where each variable is declared
and then including the appropriate declaration for each variable used in a slice. (A
simpler, but not as precise method is just to include all declarations.)
B. Slicing with Arrays

•

Arrays and structures present a minor complication for the generation of refs and
defs. Assume that / and X are integer variables and A is an array of integers. Consider
the following assignment to the component of an array:
A[I] := X;
One is tempted to generate refs = {/,X} and defs = {A}. But the refs set would not be
correct since the assignment only changes one component of A and leaves the other components of A as they were. In other words, the new value of A also depends on the old
value; refs should be {/,X,A}. Consider the following trivial example:
Statement
1 A:= 1
2B :=2
3 X[I] := A
4 X[J] := B
5 Z := X[I] + X[J]
6 print(Z)

REFS
I,A
J,B

X,IJ

z

DEFS
A
B
X
X

z
-

A slice on Z at line 6 would be: {2,4,5} which is clearly incorrect. If the REF sets for
lines 3 and 4 are modified to include X we obtain the correct slice of: { 1,2,3,4,5}. Of
course, if Y and Z are both arrays then a statement such as,
y :=Z
should have refs = {Z} and defs = {Y} since every element of Y recieves a new definition
that does not depend on the value of any element of Y.

•

C. Slicing with Structures
Slicing programs containing structures (or Pascal records) presents some minor complications. If an assignment is made to one element of a structure then the value of the

-s -

entire structure still depends partially on the old value of the structure. This suggest that
each field of a structure variable should be treated as a separate and distinct variable. To
slice on an entire structure, just set the slicing criterion to slice on all fields of the structure.
However, a problem arises in the generation of ref and def sets if structure assignment is allowed in the programming language. Consider the following structure and variable declarations:

•

type complex = record
begin
real, imaginary : float
end;
var w,z: complex;
If we have statement n such as: w := z; and generate refs(n) = { z.real, z.imaginary} and
defs(n) = {w.real, w.imaginary}, then if during the computation of a slice, active(succ(n))
= {w.real} then active(n) would be set to {z.real, z.imaginary}. The active set now contains a variable (z.imaginary) that does not influence the slice variable and could bring
about inclusion of superfluous statements into the slice. This can be solved by creating
one node for each component of the structure such that the corresponding dependencies
are confined to one node. For example, statement n could be split into two nodes:

Node

Succ

Refs

Defs

n.1
n.2

n.2
succ(n)

z.real
z.imaginary

w.real
w.imaginary

If the active set of the succ(n) contained z.real then the active set of statement n would
only contain w.real and not also w.imaginary. This solution requires a change only in
generation of refs and defs, not in the slicing algorithm. An alternative solution that
requires the introduction of a special case into the slicing algorithm is to generate refs(n) =
{z} and defs(n) = {w} then only add to the active set corresponding members of a structure object rather than the entire object.

•

IV. Debugging With Program Slices
A. Program Dicing
We propose a method, called program dicing, to use the information that some variables fail some test sets, while other variables pass all test sets to isolate automatically the
bug to within a set of statements likely to contain the bug. The statements are those in
the slice on the incorrectly valued variable minus any statements in the slice on a variable
that appears to be correctly computed.
The concept of program dicing is suggested by two things:
(1) The way incorrectly computed values propagate to output variables, and

(2) The sliced-based model of program structure.
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If an intermediate result is incorrect then any output that depends on the intermediate
result is usually incorrect. If two outputs are incorrect and a common cause is suspected,
then the bug should be found in the backbone slice (the intersection) of the two output
slices. In the case of one correct and one incorrect output, the bug should be searched for
in the residual set of the slice on the incorrect output.

The potential of program dicing was recognized, but not developed by Bergeretti and
Carre. Using information-flow relations, they define the notion of a panial statement on a
variable, which is essentially a program slice on the variable. If S" and S' are partial
statements such that S" is strongly dependent on SY and during testing correct values are
obtained for y, but not for x, then the statements in SY -S" should be examined for the
error and the error should be quickly found [4].
As an example of dicing, consider the program of Figure 2:
Suppose the intended output for Y is 2a 2 and the intended value for Z is a 2-2. Using
program dicing, we would go through the following steps to isolate the fault at line 8
(a 2+2, instead of a 2-2).
(1) Execute the program with reliable test data. The result of such a test would be that
the value for Z was not correct and that the value of Y was correct

•

(2) Slice on the incorrectly valued variable, Z, at line 9. This restricts our attention to
lines, 1-6 and 8-10.
(3) Slice on the correctly valued variable, Y, at line 9. This identifies lines 1-7 and 9-10
as likely to be correct
(4) The dice is the slice on Z at line 9, minus the slice on Y at line 9, which leaves just
line 8 as the program dice. Considering the specification and the dice, the error, a
plus instead of a minus in the expression of line 4, is easily found.
Appendix B presents the sequence of displays produced by Focus as the programmer
uses program slicing and dicing to find the bug in the program of Figure 2.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

•

main()
{

int A,L, Y:Z;
scanf("%d",&A);
L := A**2;
Y := L*2;
Z := L + 2;
printf ("%d %d\n",Y :Z);
{
Fig. 2 Dicing Example
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For convenience, we define five subsets of the set of output variables:

Inco"ectly valued output failed at least one test set.
Correctly valued output passed all test sets with the correct value. CVO partitions into two disjoint subsets, COi and CSF.
COi
Correctly valued output depending on an inco"ect value are variables that
depend on a member of NO but happen to have a correct value.
CSF
The Co"ect so far variable set is CVO minus COi. CSF variables are correct
as far as testing has been able to determine.
KBI
The union of COi and IVO is the set of variables known to be inco"ect.
Dicing depends on three assumptions:
(1) Testing has been reliable and all incorrectly computed variables have been identified.
(2) If the computation of a variable, v, depends on the computation of another variable,
w, then whenever w has an incorrect value then v does also (propagation assumption).
(3) There is exactly one fault in the program.
The slices are computed from the output statement of the KBI variable. These are
restrictive assumptions, and are difficult to guarantee in practice.
The three assumptions are necessary for the correct operation of dicing. If testing
has not identified all incorrectly computed variables then we could have the following
situation: A single fault could cause two variables to be incorrectly valued while unreliable
testing identifies one variable as a member of KBI and incorrectly places the other variable in CSF. If these two variables are used for dicing the faulty statement would not be
included in the dice.
If the second dicing assumption does not hold then variables that depend on the
faulty statement could be placed in CSF and hence dicing would fail to include the faulty
statement. One way this happens is when the range of a function is smaller than the
domain. Some incorrectly computed input to the function may none the less be mapped to
the output value that would have been computed for a correct input. For example, if y is
computed as x squared and x is incorrectly computed as -x, then y is correctly computed
even though x is incorrect. We call this a folded bug since the domain is folded into the
range. Let / (x ')=g (s (x )) be the the computation intended for some set of program statements. Let t (x) be the actual implementation of s (x ). If 3 x 0 such that
s(xo);tt(x 0)&g(s(x0)')=g(t(xo)) then t(x) contains a folded bug. Potential folded bugs can be
easily detected. If x e CSF & y e IVO and s, cS]t, then x e COi and should not be used
in dicing.
If a second fault canceled the incorrect value for some of the output variables, then
the programmer could be misled into dicing with a variable in COi. This is related to the
coupling-effect and like the coupling-effect, should not be a serious problem in practice

IVO
CVO

•

•

[7, 31, 34].

Let a and b be output variables of a program. Let A and B be slices on a and b at
their respective output statements. The following table summarizes where to look for the
bug based on the correctness of the test outputs for a and b •

. -8-
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a
pass
fail
fail

b
fail
pass
fail

Table 1
Predicted Bug Locations
BcA
A~B
Residual B (B ("\ -, A)
B
Residual A (A ("\ ..., B)
A
B
A

Ag;;B&Bg;;A
Residual B (B ("\-, A)
Residual A (A ("\ -, B)
Backbone (A ("\ B)

B. Evaluating Program Dicing
We have evaluated the utility of dicing with the above assumptions relaxed. We can
make an approximate assessment by taking a few programs and randomly intrcxiuce faults
to evaluate our approach on the resulting programs.
We applied single token mutations to the program of Figure 3 to produce 25 faulty
programs. The programs were then compiled and run against a correct version to identify
1
2

3

•

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

•

subroutine stat(n,avg,std)
real x(20)
read (8,lOO)n
do 10 i = l,n
10 read (8,200)x(i)
sum= 0
do 20 i = 1,n
20 sum = sum + x(i)
ssq = 0
do 30 i = 1,n
30 ssq = ssq + x(i)**2
avg = sum/n
std= sqrt((ssq - n*avg**2)/(n-1))
print 300,n
print 600,(x(i), i = 1,n)
print 400,avg
print 500,std
return
100 format (i5)
200 format (fl0.0)
300 format ('n =' ,i5)
400 format ('avg =' ,fl0.4)
500 format ('std =' ,fl0.4)
600 format ('x = ',15f4.0)
end
Fig. 3 Stat: Program to Compute Average and Standard Deviation
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the CVO and IVO variables. Slices were computed for each IVO variable at the last output statement and the slice containing the fewest statements was determined. Dices were
then computed for each CVO variable on the smallest slice.

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

•

Table 2
Mutations Used in Evaluation
constant
RHS operand
-+
variable
RHS operand
-+
operator
operator
-+
variable
LHS
-+
variable
DO index
-+
variable
DO parameter
-+
DO parameter
constant
-+

The transformations of Table 2 were used to construct mutations by applying randomly selected mutation transforms to randomly selected statements from line 6 through
line 13. Twelve mutants that had compile errors were discarded. The results for the thirteen remaining programs are ~ummarized in Table 3 where, mutant is the substitute command of the Unix sequential editor, sed [30], used to create a mutant of the program in
Figure 3. The semantics of the substitute command
line number S I pattern I replacement I
is to substitute replacement for pattern at line nwnber. KB/ are the variables that were
incorrect for some test set, size is the number of lines in a slice on the KBI variable, CSF
are the variables that were correct for all test sets used, slice is the number of lines in a
slice on the CSF variable, and dice is the number of lines remaining in the slice on the
KBI variable after removing lines in the slice of the CSF variable.

•

The first mutant is the typical case where a bug is in the residual set of a slice. The
backbone slice, s<.9,{.r11111,11.zJ> relative to the slice on avg at line 15 is removed from the slice
on std at line 16 to form the residual set, {9,10,11,13}. The error at line 10 is easily
found. Mutants 8 and 9 are similar.
Mutants 2, 3, 4, 7 and 13 have a bug in the calculation of avg and so we use n to
define a backbone slice and calculate the residual set of 7 statements. As before, the bug
is found in the residual set.
The mutants discussed so far preserve the intended program flow. Even though a
calculation is incorrect, the same statements are executed that would have been executed if
the program had been correct Some authors call this an operator fault [37]. The errors
in mutants 5, 6, 11 and 12 are such that the program slice structure is altered. Some
slices gain statements, as in mutant 6, some slices lose statements, and useless (dead) code
may appear. For example, mutant 11 ignores the values in the array x in the calculation
of avg and therefore lines 4 and 5 are not included in the slice on avg.
Two examples where useless code appears are mutants 5 and 12. These mutants
share the characteristic that the error is not in any slice, but in the useless code not
included in any slice. Even though the bug is not in some slice, the identification of

- 10 -
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1
2
3
4

5
6

7

•

8

9
10
11
12
13

•

Table 3
Results of Dicing on Mutants from Stat
mutant
KBI size
CSF slice
18
avg
14
std
lOs/1/n/
n
7
avg
14
n
6s/0/16/
7
18
std
6s/O/x(l)/
avg
14
n
7
std
18
avg
14
n
6s/surn/x(3)/
7
std
18
avg
n
7
12s/avg/std/
5
14
std
avg
14
7s/t/n/
n
9
18
std
avg
14
n
7
7s/l/4/
18
std
avg
14
18
lOs/n/4/
std
n
7
14
18
avg
lOs/n/n,2/
std
n
7
avg
n
7
11
8s/+/-/
18
std
avg
14
n
7
8s/x(i)/n/
18
std
avg
n
7
9
8s/surn/ssq/
16
std
14
n
7
12s/m.n/m+n/ avg
18
std

dice
4
11
7
11
7
11
7
11
0
7

7
11
4
11
4
11
7
0
4
11
2
9
7
11

useless code is helpful by alerting the programmer that something is being left out of a
computation. The existence of the useless code implies that the programmer is assuming
that the code left out of all slices should be used somewhere in the program. The process
of finding where the useless code should fit into one of the slices usually identifies the
bug.
A variation of this type of bug is when the statements that should be in a slice are all
included but the wrong path is chosen from multiple execution paths through the slice.
For bugs like this, a dynamic trace of the slice execution should make the incorrect path
selection obvious. Variations on this dynamic approach to slicing are discussed in [1, 23] .
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It should be observed that program slicing can classify errors into three categories:
( 1) Flow preserving errors execute the same statements that would have been executed
by a correct program. Dicing seems to be the most productive in finding these
errors.
(2) Slice preserving errors do not execute the same statements that would have been
executed by a correct program, but the output slices are the same as for a correct program. An execution trace of the slice should be most productive in finding this kind
of error.
(3) Non-preserving errors do not exhibit the same output slices as a correct program.
These errors often have statement that are not members of any output slice.

•

As a second evaluation on a larger program, a similar set of random mutations were
applied to the 122-line program of Appendix A, that computed statistics from a text file.
In the following table, /VO is the number of incorrect outputs, CVO is the number of
correctly valued outputs, slice is the number of statements in a slice on a member of IVO
that gave the smallest slice, and dice is the number of statements in a dice on a member
of CVO.
We found that the average slice size was 34 statements which was 28 percent of the
entire program. We also found that the average dice size was 7.4 which was a 93 percent
reduction over the entire program and a 7 5 percent reduction over a small slice. There
were seven cases among the 144 CVO variables of coincidental correctness that could
have misled the programmer with dices not containing the fault.
Table 4
Text Tally Mutants
mutant
41s/tnl/5/
56s/0/l/
29s/O/big/
68s/tnlet +/1 +/
46s/l/9/
41 s/tnl/xlettl/
46s/ncVxlettw/
64s/xlettw/nlettw/
74s/nwts/2/
60s/.and./.orJ
70s/j/swpV
40s/8 l/nwtV

IVO
21
4
2
5
19
23
23
1
2
16
5
23

cvo
3
20
22
19
5
1
1
23
22
8
19
1

V. Conclusions
We have presented the following results in this paper:
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smallest
slice dice
29
10
37
9
30
9
31
3
30
10
30
10
36
16
37
2
28
2
35
7
28
3
28
8

•

•

•

•

(1) We developed a method, called program dicing, of combining program slices with
information gained from testing to restrict the likely location of a fault to a small
subset of a program slice. In an evaluation of program dicing by random single
token mutations we found that dicing could eliminate over 93% of the statements of
an 122 line program from consideration when searching for a fault. We would
expect a greater percentage reduction for larger programs because the program slices
would be much smaller in relation to the entire program.
(2) We have proved that for certain slicing algorithms that the intersection of two slices
is a slice and that a slicing criterion for the intersection can be found.
(3) Program slicing can be used as the basis for another software bug classification
scheme in addition to ones such as [2, 3].
(4) We have built a practical source language-independent program slicer, called Focus,
that can interactively compute and display program slices for FORTRAN. Preprocessors for Ada and C are being built and currently function for restricted language subsets.
(5) We conducted an experiment between programmers examining a program listing and
programmers presented with a program slice with the statements in the dice marked.
There was a significant difference between the groups, with the dice users locating
the fault quicker. These results are presented in [28, 29].
Program slicing and dicing have been shown to be useful tools for the understanding
of programs and the location of program faults. While these methods are primarily concerned with static program slicing, they could find application to dynamic program slicing.

•
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Appendix A
Tally Program Description:

This program reads a file of text, echoes the text and computes some statistics on
lines, letters, words and sentences.

•

subroutine mortal (tnlet,tnw,tnl,tns,nlettw,nlettl,nwtl,nwts,
mlettw,mlettl,mwtl,mwts,aletpw,aletpl,awpl,awps,
xlettw,xlettl,xwtl,xwts,qlettw,qlettl,qwtl,qwts,
3 &
4 &
sletpw,sletpl,swpl,swps)
1

2 &

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

character*80 11(100)
character*81 1
character*l
c
logical
let,word
integer
nl,big,tnlet,tnw,tnl,tns,nlettw,nlettl,nwtl,nwts
integer
mlettw ,mlettl,mwtl,mwts,aletpw,aletpl,awpl,awps
integer
xlettw,xlettl,xwtl,xwts,qlettw,qlettl,qwtl,qwts
real
sletpw,sletpl,swpl,swps

12
13
14
15
big= 2**14
16
n1 = 1
17 10 read (8,1000,end=90)ll(nl)
18
1 = ll(nl)
19
nl = nl + 1
20
print 2000,l
21
goto 10
22 90 continue
23 1000 format (a80)
24 2000 format (lx,a70)
25
tnl = nl - 1
26
nwts = 0
27
mlettw = big
28
mlettl = big
29
mwts = big
30
mwtl = 0
31
qlettw = 0
32
qlettl = 0
33
qwtl = 0

•

=0

34

qwts

35
36
37
38
39

xlettw = 0
xlettl = 0
xwtl = 0
xwts = 0
tnlet = 0
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

78

•

79
80
81
82
83
84

tnw =0
tns =0
ncl = 81
do 80 i = l,tnl
1 = ll(i)
nwtl = 0
nlettl = 0
word = .false.
do 70 j = 1,ncl
C = lG:j)
let = .false.
if ((c.ge.'a'.and.c.le.'z').or.(c.ge.'A' .and.c.le.'Z')) then
let= .true.
nlettl = nlettl + 1
end if
if (let .and. .not. word)then
nwtl = nwtl + 1
nwts = nwts + 1
nlettw = 0
word = .true.
end if
if (let .and. word)nlettw = nlettw + 1
if (.not. let .and. word)then
word = .false.
tnw = tnw + 1
if (nlettw .It. mlettw) mlettw = nlettw
if (nlettw .gt xlettw) xlettw = nlettw
qlettw = qlettw + nlettw**2
end if
if (let) then
tnlet = tnlet + 1
end if
if ((c .eq. ' . ' .or. c.eq. '?'
.
l)then
. .or. c .eq. 'I')
. .and. J.ne.
tns = tns + 1
nlettl = nlettl + 1
if (nwts .It mwts) mwts = nwts
if (nwts .gt. mwts) xwts = nwts
qwts = qwts + nwts**2
nwts = 0
end if
70 continue
if (nlettl .It mlettl) mlettl = nlettl
if (nlettl .gt xlettl) xlettl = nlettl
qlettl = qlettl + nlett1**2

- 1S -

85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122

nlettl

=0

if (nwtl .It. mwtl) mwtl = nwtl
if (nwtl .gt. xwtl) xwtl = nwtl

qwtl = qwtl + nwtl**2
nwtl = 0
80 continue
if (tnw .ne. O)then
aletpw = tnlet/tnw
if (tnw .ne. l)sletpw = sqrt (float(qlettw - tnlet**2/tnw)/float(tnw - 1))
end if
if (tnl .ne. O)then
aletpl = tnlet/tnl
if (tnl .ne. l)sletpl = sqrt (float(qlettl - tnl**2/tnl)/float(tnl - 1))
end if
if (tnl .ne. O)then
awpl = tnw/tnl
if (tnl .ne. l)swpl = sqrt (float(qwtl - tnw**2/tnl)/float(tnl - 1))
end if
if (tns .ne. O)then
awps = tnw/tns
if (tns .ne. l)swps = sqrt (float(qwts - tnw**2/tns)/float(tns - 1))
end if
print 800
print 810,mlettw,mlettl,mwtl,mwts
print 820,xlettw,xlettl,xwtl,xwts
print 830,aletpw,aletpl,awpl,awps
print 860,qlettw,qlettl,qwtl,qwts
print 850,sletpw,sletpl,swpl,swps
print 840,tnlet,tnw,tnl,tns
return
800 format (//'
let/wd let/In wd/ln wd/snt')
810 format ('min' ,4i7)
820 format ('max',4i7)
830 format ('avg',4i7)
860 format ('ssq' ,4i7)
850 format ('std ',4f7.2)
840 format (/[15,' letters',i5,' words',i5,' lines',i5,' sentences')
end

•

•

•
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Appendix B

@]

[!] SWEeNIST

-<542>==> D
~

[!] dslice

[!] dslice

Compute Slice Mode

Compute S/fce Mode

clear

clear

quit

main

A

y

4

4

I

•

IIJ~M:!;11

s

scanf (''Yod",&A);

8

Z

·
R HIE
= +
lil.

V = L*2;

I ,@a
7

quit
L
z
scant prlntt
slice on Y at line 9 In t-dlce.c

main A

scant prlntf
slice on z at line 9 In t-dlce.c
L

Mmwr«aE

(!] dsllce
Compute Dice Mode

clear
quit

main A
slice CY,9)/dlce CZ) In t-dlce.c

1

mainO

2
3

1

4

s
6

El

8
9
10

int

A.LV,Z;

scanf (''%d",&A);

L=515
we~
Z = L + 2;

printf (''%cl %d\n",V,Z);

1
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L

2;
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1 Overview
A good Software Quality Assurance strategy will keep both costs and bugs down while
deploying competitive quality products to customers on time. Sony has developed the
Sony Test System (STS) to address such a strategy. STS was also developed for a common
and yet complex software engineering environment where third party source code is compiled, integrated and tested with new computer hardware. This is a difficult task since revision and problem history of sources is rarely known by the system software integrator.
Moreover, it is often difficult to discern what product requirements, design or unit code
and test failures exist in the source code prior to integration. The purpose of this paper is to
present an approach that can be used for such an environment. The STS system was created using the following testing strategies for system software integration.
2 Background

Many companies use advanced technology to translate raw data into useful information
and run their businesses based upon this information. However, most of the time information is based on financial results only and rarely includes quality measurements. This usually results in a more tactical/reactive and less progressive or strategic approach to
business operations. Quality is a critical factor in the generation of product revenue, as
poor quality products are either late or returned by dissatisfied customers. Unfortunately,
most software quality data is usually buried in Engineering or Customer Service data
bases and rarely is noticed at an executive level. These problems can be obviated through
the use of the following Testing Strategies for System Software Integration Environments.
These strategies will help provide a framework from which to build quality goals, however, proper management of these goals is still necessary for success.
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Also important for success today is providing a proper balance between the development
of competitive products based upon industry standards and validation technology to certify compliance. Computer companies can no longer afford to provide proprietary or nonstandard products and expect to gain developer and/or end user support. Therefore, the
continuing evolution of testing strategies for system software integration environments
must be a high priority. Price, performance, and quality are all now equally important as
the computer industry moves to commodity type products. Also, volume shipments often
create standards by themselves, without the need for an official standards body. For example, Network File System (NFS) from Sun Microsystems.
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One definition of software quality assurance is to focus not only on satisfying both internal
and external requirements using advanced test technology for measurement, but more
importantly, constant measurable improvement in quality. Where software quality control
is the execution of a process whereby quality assurance goals are monitored and measured. By focusing on continuous quality control improvement there is a much more positive framework to work from than merely the search for negative quality indicators (i.e.
defects) .

3 Testing Strategies
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There are four aspects to testing strategies for system software integration: Breadth,
Depth, Reliability and Regression (BORR). All are equally important in helping define
clear quality assurance plans for consistent quality improvement. BORR can be pronounced "better" or the "better approach". Remember of focus is on quality improvement
or a "better" product. Before we define the details of the BORR strategy, lets identify some
classic quality problems:
- Unclear quality definition, goals and objectives
- Quality personnel rarely has time to resolve issues
- Quality causes schedule delays by finding problems late in the product life cycle
- Testing is often slow, inconsistent, reiterative and boring
These and many other problems can be eliminated through the development and execution
of automated test technology using the BORR framework. Automated test technology provides consistent, accurate and efficient test execution and results reporting through a clear
definition of product quality requirements, goals and objectives. Automation also provides
more time for all engineers to focus on investigation of test suite and product failures.
Another benefit is reduction of test execution throughput time and monotony. The BORR
approach provides a complete framework from which to build complete quality assurance
requirements and more importantly, improved or "better" quality products. The BORR
approach also provides a clear organization for various types of test technology, as you
will notice from the following pages. Further, this enables management to more easily
deploy appropriate resources in one or more BORR areas based upon the need. For example, once Breadth testing has uncovered a function or product feature with several failures
or defects, Depth testing can be used to better profile the structural integrity of the function. Finally, after changes are made, and breadth tests are successful, reliability testing
can be introduced followed by regression testing as a final step. In environments where
code is built from scratch depth testing is usually performed first followed by breadth, reliability and then regression testing.
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3.1 Breadth Coverage
Breadth coverage is mainly concerned with acquiring data for all documented external
functional requirements. Note: the focus is usually on customer features documented in
user or reference documentation. Not, for example, comments contained in source code.
Also, breadth coverage can be thought of all testing on a horizontal plane (right to left).
Depth coverage would include testing of one or more functions in a vertical plane (top to
bottom or front to back). More about depth coverage later. There are several types of
breadth tests, however, we will only focus on three: Standards Conformance, Functional
and Touch (listed in order of priority for the system software integration environment).
3.1.1 Standards Conformance Testing
Several different types of standards are available for conformance testing. Some of
the various types of standards are de facto, de jure, national, and international.
Several standards groups have identified both test assertions and or test suites that
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provide good breadth coverage. Some examples of standard conformance tests
include:
- Posix P1003.1 Conformance Test Suite (PCTS) from NIST
- System V Interface Definition (SVVS) from AT&T
- X/Open Portability Guide 3 (XPG3) VSX from Unisoft Corporation
As interoperability and compatibility requirements have emerged, so has the need
for more comprehensive semantics and syntax based test assertions. These tests are
both positive and negative and can be used at either the Application Programming
Interface (API) or Application Binary Interface (ABI) level. Standards Conformance tests have the highest priority of all breadth level tests. This is due to continual demands and increased market pressures for both non-proprietary systems and
"shrink wrapped" software. Standard conformance tests also provide a more "level
playing" field for quality comparisons between vendors, however, waivers can
often distort the meaning or value of "conformance". This is a problem that continues to be debated. It is important to note that computer hardware certification
(FCC, UL, CSA, etc.) has been available long before software certification. Only
recently have seven companies been approved by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) under the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) for POSIX compliance certification. It is also important to
note that reduced royalty incentives have been provided as incentives for compliance with some standards. There are over 21 POSIX working groups defining standards that will require an enormous investment for both development and support
of certification test technology. POSIX working groups are defining standards for
everything from system commands (P1003.2) to Graphical User Interfaces
(P1201). Standards conformance testing will continue to be highest priority for
system software integration environments well into the 1990's. However, the biggest problem with standards conformance will continue to be the timely definition,
approval and generation of certification technology.
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3.1.2 Functional Testing
There are several different types of functional tests. A few examples include documentation, performance, and installation. Several functional tests suites exist today
for operating systems and languages. Some of these tests may be used for either
verification and/or validation testing. Functional test results usually are not validated against or associated with a formal standard, however may be part of a de
jure or de facto standard. Functional tests provide an important supplement to standards conformance test suites and can be either negative, positive, indifferent or
random in nature. These tests are usually created using user documentation in the
system software integration environment. A serious risk associated with functional
tests created only using external documentation is that functional failures may go
undiscovered, because of insufficient or inaccurate documentation. [Beizer84] definition is "A complete functional test would consist of subjecting the program to
all possible input streams" .
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3.1.3 Touch Tests
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Touch tests, as the name implies, check only the existence and basic sanity of a
command, functional call or other feature, rather than validating complete functionality. Touch tests usually are positive and not negative in nature. Therefore,
their primary purpose is to "weed out" gross failures and prove the existence of
basic functionality. An example would be executing a command and verifying
only the return code while ignoring the output. Another benefit of touch testing is
that it can be easily automated and can offer greater breadth coverage when time
and budget restrictions exist. Touch tests are predefined and sometimes can be confused with ad hoc or random tests ( another valuable type of testing where test
input combinations vary). Unfortunately, ad hoc testing often produces difficult to
analyze results that may or may not be reproducible.

•

3.2 Depth Testing

Depth coverage can validate or verify the structural integrity for a specific program module, function or the entire system. This is accomplished using both structural analysis and
various software metrics.
3.2.1 Structural Analysis

Sometimes called white, clear or glass box testing, depth testing using structural
analysis can be one of the most expensive types of testing in terms of both time
and money. This is usually employed when source code requires testing for structural integrity. Several metrics and tools are available for evaluating the structural
integrity of software, much like that of evaluating the integrity of a building or any
other object. Some techniques available for structural analysis include: code walkthrough, peer reviews, code swapping, and use of software metrics. [Beizer84]
says the following about structural analysis "One should design a sufficient number of tests to assure that every path through the routine is exercised at least once".
[Beizer84] goes on to say "Right off that's impossible, because some loops might
never terminate". Therefore, structural analysis is often more productive when
tests and product features are carefully selected according to complexity and size.
For example, with the UNIX kernel you will want to start with simple daemons
like fsflush or init before instrumenting more difficult functions such as memory
management and process scheduling. Two primary benefits of structural analysis
are information regarding "minimual unit test case determination" [IEEE91] and/
or source code deficiencies.
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3.2.2 Software Metrics

Instrumenting or profiling approximately 12 million lines of code (the total
approximate size of UNIX and other source code and documentation) and then
analyzing results would take a long time. Therefore, it is important to identify key
modules for instrumentation, profiling and analysis. The complexity of a function
or module can be a good indicator for instrumentation (i.e. more than 10 segments
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using Cyclomatic Complexity [IEEE91]). Segment, path, interface, call entry/exit
and requirements coverage are just a few of many possible metrics that can be used
for depth coverage. See [IEEE91] for more details about these and other metrics.
Instrumentation of user level software is much easier than operating system services like the Unix kernel. Therefore, profiling of commands, libraries and then the
kernel (system services) is one possible order of procession. Note however, that
the severity of problems discovered will usually be the reverse order (i.e. a kernel
panic is obviously more serious that a command option failure). We will not
describe how to use the above metrics, as there are already many references available to perform that task. However, the main focus of our depth coverage will be
directed by results from breath, reliability and regression testing.

3.3 Reliability Testing
Reliability testing strives to achieve a Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF) and Continuous
Hours of Operation (CHO) rating for either individual modules or a complete system.
Reliability testing includes: metrics for Stress/ Load testing and Performance analysis.
See Run Reliability [IEEE91] that states "(Rk) is the probability that k randomly selected
runs (corresponding to a specified period of time) will produce correct results."

3.3.1 Stress and Load Testing

•

It is important to distinguish Stress from Load testing. Stress testing is
when system resources are exhausted for a short duration of time (minutes). Load or volume testing is when limits are exceeded for a long duration of time (usually hours rather than minutes). Several techniques can be
used for both Load and Stress testing. Examples of both stress and load
tests include: system exercisers, multiuser benchmarks and resource limit
tests. Examples include when memory, disk, cpu, serial input/output, networking, video, and the floating point co-processor are exercised to near
exhaustion. For example, a tape exerciser would use the following variables: data blocks, pattern, record size and device name and cycle through
each of many possible values for each. The following data patterns could
be used: Ox.00000000, Ox.55555555, Oxaaaaaaaa, Oxffffffff, 0x01010101.
Record size could contain: 512, 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192, 10240 (where a
record is the amount of data to read or write). File size could be: 1, 10, 100,
500 (this is the actual size of the buffer used to read or write to tape). Then
both rewind or non-rewind devices can be used for each tape device with
various densities.
Once stress tests are successfully complete, the frequency and quantity of
tests can be increased for load testing. We can either use new load tests or
our existing stress tests in a recursive loop. Using existing stress tests gives
assurance that unit test failures won't occur, whereas new load tests could
introduce a new functional failure. For example, not enough memory.
However, new load tests designed 5pecifically for pushing the envelope on
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system limits over a long period of time may uncover unique failures.
Using multiple stress tests in parallel with functional/performance and conformance tests will provide worst case scenarios for load testing. Stress
tests can address not only operating system products, but also networking,
graphical user interface and language software as well.

•

Another important aspect of stress and load testing is the proper distribution of tests in a multiprocessor, and/or parallel processing threads environment. Starting multiple copies of stress and load tests does not guarantee
symmetrical distribution load on hardware processors, network nodes or
other system resources. Also important is a good balance or "job mix".
User simulation or load is not adequately represented by one small program with a few arguments executed repetitively to represent a user for
each copy spawned. One approach is to characterize the user as a scientific
engineer, office worker or manager. Then build a set of programs to exercise the system for each unique type of user. For example, the scientific
engineer will probably use compiler and development tools, whereas the
office worker or manager may not. AIM has developed a series of benchmarks to simulate both scientific and business users in the UNIX environment.
A good rule of thumb for load tests is between 48 to 72 hours. After 4 days
most failures are usually a result of resource exhaustion (i.e. no more
inodes, files, locks, processes, etc.). Rarely are significant functional or
performance defects discovered after this period of time.

•

Unlike Standards Conformance Tests, there are no de facto, de jure,
national or international standards for stress and load testing. However
some organizations, for example, the Transaction Processing Performance
Council (TPC), have developed benchmarks for comparing system performance.
3.3.1.1 Exercisers
Exercisers are concerned with subsystem components or physical
devices. For example: floppy, tape, memory, CPU, Floating Point,
disk, serial and parallel input/output and many others. Exercisers
provide excellent stress or load tests because they consume critical
system resources.Execisers can also be used for performance comparisons or system level diagnostics.
3.3.1.2 Benchmarks
Benchmarks provide good stress or load tests as well as many other
benefits including the following: system limits testing, acceptance
test simulation, baseline performance comparisons, and competitive
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analysis. Benchmarks have been included under Stress and Load
tests, however, they can be considered integral to successful regression, reliability and/or functional tests as well. There are several
different categories of benchmarks however two classes are most
dominate: marketing and simulation. Marketing benchmarks are
usually used for customer comparisons of performance prior to purchase. Simulation benchmarks are often used by system architects
and designers for characterization of performance prior to silicon
creation. Marketing benchmarks like AIM are usually more appropriate for reliability testing.

3.3.2 Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF)
Setting an appropriate software reliability MfBF is critical to quality success. Too long a MfBF may be near impossible. For example after 3 days
you may run out of inodes or some other critical system resource. Too short
a MfBF will inadequately test the robustness or integrity of the system
hardware and software. Another typical process is to install a newly manufactured system and execute "reliability tests" until system death, this also
known as "life test" and is equally important. Also see run reliability and
Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) [IEEE91]. Reliability testing in the system
software integration environment can be tightly coupled with regression
testing as described in the next section. There are several degrees of granularity possible for run reliability. For example at a coarse level you can use
the UNIX command uptime to determine the length of time the system has
been in operation. A higher resolution would be to measure the length of
time until any command or functional failure occurs. Both are important
attributes to defining a complete MfBF.
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3.4 Regression Testing
Regression testing consists of validating and comparing baseline results with previous
known or expected results via a report function. The goals of regression testing is not only
to validate the resolution of previous problems, but that the previous problems remain
resolved with the latest baseline. Two critical keys to regression testing are the ability to
provide quick test result analysis and the development and execution of a well organized
baseline build process.

3.4.1 Reports
After BORR test completion, baseline test results need to be compared with standard results. A report generator program is critical to intelligently interpret test
suite results via a results data base. This is probably one of the most important
tools, especially considering the volume of data generated by most comprehensive
regression test systems. Analysis time is directly proportional to the amount of
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data gener~ted, Therefore, it iB important to have searching and/or sorting capabil9
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ities for elimination of noise level data. For example, problem severity can be a
good indicator for searching during baseline regression testing. Other items can
include: number of days a problem has been open, critical accounts, product category, etc.

•

3.4.2 Baseline Build Process
One of the most critical processes that needs to be established early in the software
life cycle is a baseline build process (BBP). There are two significant aspects to the
BBP: configuration items and control of configuration items. Configuration items
should include not only source code, include files, libraries, compiler and development tools, revision control logs, etc. But also, test plans, test suites and programs.
The proper timing for code freeze and integration is paramount to success. It is
important to have the BBP process tightly coupled with your BORR system. This
provides reduced test throughput time and duplication, as only applicable test
cases are executed based upon changes made to a baseline that is then installed on
the System Under Test (SUT).
4 Summary

By using the BORR framework, quality assurance plans, technology development and
execution is made much more precise and clear. Also, management is able to better determine where to deploy resources as indicated by a need in either breadth, depth, reliability
or regression testing. The challenge of providing quality integrated software that originates from various technology providers will continue to be a major problem for the software industry for years to come. Using a standardized approach like BORR has proven to
be a successful solution for providing complete test coverage from four different directions. It does not solve all problems, however, it does provide a framework from which to
perform better quality assurance and control after receiving source code without revision
history, requirements, design or test documentation.
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5 Definitions

Baseline - A process where control is placed upon all configuration items including sources,
libraries, compilers, include files, test suites, test plans and any other items required to build the
product.
Instrumentation and Profiling -A process where source code is compiled or translated to a executable file that contains additional code for monitoring program execution.
POSIX - Portable Operating System Interface for UNIX.
Quality Assurance - Consists of planning, coordinating and other strategic activities associated
with measuring product quality against external requirements and specifications.
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Quality Control - Consists of monitoring, controlling and other tactical activities associated with
the measurement of product quality goals.
Validation - Comparison of the final release product against external product requirements. Usually in the system software integration environment because formal external requirements documentation aren't available, user documentation is used.
Verification - Comparison of results for current life cycle phase with those of previous phase. For
example: input/output, processing of modules in the design stage can be compared or "verified"
with expected results as defined in the product requirements document.
XPG3 - X/Open Portability Guide 3. An international standard created by X/Open for Open Systems.
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In the real world of testing just about all testing breaks down into a tactical approach. The test engineers must try to keep up with the changes to functionality that are normally required during the
development process.They must also accommodate the rate at which they are given new releases
of software to test and the expectations of accurate feedback supplied to the developers when a
problem is identified. The engineer that plans for these concurrent eventualities; changing functionality, rapid release schedules and providing accurate feedback, will be a greater contributor to
the release of a final product than the engineer who waits until faced with one of these situations
before acting.

Assess Your Resources
Engineers often neglect to recognize the capabilities of the systems on which they develop test
plans. Testing engineers can use often neglected operating system resources throughout the test
planning and management phases. Automation need not wait until the actual testing phase in order
to optimize the product development environment. There are functions in just about every word
processor and spreadsheet that, when properly used, can reduce the total number of hours maintaining your testing information.
Once you assess resources you will want to assess the ability of those resources. There is some general functionality that should be identified and learned with any operating system or software tool:

•

• Application
• Navigation
• Automation

• CommunicMion

Application
You must first, of course, understand in general terms, the purpose of your software packages, and
systems and the general characteristics. For example, a word processor is traditionally a tool for
building, and maintaining documents. A word processor usually comes with a standard set of functionality; setting tabs, cutting and pasting, setting fonts, etc.
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Navigation
One of the most important aspects of any package is its navigational techniques. You must be able
to navigate within a document, spreadsheet or file system. Thousands of development dollars
can be saved by learning the navigation technique early on. Usually a good place to start is navigation through on-line help.
Automation.
Once you 've determined the functionality your software package is capable of you must determine
if you can automate it, or streamline its use in some way. In some cases there may actually be a
macro creation function as part of the package. Other areas that can be considered are optimizing
default parameter to more readily meet the needs of the testing environment. In the case of an operating system you may have to learn the specifics behind generating a script type file.
Communication
Once you've mastered the functionality, navigation and automation of your tools you are ready for
inter-tool communications. This is where the real time savings are realized. In order to reduce effort
in the test planning and management arena work must be done to increase data sharing.

Data Sharing
Like software, a test plan must be usable and maintainable. The maintainability of a software test
plan spans a single development cycle as well as subsequent product releases. Within the software
development cycle functionality may face a number of changes due to unforeseen factors. A software plan that is too rigid will fail to keep abreast of the changes and may fail to accomplish its
intended goal of validating the final release.
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One way to meet the needs of a changing environment is to share the ownership of the product
requirements. Once the requirements have been agreed to by the customer and the developer the
ownership of those "living" requirements passes onto the testers. This can be accomplished
by freezing the requirements document then copying the actual requirements content into the
Test Plan.
Once this transition has taken place, then the test plan becomes the home of the official version of
the requirements. Any changes made to the product's requirements will be reflected in the Test
Plan. Within the Test Plan each requirement will have associated with it one or more test cases to
verify its functionality. In this way the Test Plan itself becomes the traceability matrix.
At given phases of the product development an update may be performed to copy the latest version
of requirements out of the Test Plan and place them into the Requirements document for reference
purposes. This can be an automated process performed in various ways depending upon the text
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editor or word process being utilized .

On-line Test Cases
Using a standard text editor and some forethought, generating and maintaining test cases can be
accomplished with minimal effort. In fact, they can usually serve not only as test case descriptions
but also give an up to date snapshot of a system under test.
The primary factor in the concurrent use of on-line test cases for testing and measurements is the
establishment of unique identifiers. This can be done at the file naming level as well as within the
file. Generally, test cases can be identified with a numeric id. This id can be arbitrary or a classification code, depending on the needs of the project. Keeping test case identifiers to a fixed length
will help in formatting reports and lists or when performing a file system wide search.
After writing a few practice test cases for a particular product some patterns should emerge. This
would be the best time to consider a formal format for test cases. Introduce line markers such as a
double slash to identify the test descriptor. This will aid in listing all of your test case descriptions
as you will be able to use a search on that pattern. In a similar fashion entry and exit states may be
identified in order to compound tests.
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Whenever creating a text file, determine if any part of the file may someday be useful in a spreadsheet. If so, be sure to format your file in such a way that the spreadsheet will accept it. Pass/Failure
reporting is a natural target for a spreadsheet, or at least columnar report format. This can also be
applied to problem reports measurements.

Prepare for Setbacks
Planning for the almost inevitable testing schedule crunch is the tester's biggest task. How does the
test engineer plan for and proceed through the "impossible" schedule?
• Assess what you possess
• Implement data sharing
• Always look for patterns which can be exploited
• Remain consistent
Optimized test planning and management can help get a good, but late, product out the door on
time. It cannot save a product with significant problems but it can prevent a defective product from
reaching market.

•

Application
Navigation
Automation
Communication

•

•

•

REQUIREMENTS
R1
R1.1
R1.2
R2
R2.1

________,.
TEST PLAN v1

Copy Requirements Into Test Plan

1---D-e-vl_s_e_li-es_t_C_a_s_e_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - f ~

R1
T1
R1.1
T1.1
R1.2
T1.2
R2
T2
R2.1
T2.1

As specifications are modified change Test Plan
Devise New Test Cases

TEST PLAN vn

REQUIREMENTS

R1
R1.1
R1.2
R1.3
R2
R2.1

Copy flnal Requirements Specification Into
the final Requirements Document

1/i--------

.._________,I\

R1
T1
R1.1
T1.1
R1.2
T1.2
R1.3
T1.3
R2
T2
R2.1

Shared text
Encourages concurrent use of Documentation
(non-isolationism)

Reduces the effort required to update two documents

Prevents loss of information from Requirement Document to
the Test Plan
Test Plan becomes the traceability matrix

•

•

•

•

// Picture entry field
Initial value is empty string.
=>x1023 [ ]Pass
[ ]Fail AIS(

)

Initials(

)

Operator may enter a picture number here.
=>xOOOO [ ]Pass
[ ]Fail AIS(
) Initials(

)

Picture ID Value entered is validated when return, tab,
or line feed is hit
=>x1049 [ ]Pass
[ ]Fail AIS(
) Initials(
)
Valid values are determined by the numbers of the images
on file
)
=>x1051 [ ]Pass
[ ]Fail AIS(
) Initials(

•

If invalid value entered, there is a notice shown indieating this.
)
)
[ ] Fail AIS (
=>x1049 [ ]Pass
Initials(
)
)
=>xlOSO [ ]Pass
[ ]Fail AIS(
Initials(
When notice closed, old (invalid) value remains in the
field, and keyboard focus is still on the field.
=>x1049 [ ]Pass
[ ]Fail AIS(
) Initials(
)
=>x1050 [ ]Pass
[ ]Fail AIS(
) Initials(
)
The system will beep if non-numeric character entered or
if try to enter more than 4 characters
=>x1055
[ ]Pass
[ ]Fail AIS(
) Initials(
)

•

•

TEST CASE RESULTS:
VERSION X.X

=>xll24
=>x1129
=>x1165
=>x1130
=>xl125
=>x1127
=>x1138
=>x1131
=>x1126

[X]Pass
[X] Pass
[ ]Pass
[ ] Pass
[X]Pass
[X] Pass
[X]Pass
[X] Pass
[X]Pass

as
[X] Pass
=>x1128 [X]Pass
=>x1164 [X]Pass
=>x1125 [X]Pass

[ ]Fail
[ ]Fail

[X]Fail
[X]Fail
[ ]Fail
[ ]Fail
[ ]Fail
[ ]Fail
[ ]Fail

[
[
[
[

]Fail
]Fail
]Fail
]Fail

AIS(
AIS(
AIS(123
AIS(236
AIS (
AIS (
AIS (
AIS (
AIS (
AIS (
AIS(386
AIS(
AIS(
AIS(
AIS(
AIS (

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Initia1.s (JQA
Initials(BTW
Initials(JEP
Initials(JQA
Initials(BTO
Initials(JQA
Initials(JQA
Initials(JQA
Initials(BTO
Initials(BTO
Initials(BTO
Initials(BTO
Initials(BTO
Initials(BTO
Initials(BTO
Initials(JQA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

•

•

•

•
A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

ass

x1124
x1129
x1165
_.._.. ...
x1130
x1125
x1127
-~--~-~-----·......·---·x1138
x1131
x1126
__ _..n_.

,.._...

fail

.......... J>J ..

1.00
1.00

·~_.~_.u.,._._. •

---

E

F

...........

I Version X.X

1.00
1.00
1.00

II pass

1.00
X

x1183
x1128
x1164
x1125
...,.,._._...,

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
13

•

3

_ . -,........._
_._.

,

_._.

,,.,.,...,.,_

H

G

,U~.oJ..._._._., .,.,,

1.00
1.00

_.

,_._.,.,,n_. _ _._._.

D

C

B

•

Version X.X
ass
fail

81.25%
18.75%

_

.................

_...._.

fail

//x1049 Validate picture field with return, tab, linefeed
>>BOE
<<BOE

•

Enter '101' in the picture field
hit return
verify error notice appears
acknowledge notice
verify focus remains on picture field
verify invalid value remains
hlttab
verify error notice appears
acknowledge notice

•

verify focus remains on picture field
verify invalid value remains
hit linefeed
verify error notice appears
acknowledge notice
verify focus remains on picture field
verify invalid value remains
select reset

•

•

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 540 - - - -

Distribution: devl,dev
Status: DONE
Priority: LOW
Type{s): Software Problem
Version: 0.12
Subsystem: picture
Author: oliver {Software)
Tester: anton
SUMMARY: Linefeed has no effect on picture field {x1049)
When running test case 1049 I found that the linefeed
has no effect on the picture entry field. It neither
validates the number nor moves the cursor.

EXPLANATION OF FIX by dev3:
•

I found that I did not include the linefeed in my list
of valid inputs in module Pie field. It will be included
in the next release.

Date Written: 3/20/92
11:12
stat!

•

L

11:12Date of last change: 3/20/92

I

A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

B

C

D

ais number · 2riQr!.!Y.. Q.b.?.§.~ total time
382.00 L
D
1.00
327.00 M
D
8.00
241.00 H
14.00
D
255.00 M
12.00
D
392.00 H
D
20.00
338.00 H
10.00
D
363.00 M
D
20.00
384.00 L
I
8.00
283.00 H
4.00
299.00 M
1.00
280.00 H
8.00
418.00 L
10.00
270.00 H
5.00
425.00 L
5.00
432.00 M
1.00
391 .00 H
9.00
417.00 M
3.00
563.00 M
6.00
610.00 H
10.00
700.00 H

E

F

J

H

G

total cost
127.00
85.00
95.00

.. ,. ...... u

.. . .-...... -

_._..._..._._..u ........ ,.,._._._....,..._.>.<

..........

---

...,<No,........,.,.,,.............,,,.,

I total cost I
140.00
120.00
.,._.._._.~_.~_._.u

100.00
•

80.00

reqs
..............................u .u.-

•

60.00

design

mill implement
.......................................

40.00
20.00

-........-_...

............

0.00
1
256.00 M
266.00 L

•

R
R

60.00
47.00

Quality Week 1992

Conference Proceedings

•

Paper 5-M-1&2

Mr. Bill Silver

is a software quality consultant and publisher and editor of
Software Quality World. During Bill's 25 year career, he has held the positions of V.P.
of Customer Service & Corp. Quality at Computer Corporation of America as well as
Director of Software Quality for Prime Computer, Inc. and Atex (KODAK). He has
given a wide range of presentations and seminars on software quality and has experience managing all phases of the software life cycle.

•

San Francisco, California

What I'm Going to Tell You

•

0 Help Desk Mania!
( What goes on in Support )

0 How Are We Doing?
( Prognostics Industry Survey )

0 Paradigms of Software Support

t

Vertical ( Today's Standard)

++

Horizontal ( The Next Step )

~

Integrated ( The Future )

0 What We Have to DO

•
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Paradigms: Prisms not Paragons
( Like Lenses, They Filter and Refract)

•

Change Agent
(Perils)
Q 1992 ProOuol, Inc. , P.O. Box 337. Medfield, MA 02052·C003, (508) 359-7273. Publ;sher of Software Ot,o/ity World
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Help Desks Get Many Types of Calls

•
Happy H. Desk

~

•
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Types of Help Desk Calls
0

Complaints

@

Consulting Inquiries

@

Documentation Questions

0

Enhancement Requests / Suggestions

0

Hardware Issues

0

HOW-TO Questions

@A

Problems ( Defect )

fJB Problems ( User Error )

•
~

G}

Psychological

0

Sales Inquiries

(ID

Status

1992 ProOuol, Inc. , P.O. Box 337, Medfield, MA 02052-0003, (508) 359-7273, Publi,her of Software Ovo/ity World
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Frequency of Help Desk Calls

•

Problem (Defect)
5%-15%
Problem (User Error)
5%-15%
Enhancement
2%-6%

Sales
Inquiries
2%-4%

Consulting
Inquiries
2%-4%

Psychological
3%-6%

Complaints
2%-4%

Hardware
2%-6%

Status
5%-15%

Documentation
4%-8%

HOW-TO Questions

40%-80%

•
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Problems: Just the Tip of the Iceberg?
Customer

HardwarJ \.
Enhancement
Status

i;Sales ·
.,,:inquiries

·;copsulting
Inquiries
Complaints

Psychologica l
Documentation

•

HOW-TO Questions

Q 1992 ProOvol, Inc. , P.O. Sox 337, Mediield, MA 02052-0003, (508) 359-7273, Publ;,her of Software Ovo/ity Work/
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How Well Do You Know Your Customers?

•
Hardware
Enhancement
Sales
Status

Consulting
Inquiries

Inquiries
Complaints
_Psychological
Documentation

HOW~TO Questions

•

~ 1992 ProGlval, I~ . P.O.
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Prognostics Software Support Survey
( Acknowledgement & Disclaimer}
All survey data shown in this presentation
provided by and presented with the permission of:

Walter Smith, President
Prognostics, Inc.
4500 Bohannon Drive, Suite 290
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 668-1900
Survey conducted in summer and fall of 1991 (for 9th consecutive year)
It is based on returns from 2,879 users of 80 different software products

from 37 companies. The survey asks mor e than 170 questions.

•

Prognostics, Inc. and ProQual, Inc. have no financial or business
connection. Interpretations and recommendations are made solely by
ProQual, Inc. and in no way are endorsed by, or represent the opinions
of, Progn ostics, Inc. or any of its representatives. All graphs shown here
were prepared by ProQual, Inc.
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Using Survey Data to Make Decisions
( Evaluating Customer Satisfaction )

•

,o.o
,o.o

9.0

9.0

s.o

s.o

7.0

7.0

b.0

b.0

s.o

s.o

•

6.5

CJ

Satisfaction

© 1992 ProOucl, Inc., P.O. Box 337, Mediield, MA 02052-0003, (508) 359-7273, Pub11sher of Software Ovo/ity Work,
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Customer Satisfaction Data Alone is Misleading
\0.0

,o.o

9.0

9.0

s.o

s.o

1.0

1.0
b.0

~

~

WV

..,
U

Importance ( IMP. - SAT.) Satisfaction

s.o

•
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What the GAPS Mean

•

TERRIBLE
VERY BAD
BAD
POOR

(

FAIR

(

GOOD

Q

-1.0 -.5

0

Q

======1/
===========:ti
1.:=Z

t=(

•

~

..

·. ,

I
0.5

1.5

1

2

3+

VERYGOOD
EXCELLENT
EXTRAORDINARY
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Poor Support is a Maior Software Quality Problem
,o.o
9.0

s.o

>-- It is an industrywide problem.
( Commercial, IS/IT, and DoD)

1.0

>-- There are few examples of excellence.

b.0
5.0

( Although, we are making progress. )

>-- Companies that close these GAPS
will receive great benefits in
customer loyalty and profitability.

>-- Their new support processes

•

will also be more productive .

~

1992 ProOucl, Inc., P.O. Box 337, Med~eld, MA 02052-0003, (508) 359-7273, Pvbli,her of Software Ovo/ity Work/
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The GAPS: Maior Software Support Areas

•

,o.o

,o.o

9.0

9.0

s.0

s.0

1.0

7.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

s.0

s.o

s.o

10.0
9.0

7.5

• · Cl:) 1992 ProOual, Inc., P.O. Sox 337, Medfield, MA 02052-0003,

•

10.0
9.0

1508) 359-7273, Pubtsher cf Software Ova/ity World
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GAP Distribution: Maior Software Support Areas
( 53 Products )
Support

0

000

0

0

0

Overall

Remedial
Support

Advisory
Support

Help Desk
Overall

00
0

0

0

000

On-site

•

Support

-1.0
• -+

System

G)-+

-.5

0

.5

Mainframe Appl.

l

1.5

0-+ Micro
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2

*

-+

3+
Average
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10 Software Support Factors We'll Analyze

•

(!)

Documentation ( Ease of Locating Information )

CV Functionality ( Software Meets Customer Needs )
®

HD: Expertise ( Skill of Help Desk Personnel)

©

HD: Response Analyst ( Time to Get to the Right Person )

®

HD: Response Define ( Time to Define a Problem or Question)

®

HD: Response Solution ( Time to Provide a Fix or Answer )

(!)

HD: Response Status ( Time to Provide Status )

@

Reliability ( Of the Software )

®

Training (Overall)

®

Update Frequency

~ 1992 ProOuol, Inc.,

P.O. Box 337, Medfield, MA 02052-0003, (508) 359-7273, Pvb!;,ner of Software Ovo/ity World
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•

•

Software Support Factors: IMPORTANCE

•

•

«:> 1992 PrcG>Jal, Inc., P.O. E.ox 337, Medfield, MA 02052-0003, (508) 359-7273, Pubhher of Software o.x,J;ty World
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Software Support Factors: Sorted by GAPS
2.1

DOC: Ease to Locate
HD: Response Solution
HD: Response Analyst

,&·~ ----~~,

l~ &.~a;a,~

1.7

1.6

HD: Response Define

(frE -~~~~m 1.5

HD: Response Status

(iF i#K

@>'ir&t' A>

;'*"

<¥5·~~~

I

1.4

HD: Expertise

•

Functionality

1::::f·= ·=
ft:=·=0 =
· "Y=
·;;t=
· ·.· ;=,.+=
:; ,=:'!:=· ::::
'.A="'~-=
·''

Training

(

Update Frequency

t::l-

Reliability

t:::l

1.3

I 1.2
=============·:~:;::::11 1.2
"

j,

·

=============11 1.1

0

0.5
GOOD

1

1.5

2

FAIR
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GAP Distribution: Software Support Factors
( 53 Products )

•

DOC: Ease
to Locate
00

Response
Solution

0

Help Desk
Expertise
0

Reliability
Ease of
Install

000

0

-1.0

e~ System

•

00

-.5

l

.5

(I) ~ Mainframe Appl.

1.5

o~ Micro
.
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2

3+

*··~Average
.
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Software Support Paradigms

@

•

0

®

..

-~·
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Industry Standard Help Desk (Hotline) Structure
WJ};J©(Jll~ 'Wll©OO@

•

wutiJJ tiJJa~ /P6~[l@,

Customer

\& ---~-.-A
~oo

Gets

Less

~o.
Wants

--·

~-~

Level 1

m
><

(/')

""C

C

--·
(D

-to\
-to\

~~

""'l

::,

~~

Cl\

«l

~

(D

More

•
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A New Paradigm for Software Support

/<;:; ~

j
1 , , ,

~ 1992 ProOuol,

1, ,

How

To

I
Field
Support

l

-a-

-a-

{i!iesych.o & Consult &
/ ~om plaint Hardware

•

Hi!=/h Satisfuction Software Support

1 ,

11

, , 1 1 , , , ,

1, , ,

Problems Status Doc

~

I

Maint.
1 1 , 1 1 1

1, ,

1 ,

1

1 1 1 1

1•

1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1

11

1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1

11

r 1 1 1 1 11 ,

Inc .. P.O. Box 337, Medfield. MA 02C52·CXXl3, (5081359·7273, Publisner of Software Ouality World

Sales

I
i

I

Marketing

Tech
Pubs

,:,, aA

Tr~ining

Enhance

I

Prod. Sup.

··~

s~,e~

&
Develop.
11 ,

11 ,

,

1 1 1

1, ,

11

, ,

1 , 1

1

Hi~h

Sotisloction Software Svppor1

1

11

1

1 , , 1
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The Ultimate Support Paradigm

•

Engineer support into the software products.
Software so reliable
you don't need a maintenance group
Documentation & Training so good
customers won't need to call

"Test, then Code"
Bill Hetzel, 1984
"Support, then Train, then Document, then Test, then Code"
Bill Silver, 1991

24
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Call Volume vs. Response and Satisfaction

•
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Good News / Bad News

•

•

There's a Lot to Do!

® 1992 PrcO.,ol, Inc., P.O. Box 337, Mediielcl, MA 02052-0YJ3, (508) 359·7273, Publisher of Software Ouo/ily World
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General Recommendations
0 Apply QUALITY
PRINCIPLES to Support

(l)

Improve TRAINING &
DOCUMENTATION

INTEGRATE support
activities throughout the
software life cycle

@

AUTOMATE the
Support process

@

© WOW customers on
@)

Implement the
NEW PARADIGM

initial contact
@

Improve your
company IMAGE

@

Treat Support as a
PRODUCT

0 FIX defects FAST

•

0 Improve
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY

® 1992 PrcO.,oi. Jnc., P.O. Box 337, Mediielcl, MA 02052·0003, (508) 359-7273. Publisher of Software Ouo/ily World
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Apply Quality Principles to Support

•

CD Support Problems caused by your Process-not your People
@

Management Owns the Process
Manage the Process-not the Problems

®

Improve the Support Process
Document
Measure
Re-engineer

@

Apply Deming and Juran Principles

®

Use SPC

®

Apply (evaluate) for the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award

(!)

If you have a Corporate TQM program: Work with It
If not: Don t Wait for It
1

•
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Integrate Support Throughout the Software Life Cycle
CD Implement companywide Product Teams
(2)

Understand Requirements for:
Support, Documentation, & Training

® Review Product Requirements with support functions
@

Implement a QFD Program for Support

•
~ 1992 ProOual, Inc., P.O. Box 337,
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Implement the New Paradigm for Software Support

•

•

CD

Study how best to handle each Type of Call

@

Implement a Horizontal Structure

® Implement a One-pass Process
©

Senior Support Staff manage the process
Handle complaints
Provide special services

®

Eliminate the Level I function ( structurally incompetent)
Use Level I people to help senior staff

@

Integrate Line functions into the support process
Maintenance, Testing, Training, Tech Pubs, etc.
( Rotating Coverage )

C> 1992 PrcOuol, Inc., P.O. Box 337, Medfield, MA 02052-0003, (508) 359-7273, Publi,her of Soltwore Q,c,/ity Wor1.d
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Fix Defects Fast
Industry Response
Calls

Minutes

Fixes

Months

CD

Fix times should be measured in hours

@

Dedicated (senior) maintenance staff
Begin fixing bugs prior to release
Steff to meet the demand

®

QA (testing) part of Support Process

Automated Regression Tests
Participate in Problem Determination
Appty Symptom-Space thinking

•

©

Develop an Al-based diagnostic tool

®

Eliminate Escalation Procedures

@

Separate bug (UPFIX) releases
UnShrink Wrap???

Di~Em~d???

C> 1992 PrcOuol, Inc., P.O. Box 337, Med:ield, MA 02052-0003, (508) 359-7273. Publi,her of Soltwore Q,o/ily Wor1,d
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Improve Software Reliability

•

Q)

Focus on Prevention and Defect Containment

(2)

Implement a software measurement program
Understand true Cost-to-Fix curves

® Implement software reliability models
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Time
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Improve Training & Documentation
CD Direct Customer Involvement
Trainers, Course Developers, Writers, Editors
(2)

Effective communication with development

® Use Modern Methods:
( Go to Training and Support Conferences )
Information Mapping, Cognitive Approaches, etc.
Desktop Publishing, Hypertext, CBT
Multimedia, CD-ROMs
@

On-line Q&A, information database for customers

•
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Automate the Support Process

•

•

CD On-line Status Database
(Available to Customers-Sanitized data)
CV On-line Q&A and Information Database
(Available to Customers)
®

On-line Customer Information Database
People / Commitments / Status
(For use by support)

@

Al-based Software Diagnostic Tools

@

Automated Testing (Regression)

@

On-Line Problem/Process Management System
Problems: Symptoms, Failures, Faults, Defects, Errors
Process: Steff, Workload, Status, State, History

34
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WOW Customers on Initial Contact
CD Three choices for Initial Sorting:
Automated Cell Handling
Senior Customer Support Steff ( rotating coverage )
Senior Management ( rotating coverage )

CV Calls Default to senior customer support staff
® On-line Status available to customers

•
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Improve Your Company Image

•

CD All corporate functions represent support
Sales, Marketing, Field Support, Development

CV Control Commitments
® Start Customer Councils:
Product, Quality, Support
( User group meetings aren't enough)

© Customer Satisfaction Surveys
( Requires professional assistance )

•
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Treat Support as a Product
CD Support Business Plan
CV Support Market Analysis
® Support Satisfaction Survey
© Effective Pricing/Packaging Strategy
Don't give Value away Free
@

Variable Pricing
Assigned Steff
Priority Routing
900#

•
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What I Told You

•

0 Help Desk Mania!
( A lot goes on in Support )

0 We Aren't Doing Great
( Prognostics Industry Survey )

0 Paradigms of Software Support

t

Vertical ( Structurally flawed )

+-+

Horizontal ( The Next ·Step )

181

Integrated ( The Future )

0 There's a Lot We Can/Should DO

•
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Quality Program Tradeoffs

PREVENTION

PAYBACK
TIMEFRAME

COST
EFFECTIVENESS

LONGEST

MOST

•
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Paper 6-1

Using Testing Resources for Defect Prevention
[Keynote Talk]

•

Mr. Earl Lee has twenty-five years experience on large, complex, data processing
systems. These have included the semi-automation of the FM's Nation Air Space
Enroute Air Traffic Control System and the Space Shuttle Onboard Data Processing
System. He has been involved in software development for eighteen years in both
technical and management roles. As a manager, he lead the institution of software
process evaluation methods on the Space Shuttle project. Mr. Lee is currently a middle manager heading an organization responsible for software requirements analysis
and independent verification.

San Francisco, California

•

USING TESTING RESOURCES FOR
DEFECT PREVENTION

SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMS
IBM Federal Sector Division

Earl Lee
May 20, 1992

Houston, TX IT058

•

SOFTWARE CRITICAL TO NASA SHUTTLE
Project Overview

•

•

Software development spanned over 10 years to the base system
delivery in 1981 .

•

Now incorporating new capabilities into the base system

•

Current level of 300-350 software developers per year

•

Releases tailored to specific missions by data reconfiguration

===.:::
l.~.ffi

INVESTMENT IN TESTING

•

•

Critical software requires a high tester to programmer ratio
Independent verification has 1 tester for each programmer

•

Investment in defect detection

=

Investment in defect prevention

2
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TESTING RESOURCES BREAKDOWN
•

•

50% of testing resources invested in detailed verification
-

•

Full time testers

50% of testing resources invested in performance testing
-

Performance testers also fill the requirements analyst role

4
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FORMAL PROCESS
•

Lessons Learned

Quality cannot be tested into the software
-

Testing misses errors

Formal software development processes have low inserted error
rates
-

•

Fewer inserted errors

= Fewer errors missed by testing

•

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

"Real Time"
Changes
Introduced

Functional
Design
Created and
Inspected

•

Detailed
Design
Created

D/C Inspection
Process Applied
Here

Code
Created

Test
Scenarios
Inspected

Test
Scenarios
Developed

Level 1 and
Level 2
Tests
Performed

Bulld
Submit

Build
Processing

10

QUALITY SUCCESS FACTORS

Formal Process

+ Trained

Professionals - Quality Results

•
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IV & V DP DIVIDEND

•

•

Apply testing expertise to:
Requirements improvement
Design and code audit and inspection

•

More expert resources directed at defect prevention
Fewer inserted errors to be missed by testing

•
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REQUIREMENTS DEFECT ELIMINATION

Software Requirements Inspection

MODERATOR

~~~~:CATION
(LEVEL 6)

lrP
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~ANALYST

~RELATED
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•
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DEFECT ELIMINATION
Software Inspection
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Defect Prevention Versus Defect Detection
01 80

01 20

01 21

83.7%

28%

D

Prevention

Vf"/1

Detection
Defects Prevented And Detected By Detailed Verification

•
EI.L6.COA

EFGH3$F
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•

Detailed Verification Value Add
01 80

01 20

01 21

D/C

0/C

0/C

Actions

Actions

Actions

100%

----25%
---~17.3%
Tester
Discovered

Tester
Discovered

Tester
Discovered

Estimated Reduction In Product Errors
01 80
70%
ELU.COR

01 20
45%

01 21
71%

EFGH35F
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•
Static Analysis

Static
Analysis
43%

•

Errors
Found By
Detailed Verification

ELL7.COR

Static
Analysis
39.5%

Errors
Found By
All

EFGM35F
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BETTER TESTERS

•

•

Participation in inspections makes better testers
Increased insight into requirements
Better understanding of implementation
Larger stake in upstream processes
Increased ownership in the final product

18

•

SUMMARY
•

Quality cannot be tested into software

•

Formal software development methods insert fewest errors

•

Testing resources can improve defect prevention results

•

Static analysis equal to testing in defect detection

•
19
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Software Maintenance:
Must Provide Systematic Regression Testing
Including Testing Global Variables
[Keynote Talk]

Dr. Lee J. White received his BSEE from

the University of Cincinnati, with coop experiences at the Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan. He received the
MS in 1962 and PhD in 1967 in Electrical Engineering from the University of Michigan. He was appointed as Assistant Professor in the Department of Engineering at
Wright State University in 1967, and moved to the Department of Computer and
Information Science at Ohio State University in 1968. He held an academic position
in that Department through 1983, and served as Professor and Chairman from 19781983. In 1983 he moved to the Department of Computing Science at the University of
Alberta, where he was appointed as Professor and Chairman. In 1988 he assumed his
present position as Professor and Chairman of the Department of Computer
Engineering and Science at Case Institute of Technology. He has consulted for a
number of industrial firms ~eluding MYRIAS, Monsanto Research Laboratory,
North American Rockwell, and United States Steel. His research interests are in
software engineering, with emphasis on software testing and verification, and algorithm analysis .

•

•

Software Maintenance:
Must Provide Systematic Regression Testing Including Testing Global Variables
LeeJ. White
Department of Computer Engineering & Science
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106-7071
Hareton K.N. Leung
Test Strategy Development
Bell-Northern Research, Ltd.
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada Kl Y 4H7

Abstract
In software maintenance, any software change must be systematically tested by both
development and testing organizations. The changed software areas must be retested, as
well as other areas of the software to ensure that other functionalities have not inadvertently

•

been affected. This is the rationale for regression testing; in this paper we will present a
systematic methodology which can be used by both developers as well as function/system
testers. The problem is made especially difficult when the software change is in response

to a problem from the field, reporting a defect missed by both development and
function/system test
A particularly troubling part of the testing issue is global variables; an approach to
regression testing global variables will be given, as well as a method for testing global
variables initially.

1. Introduction
There are many criteria by which software can be designed, but for these days when
change is so common, a strong argument can be made for maintainability. Of course this
metric strongly correlates with many other desirable criteria One important aspect of
software maintenance is that of regression testing, and in this paper, we would like to make
a strong argument for a more systematic approach to regression testing .

•

(l )

We can differentiate between peifective ma.intenance, where the software functionality is
enhanced, and co"ective ma.intenance, where defects are detected and corrected. Whether
the maintenance is perfective or corrective, we must ensure that unmodified functionalities

•

are not inadvertently affected; when this occurs, it is called a regression e"or. Regression
testing utilizes test data previously developed for these unmodified functionalities in order
to detect such regression errors.
It is important to apply regression testing at the unit, integration and system (or functional)
testing levels. However, since unit and integration testing are usually the responsibility of
a software development team, regression testing at these levels is not applied consistently
when changes are made, and often developers do not even systematically retain test data.
System or functional testers, on the other hand, are very systematic in keeping test data and
applying regression testing. Yet this is a more costly approach than detecting that
regression error earlier.
We have recently completed a research project, described in references [1,2], where for
small changes, we have endeavored to identify subsets of test data to use as regression tests
at the unit, integration and system levels. The idea here is to cut the cost and time to run the
regression tests for numerous small changes in the software, and to focus on the tests
related to areas of code or functionalities of the change.

•

In this paper, we will concentrate on the part of that study involving regression testing at
the integration level, where we introduced the concept offirewal.l. These concepts will then
be applied at the function test level, where regression testing is very important, and may be
large scale. These results are new and did not appear in reference [2].
One can view the issues of regression testing at the integration level or at higher levels of
abstraction in terms of the dependencies which exist between modules in the program. For
example, in the study in reference [2], the only dependencies we considered were those
imposed by the module call graph, which included parameters passed back and forth
between calling and called modules. Thus we can perceive this as only analyzing the

control-flow dependencies between modules.
Another type of dependency which must be considered is that of global variables, where a
variable is defined in one or more modules and then is referenced by many other modules .
This can be viewed as a data-flow dependency between modules. Also there may be

(2)

•

•

resource dependencies between modules, such as memory, where the resource is
constrained between a number of modules. We will not consider resource dependencies in
this paper.
Global variables were considered in reference [3] for regression testing, and these results will be
briefly summarized here. The principal result was to show that for the purpose of testing, global
variables can be analyzed as any other input or output parameter. Reference [3] did not show
how to initially test for global variables, or to what extent global variables complicate the testing
environment, especially in the presence of change. An analysis of this problem will be presented
in this paper, showing the essential difficulties for testing posed by global variables, and one
approach as to how to deal with global variables in the presence of change.
The paper will end with a number of conclusions we can make from analyzing regression
testing from these various perspectives, and research problems which still need to be
addressed.

•

2.

Re2ression Testin2 at the Inte2ration Level

In reference [2], we endeavored to develop an approach for regression testing at the
integration level which was general, and did not depend upon the particular type of
integration used (top-down, bottom-up, hybrid, etc.), as long as it is incremental. The
problem we wish to answer is, given the modified modules, how many modules need to be
retested in order to detect regression errors? We can rephrase this as, where can we draw a

firewall around those modules which must be retested? The concept here is that when
errors are detected, the changes should be made so as to keep the firewall from spreading
to include more system modules if possible.
In order to make this analysis precise, we will assume that all module dependencies are
indicated in the call graph. An example call graph is shown in Figure 1, where four
modules At-A.4 are indicated as having been modified. We also assume that, in order to
indicate a precise result, the only errors present are due to the modified modules from the
maintenance effort; also we need to assume reliability of the unit and integration tests. (We

•

will return to this assumption at the end of Section 2 in order to provide a more practical
result) .

(3)

•
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Figure 1

An Example of Use of Basis Cases and
Calculatlon of Firewall
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Figure 2

Oasis Caso (4)

Boundary Case& for Firewall Construction

•
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•

Given these assumptions, in reference [2], we analyzed a number of basis cases describing
module dependencies in the call graph. The possibilities for a module A are:
• No change in A, NoCh(A)
• Only Code Change in A, SpecCh(A)
• Change in the Specification of A, SpecCh(A)

If module A calls module B, then if we ignore no change in both A and B, this will lead to
eight cases to consider. It is also necessary to model the addition of new modules and
deletion of modules, for which we have identified several more cases.
Figure 2 indicates the four critical boundary cases, two of which correspond to an
unchanged module calling a modified module, and the other two cases correspond to a
modified module calling an unmodified module. Case(6) in Figure 2 is unusual in that one
would not expect an unchanged module to call a module in which the specification has
changed. There are two consequences of this unusual situation:

•

• not only the integration tests between modules should be re-executed, but also the
unit test of the calling module should be rerun;
• if an error is detected by any of these tests, this is the only case where we cannot

guarantee that only the modified module needs to be changed in order to correct
the error; if the calling module is modified, notice that the firewall will expand.
The other three cases are simpler, and can be characterized by the following observations:
• only the integration tests between the two modules in each case need to be
be re-executed; the unit tests of the unchanged module do not have to be rerun;
• if an error is detected by any of the tests, then the error can be corrected by

changing only the modified module; the unmodified module should not be
changed by the programmer; if this discipline is followed, then the firewall
does not expand.

•

In order to illustrate the firewall concept, return to Figure 1. The four modules A1-A4 are
given as modified; integration wsts Uz-A1, Vz-A3, Az-U4, Ai~,'7, A3-V8,

(5)

A4-U5 ~d

A4-U6 must all be rerun; no unit tests for unchanged modules need be rerun. The firewall
is then shown in Figure 1 as the bold arrows, which separates the affected modules from
the rest of the call graph, just as the firewall is supposed to accomplish.

•

A final remark needs to be made about the assumptions that no errors exist in the system
other than those due to the modified modules, and that all unit and integration tests are
reliable. Of course these assumptions do not hold true in practice, and thus our precise
conclusions are no longer valid However, we can make these conclusions practical by
observing that testing the modules within the firewall is a sensible utilization of testing
resources. It is just that one cannot rule out errors existing elsewhere.

3. Application of the Firewall Concept for Functional Rea:ression Testina:
The firewall concept was introduced in Section 2 to assist with regression testing at the
integration level, but module integration is usually a responsibility assigned to the
developer. In this section we want to describe how the concept can be applied for function
testers.
Before exploring this application, consider what input information should be available:

•

a) modules which have changed
b) mapping from functional specifications to functional tests
c) call graph (static)
d) module/test matrix (dynamic)
With this input information available, the following can be provided for function test:
1) When a software change is made, a subset of the test data can be automatically
selected and executed as a regression test; this is determined by examining
the module/test matrix for all tests involving changed modules.
2) Function testers are primarily concerned withfunctions which have been
changed rather than implementation details. Using the mapping from functional
specifications to tests, and the regression tests identified in 1), those
subfunctions which are associated with these tests can be produced.

(6)

•

•

3) Using all those modules within the firewall of the changed modules, indicate
those regression tests which have executed each of the links between each
module and a changed module. If these are cases where any link in the firewall
is not executed, this is an indication that further tests are needed.
4) Although function testers are primarily concerned with functional aspects of the
software, they would like to have a mapping between the functional
specifications and the implementation; this would assist in improved
understanding of which modules are associated with certain functionalities and
traceability. If no such mapping is provided or maintained by development, the
selected regression tests could be used to establish this relationship for the
changed modules, together with other modules in the firewall. A systematic
analysis of the entire module/test matrix could be used to determine the total subfunction/module relationship.
5) When field problem reports are shared with both development and function test,

•

both groups need to ask why neither detected this problem earlier. The
analysis given in 3) above will provide guidance for function test as to which
further tests should have been devised to originally detect the reported error,
and should now be added to the regression test set
These improvements to regression testing can considerably help the function tester, and
most of these recommendations can be automated. Development should provide function
test with a mapping between the functional specifications and the implementation for
traceability; this may not be provided, or if so, it may not have been maintained We have
argued that if well designed, the test data may be used to reconstruct this relationship. A
real bonus with this analysis is that in the presence of field report errors, additional tests
can be indicated which might have detected these errors in the first instance.

4.

•

Regression Testing Global Variables

A global variable is a variable which is referenced by a module other than the one
containing its declaration. Using global variables affects not only the understandability and

maintainability of the software, but also its testability. Global variables create data flow
(7)

dependencies between modules which are not directly callable and may be well separated in
the call graph. For example, in Figure 3, module A defines a global variable g which
influences modules B and C in other areas of the call graph. The use of global variables

•

cause the following problems:
1) It is very difficult to determine the complete effect of a module without looking
at the implementation of the module.
2) The use of global variables may create many maintenance problems because a
change in the computation of a global variable may affect many modules, and
consequently may require the re-analysis of the entire program.
Despite all these problems, global variables continue to be extensively used. Although there are
some situations where global variables are necessary for universal communication, most
instances of use occur when programmers tend to take short cuts in programming. Any reliable
testing method must include tests which determine the effects of global variables. If global
variables are not systematically tested during unit or integration testing, then their effect will not
be tested other than by coincidence. Due to the difficulty of designing tests for global variables,
test analysts may well ignore global variables during the test design and trust that functional tests
will test them indirectly.

•

Figure 4 shows the situation when many modules can define a global variable g and many
modules will in tum use g. A defining module Di for g is a module in which g is defined by a
statement other than a call statement A using module Uj for g is a module in which g is used by
a statement other than a call statement. Of course, a module could serve as both a defining
module and as a using module, although this is not shown in Figure 4.
Reference [3] provides an analysis of global variables; a systematic investigation of a number of
cases is illustrated by the cases given in Figure 5. The conclusion from this study was that in
testing global variables, they can be treated as parameters: as an output parameter for defining
modules and as an input parameter for using modules.

In order for us to report the additional results of this study in reference [3], as well as for the
development in Section 5, we will need the following definitions:
Given two modules A and B, where module A calls module B either directly or

(8)
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Figure 3

Potenial effect of a global variable on other modules
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Figure 4

Effect of a Pervasively Utilized Global Variable g.
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Some examples where global variable testini is required

( l O)

•

•

indirectly through a number of modules; we say that inputs to module B are
sensitized to its calling module A if we can find corresponding inputs to A
which cause the required inputs to B to be generated. This definition was
originally identified and explored in reference [2]. Unfortunately the problem
of determining sensitization is undecidable.
We can summarize the results of the study in reference [2] by considering the testing global
variables at the unit, integration and system levels.

Unit Testine
The global variable can be treated as an extra input or output variable to the module, and the
usual unit testing strategy can be used to test the global variable, as long as there is an oracle
for global variable values. If the test analyst has a method for generating reliable tests for
parameters, then the same method can be used for generating reliable tests for global variables.

•

Inte~on Testine
We can treat the global variable as a parameter, and the normal integration testing strategy can
be applied. For each pair of defining module A and using module B for the same global
variable g, testing of g should be done after all the modules (if any) separating A and B have
been integrated together. Functional tests may have to be sensitized from one module to
another if A and B are on the same chain of calls, or to a least common ancestor if they are on
different chains of calls.

System Testine
The existence of a global variable is at too detailed a level (of abstraction) to be of concern here,
since system tests are based solely on the functional specifications.

Next we review the results of regression testing of global variables from reference [3]. Again
this will be presented at the unit, integration and system testing levels:

•

( 11 )

•

Unit Regression Testing
For corrective regression testing, only those tests which traverse both the modified code and
the instruction which references the global variable need to be repeated. No new tests are
required since the specification of the module is not modified. Note that the specification
should state the correct usage of the global variable, and since the specification is unchanged,
the previous tests for the global variable should be valid.
For progressive regression testing, if the specification change involves a global variable, then
new tests may be required; otherwise the retesting strategy is the same as in corrective
regression testing.
Inte~on Reifession Testin&
If a global variable g is used between modules which are modified, we need to apply the

integration techniques described in reference [2], using g as an input or output at the
appropriate point in the integration testing. The testing of g should be applied if the modified
module references g; otherwise, no global variable testing is required. If a defining module of
g is modified, then the change may affect the definition of g which is used by other using
modules. In this case, integration testing should also be performed with each of the using

•

modules of g. If a using module of g is modified, then the change may affect the way that g is
used In this case, integration testing should be performed with each of the defining modules
of g to check whether the corresponding definition and use assumption has not been violated.
Some examples are shown in Figure 6.
If the modified module has undergone code modification only, then some previous tests can be

repeated and the correctness of the global variable usage can then be checked. If the
specification is changed, new tests may be needed. It may be difficult to design new tests but it
is no different from the initial testing problem to be treated in Section 5. If many global
variables are used in the program, each defined or used by many modules scattered throughout
the call graph, then this adds a considerable testing burden.
System Re~ession Testin&
As explained in the previous section, global variables can be ignored in this testing phase.
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•

•

The guidelines given in this section for testing and regression testing global variables are useful
for the test analyst, but do not answer the following questions:
1) What are the essential difficulties in testing and retesting global variables?
Our conclusion that global variables can be treated as parameters may have
obscured the essential difficulties.
2) How can the test analyst obtain systematic tests for global variables which
will overcome these essential difficulties, especially in preparing for change?
In Section 5, we will provide a new characterization of the essential difficulty of developing
effective tests for global variables, together with a specific methodology which can in part
overcome these difficulties.

•

5. A Methodolo1:v for Testine Global Variables
In this section, we will show the essential problem in testing global variables when there are
many defining and using modules involved. In Figure 4, this is shown, where k defining
modules for global variable g are assumed, and n using modules for g. We will also indicate a
methodology to systematically test global variables like g, and will rely on test analyst
experience to overcome certain essential problems with global variables which cannot be
automated.
The essential problem of testing global variables can be explained in terms of Figure 7. It
derives from the problem of sensitization defined in Section 4. We will need test inputs for the
using modules as values of g, and the basic question is what inputs to use in the defining
modules to generate these required values of g. Although this sensitization problem is
undecidable in general, we can still investigate some alternatives to deal with it
In Section 2, we defined a firewall to contain all affected modules given several modified
modules; this was identified using a call graph, and thus corresponds to a control-flow aspect

•

of the module changes. For each global variable, the global variable test values shown in

Figwe 7 represents an effort to CQnswct .i "~wwl" for the data-flow aspect of the module

( 13)

changes. Specifically the "firewall" would consist of all global variables and associated test
values which are affected by the changed modules.

•

Consider Figure 7, and the indicated test values of g: (g1, g2, ... , gm). We will assume an
experienced developer/test analyst who can select values of g which can reliably test each of the
using modules. With this assumption we can explore two alternatives to deal with the
sensitization problem:
1) Generate many inputs to the defining modules Di , and monitor the resulting
values of the global variable g. Ask the developer to examine these values of g
to serve as inputs to each of the modules Uj, Stop each such examination
for each Uj as soon as sufficient g values are obtained to reliably test Uj in terms of
the effect of g. In this way, the test values of g shown in Figure 7 can be determined.
There are two problems with this alternative. First, we may have to generate many
values of g which will be of no value in testing any of the using modules. Second,
even after establishing the test values of g, more work will be required to establish
which defining modules can compute each of the g test values and which cannot
This is not needed for this test phase, but will be required in case any of the defining
modules are modified. Since this problem is undecidable in general, we must rely
totally upon the skills of an experienced developer.

•

2) The second approach will be more systematic, but no less difficult Again

we ask an experienced developer to select g values to reliably test each using
module, and to share g test values for this purpose to the greatest extent
possible in order to keep the size m of g test values small. Then we totally rely
upon the developer to obtain input test data for each defining module Di to
either generate each g test value or determine that Di cannot generate that g
test value.
There are two problems with this second alternative. First, we have relied totally
upon the experienced developer to overcome the sensitization problem in selecting
inputs to defining modules to determine global variable test values. Second, we can
observe a new problem which really occurs with either alternative. Later we will
argue that if a number of inputs to a defining module Di produce the same g test
value, the developer must determine or characterize all of them.

( 14)
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When we compare these two alternatives, it is clear that the second alternative is preferable.
The other issue which is clear from this discussion is how difficult it is to reliably test global
variables in the presence of change, and the price which is paid for their extensive use, each

or else the developer must reconsider the information in Figure 11, as that may have changed.
Even if no errors are detected in the g test values, the developer must generate a new structure
in Figure 11 for the modified Di module, indicating an input for each g test value generated,
and guarantee that Di cannot generate any of the other g test values. In this analysis, we have
assumed that at most one input to Di generates a g test value; if this is not true, then the
developer must check all inputs or class of inputs which generate that g test value. If after Di
changes, not all inputs still generates the g test value, then this either indicates an error or the
structure of g test values needs to be reassessed.
This methodology for testing global variables is complex, and the only way we have been able
to deal with the problem of sensitization or of testing each using module is to rely upon an
experienced developer who knows both testing and the software system very well. It must be
recognized that this methodology is not foolproof, but at least constitutes a systematic
approach.
We have observed that the global variable test values constitute a "firewall" for data flow, just
as we constructed a firewall for the control-flow situation. One of the potential objections to
this approach is that every time either a using or defining module is changed, the corresponding
global variable test values will have to be recalculated. In response to this criticism, we would
like to introduce a very pragmatic and practical argument In discussing the issue of testing
global variables with many industrial software development and testing personnel, they have
explained that although errors do occasionally occur in global variables, it is not a common
occurrence. Yet if the global variable test values would change even 5 % of the time that using
or defining modules for that global variable were modified, then this would be incompatible
with what is observed in practice. Thus global variable test variables should very seldom have
to recalculated, and an experienced developer or test analyst would realize this.

6, Conclusions and Future Research
This paper has brought together previous work by the authors on regression testing and
provided some additional new work on regression testing methods for function testers and for
global variables. Previous work by the authors [2] on regression testing at the integration level
used the call graph to identify the concept of afirewall , which would contain all modules

•

•

Previous work by the authors [3] analyz.ed the problems of testing and regression testing global
variables, and thus had dealt with the data-flow aspects of software. It was shown that global
variables could be treated as input/output parameters. In this paper, we provided a concept of
"firewall" for data flow, and global variables, in order to present a complementary approach to
that for control-flow. This paper has also presented a systematic approach to test global
variables, while illustrating how difficult global variables are to test, and why their pervasive
use should be severely limited.
A number of problems can be identified which require further study:
1) Continue to search for more practical methods by which to test global

variables; the method described in Section 5 of this paper can be considered

as a first step in this regard, but a more pragmatic approach might well be
an approximation of this method.
2) In this paper, we have attempted to unify the concept of.firewall for both

•

control-flow testing and data-flow testing; more research on this issue needs
to be conducted in order to provide a common basis for these two aspects

of testing.
3) In this paper, we identified the problems with testing global variables, and

argued that global variables lie at too low a level of abstraction for function
testers to address. More research is needed to show how function testers
can systematically test for problems with global variables and still maintain
the correct level of abstraction in selecting and conduction tests.
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When we compare these two alternatives, it is clear that the second alternative is preferable.
The other issue which is clear from this discussion is how difficult it is to reliably test global

•

variables in the presence of change, and the price which is paid for their extensive use, each
with many defining and using modules. In the subsequent discussion, in order to simplify the
presentation, we will assume that at most one input to a defining module will produce a global
variable test value; yet there will be several opportunities to remind the reader about the
necessity to determine multiple inputs of a using module which produce the same g test value.
We now can describe the methodology (corresponding to the first alternative above) for testing
a global variable g so as to anticipate change in either defining or using modules of g. Figure 8
shows the construction of a Using Module Test Matrix for global variable g. This keeps track
of those test values of g which have been used to reliably test each using module Ui. Figure
9 shows the construction of a matrix which stores inputs to defining modules to obtain specific
global variable test variables. An X in the matrix means that the developer has determined the
corresponding defining module Di which cannot calculate the specific global variable test value
g} This matrix reflects our assumption that at most one input to any Di can produce any test
value gjHaving established these data structures, we now are in a position to consider the effect of
modifications of either using modules or defining modules on global variables. Figure 10

•

shows the j th row of the matrix from Figure 8, where we have assumed that using module Uj is
modified. If the modification of Uj is so as not to affect the global variable g, then no testing
need be done, nor does the matrix shown in Figure 10 (or Figure 8) have to be changed. If the
global variable g could be affected by the change in Uj, then the developer should retest those g
test values indicated in Figure 10. If any are in error, then either the module modification is in
error or else the developer must reassess the test information in Figure 10, as that may have
changed. Even if no error is detected in the g test values, the developer must check that the g
test values still reliably test the modified module UjFigure 11 corresponds to the information needed from the matrix in Figure 9 when the defining
module Di is changed. As discussed in Section 4, if the modification of Di is such as not to
affect the global variable g at all, then no testing need be done, nor does the matrix shown in
Figure 11 (or Figure 9) have to be changed. If the global variable could be affected by the
change in Di, then the developer should rerun the indicated inputs to Di from Figure 11; if any
of the g test values from Figure 11 are changed, then either the module modification is in error
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or else the developer must reconsider the information in Figure 11, as that may have changed.
Even if no errors are detected in the g test values, the developer must generate a new structure
in Figure 11 for the modified Di module, indicating an input for each g test value generated,
and guarantee that Di cannot generate any of the other g test values. In this analysis, we have

•

assumed that at most one input to Di generates a g test value; if this is not true, then the
developer must check all inputs or class of inputs which generate that g test value. If after Di
changes, not all inputs still generates the g test value, then this either indicates an error or the
structure of g test values needs to be reassessed.
This methodology for testing global variables is complex, and the only way we have been able
to deal with the problem of sensitization or of testing each using module is to rely upon an

experienced developer who knows both testing and the software system very well. It must be
recognized that this methodology is not foolproof, but at least constitutes a systematic
approach.
We have observed that the global variable test values constitute a "firewall" for data flow, just
as we constructed a firewall for the control-flow situation. One of the potential objections to
this approach is that every time either a using or defining module is changed, the corresponding
global variable test values will have to be recalculated. In response to this criticism, we would

like to introduce a very pragmatic and practical argument In discussing the issue of testing
global variables with many industrial software development and testing personnel, they have

•

explained that although errors do occasionally occur in global variables, it is not a common
occurrence. Yet if the global variable test values would change even 5% of the time that using
or defining modules for that global variable were modified, then this would be incompatible
with what is observed in practice. Thus global variable test variables should very seldom have
to recalculated, and an experienced developer or test analyst would realize this.

6, Conclusions and Future Research
This paper has brought together previous work by the authors on regression testing and
provided some additional new work on regression testing methods for function testers and for
global variables. Previous work by the authors [2] on regression testing at the integration level
used the call graph to identify the concept of afirewall , which would contain all modules
affected by modified modules. This corresponded to an analysis of the control-flow of the
software. This work was extended in this paper to provide some guidelines for regression
testing for function testers.
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•

•

Previous work by the authors [3] analyzed the problems of testing and regression testing global
variables, and thus had dealt with the data-flow aspects of software. It was shown that global
variables could be treated as input/output parameters. In this paper, we provided a concept of
"firewall" for data flow, and global variables, in order to present a complementary approach to
that for control-flow. This paper has also presented a systematic approach to test global
variables, while illustrating how difficult global variables are to test, and why their pervasive
use should be severely limited.

A number of problems can be identified which require further study:
1) Continue to search for more practical methods by which to test global

variables; the method described in Section 5 of this paper can be considered
as a first step in this regard, but a more pragmatic approach might well be
an approximation of this method.

2) In this paper, we have attempted to unify the concept of.firewall for both

•

control-flow testing and data-flow testing; more research on this issue needs
to be conducted in order to provide a common basis for these two aspects

of testing.

3) In this paper, we identified the problems with testing global variables, and
argued that global variables lie at too low a level of abstraction for function
testers to address. More research is needed to show how function testers
can systematically test for problems with global variables and still maintain
the correct level of abstraction in selecting and conduction tests.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
INTRODUCTION:
The modelling techniques we will deal with today are based on techniques and methods
described in Watts Humphrey's 1989 book,
"MANAGING THE SOFTWARE PROCESS."
Watts Humphrey is a founder and principle technical amtributor to the Software
Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University.
For additional details on the Software Engineering Institute, refer to the March 1989
issue of Ed Yourdon's AMERICAN PROGRAMMER.
The techniques used to develop this Process Model of Formal Testing are based on
those described in Chapter 13, "Defining The Software Process", of Watts' book.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
INTRODUCTION (conL):
I will create the model using the classical "INPUT/PROCESS/OUTPUT" model
initially developed by IBM.
I will list the set of inputs to the PROCESS, and denote them as A, B, etc.
I will show a PROCESS BOX that converts the inputs into the desired outputs.
I will show internal feedback loops.
I will identify the set of desired outputs as X, Y, etc.
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INTRODUCTION (cont.):
We will begin with a quick refresher on the "classical" Waterfall Software Lifecycle.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
INTRODUCTION (cont):
Next, let me create a generalized "top level process diagram" , based on this Lifecycle.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING:
I will begin to develop a Process Model for the formal testing activity, based on the
modelling techniques described in Watts Humphrey's book, "Managing the
Software Process".
This will involve use of "INPUT-PROCESS-OUTPUT" models, as developed by IBM in
"Prehistoric" times.
I will present to you a top-level model for Formal Testing, and expand the details of the
top-level model to illustrate use of the modelling techniques.
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MODELLING THE
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PROCESS MODELLING (conL):
Now, you might ask yourselves,
"Why would I want to create a Process Model anyway?"
Some answers might be:
1) An instructional tool for training new employees
2) A graphic for showing managers and developers the tasks that testers perform
3) A model to use in estimating
4) A model to use to drive process improvements
S) A graphic to illustrate interfaces between groups and tasks.
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INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT
·R·e·q·u·i-re_m_e_n.ts_____J.,.l-'4;~ [
Software Design
Complexity Data
Approved, Debugged,
Eng Tested Code
Automated Test Tools

•Formal:~
:_..T_e_s_t_i_n_g....- ~

T-Doc revtresults
Problems found
1n IIOsUng

Requirements, Design,
and Code Issues

Jl

Test Report
Test Incidents
System Limitations
Updated Test Doc

Customer Problems
Change Requests

Input : Requirements, Design, Complexity Data, Approved, Debugged, Engineering-Tested Code
Output:

Approved, debugged Source and Object Code ready for Delivery, Updated test

documentation (e.g., Test Plan , Test Procedure)

Process: Software Engineers from Fonnal Test group test the code based on documented Test
Plans, using approved Test Procedures. Errors are formally documented and analyzed.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING (cont.):
I will begin to develop the details of the Testing Process.
I will create a "Level 1" Input-Process-Output diagram of the Formal Testing
Process, and then I will expand the details of the lower level diagrams.
The Level 1 diagram is shown on the following chart.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, INPUTS/OUTPUTS:
First, let us look 11t the sets or inputs and outputs associated with each "Process Box" in
the detailed "Level 1" diagram.
We will be&(n by "levelin&" the IPO box for "Create Test Plan" .
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INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

Requirements
Customer Problems
Change Requests
Project Plans
Standards/Templates
Staff
Resources

j
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•

Create
Test
Plan

--

Test Plan

j ~

T•tPlanRev&.w
Rnults

-

Test Documentation Problems

~

Requirements Issues
Input: Requirements, Customer Problems, Change Requeeta, Standardll/Templatea
Output:

Approved , algned-ofl Test Plan

Proceaa: Software Engineers from Formal Teet Group develop documented test plana,bHed on
approved requirements and defined atsndarda. Provlalon la made for errora to be formally
documented and analyZed, If thla procedure la not documented In a formal SQA Plan.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, INPUTS/OUTPUTS (cont.):
Next, I will show you the IPO box for "Implement Test Design".
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INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT
Requirements
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So ware Design
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Implement ,

Test Case,Test
De91gn, Test
Procedure

•
•

Test

Desi~n
j

l

Test Cases
Test Design
Test Procedure

--

Revtew Results

Design and Code Issues
Test Documentation Problems

Test Documentation Problems

Input: Test Plan , Software Design, Source Code, Complexity Data, Standards/Templates
Output:

Approved, signed-off Test casea, Test Design, Test Procedures

Process: Software Engineers from Formal Test Group develop and document Test Cases, Test Designs,
and Test Procedurea, based on the Test Plan, Software Design, Source Code, and defined standards.
Design and Code Issues are fed back to development, and Issues relative to the Test Plan are fed
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back to Test Engineering for resolution.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, INPUTS/OUTPUTS (cont.):
As we will see in subsequent charts, this IPO box levels into a complex process model.
This is due to the fact that "Implement Test Design" includes process activities for
developing:
Test cases
Test design
Test procedures.
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PROCESS MODELLING, INPUTS/OUTPUTS (cont.):
Then, we look at the IPO box for "Perform Test".
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Requirements, Design and Code Issues
Test Documentation Problems
Input: Test Plan , Software Design, Source Code, Complexity Data, Standards/Templatea
Output:

Approved, signed-off Test Cases, Test Design, Test Procedures

Process: Software Engineers from Formal Test Group develop and document Test Caaea, Test Dealgna,
and Test Procedures, based on the Test Plan, Software Design, Source Code, and defined standards.
Design and Code Issues are fed back to development, and Issues relative to the Teat Plan are fed
back to Test Engineering for resolution.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, INPUTS/OUTPUTS (cont.):
Finally, we look at the IPO box for " Update Test Documentation".
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INPUT

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

Plan Problems
Design Problems
Case Problems
Proc Problems
Documentation

j •

--
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PROCESS

OUTPUT

•
U~date
•
est
•
• Documentation ,

-Updated Test
Documentation

Test Doc
Review
Comments

Input: Problems with Test Plan, Test Design , Test Cases, Test Procedures
Output:

Approved, signed-off revised Test Plans, Test Cases, Test Design , Test Procedures

Process: Software Engineers from Formal Test Group review problems Identified In Test Plans, Test
Cases, Test Designs, and Test Procedures. The problems may have resulted from Inconsistencies
between the Rest Documentation and the approved Requirements, Software Design, Source Code,
and/or defined standards. The Test Documentation Is reviewed and signed-off, and can be used
during retesting or regression testing.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING:
Now, let me expand the detail of the "Level 1" IPO diagrams for you.
This will be similar to "leveling" Data Flow Diagrams, in Yourdon Structured Methods
(YSM) terminology.
We will first look at "leveling" the IPO diagram for " Create Test Plan".
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Untestable
Requirements
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Customer Problems

Requirements,
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Incident Handling System

Analyze
Requirements

Reqts to
Test/Not Test

Test Tools,
Test Techniques, - - - - - •
CM
Test Environment
System

Change
Requests
Features to Test,
Features not to Test,
Pass/fail Criteria,
Training Needs,
Schedule,
Risks

-----o1

Reqts
Review
Test Items
_Data
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..

Test Plan
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Test Doc Problems,
Incidents from Test
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (cont.):
Significant points:
Be sure to thoroughly review the requirements set before you begin writing the
Test Plan. Ensure you have the latest version (of course, it's configuration
controlled!!!) with the latest changes.
Untestable requirements may not be your only requirements issue. You may have
a set of requirements that are individually testable but that are inconsistent.
If your Project Plans don't identify an "Incident Handling" system, you will need
to define this system in the Test Plan.
Don't forget to reference or define the relation between Test Engineering and
Configuration Management. You can't test without formal CM.
Ensure you define your required environment for testing.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (conL):
I will show you the "leveled" IPO diagram for "Implement Test Design".
This diagram will be fairly complex, since it involves "processes" dealing with Test
Design, Test Cases, and Test Procedures.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (cont.):
Significant points:
At this point in the Lifecycle, you should have an approved, configuration
controlled software design. The code should be complete before your final
Test Procedure is complete.
Be sure to thoroughly review the requirements and Test Plan before you begin
developing the Test Design. Ensure you have the latest version of
configuration controlled requirements and Test Plan.
Use defect history data and design complexity data to guide your Test Design;
pay extra attention to "defect prone modules".
Ensure you identify "Pass/Fail Criteria" and "Test Entry/Exit Criteria" for each
test.
Identify all test items, test tools, and test resources in your documentation.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (cont.):
I will "level" the IPO diagram for "Perform Test".
This diagram will be fairly complex, since it involves multiple processes.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (conL):
Significant points:
This is the FUN part!!!
Be sure you schedule and hold PreTest Meetings and PostTest Meetings.
At PreTest Meetings, ensure the test team (especially development!)
understands their responsibilities. All test items are ready.
At PostTest Meetings, ensure the test and management teams understand
whether the test has "passed" or "failed".
Be sure that all "test incidents" are documented, and a system is in place for
dispositioning them. (That system should be defined in your SQA Plan).
Don't forget to "thoroughly" retest code fixes.
Required changes to test doc, requirements, design, and code should be
identified and completed.
The Test Report is critical; it defines exactly what was tested, and bow it was
tested. Don't forget to write iL
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PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (conL):
Significant points:
At this point in the Lifecycle, you should have an approved, configuration
controlled software design. The code should be complete before your final
Test Procedure is complete.
Be sure to thoroughly review the requirements and Test Plan before you begin
developing the Test Design. Ensure you have the latest version of
configuration controlled requirements and Test Plan.
Use defect history data and design complexity data to guide your Test Design;
pay extra attention to "defect prone modules.
Ensure you identify "Pass/Fail Criteria" and "Test Entry/Exit Criteria" for each
test.
Identify all test items, test tools, and test resources in your documentation.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (conL):
We will "level " theIPO diagram for "Perform Test".

This diagram will be fairly complex, since it involves multiple processes.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (conL):
Finally, I will show you the "leveled" IPO diagram for "Update Test Documentation".
This diagram is fairly simple.
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TESTING PROCESS
PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (cont.):
Significant points:
This step is critical to support the maintenance "phase" of the Ufecycle; all
maintenance changes must be "regression tested" with current test doc.
An unwritten "law" here is that updates are also required for the
requirements, software design, code, and user manuals.

,
l•I

You ignore this step in the
Testing Lifecycle
AT YOUR PERIL!!!
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PROCESS MODELLING, LEVELING (cont.):
We could continue this "Leveling" process for many of the IPO boxes identified in our
Level 2 diagrams. Most of our IPO boxes are much higher than the lowest
"atomic" level we might like to diagram.
I have illustrated the basic techniques for you today; you can use these examples and
consult Chapter 13 of Watts Humphrey's book to aid you in your further work.
I would be most interested in seeing any work you do in this area.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
NEXT STEPS:
Now that we have our detailed Process Model, we might ask ourselves "What do we do
with it?"

???fff
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
NEXT STEPS (cont.):
Some answers might be:
Document the existing process
Write "practices" (define "what we do) to document the process.
Determine a "priority order" for developing the practices.
Do the "early" ones first, for maximum payback.
Write "procedures" (" how" we do "what" we do) to support the practices.
Use the model to train our testers
Use the model to explore where our new and experienced testers need
knowledge.
Use the model as a "management aid" for developing task lists, schedules,
and resource requirements.
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NEXT STEPS (cont.):
Use the model to train our developers

Train managers and supervisors in the testing process.
Then, they can better understand and estimate testing activities.
Train developers
Show the developers how testing works, and what is involved.
Use this technique and model to develop a Process Model for Engineering Testing.
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NEXT STEPS (cont.):

- - - - - ~ • ~ SQA
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NEXT STEPS (conL):
Document existing process
In Kodak's Federal Systems Division and in Kodak's System Integration and
Software Development organization, we have developed sets of "Preferred
Software Practices" to specify the documentation that defines our process
framework.
In FSD, our Information Systems group has developed a set of "Procedures" that
describe "how to" do the tasks described in the Practices.
For additional information, consult Fletcher Buckley's book "Implementing
Software Engineering Practices".
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
NEXT STEPS (conL):
Training testers
Turnover is fairly frequent in testing organizations, as experienced testers leave to
become SQA engineers, development engineers, or (in a few cases)
development managers.
As the experienced testers are replaced with untrained personnel, training is
necessary.
By having the Process Model defined for testing, we can show our new people the
extent of the testing task.
We can develop a training program for our new staff, based on the tasks
they will be assigned to. This should include formal seminars,
conferences, and OJT.
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NEXT STEPS (cont.):
Train developers
The testing process should not be a "mystery" to developers.
The developers should be given a" quick overview" of the testing process, so they
will understand the support testers require from developers.
Developers should understand that we need help understanding the
requirements, as we build our test plans.
Developers should understand our need for "testable" requirements.
Developers should understand the complexity of the testing process.
Development managers should understand the extent of a test program, so
they can understand issues of testing budgets, resources, and schedule.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
SUMMARY:

Today, we have reviewed use of Input-Process-Output techniques, as suggested by VI
Humphrey or the Software Engineering Institute, to model a process for the
"Formal Testing" PHASE of the Waterfall Ufecycle.
(As mature Test Engineers, we all realize that "Testiog" is more than a Phase

a set of activities that spans the entire development Ufecycle. Think S1l
We have seen how we can create a top-level model of the Formal Testing activity,,.
expand the details of our process by "Leveling" the individual process boxes.
We have brieny explored some uses of this Process Model.
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SUMMARY (conL):
For further discussion, I can be reached at:
Federal Government Markets
Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester, NY 1.«i53-7004.
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MODELLING THE
TESTING PROCESS
SUMMARY:
Today, we have reviewed use of Input-Process-Output techniques, as suggested by Watts
Humphrey of the Software Engineering Institute, to model a process for the
" Formal Testing" PHASE of the Waterfall Lifecycle.
(As mature Test Engineers, we all realize that "Testing" is more than a Phase; it is
a set of activities that spans the entire development Lifecycle. Think STEP!)
We have seen how we can create a top-level model of the Formal Testing activity, and
expand the details of our process by " Leveling" the individual process boxes.
We have brie0y explored some uses of this Process Model.
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SUMMARY (conL):
For further discussion, I can be reached at:
Federal Government Markets
Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester, NY 14653-7004.
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The Impact of TQM
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by
Donald Rudisill
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Introduction

•

Total Quality Management (TOM) is still an unfamiliar term to many people in
Information Systems (IS) organizations. Many companies are implementing a
TOM program to increase quality, customer satisfaction and to remain
competitive in the changing world economy. When a company adopts a TOM
program the IS organization is usually called upon to play a significant supporting
role. This can impact the nature of the applications it supports, the role it plays in
the company, and even cause changes in the architecture of the supporting
computer systems. The impact of TOM is not limited to supporting the quality
program in other parts of the company. Even though the existing IS culture may
be resistive to TOM, its benefits and the same competitive forces that affect the
company as a whole are beginning to cause internal changes in IS organizations.
In addition the increased emphasis on teams is creating a whole new application
area for IS organizations to support. The benefits of groupware have already
been shown in small demonstration systems. It is expected that they will become
part of the standard IS portfolio within a few years. These impacts make it clear
that TOM programs will significantly affect the nature of IS organizations.
WHAT IS TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
TQM is a Response to the Business Environment
Increasing competition on a world-wide scale is making higher quality a necessity
in many businesses. Some of the symptoms of this competitive environment
include increasing price sensitivity, shortened production runs, compressed timeto-market cycles, and quality-conscious customers. [CIMLINC 91, pg 3]
Companies' strategic plans to deal with this business environment are
increasingly centered around the theme of quality. In a blind study, more than
90% of manufacturing companies surveyed practiced some form of quality
control, and 26% implemented Total Quality Management (TOM) programs.
[Fitzgerald 91]
Definitions of TQM

•

The roots of TOM trace back to the works of Deming, Juran, and Crosby who
basically agree on these principles:

© 1992 Martin Marietta Corporation

0

Producing a quality product or service costs less because there is less
waste.
0
Preventing quality problems is better than detecting and correcting
them.
0
Statistical data should be used to measure quality.
0
Managers need to take a leadership role in improving quality.
0
Managers and employees need training in quality improvement.
°ᅯ Companies need to develop a quality management system.
[UNM 91, slide H11)

TOM encompasses many independently-treated concepts. Business process
reengineering, the move to new organizational models, and focusing on the
needs of the customer have all been addressed independently but also fall under
the TOM umbrella. Different industries and types of business have slightly
different concepts of quality needs. Some TOM techniques may be difficult to
apply in some industries and corporate cultures and may not be initially
implementable. However, a constant is that TOM is an extension of a set of
quality management principles through the entire organization. Every aspect of
the business that affects the quality of the organization's service or product is a
candidate for inclusion in a TOM program. The following definitions of TOM
illustrate these subtle differences in emphasis.

•

•

Total Quality Management is an approach to managing companies for
continuous improvement of products, services and productivity through
the integration of new strategic and cultural techniques and new quality
technologies, to satisfy and delight customers. ... It integrates
fundamental management techniques, existing improvement efforts and
technical tools to transform a company into a continuously improving
organization. [ASI 92, pg. 8)
A cooperative form of doing business that relies on the talents and
capabilities of both labor and management to continually improve quality
and productivity in a team environment. [UNM 91, pg. 6)
Total Quality Management is a set of systems, organizations, and tools
in which all employees in all departments everyday maintain or improve
quality, cost, procedures and systems to give customers a product which
is best qualified, most economic and most useful. [King 89, pg. A-2]

Fundamental to TOM are the quality tools and techniques which help to define it.
King suggests that a Total Quality Control system would consist of the following
components.
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1. Customer-Driven Master Plan
2. Daily Control
3. Statistical Methods
4. Work Groups/QC Circles
5. Standardization
6. Hoshin Planning
7. Continuous Improvement
8. Vertical Teams/Customer
9. 7 "M" Tools
10. Cross-Functional Mgmt. (Quality, Cost, Delivery, Profit (or Product))
11. Quality Assurance I Quality Function Deployment
12. Horizontal Teams-Customer I Supplier
13. Information Systems
14. Audit Tools [King 89, pg 7]
The American Supplier Institute focuses on a smaller set of tools and techniques
in their TQM related courses.
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) - a technique for translating customer
needs and wants into technical and activity requirements. These customer
needs are deployed (linked) to all actions in all areas of an organization
involved in meeting them .
0
Taguchi methods - a system of quality engineering for designing low-cost,
high reliability products and processes. Benefits include reduced
research, development and delivery times.
0
Technology Development - related to simultaneously engineering
generalized technology that can be applied to a wide variety of products.
Each product makes use of the generalized technology in a manner
specific to a particular market niche. A data base which can be used to
improve the 'transformability' of a manufacturing process and the
'functionability' of a variety of products.
0
Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing - uses the ANSI Y14.5M-1982
Dimensioning and Tolerancing Standard for the format of a technical data
base that can be used to improve communication between product design
and manufacturing personnel. [ASI 92]

0

•

Four dominant themes seem to recur in definitions of TOM.
0
0
0

0

•

focus on people, both employees and the customer
a new management paradigm with emphasis on cross-functional teams
use of new tools, techniques and technologies focused on quality
emphasis on process as well as product

Attention will be focused on these areas in the remainder of the paper.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS SUPPORT TQM

Information Systems (IS) play an important role in implementing TOM. A quality
program is dependent on data which describes what process elements are
working properly and which need attention. This data needs to be gathered and
then made available to the people that can take action in a timely manner.
'Without the help of IS, it's an impossible task'. [Laplante F92] Adoption of a
TOM program, will almost certainly place a company's information technology
requirements in the strategic category. [McFarlan 92, fig. 2-4] TQM's heavy
reliance on information will make both existing IS applications and the
complementary development of new capabilities critical to the success of the
company. The new capabilities will be needed to provide additional information
and integration. A second relationship, discussed later, is the potential for
improvement in application development and operations that TOM provides the
information systems group.
Considering the close relationship between IS and TOM, it is alarming that U.S.
companies are relatively slow to realize the importance of IS in a TOM program.
Laplante quoted a study conducted by the American Quality Foundation and
Ernst & Young in which fewer U.S. businesses considered technology of 'primary
importance' in their quality programs than in other parts of the world.
Percent Considering Technology of Primary Importance
US22%
Canada 31%
Germany 33%
Japan 49%
[Laplante F92]

•

•

New Management Culture and Paradigm

Existing information systems which were designed to meet the needs of a Taylor
inspired top-down management control structure now need to be changed to
support the TOM environment. Early IS applications simply automated the
existing processes. Mainframe applications were designed to automate the
"elevator approach", where information goes up the management hierarchy and
decisions come down. [Rayner 88, pg.8] Even when a distributed approach was
used, it resulted in specialized departmental applications. Examples of these
types of applications include computer-aided design, computer-aided
manufacturing, statistical process control, computer-aided process planning, and
manufacturing resource planning.
In a functionally organized company
departmental information systems had little need to know about or integrate with
those of other departments. [CIMLINC 91 , pg 3-4] Under this paradigm, it would
be typical to find that communications between groups involved in the
manufacturing process were still in paper form. [CIMLINC 91 , pg 3]

•

•

Companies which adopt a TOM program typically make significant changes in
their internal processes to meet their quality goals. Top down control is replaced
by an "adhocracy" management style. Similarly, a transition is taking place from
segmented standardized jobs to broader functions that require multiple process
knowledge. [Rayner 84, pg. 78] Organizations consisting of individuals that
perform single functional tasks are replaced by multi-disciplined teams working in
parallel. The information systems that supported the old paradigm must be
replaced with ones capable of supporting the needs of the TOM program.
The increased emphasis on teams is already being reflected in information
systems. Boeing has over 200 design teams linked together by computer
systems. Information technology is seen as a powerful communications tool to
help with the integration of a complex system composed of parts designed by
teams. 'The whole integration task is one of making sure that feedback does
take place and that ultimately what you've agreed to will fit together and do the
job intended.' [Fiderio 91]

•

Providing the appropriate support is more important than whether IS is
centralized or decentralized. Interestingly, positive results have been achieved
by both distributing an existing centralized IS function and by centralizing existing
distributed capabilities. Some organizations view downsizing information systems
as the preferred alternative. Moving responsibility for end-user application closer
to those users makes continuous change simpler. [Perry 91] Nashua Corp., a
manufacturer of office supplies, is currently doing this as part of a five year plan
to decentralize IS. Centralized control of IS was viewed as a barrier to change
and quality improvement. Corporate MIS provides system selection methods,
and the organizations which have the needs make the decisions. The single
centralized data center is being replaced by nine distributed centers. Layers of
management are being reduced from five to three. This approach has reduced
phone order response from 2 days to 3 minutes. [Marenghi N92] Boeing utilizes
centralized IS, standard communications protocols and operating systems.
Northrop sees a consolidation of IS groups as allowing it to standardize business
processes, TOM techniques, and support teamwork between IS and its users.
[Fiderio 91]
The common element is that each company reviews and
reengineers its IS processes before reorganizing.
Quality Tools, Techniques and Technologies

•

The nature of information technology has consisted of inital applications which
are narrow and specialized. These then evolve into broad and more integrated
ones. [McFarlan 92] This same pattern is occurring in applying information
technology to the needs of TOM. The first tools to specifically support TOM
techniques have been myopic applications which automated specialized
techniques. For example, two commercially available tools, OFD Designer from
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OualiSoft Corp. which automates the ASI style of OFD, and OFD Capture which
orients towards the Goal/OPC style, support the storage, calculations, and
drawing of matrices used in the OFD process. Even though these tools support
a technique used in many TOM programs, they are based on the old paradigm of
turning inputs into paper. They do not reengineer the process to improve the
quality of its outputs. Rather, these tools automate the time consuming steps in
working with matrices. Similarly, many packages exist to aid in the analysis of
quality data from manufacturing processes. These packages aid in real time
process control, trend spotting and plotting, and design of experiments. [Mandell
92]
These tools tend to be stand-alone and, again, focus on automating
mechanical aspects of the task.

•

A blind study commissioned by SPSS Inc. showed that manufacturing companies
do not fully use the potential of the tools provided by computerized systems.
Sixty-one percent of the companies surveyed had computerized systems on the
factory floor and 29% indicated that quality control data was used for real-time
reactions. [Fitzgerald 91] IS applications are still predominantly oriented towards
single tasks, global integration is still an unrealized goal of TOM.
Consistent with both McFarlan's evolutionary path and the TOM goals of
increasing integration and reducing unnecessary interfaces, applications are
starting to take a broader, more integrated approach. New tools are now
appearing both as research prototypes and commercial products in which
reengineered processes and increased integration were clearly design goals.
The LINKAGE tool, described in detail in the Emphasis on Process section, uses
the results of a manufacturing process reengineering effort as a starting point to
provide a new level of integration in the manufacturing information flow. Support
is provided to replace manual paper interfaces with electronic ones to provide all
the information needed at each process step. Integration is provided to other
tools which might support the TOM program. The Coast Guard is emphasizing
integration in the development of a new information management system. Their
goal is to to capture both the data defined by their specific task requirements and
how it interrelates with everything else. Historical information on how trends
were forecasted and metrics on existing systems will be used in decision-making,
budgeting, priority setting, and long term planning. [Smith 91] Frigidaire has
consolidated five warranty claim data bases into one comprehensive data base.
They reported direct cost saving for operating the database, saving from service
calls and improved customer satisfaction.
[Mandell 92] The advice from
CIMLINC Inc. is to make use of networked computer systems to make available
the collective knowledge of the organization's employees. Manufacturing
automation consultants sum it up as the need to focus on the "importance of
technology-to-technology and people-to-technology integration" .[Bare 91]
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The Japanese have been very effective in taking a series of techniques and
combining them into a single flow. For example, a Check Sheet is converted into
a Pareto Chart which in turn provides the focus for the Cause and Effect
Diagram. [Brassard 89, pg 7] A set of applications which provide computer
support for the QFD process in this way is found in QCASE. [Rudisill 92] QCASE
is a prototype toolset developed at Martin Marietta to improve the quality of the
software development process. In QCASE the Context Diagram, Affinity
Diagram, Tree Diagram, and an A-1 matrix tool are integrated by utilization of an
object-oriented database.
This approach improves the consistency and
accuracy of the data in the QFD model, as well as the productivity of the
engineers and customers that are building it. The automated tool also provides
additional information about who participated and where they can be contacted
for future reference. Table 1 provides a comparison between the QCASE tool
and a manual approach.
The consistency of the data is enhanced by the storing of only a single version of
it in the data base. For example, an idea is created in an Affinity Diagram. This
creates a database entry representing the idea and a pointer to it from the Affinity
Diagram. If it is also used in both a Tree and Matrix Diagram, they simply point
to the single database object. The definition can be created in the Tree Diagram
and viewed in the Matrix Diagram. Similarly, a change made in any one diagram
will be consistently reflected in the others. No errors are made in the interfaces
between the diagrams because they have been effectively eliminated. The tool
also improves the quality of the ratings by making it nearly effortless to check
definitions, and relationship justifications of similar entries in a matrix. Finally,
automating calculations removes another potential source of errors.
This tool was used with a projection system to facilitate three QFD sessions.
Previously, the QFD process was performed by using "Post-Its" or "yellow
stickies" and a large wall. Ideas were written on the stickies and placed on the
wall. To set up a matrix, a large piece of paper was placed on the wall and the
stickies were placed on the left and top. Lines were then drawn to form the
matrix. Definitions were logged on sheets of paper. Groups, who had used both
the yellow sticky approach and the QCASE tool, consistently estimated that the
time required for the process was cut in half. This improvement was the result of
more than just automating the reentry of data. The QCASE tool enhanced the
ability of the people to perform the QFD process. Since common agreements are
reached for many terms it is easy to forget a definition of a particular term.
Providing automated retrieval of this data, as well as rationale for scoring
relationships provided to both improve the product and productivity of the
participants .

•
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Manual Process
create stickies for
each tool

QCASE
enter once then
reuse

find a definition in a
paper list

QCASE Improvements in
Productivi~
Quali~
X

X

double click on an
idea for definition

X

X

find an explanation
in a paper list

double click on a
relation to get justification

X

X

draw matrix by hand

automatically drawn

manual calculations

automated calculation

X

X

reenter data in report

postscript output,
is pasted into report

X

X

•

X

Table 1 Comparison of Manual Process to QCASE

Focus on People
The involvement of people from all skill areas is the key to a quality program.
Middle to upper managers use tools such as the 7 management and planning
tools. Product designers use QFD and design of experiments tools. Technical
specialists will use the statistical tools such as Histograms, Scatter Diagram, and
Control Charts. The line personnel typically use simple graphical techniques
such as Flow Charts, Check Sheets, Trend Charts, Pareto Charts and Cause and
Effect Diagrams. At Nashua they are considering the impact on the people while
evaluating a new MRPII system. They are concerned that such a large
application may "make it more difficult for people to understand, change and
improve processes." [Marenghi N92] They also have realized that people make
quality. They should not be isolated from the quality process by IS.

•

Companies are realizing the value of information systems that capture and
analyze data about the customer and the quality of products, operations, and
services.

TQM says you are to be a partner with your suppliers and your
customers. [Perry M91]
Florida Power and Light integrated several stand alone databases to collate
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•

•

information about network-related troubles. This system helped them to win the
Deming Award for applying TOM. [Eckerson 91] One focus of IBM Credit
Corporation's TOM program is to tighten electronic ties between management,
employees and customers. ICC's goal is to reduce the time it takes to
understand customer needs and respond to them. [Margolis 91] Likewise
Stanley tools is using Electronic Data lnterchage (EDI), and increasing the
automation support for their sales force to increase the speed and accuracy of
their interactions with their customers. [Marenghi S92]
Best-practice companies also provide a voice for their suppliers and
customers. [Whiting 6,91]

The use of OFD by suppliers impacts IS by improving the quality of its
components. For example, BBN's T/300 develop team used OFD to plan the
design of the product. They identified the needs of their customers, typically IS
groups, "high throughput, high reliability, and network availability for packetswitching applications at higher speeds and lower costs". Then they used OFD to
map them into new product features such as "frame relay DTE interface, a new
high speed/high fan-out line card, network-wide congestion avoidance, power-on
servicing and remote diagnostic capability". [Edge 91] The use of OFD by the
suppliers of an IS organization should improve the components it uses, and thus
help the IS organization meet the quality goals of the business.
•

Emphasis on Process

The key to producing quality products is having a quality process. Process
reengineering is a recommended first step in applying IS to a TOM program. The
IS contribution to an improved process is much higher if it does more than simply
automate the existing process. Management at Miles Inc., a pharmaceuticals
firm, wants the IS group to be the catalyst for TQM. At Miles Inc., IS personnel
identify problems, defects and barriers and propose solutions. [Laplante 92]
Texas Instruments, Inc. has created a new category of IS jobs defined as
'process re-engineers'. [Laplante F92] The goals of process reengineering
should be to understand the current process and its value to customers, simplify
it, then consider where automation can help.
CIMLINK defines a detailed procedure called 'process mapping' that they
recommend for capturing the information flow that guides and directs a process.
°ᔂ Form

•

a multi-disciplined team to create the process map.

0

Define the scope and boundaries of the process to be analyzed.

0

Decompose the process into its constituent elements .
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0

Define all sources of data.

°ᑽCollect all

data relating to the process workflow, e.g., forms,
printouts, drawings, sketches, etc.

•

0

Visually represent each step in the process using the actual data
and basic flowcharting symbols.

0

Assign time values to each step.

0

Ask for additional input from people directly involved in the
process.
0

Add missing elements as they are discovered, and modify the map
as necessary so that it corresponds as closely as possible to the
actual process. [CIMLINC 91 , pg 5]

CIMLINK suggests implementing process mapping using paper and strings
attached to a wall. Examples of all forms used to guide a process are gathered
and pinned to the wall along with index cards showing the sources of the data.
Then times required to access and manipulate that data are added to the cards.
These are connected by strings, and colored yarn is used to show the routings
that the forms must make for review, approval and release. Once this is
completed, areas are identified where there is redundancy of effort, sequential
subprocesses that could be parallelized, inappropriate data, and excessive
delays.

•

LINKAGE is a tool which allows the electronic capture of this process once it has
been defined. All actions, prompts, interactions, and data accesses are defined
in the script. The result is a 'Multimedia Work Instruction' which captures all the
information required for each step in the process. This information can include
an image showing the tooling being used, annotations explaining the process,
procedures, how to acquire any required data, and how data created by this step
should be approved. The data sources that LINKAGE can integrate are quite
diverse.
CAD Mechanical and Electrical
MRP
CAPP
Relational Databases

FAX
Hierarchical DBMS
ASCII Data

Word Processing
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•

•

Technical Publication
Scanners
Bar Codes
Voice
Spreadsheets
Video
Scheduling
CMM
SPC. [CIMLINC 91 , pg 9]
Linkage provides automation to support many of the goals of TOM in the
manufacturing domain. It increases integration, utilizes a reengineered process,
and uses automation to reduce errors and time requirements. CIMLINC
describes the benefits of LINKAGE as:

•

Establishes standard information format
Integrates all computerized and manual information flow
Captures procedures
Builds upon and leverages existing systems
Frees people from routine data gathering and manipulation
Empowers people to improve the process.
[CIMLINC 91 , pg 1O]

The use of imaging technology to support process improvements is not only
being applied in the Linkage tool. Imaging allows the replacement of paper
handling in many processes with electronic management of that information.
This is important in high volume areas like Texas Utilities Electric which handles
50,000 letters per week. A representative from FileNet suggests that paper is
inefficient because it forces a serial process. Imaging is streamlining the
workflow process, and is perhaps a precursor to more advanced group
communications products. Imaging technology combined with TOM concepts
will lead to reengineered business processes. [Bride 91]
IMPACT OF TQM ON THE IS GROUP

•

The examples in the preceding sections illustrated how a TOM program in a
company can impact the IS function. This section will focus on what TOM means
internal to an IS group, in particular, its application to the software development
process. The focus on software development is important because the lessons
learned from the application of TOM to manufacturing and service companies can
be applied to an operations group. Applying TOM to software development
requires more adaptation of existing approaches, and presents specific problems.
Since software development is a very costly and risky process in most
organizations, application of TOM to this process could have very large benefits .
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IBM Germany defines the components of market driven quality for its software
process as including:
0
Define market needs
0
Defect elimination /6 Sigma
0
Total cycle time reduction
0
Employee participation
0
Measurements/benchmarking [Ahrens 92]

•

Again we see the focus on people (customer and employee), the implied
management changes, the tools and techniques, and a process focus.
Approaches and problems with applying TQM to software are discussed again
using these areas of focus.
New Management Culture and Paradigm
The management style and culture within an IS group has almost the opposite
characteristics of the manufacturing organizations. Instead of an over-controlled
process, many times there is no documented process in the software
development area. Many companies that believe they have well controlled
software development processes receive only an ad hoc assessment when the
Software Engineering lnstitute's process assignment criteria are evaluated .
Instituting a formal TQM program for use in system development is critical.
[Vitalari 91]

•

It is ironic that the group which acts as a catalyst for change in the rest of the
company is slow to change and automate itself. The following results were
obtained by a survey conducted by SCS Index's Summit research service.
77% agreed that transforming the systems development culture-- in
terms of business focus, quality, new tools and new organizational
structures -- is a major challenge

59% reported problems in being perceived as delivering technically
oriented rather than business-oriented solutions. [Vitalari 91]
The traditional approach to quality, minimizing defects relative to customer
specifications, can not be directly applied by many IS managers because of the
following problems in the existing organizations:
0
few IS shops have identified their customer and understand his
definition of a quality product
0
quality techniques have not been adapted to IS functions
0
IS culture still focuses on the individual performance, not group and
functional processes
0
IS is still perceived by corporate management as focused on

•

•

technology, not overall business efficiency
[Laplante F92]
Experience at Hewlett-Packard resulted in the following summation of the
problems that make the application of TOM to software development unique.
Management Related
0
Internally imposed priorities
0
No strong need to change
0
Lack of in-depth understanding of the software process
Software Engineers Related
°ᔕ Fear of change
0
Value of acquired skills and experience
0
Unique professional culture
0
High appeal of work on functionality and performance
Technologies Related
0
Usually only incremental improvements offered
0
Difficult to learn
0
Don't match user's personal goals [Kohoutek 92]

Although these are a formidable set of barriers to overcome, the potential value
of TOM techniques in improving the software development process is highlighted
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology report on productivity and error
rates in Japan and the United States.
U.S.
Japan
12,447
lines of debugged code per year per programmer
7,290
technical failures / 1000 lines of code
4.44
1.96
These differences are mostly attributed to Japanese adherence to processes-software development standards and procedures. U.S. programmers'
individualistic habits result in lower productivity and more defects. This and other
studies tend to show that compliance with processes outperforms competent
individuals most of the time. A second major difference is the increased
importance of reusability of code in Japan. These numbers should not be used
as a complete picture of the situation. Japanese software development does not
shine in the development of creative new applications. This might indicate the
need for two styles within an IS organization: an advanced development group,
which allows the current ad hoc approach whose role is to develop prototypes of
revolutionary new applications, and the main development group where the
culture of TOM rules and where all production occurs. TOM leads to rapid
improvement in productivity and quality rates and ultimately, to market
dominance. [Perry 4,91]
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The switch to a team orientation in management style can occur within a software
development group and contribute to the successful introduction of a TOM
program. IBM is moving from a top-down hierarchical control organizational
model to a council system. The result is the transformation from a rigid system
where process improvements were limited and isolated into a system with a team
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provides a basis for improvement.
Evolutionary. Processes based on continuous improvement allow for
more frequent feedback from users and easier accommodation to
change.
Flexible. Processes defined with change in mind are easier to modify
and upgrade.
Customizable. Processes should be tailorable to personal
preferences.
Adaptable. Processes should be tailorable to the needs of differing
projects and organizational units. In particular, it should be possible
to both down-size and "up-size" the process to meet the needs of
projects of different magnitude.
Easily Understood. It should be easy to describe the process to new
project team members.
Modularity. The process should clearly separate differing concerns,
with loose coupling among the concerns. In particular, the process
should clearly separate out roles and responsibilities.
Analyzable. The process' definition should provide an objective,
quantitative basis for analyzing the products it produces and the
process itself.
Visibility into Current State. The process should directly support the
monitoring of progress, product quality and customer satisfaction .
Visibility into the Effects of Changes. It should be easy to determine
the effect of changes to the process. [Nejmeh 92]

Software metrics are important in a TOM approach to software. One must be
able to measure the process in order to understand it, and understanding is
required before one can manage it. [Schwartz 91] The problem with existing
metrics of quality and reliability has been that they are developer-oriented. They
focus on faults, and fault densities during testing. Metrics need to measure the
failures perceived by the user. [Shen 89]
These issues have proved to be a significant barrier to implementing the
simplistic advice to replicate what manufacturing has done.

FUTURE IMPACTS ON IS - GROUPWARE

•

The increasing use of TOM as a means of responding to the current dynamic
business climate is creating an increasingly important role for teams. Team
support technology has been demonstrated on a limited scale, and experts
believe that it is only a matter of the right catalyst to start a major new application
area. Support of teams may well become one of the most important contributions
by the IS department to the TOM program.
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Groupware is communications and computing support for the business team.
Johansen estimates that by 1994, Total Quality Groupware will be commonplace.
This type of groupware will support implementing quality methods for team
members separated by time and location. Within 5 years groupware will be
supporting connections across teams. Much of the technology exists today.
Digital conference calling bridges provide the ability to carry clear voice and
parallel computer images. There are already over 1000 two way video rooms.
Lastly, groupware rooms with multiple terminals and video projection systems are
already in use. The only limiting factor is the lack of a high level of
interoperability in existing equipment. [Johansen 91]

•

Studies of productivity have been done on distributed group support systems
(DGSS).
These systems include decision support tools and structures
embedded within a computer-mediated communication system. One study found
that computer-supported groups produced higher quality solutions, generated
more alternatives, and reduced domination by a strong personality when
compared with nonsupported groups. Another study found just the opposite.
The differences measure the effects of the context in which a DGSS is used and
how it changes the process of group communication.
The theory of adaptive
structuration attempts to explain this.
The effects of an information system (software and hardware) are seen as
less a function of the technology itself than of how it is appropriated or
used, and how this mode of appropriation affects the structure of the user
group. [Hiltz 91, pg. 140]

•

Technology such as a DGSS is supposed to complement human capabilities. In
doing so, it places the participants on unfamiliar ground. The IS group will likely
be given the role of ensuring that users adapt in a productive manner. This
responsibility will probably be shared by both the implementers, and the
supporters of this technology.
A Team Support System is a more general technology. It supports decision
making, knowledge acquisition, derivation, and presentation, and communication.
The following criteria for the acceptance and successful use of TSS is suggested:
0
0

°ᇥ
0

0

Tai/arability
Extendability
Continuity among tasks and among tools
Degree of integration with the environment
Ease and efficiency of use. [Busch 91, pg. 170]

•

•

technology, not overall business efficiency
[Laplante F92]
Experience at Hewlett-Packard resulted in the following summation of the
problems that make the application of TOM to software development unique.

Management Related
0
Internally imposed priorities
0
No strong need to change
0
Lack of in-depth understanding of the software process
Software Engineers Related
°ᇞ Fear of change
0
Value of acquired skills and experience
0
Unique professional culture
0
High appeal of work on functionality and performance
Technologies Related
0
Usually only incremental improvements offered
0
Difficult to learn
0
Don't match user's personal goals [Kohoutek 92]

•

•

Although these are a formidable set of barriers to overcome, the potential value
of TOM techniques in improving the software development process is highlighted
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology report on productivity and error
rates in Japan and the United States.
U.S.
Japan
lines of debugged code per year per programmer
7,290
12,447
technical failures / 1000 lines of code
4.44
1.96
These differences are mostly attributed to Japanese adherence to processes-software development standards and procedures. U.S. programmers'
individualistic habits result in lower productivity and more defects. This and other
studies tend to show that compliance with processes outperforms competent
individuals most of the time. A second major difference is the increased
importance of reusability of code in Japan. These numbers should not be used
as a complete picture of the situation. Japanese software development does not
shine in the development of creative new applications. This might indicate the
need for two styles within an IS organization: an advanced development group,
which allows the current ad hoc approach whose role is to develop prototypes of
revolutionary new applications, and the main development group where the
culture of TOM rules and where all production occurs. TOM leads to rapid
improvement in productivity and quality rates and ultimately, to market
dominance. [Perry 4,91]
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The switch to a team orientation in management style can occur within a software
development group and contribute to the successful introduction of a TOM
program. IBM is moving from a top-down hierarchical control organizational
model to a council system. The result is the transformation from a rigid system
where process improvements were limited and isolated into a system with a team
orientation. These teams collaborate on common process models, generate
many process innovations, and provide for the propagation of the innovations.
Through the council system they can collectively, rather than individually address
requirements for change. They have created a center for Software Excellence to
act as an organizational catalyst for change. This group has the responsibility for
the cultural change, process engineering, development of appropriate
measurements, and providing an innovation enabling center. [Furey 92, pg 3A-4]
This type of total commitment to TOM seems to be associated with the
companies reporting the most success in applying it to software development.

•

Quality Tools, Techniques, and Technologies

The SCS Index's Summit research service study shows:
30% reported automation of any stages in the systems development
life cycle.
24% reported implementation of CASE.
30% investigating object-oriented tools.
5% using object-oriented tools.
10% reported that any stages are electronically integrated. [Vitalari 91]
CASE tools are used to reduce costs and improve quality [Perry 91 ]. These tools
typically just represent the application of automation to existing processes and
methods. They make an ineffective process more efficient. A comprehensive
reengineering of the software development process is required before there is
significant improvement. Such a reengineered process and toolset is OCASE.
[Rudisill 92] This toolset is built to support a process reengineered to improve
quality and productivity. The first change deals with increasing the understanding
of the customers requirements. A OFD toolset is included to support this. OFD
includes support for incremental improvements to existing components to meet
these customer requirements. To support this, OCASE supports the creation of a
library of reusable software components. These components are stored in an
object-oriented data base. The data base also provides support for team-based
development. A notification based configuration management system was
specifically designed to support the needs of multi-functional teams. In addition,
data base tools support the capture and storage of process data. Only parts of
this system have been prototyped. However, use of these components show
significant improvements in quality and productivity over traditional CASE.
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•

•

•

Tools are available to manage the configuration of data shared by workteams .
Although not specifically aimed at the software developer, one of the most
complete tools is the Concurrent Engineering Control System (CECS) from
CIMLINK Inc. CECS does more than configuration management, it automates
the mechanics of the information flow. This includes electronic routings for
review and comment, approval, release and feedback. After approval a new
version is created. This type of tool provides the following benefits:
Automates the review, comment, approval, release and feedback
information process
Creates electronic virtual teams
Captures comments for future reference
Captures "as built" feedback [CIMLINC 91 , pg 11]

Similar capabilities can be found in many CASE environments.

•

Traditional quality techniques have also been applied to the software
development process. As mentioned above, QCASE provides a successful
application of QFD, one of the new Seven Planning Tools. IBM's Rochester
Development Laboratory is extensively using lshikawa's Seven Basic Tools for
quality control. The checklist and run chart are used extensively on a daily
basis. Other tools are just starting to be applied. The analysis based on the use
of these tools has proven to enhance software project management. [Kan 92]
Because information technology is evolving so rapidly, it is important to maintain
appropriate goals for performance. Benchmarking is a quality technique that is
used to understand how and why best-in-class performance was attained. Good
choices for benchmarking are companies which have won a major quality award
(such as the Baldridge Award), and major competitors. This information can be
used to improve strategic planning, forecasting, market directions and compare
current products and processes to competitors. The QFD technique takes
estimates of competitors' positions and helps to identify areas for product
improvement. Compac Computer has a continuous effort to track processes
such as product distribution and reliability engineering in 25 major competitors.
The techniques include scanning trade publications, company literature and other
sources. [Whiting B91] Another good method for benchmarking is to use one of
the publicized standards. The Software Engineering Institutes process maturity
assessment, comparisons to the Baldridge criteria, or the ISO-9001 standard can
provide a good indication where a company's software development process
needs improvement.
Focus on the Customer

•

Nearly half the IS departments surveyed said that their focus was limited to
quality techniques to improve the internal process.
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Quality means changing from a technical focus to one that takes into
account real business issues .[Laplante F92]
QFD is turning out to be as powerful in improving the analysis and design
phases of software development as it was in improving the design of
manufactured products. The list of leading software developers which are
now using QFD includes AT&T Bell Labs, IBM, DEC, Boeing, and
Hewlett-Packard. [Zultner 92] Since 60 % to 90% of the product cost is
actually determined during design [Turi no 91 ], using a tool which focuses
the design effort on the needs of the customer can be quite effective. At
Martin Marietta a requirements document was completed using traditional
analysis techniques. The customer reviewed and agreed with the
document. The customer was then invited to a QFD exercise where the
requirements were reevaluated. They changed completely. Afterwards,
the customer commented that he had not realized what he really wanted
until the QFD exercise. Specifying a complex software system is not an
easy task, and the cost of errors is highest at this phase of a project.
Quality techniques which enhance the ability to get the customer's
requirements right can make a large contribution to improving the
software process.
Emphasis on Process
'First get your process under control, then figure out why the defect
happened.' [Knight 91]

•

•

Some companies are doing more than just adopting the use of standard CASE
environments to try to improve the software development process. Both HewlettPackard Company and Motorola are examples of companies which feel that their
process improvement initiatives are the key to sustainable progress in software
development. There approach can be summarized as:
1) Create a stable, consistent process. Actual performance within 5% to 10%
of the estimate more than 95% of the time.
2) Once a process is relatively stable it is closely monitored. Feedback and
corrective actions are implemented as required. [Boone 91]
To support TQM, a software process has to be more than consistent. Factors
such as compatibility with continuous improvement, and measurability are also
important. The following software process characteristics facilitate continuous
improvement:
0

Uniformity. Standardization helps to spread experience across a
community, increases the effectiveness of less-skilled workers, and
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provides a basis for improvement.
Evolutionary. Processes based on continuous improvement allow for
more frequent feedback from users and easier accommodation to
change.
Flexible. Processes defined with change in mind are easier to modify
and upgrade.
Customizable. Processes should be tailorable to personal
preferences.
Adaptable. Processes should be tailorable to the needs of differing
projects and organizational units. In particular, it should be possible
to both down-size and "up-size" the process to meet the needs of
projects of different magnitude.
Easily Understood. It should be easy to describe the process to new
project team members.
Modularity. The process should clearly separate differing concerns,
with loose coupling among the concerns. In particular, the process
should clearly separate out roles and responsibilities.
Analyzable. The process' definition should provide an objective,
quantitative basis for analyzing the products it produces and the
process itself.
Visibility into Current State. The process should directly support the
monitoring of progress, product quality and customer satisfaction .
Visibility into the Effects of Changes. It should be easy to determine
the effect of changes to the process. [Nejmeh 92]

Software metrics are important in a TOM approach to software. One must be
able to measure the process in order to understand it, and understanding is
required before one can manage it. [Schwartz 91] The problem with existing
metrics of quality and reliability has been that they are developer-oriented. They
focus on faults, and fault densities during testing. Metrics need to measure the
failures perceived by the user. [Shen 89]
These issues have proved to be a significant barrier to implementing the
simplistic advice to replicate what manufacturing has done.

FUTURE IMPACTS ON IS - GROUPWARE

•

The increasing use of TOM as a means of responding to the current dynamic
business climate is creating an increasingly important role for teams. Team
support technology has been demonstrated on a limited scale, and experts
believe that it is only a matter of the right catalyst to start a major new application
area. Support of teams may well become one of the most important contributions
by the IS department to the TOM program.
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Groupware is communications and computing support for the business team.
Johansen estimates that by 1994, Total Quality Groupware will be commonplace.
This type of groupware will support implementing quality methods for team
members separated by time and location. Within 5 years groupware will be
supporting connections across teams. Much of the technology exists today.
Digital conference calling bridges provide the ability to carry clear voice and
parallel computer images. There are already over 1000 two way video rooms.
Lastly, groupware rooms with multiple terminals and video projection systems are
already in use. The only limiting factor is the lack of a high level of
interoperability in existing equipment. [Johansen 91]

•

Studies of productivity have been done on distributed group support systems
(DGSS).
These systems include decision support tools and structures
embedded within a computer-mediated communication system. One study found
that computer-supported groups produced higher quality solutions, generated
more alternatives, and reduced domination by a strong personality when
compared with nonsupported groups. Another study found just the opposite.
The differences measure the effects of the context in which a DGSS is used and
how it changes the process of group communication.
The theory of adaptive
structuration attempts to explain this.
The effects of an information system (software and hardware) are seen as
less a function of the technology itself than of how it is appropriated or
used, and how this mode of appropriation affects the structure of the user
group. [Hiltz 91, pg. 140]

•

Technology such as a DGSS is supposed to complement human capabilities. In
doing so, it places the participants on unfamiliar ground. The IS group will likely
be given the role of ensuring that users adapt in a productive manner. This
responsibility will probably be shared by both the implementers, and the
supporters of this technology.
A Team Support System is a more general technology. It supports decision
making, knowledge acquisition, derivation, and presentation, and communication.
The following criteria for the acceptance and successful use of TSS is suggested:
0
0

°ᔴ
0

0

Tailorability
Extendability
Continuity among tasks and among tools
Degree of integration with the environment
Ease and efficiency of use. [Busch 91, pg. 170]

iS

•

•

These are the same types of issues that occur over and over again in TOM
related tools and processes. Similarly, the issues identified for the development
of a TSS also look familiar: coordination, information exchange, support for team
process, user interface and organizational issues. [Busch 91, pg. 171-177]

TRENDS

•

•

As the benefits are demonstrated over an ever widening spectrum of companies,
TOM is increasingly becoming a requirement for doing business.
The
competitive advantages gained by companies that successfully apply it can lead
to market dominance. This creates a need for new types of increasingly
integrated applications from IS. IS groups are also starting to bridge the cultural
barriers and successfully apply TOM to internal processes such as software
development. As they do this, significant improvements in productivity and
quality are starting to be demonstrated. Even as IS groups struggle to meet
these challenges, groupware is about to emerge as an entirely new . area
requiring IS support. TOM is acting as a catalyst for significant changes in the IS
organizations of many US companies. These changes need to be anticipated
and planned for .
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Getting the Process right
Computerworld, June 10, 1991, pg. 75

[Brassard 89]

Michael Brassard
The Memory Mogger Plus+, Featuring the Seven Management
and Planning Tools
Goal/QPC, 1989, ISBN 1-879364-02-6

[Bride 91]

Ed Bride
Imaging expedites workflow
Software Magazine, Sentry Publishing
Vol. II, No. 9, July, 1991, pg. 27

[Busch 91)

Elizabeth Busch, Matti Hamalainen, Yongmoo Suh,
Andrew Whinston, Clyde W. Holsapple
Issues and Obstacles in the Development of Team Support
Systems
Journal of Organizational Computing, (2)1, pg. 161-186, 1991
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[CIMLINC 91]

Linkage, Automating Manufacturing Information Flow
CIMLINC Inc., 1991
North 1222 Hamilton Parkway, Itasca, IL 60143-9823
[Eckerson 91]

Wayne Eckerson
Management Strategies Section
Network World, July 29, 1991 pg. 19
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[Edge 91]
Edge Process: BBN's Total Quality Management Program
EDGE: On & About AT&T, Vol 6., No 168, Oct. 14, 1991
[Fiderio 91]

Janet Fiderio
Electronic Teamwork Keeps Boeing Growing
ComputerWorld, Sept. 30, 1991, pg. 24

[Fitzgerald 91] · Michael Fitzgerald
Quality controls underused
Computerworld, May 6, 1991, pg. 68
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[Furey 92]

Thomas E. Furey, Jr.
Slides
Conference Proceedings, The International Software Quality
Exchange, Juran Institute Inc. & Rocky Mountain Institute for
Software Engineering.

[Hiltz 91]

Starr Roxanne Hiltz, Donna Dufner, Michael Holmes, Scott Poole
Distributed Group Support Systems: Social Dynamics and Design
Dilemmas
Journal of Organizational Computing, (2)1, pg. 135-159, 1991 .

[Johansen 91]

Robert Johansen
Groupware: Future Directions and Wild Cards
Journal of Organizational Computing, (2)1, pg. 219-227, 1991.

[Kan]

Stephen H. Kan
Applying the Seven Basic Quality Tools In Software Development
Conference Proceedings, The International Software Quality
Exchange, Juran Institute Inc. & Rocky Mountain Institute for
Software Engineering.

[King 89]

Bob King
Better Designs In Half the Time, Implementing QFD Quality
Function Deployment in America
GOAUQPC 3rd edition 1989, ISBN-1-879364-01-8.

[Knight 91]

Robert Knight
Experts stress process
Software Magazine, Sentry Publishing Company Inc., June 91

[Kohoutek 92]

Henry J. Kohoutek
Slides- Software Quality Assurance Technologies, Managing the
Transistion Process
Conference Proceedings, The International Software Quality
Exchange, Juran Institute Inc. & Rocky Mountain Institute for
Software Engineering.

[Laplante F92]

Alice Laplante
For IS, quality is 'job none'
Computerworld, Jan. 6, 1992, pg. 57-59

[Laplante 92]

Alice Laplante
Miles building quality from an IS foundation
Computerworld, Jan. 6, 1992, pg . 63

[Mandell 92]

Mel Mandell
Statistical software rings in quality
Computerworld, Jan. 6, 1992, pg. 65

[Marenghi N92] Catherine Marenghi
Nashua keeps quality flame burning in customer service
Computerworld, Jan. 6, 1992, pg. 61
[Ma-renghi S92] Catherine Marenghi
Stanley hammers on quality; Tool maker focuses resources on
applications to improve quality
Computerworld, Jan. 6, 1992, pg. 63
[Margolis 91]

Nell Margolis
IBM Credit's giant shadow chills foes
Computerworld, April 15, 1992, pg. i

[McFarlan 92]

James I. Cash, F. Warren McFarlan, James L. McKenney,
Lynda M. Applegate
Corporate Information Systems Management Text and Cases
Draft of 3rd edition, Copyright Richard D. Irwin.

[Nejmeh 92]

Brian A. Nejmeh, William Riddle
Software Quality--Current Trends, Furture Challenges (DRAFT)

[Perry A91]

William E. Perry
TOM can save U.S. software development
Government Computer News, Vol. 10, No 7, pg. 58, April 1, 91
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[Perry M91]

William E. Perry
Partnerships are like marriage in TOM;
Total quality management
Government Computer News, May 13, 1991

[Perry 91]

William E. Perry
Why downsizing makes sense in the 90s
Government Computer News, July 22, 1991

[Rayner 84]

Steven R. Rayner
New Excellence: The Forest Grove Project
Tektronix, 1984

[Rayner 88]

Steven R. Rayner
Implementing High Involvement: Key Strategies and Tactics
Belgard, Fisher, Rayner Inc.

[Rudisill 92]

Donald Rudisill
OCASE: A New Paradigm for Computer Aided Software
Engineering
Proceedings of The International Software Quality Exchange,
Juran Institute, March 10, 1992

[Schwartz 91]

Karen D. Schwartz
Metrics tool offers Defense software quality
Government Computer News, May 13, 1991

[Shen 89]

Vincent Shen Editor
Applying customer-oriented quality metrics
IEEE Software, Vol.6, No. 6, Nov. 1989, pg . 71

[Smith 91]

James M. Smith
TOM, TRM launch Coast Guard into next century
Government Computer News, July 8, 1991

[Tobin 91]

Lawrence Tobin
Total quality management
Computerworld, Jan. 21, 1991

[Turino 91]

Jon Turino
Notes from across the pond; Concurrent engineering
commentary
Computer Design, Feb. 11, 1991
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[UNM 91)

Joseph R. Jablonski, Joseph E. Champoux, Larry Cox
Improving Your Competitive Position Through Total Quality
Management-(videoconference & notes)
University of New Mexico, May 29, 1991

[Vitalari 91)

Nicholas P. Vitalari
IS staffs are changing the corporation but are having trouble
changing themselves
Journal of Systems Management, Vol. 42, No. 9, pg. 17
Sept. 91

[Whiting 891]

Rick Whiting
Benchmarking: lessons from the best-in-class;
Electronic Business, Vol. 17; No. 19, pg 128, Oct. 7, 1991

[Whiting 6,91)

Rick Whiting
Product Development as a Process
Electronic Business, June 17, 1991

[Whiting 10,91) Rick Whiting
Engineers say •prove it"
Electronic Business, Oct. 7, 1991
[Zultner 92]

Richard E. Zultner, COE
Quality Function Deployment Workshop Summary
The National Institute for Software Quality and Productivity TQM
for Software Workshop, April 29, 1992
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Backup Speaker

Mr. Howard J. Squire is a consultant with over 25 years experience in the data
processing and electronics industry. He has served both government and industry as a
manager and consultant and has lectured in the United States , Europe and Asia on
software project management and quality control practices. He has been an independent consultant since 1979, except for a stint as a consultant at Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1981-82. Prior to that time he was a manager in the Large Systems Development Group at Control Data Corporation for ten years and prior to that he had a
career in the U.S. Navy. Most of his recent work has emphasized the application of
statistical process control techniques to software. He has lectured extensively on the
use of Pareto analysis, control charts and the use of breakthrough techniques in
achieving improvements in software quality through process improvements. He is
currently writing a book, scheduled for publication in 1992, on statistical process control for software development. His formal education includes a B.A. in Mathematics
from the University of Mississippi, an M.S. in Management/ Data Processing from the
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey California and Graduate Studies in
Speech/ Communications at the University of Minnesota.
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San Francisco, California

BEYOND TESTING
STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL FOR SOFTWARE

•

• LEVERAGE TEST DATA FOR DEFECT PREVENTION

• PARETO ANALYSIS
80/20 Rule
Vital Few /trivial many
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CONTROL CHARTS
GENERAL
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THE QUALITY MODEL

•

THE SHEWHART /DEMING CYCLE

1.what changes are needed?
what new tests are needed?
plan change or test
decide how to use
observati ons

4.study the results

3.observe the effects

2.carry out change or test

5. Repeat step 1, with knowledge accumulated
6. Repeat step 2, etc., etc.
6
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BEYOND TESTING
TEST CRITERIA

• QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
Quali t y Metrics
Requirements Specifications

• FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Requirement Specifications
Design Specifications

•

7

BEYOND TESTING

•

SOFTWARE QUALITY METRICS MODEL
user oriented view
of an aspect of product quality

CRITERION

CRITERION

CRITERION

METRIC

METRIC

~----,~.---~ software
oriented
characteristics
wh lch Ind lcate quality

METRIC

quantitative measures
of characteristics

Source : SPECIFICATION OF SOFT~RE QUALITY
ATTRIBUTES Software Quality Evaluat i on Guidebook
Bowen, Thomas P. et al., RADC-TR-85-37, Vol. Ill
February , 1985
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BEYOND TESTINGS
DEFECT CLASSIFICATION MODEL
SORCE OF DEFECT (DEVELOPMENT PROCESS PHASE)
PROBLEM TYPE
MISSING

LOGIC

DATA

(FREQ JENCY' VITHIN TYPE)

WRONG
EXTRA

•

DOCUMENTATION
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BEYOND TESTING

•

SPORADIC & CHRONIC DEFECTS
ASPECT

NATURE OF SPORADIC

NATURE OF CHRONIC

Economic loss

Minor

Major

Extent of Irritation
caused

Substantial. Sudden
nature of trouble
attracts attention

Small. Continuing
nature of trouble
leads to acceptance

Type of solution
required

Restore the status
quo (troubleshooting}

Change to the status
quo (breakthrough)

Type of Data needed

Simp l e data showing
trend of quality

Complex data showing
relation of quality
to numerous defects

Data collection plan

Routine

Specially designed

Data collected .......

By Inspectors In the
normal course of their work

Often through special
experimental procedures

Frequency of analysis

Very frequent

Infrequent. Data may be
accumulated before analysis
Is made

Analysis made by ....

Developers & managers

Special teams

Type of analysis

Usually simple

Possibly Intricate

Action by .........

Developers

Special teams

10
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BEYOND TESTING
ERROR TYPES

ATTRIBUTE

ERROR TYPE
BOUNDARY-CONDITION- Code
failed to properly handle
a boundary cond ltlon.
ORPHANED-BUFFER- Code
failed to releaae a buffer.
VARIABLE-INIT- Code failed
to lnltlallze or
reinitialize a variable.
DATA-DEFINITION- Wrong
name, value , format or
attrlbutea for a constant,
variable. or data structure.
DATA-REFERENCE- Code felled
to properly reference a
constant, variable or data
structure.
TYPO- An Improperly typed
entry or word.

•

DATA-PROTECTION- Code
felled to enaure the
protection of data ahared
by multiple actlvltlea.

M,TIYITY-l:iYNG- Gotle flllled
to properly coordinate the
aynchron lzatlon o f
activit ies.
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BEYOND TESTING

•

ERROR TYPES

ERROR TYPE

ATTRIBUTE

UNCONSIOERED-CONO- Code
falled to consider a
poaalble condition or
sequence of eventa.
IMPROPER-COND- The
condition waa considered
but waa Incorrectly/
Incompletely handled
(non-error path) .
INTERNAL-INTERFACE- An
error occurred In the
definition or uae of an
Interface between module&
· within thle product.
EXTERNAL-INTERFACE- An
error occurred In the
· definition or uee of an
Interface between thla
product and other product&.
COMPATIBILITY- Change
ellmlnatee an Incompatibility
with other product&,
appllcatlone, or end ueer
operations .
CONVENTIONS- Code failed to
conform to forma l standard&
or Informal coding conventions .

•
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BEYOND TESTING
ERROR TYPES
ATTRIBUTE

ERROR TYPE
INTEGRATION- code wae
Incorrectly Integrated.
PERFORMANCE- Change Improve&
efficiency by reducing path
length. elze, or response
time.
SECURITY- Change Improves
the security of the ueer·e
eyetem.
CONFIGURATION-ERROR- The
alte'a configuration
produced a unique error
eltuatlon.
DOCUMENTATION- Code laeued
Incorrect or misleading
meaaagea, or e documentation
change la needed.
INSTALL- The product failed
to Install correctly •

•
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Autotester, Inc.
6060 N. Central Expressway #112
Dallas, TX 75206
Computer Power Group
120 Montgomery Street, Suite 1560
San Francisco, CA 94104
Institute For Zero Defect Software
12 Aberdeen Road
Chatham, NJ 07928
ProQual, Inc.
P.O. Box337
Medfield, MA 02052-003
ProCASE, Inc.
3130 De La Cruz Boulevard, #100
Santa Clara, CA 95054
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Scopus Technologies
1900 Powell Street, Suite 900
Emeryville, CA 94608
Softbridge Microsystems
125 Cambridge Park Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140
Software Quality Engineering
3000-2 Hartley Road
Jacksonville, FL 32257
Software Research, Inc.
625 Third Street
San Francisco, CA 94107-1997
Tiburon Systems
2085 Hamilton Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125
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Software Research, Inc.
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San Francisco, California
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There is a Revolution occurring in software testing. AutoTester,
Inc. is paving the way to structured automated testing with its
breakthrough technology, AutoTester. By extending the
philosophies of structured development into the testing phase
of the SDLC, our clients report a four fold increase in quality
through features tested while reducing the resources devoted
to testing by 50-60%. Throu~h experiences with hundreds

of companies, AutoTester, Inc. has developed a proven process
that assimilates this new approach to testing into your
organization quickly, using your current
personnel. Call toll free at 1-800-328-1196
to Revolutionize The Way Your
Organization Develops And Maintains

0

Hi0h Quality $QftwQre,

6060 North Central Expressway· Suite 670 •Dallas.Texas• 75206

AutoTesteriNC
Qom~ny

A Software Recordin5

ProQual
Software Quality World

Volume -4 , Number 2

Feature Articles:
Writte!!,py experienced software quality practitioners. Topics like: object-oriented testing,
QFn, support, real-worla.lesting, TQM;"'""· -,~--'7
Int~rviews with software quality leaders.

Software Quality
~World~
The Magazine Dedicated to Software Quality Practitioners

New Produd' Announcements: .
Leam,about new tools.
.,.;.'_:~

~

Co~ferenc; and Seminar C~lendars: c;ft y
Uniq_ueLCompiled frqn:1-m'o re that 80 training
vendors. Would cost hundreds to do yourself.
,{'A \

•

"

l

i!t

Con~rence Reports:
~
.,,,
·
·, ~-depthtrepoi:15 (ancLthlbest slid~ s) from more
than 1'0 software quality eonferences eac-Ryear.
Article"Briefs:
Value-added summaries from 30+ periodicals.

TQM vs. the SEI Capability Maturity Model
\h 11

•

And Much More ...

0

·1.dk \\ rlh I.cl K.1m• . \ Pol (Ju.d1h .11 D.\8 Soll\,.1rr
Proauol, nc.., P.O. 8ml 337, Medfi.ld, MA 02052-0003 1508) 359-7273

Software Quality and Process
Assessments

Bill Silver is now accepting
retained search assignments.

Super Set of SEI Assessments:
We'll assess your entire software life cycle:
TQM, metrics, marketing, development,
QA/testing, project management and support.

Specialist in Software Quality Positions:
TQM, software metrics, software methodology,
software QA and testing, and software support.
This includes all levels of management and key
senior staff.

Industry Benchmarks:
Our unique Software Quality Capability Matrix.
A preliminary SEI capability maturity level.
A preliminary Malcolm Baldrige Award score.
Quality Action Plan:
Specific recommendations for action:
short and long term, tactical and strategic.

•

.\

Total Quality Training:
In-house training and technology transfer
from an alliance of world-class experts:
TQM, process engineering, QFD, metrics,
CASE, design methods, QA, testing and test
automation, project management, support.

A Quality Search Process:
As a Director of Software QA at two companies
and as VP of Corporate Quality and Customer
Service at another, I have done all these jobs.
I hired more than 20 senior managers. Using a
QFD-like process I'll work with you to define
the position requirements. I source candidates
via my extensive network and database of software quality professionals. I test each candidate's knowledge of quality, testing, metrics,
and management. I evaluate candidates using
my unique candidate footprint technology.
I've helped other companies. Let me help you.

•

SMARTsystem
PROCASE's SMARTsystem™ is
a robust development and
maintenance environment that
helps improve the quality,
productivity and process of your
software engineering efforts.
Built on an object-oriented
database, SMARTsystem is
comprised of five modules
providing advanced capabilities
for C software development,
comprehension, maintenance,
porting and re-engineering.

•

SMARTsystem lets developers
focus their efforts on solving the
problems at hand, rather than
wasting time trying to identify
what those problems are. By
offering tools that function
incrementally, SMARTsystem
allows you to quickly comprehend
existing software programs,
navigate efficiently through
them, check for syntactic and
semantic errors prior to
compilation, and then compile
only those sections requiring an
update.
SMARTsystem's components
operate on a common, objectoriented database that was
created expressly to support the
integrated software development
and maintenance processes. The
database stores the program
source, modifications, and all
derived data, allowing you to
comprehend the structure and
detailed components of an
existing software system.

•

This unique architecture enables
SMARTsystem to offer
capabilities never before
available. For example, the
SMARTstore database lets users
check out, or lock, only those
regions - f1les, functions,
declarations, or even single lines

OPRBCRBE

of source - that must be changed.
It also prevents other users from
attempting to lock the same or
overlapping areas, and tracks
who has each checked-out region
so that changes are integrated at
check-in time.
In addition to SMARTstore,
SMARTsystem provides four
powerful applications:
• SMARTview
Our configurable, text- and
language-sensitive editor
provides unique ways to view
program source. You can view it
as text or graphics, apply
different filtering techniques to
control the level of detail shown,
and format your view of the code
to suit your programming style .
SMARTview lets you work on
entire programs, not just
individual files.
• SMARTgraph
With a single menu selection,
SMARTgraph provides a
graphical view of the calling
structure of functions in the
program. These graphs can be
used as documentation or as a
powerful tool for comprehension
and navigating through program
source.
• ...- ,1•c....1c..._.. _ _ _

• SMARTcheck
SMARTcheck analysis tools
include incremental syntax and
semantics checking, C preprocessor capabilities that let you
expend nested macros and view
them, and cross references that
are accurate and easily updated
with every source change.
• SMARTmake/SMARTdebug
SMARTmake is an
incremental, function-level make
facility that uses existing
compilers. Because it knows the
modified code, the data
dependencies of each function,
and the complete source
dependency of your program,
SMARTmake can extract and
build the smallest unit of code
possible. SMARTdebug offers
the standard debugging
commands, as well as several
unique capabilities.

A key feature of SMARTsystem
is its reconfigurable user
interface, SMARTscreen, which
is based on the X Window
System. SMARTscreen is driven
by an interpreted interface
programming language, allowing
for both custom interface design
and integration with external
tools. SMARTsystem can be
integrated with tools for frontend design and analysis,
documentation, and debugging,
and can be tailored to drive the
development process.
SMARTsystem fits smoothly into
your existing environment,
without introducing new
methodologies. It supports a
variety of UNIX workstations,
including HP 9000 Series 700,
SPARCstations, DECstations,

illM RS/6000, MIPS and NCR
System 3000.

PROCASE Corporation, 3130 De La Cruz IDvd., Suite 100, Santa Oara, CA 95054, Tel: 408/727-0714, Fax: 408/ 492-1814
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SCOPUS TECHNOLOGY,

Inc.

ENGINEERING INFORMATION SYSTEM (EIS 2.1) (BugTracker)
Description
BugTracker provides the software engineering and software quality assurance departments with the means to report, track and control bugs and
change requests. BugTracker handles duplicate bugs, cross referencing,
data validation, and notification. The Scopus Engineering Information
System is:
• Customizable
BugTracker can be configured by the user to meet their individual methodology and product structure .

•

•OPEN

BugTracker has been designed using standard technology:
- Client/Server Computing
- OPENLOOK and Motif GUI
- Standard RDBMS

• Integrated
BugTracker is fully integrated with other EIS 2.0 modules.
- DataProbe provides a full text search and retrieval
system for searching the bugs database.
- OpenCalls is a complete customer call
management system.

•

• Distributed
The Scopus Replication Server provides a complete
enterprise-wide Engineering Information System .

•

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC .

CAPBAK/X
CAPTURE/ PLAYBACK TOOL FOR THE X WINDOW SYSTEM

--

•
CAPBAKIX's preview function displays recorded mouse movements from a real test.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
CAPBAK/X is a powerful capture and
playback software testing tool for the X
Window System. CAPBAK together with
EXDIFF, SMARTS and TDGEN provide a
solution that every Quality Assurance
engineer needs: automating the regression
testing process. Together, these products
make up Software Research's Software
TestWorks (STW) regression tool set (STW/
REG) .
CAPTURE AND PLAYBACK OF
TEST SESSIONS

•

QA testing is traditionally a painstaking process. It is a very tedious but necessary process in which QA engineers
perform the time-consuming process of
entering user inputs and evaluating the
application's responses. This process is
repeated again and aQain throu 0hout the
application life cycle.

CAPBAK/X is designed to overcome
this tedious and error-prone process. It
captures all user activities during the testing process including keystrokes and
mouse movements. It also captures user
selected screen images.
These images provide baselines against
which future reruns of the tests are cornpared. Future tests then entail the playing
back of these test sessions. Test executions
can be run unsupervised.
With the help of EXDIFF and SMARTS,
test outcomes are recorded and compared
automatically with the baselines. Any discrepancies are recorded and stored for further analysis. Extraneous or irrelevant
discrepancies, however, can be discarded
in the comparison process. Finally, test execution reports and statistics are available
for viewing .

USING CAPBAK/X

CAPBAK/X operates in four modes:
Capture, Playback, Preview, and Edit.
CAPTURE

In this mode, the user creates the test
scripts by executing the normal testing
procedure. All user activities, including all
the keyboard, mouse events and the cornbinations of the two, are recorded in a
"keysave" file. During a test session,
screen images including partial screen,
window, or full screen can be captured to
a file . These images serve as baselines for
comparisons for future reruns.
PLAYBACK

User sessions can be played back at
varying speeds. Each test session is executed as if a user is running the test. Playback is run unsupervised . CAPBAK/X
automatically captures screen images

~a
SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA

SOFTWARE RESEARCH , INC .

corresponding to images captured during
recording session. EXDIFF can then be
used to difference the two sets of images.
PREVIEW

This mode allows the user to play back
the test session on a "virtual" display window (as shown in the picture on the previous page). Both keyboard and mouse
events are shown, as the program traces
through the keysave file. This allows the
user to relate an event with its corresponding keysave file code. This facility will permit the user to modify a playback session
by editing the keysave file.
EDIT

This utility takes a CAPBAK/X keysave
file and outputs an edited version of the
keysave file. The user can insert sleep commands or increase delays at button clicks
and carriage returns, set maximum and
minimum delays on key clicks, pause after
certain defaults, strip extraneous mouse
movements, and decompose the file into
smaller sub-files.
CAPBAK/X FEATURES

•

CAPBAK/X keysave files are fully edit-

able, thus allowing the user to modify a
captured session without having to recapture a session again.
•

•

•

•

a

A keyboard-only session can be easily
generated by converting a text file into
a keysave file.
Conditional playback is supported. if
and while constructs are available to
control playback behavior based on test
outcomes.
Output synchronization is supported.
CAPBAK/X is window-manager transparent. Randomly placed windows do
not effect synchronization.
User sessions can incorporate other sessions or macros, thus minimizing the
recording effort. This is very useful for
commonly used functions.
CAPBAK/X is network transparent. A
test session can be recorded or played
back on a host across the network.

CAPBAK 'X

COMPATIBILITY WITH STW/REG

CAPBAK/X, when used with its automated tool companions (STW/REG), provides an integrated solution for test
development and regression testing.
Below are some examples of how CAPBAK/X can be used with other tools:
CAPBAK/UNIX: CAPBAK/X can be
useful when the user wishes to test systems that are accessed via one or more
serial ports using the Unix system as a
"terminal emulator". These can be operated interspersed with CAPBAK/X activity.
SMARTS: CAPBAK/X has been
designed for control under SMARTS to
fully automate regression testing. Testers
use SMARTS to manage large hierarchies
of tests in a manner analogous to the Unix
make utility; it controls test execution,
evaluation, and result recording. As with
CAPBAK/X, conditional testing is available to control test behavior based on test
results.
EXDIFF: This system is designed to
compare test outcomes from CAPBAK/X
with defined baselines. Utilities are available to compare text and captured graphics files. Irrelevant differences (such as
dates and times) can be masked out.
TDGEN: This system assists in constructing test data from user-designed
template and data files. TDGEN generates
files with random or sequentially selected
data based on user-defined template.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

•
•

•
•

No external hardware is required.
Captures and plays back keyboard,
mouse events and combinations of the
two.
Captures partial screen, window and
full screen images.
Continuously variable playback
speeds.

•

Network transparent.

•

Output synchronization built-in.

•

Minimum and maximum delay times
apply during automated conditional
playback.

•

Interactive view of saved images.

•

Preview test session on virtual display.

•
•

Fully editable keysave file.
Special notation easily identifies keystroke delays, mouse movements and
other session data.

•

Conditional playback is supported.

•

Flexibility in using any of the following
interfaces:
•

•

OSF /Motif X Window System
graphical user interface.
• Command lines.
User manual and sample sessions are
available.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

•

Telephone hot-line assistance for
installation and technical questions is
available.

•

Continuous maintenance for regular
upgrades is available.

~a

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
Hardware Platforms OS

Graphic Interface

Apollo

Domain OS

n/a

DECstation
HP 9000
IBM RS/6000
PC
Sun-3
Sun SPARC
Sun SPARC
386/486

ULTRIX
HP-UX

AIX

X11/Motif
X11 /Motif
X11 /Motif

DOS OS/2
SunOS
SunOS
SunOS
Unix

n/a
X11 /Motif
X11 /Motif
0 en Windows
X11 /Motif

For more information about
Software Research, Inc. and
CAPBAK/X, call or write:

SOFTWARE RESEARCH. INC.

625 THIRD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997 USA
PHONE: (415) 957-1441
TOLL FREE: (800) 942-SOFT
FAX: (415) 957-0730
E-MAIL: info@soft.com

CAPBAKIX, CAPBAK/Unix, EXDIFF. SMARTS, and STW are trademarks
of Softw.iltt Reu.an:h, Inc. OSF/Molif is a trademark of lhe Open Software
Foundation, Inc. Open Windows is a trademark of the Open Soft ware Foundation . The X Window System ts a trademark of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. DEC DECstation is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. HP 9000 is a trademark of Hewlett Packard . IBM RS/6000 is a trade-mark of the International Business Machines Corporation. Sun-3 and Sun
SPARC are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Software Research, Inc. reserves the right to make changes without notice,
and within its own discretion, to any of the information contained herein.
Rev. Date: 5/4/ 92

SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 625 THIRD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107-1997
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Softbridge, Inc.
Automated Test Facility
Makes True Unattended Testing Possible

0 Windows, OS/2 PM, DOS
One ATF system can test applications in any
combination of these platforms

0 Client/Server or Stand-alone Applications
ATF is the only testing system designed for
client/server testing

•

0 Capture/Playback Mouse & Keystrokes
Simulates user presence at the workstation

0 Full Scripting Language
Drives up to 5 0 workstations from one PC

0

•

PUT SOFTBRIDGE ON YOUR CHECKLIST FOR
SOFTWARE QUALITY WEEK!

Softbridge, Inc. • 125 CambridgeParkDrive • Cambridge, MA 02140 • 617-576-2257

Automatic Software Test System

,...__

TIBURON SYSTEMS, INC. will be demonstrating its new FERRETtm Computer Aided Software
Testing Workstation testing a PC, Apple MacIntosh, and DECStation.
·
FERRET increases your software's quality, while decreasing your development cost and delivery
schedule. FERRET does this by automating the following test functions: requirements gathering, test
design, test execution, and test reporting. FERRET can be used stand alone, or with your existing
CA.SE tools.
FERRET consists of hardware and software that allow you to perform automated non-intrusive
capture/playback/compare regression testing on all major platform and I/O types (Sun, DEC, SGI,
PC/ clones, IBM, Apple, HP/Apollo, NEXT, Generic Serial RS-232, IAN, Touch Screen, Serial and
Bus Mice, Logitech, Microsoft, Mouse Systems) with a single test tool. FERRET will work with any
operating system, _computer language, GUI, MS DOS based Windows, X-Windows, OS/2, and other
windowing systems. A single FERRET can also sequentially test up to eight different target "systems
under test" at a time. Each system under test can be a different platform type.
FERRET consists of a 486/33Mhz based workstation with internal communications and graphics
coprocesscors, scan converter, keyboard/mouse interface box, graphic analysis monitor, and software
which runs under DOS/Windows.
FERRET is easy to learn, and easy to use, with convenience features such as window-of-interest,
synchronizer, and learn mode. Novice users can begin testing within thirty minutes or less, saving the
test engineer's valuable time by avoiding cumbersome set up, and having to learn multiple tools.
The price of a FERRET is substantially less than the price of even a few software bugs getting into the
field, about $7,000 per seat. Each FERRET system includes a comprehensive two day training course,
user guide, one year hardware and software warranty, 48 hour repair /replacement policy, 800 line
support, bulletin board, 12 month free upgrades, and subscription to our user group newsletter.
Additional interface boxes can be added for $1;500 each. As an option, TIBURON can independently
test your software and/or write test scripts to help you get automated with your own FERRET. An
annual maintenance agreement is available after the first year, at 10% of the purchase price.
You can be assured of quality and continued support. TIBURON SYSTEMS, INC. is a privately
owned corporation which has demonstrated consistent growth and profitability since its founding in
1982. Over the past ten years, TIBURON has earned a solid reputation by developing "mission critical"
software systems and supporting them world-wide. TIBURON also independently tests software for
well-known commercial software vendors and provides software testing expertise and training for the
software industry.

•

Don't weasel out of testing, FERRET out your bugs!

Institute For Zero Defect Software
e <a Division of Software Quality Engineering)
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
SOFTWARE REVIEWS
• Needs assessment and planning
• Project and specialist training
• Training materials and tools
• Pilot application, results evaluation

For more information contact:
Institute For Zero Defect Software
2 Fernwood Road
Warren, NJ 07059
Phone: (908) 753-8806 FAX: (908) 754-2628

•----------Software Quality Engineering
EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL
SUPPORT

INFORMATION

• Leading seminars

• Highly experienced team

• 99 Best industry publications

• Recognized faculty

• Solution oriented approach

• Testing Tools Reference Guide

• International conferences • Practices assessments

• Pertinent study reports

• Satisfaction guarantee

• Key industry surveys

•

• Briefings and mgmt talks
• Proven methodologies

Join over 2/3 of the Fortune 1000
Call (904) 268-8639

